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FOREWORD

A shortage of certified and qualified science and mathematics teachers is

one of the most visible and critical problems faced by our Nation's schools.

Local, State, and Federal governments; education and science associations;

universities; the military; and private industry have all turned their

attention toward this problem. _Collectively, these bodies form a national

movement with the common goal of ensuring the Nation's roleas a world leader
in education, science, engineering, and technology._ The approaches taken to

reach this goal, however, are as varied as the mdVement's participants.
Hence, there is a need to identify and describe the most viable alternative

and to focus the effort. The Improvement of Science and Mathematics Education
(ISME) _Team of the National Institute of Education (NIE) was establiShed to

fill this need.

The ISME Team is charged with planning and overseeing research on the

science and mathematics teacher shortage. The team's specific aims are:

(1) to determine and report on the state of to problem, its related issues

and solutions; (2) to conduct a national conference on the science and
mathematics teacher shortage; and (3) to prepare a research agenda on methods

of alleviating the shortage. A unique aspect of the team's -work is its

emphasis on teachers and the nature of teaching in science and mathematics.

One of the team's primary tasks has been completed. A conference

entitled, "Teacher Shortage in Science and Mathematics: Myths, Realities and

Research," Wei held in tite Nation's capital in February 1983. The conference

was designed specifically to identify the salient elements of the national

science and mathematics teacher shortage, add corollary data to the existing

body of knowledge, and influence and guide future NIE research in the area.

The conference participants reprdiented people working on all facets of the

teacher shortage.

i(
The distinguished contributors to the conferen e proceedings, agreeing

that teachers and teaching of science and mathema ics is in a state of crisis,

applied their individual and collective knowIedg and insights to the problems

of our day. They focused on possible myths surrou ding the teacher shortage,

the realities_ and research concerning science and mathematics education, and

the programmatic solutions operated within and outside of school settings.
,.-

The conference proceedings include a Welcoming Address by Manuel J. Justiz;

NIE Director; a Keynote Address _by the Honorable T. H. Bell, United States

Secretary of Education; followed by five commissioned research reviews and

analyses; six program paper*: and the edited transcripts of the discussions

that fofIowed each paper. The concluding section provides possible research

and practice directiond prepared as part of the conferende summary document.

A point of_inforMation; In the proceedings there -may exist some

discrepandieS between the conference papers and the diddussion of the papers:

The_ discussions depict responses to the conference preSentations and earlier

drafts of the papers. The paper Ai:theta Werd_endoUragedand did make

substantive revisions of their papers Aftet the conference for this

publication.



Educators at all levels, researchers, legislators, individuals from
business and industry, and others will appreciate the conference contributors'
analyses,_historical reflections,-Tesearch and curricula reviews, statistics,
case studies, debates, and suggested directions for action.

We express appreciation to Lee Shulman, who served as moderator -f the
conference responsible for the "Intellectual glue" that connected pr enta-
tions and discussions to the primary themes of the conference. We al o thank
Thomas Good and Gail Hinkel for producing an outstanding summary document two
months_after the conference. Over 1,000 copies of the summary document have
been distributed worldWide.and to_50 States. _Appreciation_is also exteided.to_
the conference contributors for their professional time and permission to print
a stimulating collection of papers and discussions; Finally, we are grateful
to the HIE staff, in partkcular Virginia Koehler, and to Caroline Wittier and
Ramsey Sa'di of Dingle Associates, Inc.; for their excellent contributions to
the conference and proceedings.

Shirley A. JaCkson
Associate Director

hn L. Taylor
eam Leader

Improvement of Science and
Mathematics Education
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PLENARY SESSION

WELCOMING ADDRESS

Manuel J. Justin; Director
National Institute of Education

It is a distinct:pIeasure for me to welcome you to the National Institute
of Education's conference on the status of science and mathematics education;
I have had the_ opportunity to meet a number of you who will be presenting

papers and leading some of the discussions: I am very impressed with the
Caliber Of all participants and with the many different views and perspectives
that are represented. We are delighted to have you join us in this fOruM,
Where we hope to continue a vigorous discussion in an area of tremendous
interest and concern to all of us in this country.

I have just returned from a hearing in Albuq0drqUe, NemMexico,heId'by_
the Senate Budget Committee, on the issue of mathematics and science And

am pleased to report to you that_thp_concernsthat were expressed by
representatives of Industry and by the education community are very. much in

tune with our concerns about_the tremendous need for getting qualified__
mathematics and science teachers in our classrooms as quickly as possible.

Clearly, mathematics and science are critical to our country's fUture and

to its technology and economic prosperity. Technology is Changing_the

structure of the world; Our ability to maintain a strong and sound economy

and to compete effectively in the world marketplace_Willdepend largely on out

ability to maintain the technological supremacy we have had in past decades.

When we talk about mathematics and science, and when we talk about

technology) we also very quidkly begin_te think of the defense area and the

critical roIe_that this country -plays in providing for the protection of our

allies and other nations that share our views and values. It is clear to us

that if -we do not keep up) beth_in industry and in the classroom, it will be,

as Nobel Prize Winner Glenn'Seaborg has noted) "unilateral disarmament."

In_the past, we have tended to look on science and mathematics as academic

diseiplines; This we must Continue to do. But we cannot confine ourselves to

this narrow view; The roles of science, mathematics, and technology have

expanded, and they are now fundamental to enabling all of our citizens to meet

the needs of our information-baied, technology-oriented world. It is apparent

that we are_entering a very vital and major technological revolutiom--

an era in which_the microcomputer may well become to American homes and

families_what the pocket calculator became in the 1960's. It ie essential

that we become literate and informed about technology.

To respond to this demand, we will need to overcome the inertia of

ill-prepared students, inadequate laboratory facilities and materials, and the

Scarcity of qualified science and mathematics teachers.

1
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Consequently; it is imperative that we marshall the tremendous resources
of this country to the task of gearing our Nation's schools toward excellence

in_science_and mathematics education. ThIs_wilI involve including our schoolsi,,
cogeged;_libraries; museums, military, universities; business, and industry,
in the deliberations on how to close the gap between our technologically

sophisticated world and the present capacity of our education system.

As befits the current state of knowledge in this area and the appropriate

role for Federal Research and Development, our approach in this conference is

not to try to arrive at a solution. 'Rather; it is to find key people, such as
yourselves, both presenters and participants, to join us in. investigiting the

problem and considering a national baseline of knowledge on the iseues.__

Following this conference, the National Institute of Education staff will

examine the proceedings in order to determine the implications for our future

role and for the research agenda that may well be further clarified and .

refined as a result of the proceedings.

I respectfully challenge you to articulate clearly what owthe
perspectives that you bring to usconcerning the mathematics and science

teacher shortage. Help us to clarify the myths and the realities we are
confronting and suggest promising research directions.

I trust this will be a productive conference. tAIL of us are looking

forward to reading the proceedings; just as we are looking forward to the

discussions that will take place today and tomorrow.

I
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

The Honorable T.H. Ben
Secretary; U.S. Department of Education

As you meet to discuss the shortage of mathematics and science teachers,
it is important for you to consider not only the problems we face today, but
those we Will be facing over the next 3 to 6 years., To put this in
perspective, I would like to emphasize three points:

1. All across the Nation; school boards are increasing
high school graduation requirements to mathematics and
science. Keep in mind that for each additional year.
of study required in either of these fields, there
will be a nationwide demand for 34,000 additional high
school teachers.

2. Teachers are leaving the teaching profession for
better paying jobs in the emerging high tech
induitriei. Therefore, we must not only increase the
supply of teachers; We must also make teaching more
attractive to* ensure fewer teacher "dropouts."

3. To date, we have not. fully grasped the significance of
themicrocomputer'as a forte that will change our
entire teaching and learning methods from kindergarten
to graduate school. Computers are no longer the fad'
they were back in the 1960's. Mii Naidbitt, in
egatren a, reminds us that fads are-imposed from the

top down and trends come from the bottom up;

It is up to those of US id edutation to help equip the youth of our Nation

with skills, knOWledge, and values so that they can meet their duties and

responsibilitied to the past and futureof this Nation. Among othetthings,
we have a responsibility as educators to help America remain the teChnologital

leader Of the world; As President Reagan observed Stateof the Union
address, "We must keep that edge, and to do so we heed to begin renewing the

basics, starting with our educational system." Mathematics and science

education are an' important_part of past reasons_that_AMerici_rose to
international greatness and -are extremely important for the continuation and"
renewal of Ameridah life and the attainment of the American dream.

Some groopa_say there is no shortage orgathematics_and stiehdeedddation

or of teachers to provide that education. Others sarthe deficits in.bOth

areas.sre enormous; Obviously, we need to consider_What the need-will be when

we- change our emphasis; We must respond to the need for_Mere tedhadal_and
.scientific competenceand more scientific and computer literaty.__Regardiess

of what:the specific/figures appear_to_say, it -seems inevitable that the

future of white collar workers, including- teachers, will be very strong.' It

takes time to increase the Supply of SOW teachers and retrain existing ones.



Now I do_not mean this as an adverse reflection on our championship_
Redskin football team--of 'whom we_WaShingteniane,are very proud--but the fact
is that in abet of Mir American elementary and secondary schools-_ a football
hero has more respect than a scholar; Pep rallies receive more attention and
are far better attended than a debate meet or any other tyof_acaditic
competition. We'have stressed excellence and competition in athletics but

'seem to have forgotten them -in academics. I. .

-
Education had misplaced its priorities; Mathematics and science education

are indicative of this; For example, a 1980 survey showed that only nine
States required 2 years of mathematics for high school_graduationi and only
One State required 3 years. Other -data showed that only 38 percent of high
school seniors reported taking 2 -1/2 or more yeiti of mathematics and nearly

percent reported taking no_tathetatidd at all; Only one-fourth reported -

taking 2-1/2.years or more of science, while 8 percent had taken no science_
courses.

H.G. Wells has often been quoted for his obset4atien thit history in the

20th century has become a race between education and catastrophe. That

observatiOn has never been_meri_true. It seems -that we -often forget that our
children will spend most of theit_liVekin_the 21st century, a century'of
bewildering scientific and technological change. We do not have time to worry
about future ShodIIT/hen we are trying to cope as a people with the- present
shodk and dislocation caused by a society in transition from an indhattial

economy to a-high teOhi information-service economy The_revolUtiOn_in_
information is as profoundly changing_ society as did theinvention of the

printing press or the industrial_revolution centuries ago. This revolution

will make an of-us managers ofinforMation; It will free us to bald and run
machines and to pursue better lives in so many other ways...if we are prepared

to do so. r

_High school graduates not proficient in the basicjailla will narrow the

pool from which future engineers and sdientisis_Will be-At/Lyn; Furthermore;

those students who choose -other career fielde_till tiOthave the preparation to

deal with the technologrAideed issues they will.face as workers and citizens

in a Nation WhoriafutUre'id linked to technology advances. We are already

Seeing signs qf this with the terribly high_ percentage of.unemployed_tionagers,

and young adults; In the past; studenti were not made ayare that science -was

important to them personally: he general population Of the United States did

not understand the importance of_a fitti'groundieg in mathematics; science; and

the basic academic skilld.

A_POint that no American'can afford to miss is that world leaderdhip

depends on technological superiority. As the late.Pretier Bret/in-et stated:__

"The field of scientific and technological Progress is today one of the major

fronts in the historical battle betteen the;too systems " (Si:idle/ism and

capitalism).

At the end World War the Japanese recognized and made_a commitment

to the beaching of mathematics and science and to techUOlogiCal development.

They_ have met this commitment'with high_acadetic requirements and standards.

In the U.S.S.R., compulsory science includes 5 years of physics and 4 of

4



chemistry. Less than 20 percent of U.S. high school graduates take even 1 year

of physics, and less than 40 percent take l year of_themidtry. Ironically,
much_of Japan's advance in mathematics and science has been based on curriculum
materials developed in the United States in the 1960's.

I. want every United States citizen to be aware that many other

industrialized countries are providing a more-Intense, rigorous curriculum for
their students. They are getting the results they demand. I fear that_ __

students in these countries are working to gain the education that could allow
the United States to sink to the status of a second-rate power._ We must
respond to this massive challenge posed by the other industrialized nations of

the world;

The strength of our econoMic_system and_the defense of our country are
predicated on_our dominance_in education and_ technology: To maintain our
strength in these_areas, and .indeed, our national independence, we cannot
,afford to let skills in thede fields degenerate. As philosopher Alfred North

Whitehead once wrote: "It is. the business of the future to be dangerous; and

it is among the merits of science that it equips the future for its duties."

What we all know is that in order to have quality_ education, we must have

quality teaching. I feel that in all subjects of_academe,we are tot_
attracting the desired large numbers_of bright and talented people into the

teaching profession. Most of the other professions_ and many of the_skilledi_

trades pay more than teaching. This hai_been a problem for years; and I will
not belabor the point because I am sure it is one of which you are all aware.

I do not believe that anyone_could dispute the fact that there ought to be

more economic potential in the_teathing profession; We desperately need_to

establish the teaching prbfession as a prestigiousi_esteemedi_and_honorable_

calling. Prothising students and talented teachers already in the profession

should he_able to move readily through recognition and promotions to command

salary and esteem.

On our college and university campuses, we have established a system of

academic rank, and it is universally accepted. In academe, we have found it

both necessary and desirable to go even beyond this point; We have endowed

chairs and distinguished professorthips on many campuses; Compare this with

the existing systet_in out eletentary and secondary schools. We have_a single

salary itheduletith no salary differential except for years of_experience and

college credii-hours. We have no system in our personnel practices_that

offers encouragement and opportunity to be recognized-as an outstanding

professional worthy of distinction in both salary and esteem. We offer little

incentive to those who enjoy the life of teaching and who have no desire to

seek an admiiistrative position.

I believe we_need_to establish in American society a new position of

"Master Teacher." This new position should be a much esteemed and sought

after distinctionLamong_teadhers. It should provide a step beyond the ranks

of beginning teacher and regular teacher; and it should command a salary that

is commensurate with other salaries that recognize accomplrishaent and great

worth to American society;

5



We cannot continue with the status quo and build a truly great teaching
profession; The time is long past die for a change.

There is nothing we do in America that is more important than teaching.
As_we look_to the future and_the competition we -will be facing in a changing
and fiercely competitive world, -we simply must realize that our youth deserve

to be taught by the very best minds we can attract to our schools. In the

years ahead; our State legislatures; governors; school boards; administrators;
and teacher organizations must take -steps to build a truly_great teaching

profession. There- mast appear in the_ law; in the school finance formulas; and
in the school boardpolicies across_ the_ Nation_nemprovigions that will help

us to attract and keep the very best talent available.

It is my hope that what I have been saying about theMasiter Teacher
concept would at least trigger more public debate on -what we should do to

build a teaching profession to meet_the needs of_an_intreaaingly complex
society. 'We -must make -it possible for our most distinguished teadhersto
command_a Salary that is competitive with salaries in engineering; Iaw;

accounting;_and'other professions. This will require a big increase in a

Master Teacher increment..

Let us new think about and speculate on the enormous impact that the
'microcomputer andailicon Chip4111 have on all of American_ education. This

is; of course; directly relevant to-what we have been discussing concerning
the supply of teadhers.__Consider. the following facts. A few years ago; a

pocket CalCUlator cost the equivalent of a. trip to California._ TodayOeu can

get one free with your subscriptionroalmagazine._ Given -the frantic'rate of

sdvance_in the computer industry.; it is 'highly probable that; in 2 or 3 more

years;,we will have teaching computers the site of a billfold that "Sell for

$9.954::=It:w111 be possible to carry around-an elementary biology; physics; or

chemistry teaching computer that vill-tutor in-the requirements.of_that_.--:.-

subject. StUdents Will buy. these computers and use theM glivcasuallyi'as they

now use pocket calculators; These poOket-sized teaching computers,. will

contain much of the coursework and biiic information now found in our

textbooks. What is more; these pocket teachingcomputers will have very

sophisticated programming that will provide interaction and conversation with

the learner.

If you do not believe this to be possible; let me tell you that a

prototype was developed by the National Physical Laboratory in Englanda few

years ago. The teaching computer was called "MINN/E." It has more key

functions than -one sees on a poCket calculator and it has considerable
interactive. and tutorial capacity-in the teaching of French to Engliih=

Ianguage-deMinant persons and English to French- language - dominant persons.

Thia era is just around the corner. Competing corporations are going to

,e- producing these pocket-sized teaching computers -by the millions; These

little units will be very handy to use; and they will be mass produced at so

nominal a cost that competing companies -are going to rush into the market very

soon. This could radically change the scope and sequence of American

education.

6
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_ Now is -the time for teadhets and administrators in education to face up to
the fact -that the computer manufacturing commpanies are going to "climb into
our sandbox" and start punching us around.. Some mathematics teachers are now

ftustratedwith the pocket calculator; The biology teacher, along with_the
physics and chemistry teachers, shr,uId be prepared for students who_4111 come
to school with much of the subject matter available in the memory Of a pocket=

sized teaching computer.

We need to recognize this future potential as a near certainty. We need
to realize that the pocket teaching calculator -Will be upon us in a very short

time, and that it is going to rock -the foundations of-academe. We -must grasp

the immensity of the computer in education. It is-going to lead us to

bookless Schools' to paperless nevspapors; Interactive and tutorial computer
programs will tear up the scope and sequence of education as we know it today
and reshape it in a manner that may be traumatic to many teachers.

The momentum will be carried by the intense competition of Texas _

Instruments, Atari, TRS-80, Apple, IBM, and all the rest that Ate ftantieally

competing for this expanding market. Keep in mind that we Spend over $200
billion in this country on our public and private educatitin ettablishments.

This is a market that has the computer companieslicking theirchops.___Parents

will spend billions more in addition to taxes and tuition to give their
children the demonstrative educational advantages that will be promised on

television and in full page advertisements in nationwide magazines.

NOW this is crucial to our discussion about mathematics and science
teachers- because the level of preparation and the subject matter mastery Of
tomorrow's teachers will demand effective teacher preparation on the

university campus.

I did not sketch Ole computer and the future of education with an intent

to tell you that it will be bad for edutation; I emphasized that it will be
what American_education-W111.Make itOnly if we seize the opportunities and

shape -the events to our advantage. If we do not have both the foresight And_

insight to grasp the significance of the technological future, we will be left

on the sidelines, and the computer companies, with their omnipresent softWate)

Will dominate.

This is an exciting as well as frustrating -time to -be involved in

education; I commend our National Institute Of EduCatitit for sponsoring this

conference. We'appreciate your participation in it. Ptah you have a rich and

rewarding experience;

_I look fOrvatd to your report and deliberation is helping t sort out the_

myths and realities posed by the educational challenges of the information and

high tech age.
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CONFERENCE ORIENTATION

Lee Shultiat; Professor of Education and Psychology
Stanford University

My few remarks fall under the category of "Orientationi" but_I suspect
this group ntedavery_little orientation to what it is we are going to be

discussing over the next 2 days.

Many of us felt that the late 1950's and the 1960's_was a period of
renaissance for science and mathematics education in -this country --a period

when the ferment and the excitement over_reedinteptualizing the mathematics and

science curriculums; and thesocial_studies and behavioral science curriculums,

in schools_ reached a_pitCh_that it -had never before achieved and has not

achieved_ since. During this period; manyof us read an eisay by Jerome Brunet

called_"The_Att of Discovery." _In it; Bruner told'of the_observatiOn made_ by

a Britidh philosopher that there were basically three kindd of things in this

world - -you will notice they come in threeai inevitably.

First; there are troublestrOublesthatbreed feelings of
disequilibrium; of unease4_and of discomfort; leaving us with a

sense that there is something wrong that ought to be responded

to; but little.else;

4 Then,_there are puzzles--and puzzles have a very Cleat_

structure; a very precise formulation; a very elegant dedigh.

And finally; there are problems. And problems are what we have
when we find an appropriate puzzle to lay on one of our troubles.

What we are here for_in these -2 days is not merely to acknowledge that;_as

Robert Preston sang so persuasively in "The-Mndic Man;"-"we've got troubles"

in this country in the area of_science_and mathematics education. That will

yield simply breast-beating and rhetoric: Rather; we are here to find

appropriate days of transforming those-- troubles into problems -- problems that

we can -then address intelligently through policy; through inquiryi_and_One

would hope, through policies grounded in appropriate research -and inquiry.

Our goal is to help -move our national agenda prom soul - searching and anguish

to carefully crafted policies in. research.

The role of research in_this_kind_of:a0tivity is to inform practice and

policy; to provide a basis- for evaluating policies -once- they -are put-In place;

and--I think this is terribly importantto_be_informed by practice. As_you

look around this room; you find_people not only from the research community

but from the Communities_ofbusinessi_industry; public and private education

at all levels, and the_military--peopleAn the varieties -of praCticeathatwe

need to listen to and talk with in order to_produce a body of research in this

country that will both inform practice and learn from it;

1_,
1
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The focus of our meeting_is the profession of teaching, especially with
reference-to science and mathematics,' the conditions of that profession- and

the education of teachers. I say this because the planners of this conierence

did not -try to include in this 2-day agenda every possible topic relevant_to

the problems of science and mathematics education. For example, for the last

decade there has been a rich and exciting body -of work under way in the

cognitive psychology of learning in science and mathematics.' Although this is

a very important body of_work_thati at_some point in the near future, must be
integrated with the_deliberations_of_thiS conference, it will not be addressed

explicitly during these 2 days. AA important body of work is also developing

on the uses of-technology- instruction and in teacher education. That, too,

Will net be addressed explicitly in the next two days.

We have learned from our-.experience-in-research that the only way to make
real progress on a question-. is to deliMit it, or set some boundaries on it

This may dissatisfy those Who want to_do everything at once, but without _

deliiiiting the problem, you cannot have sufficient precision of deliberitien

and debate, dialogue, and investigation to move ahead.

I think you have to recall that the meaning of the word "discipline" is

itself an interesting pun. It means_det only_adelimited body of inquiry, but

also reflects the discipline of the investigator who forces himself or herself

to work Within the procedUral rules of a field and to not try to -do everything

at the same Clifford Gertz put it very nicely when he -said: "YOU don't

have to know everything to understand something." Our goal today and tomorrow

is to come to understand some very important ty.ngs.

The dilemmaethat:Secretary_Bell described can sometimes best be

appreciated by a particular individual case; Let.me tell you_of_suCh a dead.

Last summer, I had_a_conversation with a young woman who was,begittling a

12=donth program at Stanford University leading to certification as a science'

teacher. She has a bachelor's degree in Physics, With distinction- from UCLA

aud had worked for a year in the aerospace_indUstry in- southern California;

She had come-to Stanford to study to be a_teacher; One of the things the

Stanford faculty' does_ as part of student orientation to teaching is to pass

out the salary schedule of the Pale -Alto public-schools. Student teachers

deSerVe a Beebe of what to look forward to -when they finish their program;

This_youngwoman looked at the salary schedule and said: "You know, if I can

get -90- graduate hours and work for-12 year** I can end up earning as much as I

made last year:" And she just milled and shrugged; She is still in the

program.

ThiS young Woman's attitude is one of -the things we have to come to

Understand; Whaare the sources of gratification? What are the motivations

that brieg.talented-yeting-people-into-our_profession?--What are the-conditiams_

that we need to foster to_bring more people in? What are the conditions we

have to create in the field to ensure that young women and men will- still be

teaching not only 2 or _3 years from now, but 10 or 15? These are the kinds of

questione that We are to address;

We -begin with two papers that examine questions of supply and demand- -

questions of manpower. Now, you Might.say: _"Why in the world, when we hatre

these very serious policy questions to deliberate, should we begin by merely

describing what the situation is?"

10
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VAM reminded of a letter to the editor in Science_ magazine about 10 years

ago from a British operations researcher named C.T. Waddington, Who is
considered in Great Britain, I_am told, to_be_the father of operations
research in that country. In his letteti Waddington was_describing what
operations research was like during_World War II, when, in effect, they had to

invent it as they went along, Waddington stated: "You know, too_much_
emphasis has been placed on the fancy equations, we had to generate in order to

do our work._ It is important td- remind everyone that perhaps the most
important thing We learned was the importance of first describing carefully
and With_great precision what the current state of affairs was whenever we_ _

ad-dreaded a nevrproblem; We often found that when we had carefully described
what was currently the state of affairs, we didn't need complex solution
strategies; it was perfectly clear what we ought_to_do next._ And_tei%aitily,

even when we did need complex strategies, we couldn't proceed Without knowing

wIlat the current state of affairs held."

Following the adVide of M. Waddington, we will begin_with icareful
consideration of what the current state is with_respect to the availability

and likely availability of teachers of science and mathematics.



. SESSION II
SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS: SUPPLY AND DEMAND_ DATA

SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS TEACHERS

Betty M. Vetter, Executive Director
Scientific Manpower CommistiOn

There is_abUndant_eildence of a shortage of qualified mathematics and

science teachers in the secondary schools, and some evidence of a diminishing

quality as well. A potential shortage_.of scientists in some specialties, as
Well as Of_engineers and_technicians, will be exacerbated by a decline:in pre-

college_mathematics and science'educationi President Reagan recently described

the prcblem as "serious enough to compromise America's future ability to

develop and advance our traditional industrial. base...." (Reagan, 1982).

This paper examines the evidence pertaining to the shortage of qualified

science and mathematics teachers and to a drop in quality; discusses some of

the reasons why the shortage_has occurred, the accompanying indicators of

change in studenrachlevement, and_the consequences of a continuation_ in this

shortage; and summarizes some of the steps being taken to alleviatothe
Comparlsons_are made with the educational processes in other_natitint

With WhOM the United Statesie in competition, both in defense and trade

EVIDENCE-OF-SHMAGE__OF._SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS TEACHERS

Suev-eys

In the fan of 1980 and again in the fall of 1981 the 50 State science_

supervisors were asked to- assess supply and demand for secondary teachers of

science and mathematics (Howe and Gerlovich, 1982) Survey results indicated

that shortages reported for 1980-81 had worsened by 1981-82.

For 1980-81, 43 of the 50 supervisors reported A thortage or critical

shortage of physics teachers; 35 reported similarly for mathematics teachers

and chemistry teachers. The supervisors reported 447 vacancies for chemistry

teachers. Theie budgeted positions were unfilled because no qualified -

candidates were available. However, evidence suggests that this survey

probably underestimated the shortage;eince_positions filled by unqualified

candidates usually were not reported as vacancies.

For 1981 -82, a-physids teacher shortage-hed-bidbeit critical itv27-Statts;__

For tathematics,43supervisors reported either a shortage or critical shortage,

And_phenumber reporting shortages of chemistry teachers climbed to 38. Only .

eight States reported having -an adequate supply -of chemistry teachers, with two

more reporting a slight surplus and three reporting a surplusi

A 1982 survey of placement directors, as shown in Figureli_as indidated on

a scale of 0 to -5, confirms that the shortage of mathematics and science

teachert is critical and worsening
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Demand for Science/Mathematics Teachers
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SOUttet Howe and Gerlovich, 1982.
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In Decembier 1981, the National Sciende:TeaChers Association (NSTA)

surveyed 600 colleges and_universitiee With teacher training programs. NSTA

reported a 77 percent decline from 1971 to 1980 in the number of- mathematics

teachers, and a 65 percent decline in the number of science teacheti prepared

toteach-in -secoidary-schoolo-f,See Table Furthet.....the-stUdlofound--that 'in

addition to_a severe decline' isc_the supply_of_persons trained to teach science

and mathematics, the fraction of those trained who were entering teaching had

also declined. The combined_effect wee a 68_percent reduction in newly :

employed science teachers And An 80 percentreduction in newly- employed

mathematics teacheri since 1971, as shown in Figure 3 (NSTA, 1982).
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Table 1

Index of Science/Mathethatidi Teaehtt Supply Data 1971-80

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Science
Graduating 100 90 85 75 65 65 55 50 40 35

Teachers
Percent Entering 59 58 58 55 56 59 56 52 i4 :54

Teaching
Mathematics

Graduating 100 91 86 73 60 45 36 27 27 23

Teachers
Percent Entering 63 68 64 65 62 61 63 59 60 55

Teaching

Source: NSTA; 1982. .1.

The effect of these changes is shown even more forcefully when the data are in

grapic form (See Figure 3).

Figure 2

StUdent Teacher Supply Index Based on 1971 SupplY.

MathematiciScience

Student
Teaeher
Index

1971 Base

Student
Teacher
Index
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for Placement
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diti0118

0
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Source: NSTA, 1982.
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Another NSTA survey of a random_sampleuof 2.000_6660ndity ached'

principals; also conducted in December 1981 and analyzed by James Shymansky_of
the University of Idwa, requested information on `the qualifications of those
science_and_mathematics teachers Who were being hired (Klein; 1982); The

survey-found that_50.2 percent of the newly employed teachers were_not
qualified to teach science or mathematics but were employed -on an "emergency
basis" because no qualified teachers could be foStd (See Table 2).

The findingsi when examined -by dentWarregions, show severe problems in
States Where high technology industries require the best-trained science and

mathematics personnel. For example, in the Pacific Statesi'a_whopping 84
percent of the stienteiiiid-Uthematics teaChers newly employed in 1981 Were

unqualified in those subjects. The eastern-seaboard.and the gulf coasts also

show higher than average levels of unqualified teaCherd.

Table 2

Percentage of Newly Employed Unqualified Science/Mathematida Ted-Cheri;

Census Region 1980-81 1981-82

Pacific States 75% 842

Mrountain States 44 43

Nest Ninth Central States 26 43

West South Central States 63 63-

East North-Central-States 23 .32

East_South Central Stated 43 40

Northeastern States 11 9

Middle Atlantic States 46

South Atlantic States 48 50

All Stated 45% 50%

Source: NSTA, 1982.

The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)'conducted a survey of

teacher demand_and shortages during the 1978-79 school_year_ancLfound_that_a

shortage- of 100_teachers represented 2.4 percent of All_ employed teachers in

the physical sciences (NCESi 1982a). In mathematics._ the Shortfall of 900

teachers represented-only 0.6 percent_of-employed mathematics teachers. but

the proportional shortfall hasclikbed Well above that figure since 1979.

(See Tablc3 for more details.)
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Table 3

Employed Teachers and Teacher Shortages, Spring 1979

Field of AskgnMedt

EiOloYed Teddhera

Percent
/fiddlier of all

Teachers

Shortages

Percent
Number of all

Shortages

Shortages
As a Percentage

of Employed
Teachers

Total 2,552,000 100.0 11,300 100.0 .4

Preprimary 99,000 3.9 700 6.3 .7

Primary and general
elementary 899,000 35.2 2,600 23.3 .3

Art 57,000 2.2 100 .8 .2

Basic skills and
remedial education 9,000 .3 - - -

Bilingual education 22,000 ;9 400 3.7 1.9

Biology 30,000 1.2 100 .9 .3

Business 45,000 1.8 200 1.8 .4

English language arts 188,000 7.4 200 2.2 .1

Foreign languages 53,000 2.1 100 1.1 .2

General science 76,000 3.0 200 2.1 ;3

Health, physical
educatiou 158,000 6.2 100 1.2 .1

Home economics 36,000- 1.4 - - .1

Industrial arts 41,000 1.6 600 5.3 1.4

Mathematics 150,000 5;9 900 8.3 .6

Music 87,000 3;4 200 1.4 .2

Reading 73,000 2.9 300 2.8 .4

Physical sciences 25,000 1.0 600 5.5 2.4

Social studies/social
sciences 143,000 5.6 100 .8 -

Special education 219,000 8.6 3,200 28.3 1.5

Vocational education 101,000 4.0 300 2;9 .3

Other 39,100 1.5 100 1.1 .3

Source: National Center for Educationatistica, 1982a.

Number of NeW-06Mildates

Nationvido,. the number of new teachers_graduated in the_past detadt_haa

dropped from 36 percent to 21 peieint of all college graduates This is not

surprising since a teacher surplus has been apparent in the placement

statistics for several years. Bdt the drop in Shithet and mathematics
education majors has been even greater; The number of education graduates

with a major in Mithedatiti 6I-OW only M percent of all education majors/

dropped 64 percent,- from-2;217 in 1971 to 798 in 1981,_While_the nutibit of

science education graduatei dropped 33 percent, from 891 in 1971 to 597 in
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1981 (NCES; 1982b); This number-includes biology teachers; chemistry
teachers; physics teachers; earth science teachers; and general science
teachers.

FinallY; only 5_percent_of 1 college-bound seniors in 1982 (2.2 percent
Of the males and 7.4 percent of the females) indicated plans to major in
education (LACES, 1982c); and only 1:3 percent of all education majors
graduating in 1981 had majored in science or mathematics education (NCES;
1982b);

Thus; it is- apparent that there is a severe and worsening shortage of
science and mathematics_ teachera forsecondary_sdhools and that present
enrollment trends do not offer hopethat the situation will change over the
next few years;

.SImmteges_in_the States

Some_States and even some cities report_far more difficulty -in filling
their-science and mathematics teacher positions with qualified candidates than

do othert. NO national data are available on a State-by-State basis; but
several States have made some surveys of their own:

In North_Carolina colleges and universities each year report to the State

Department of Public Instruction the number of completiOne in Wither
education; and the superintendent of each school district reports a vacancy
count by_field.__HOwever; mathematics teacher positions filled by teachers not

certified in mathematics are not considered to be openings;

An analysis of these reports over the past-20 years by Robert T. Williams
of Ndrild-CarnIita-State-University-indicates that the percentage of -new

mathematics teachers as a_fraction of all new -secondary teachers has declined
steadily ainda'1967 (Nilliams;_1981)._ Further; the number of reported
vacancies for mathematics teachers has been declining since 1969, and; in most

years the number of new mathesatics teachers has exceeded the number of
vacancies; However; the same analysis reveals that in none of- the- 20 years

were more than 58 percent of the -prior year's_ graduates actually teaching in

the fall; and the proportion fell as low as 20 percent;

The result of the effort over the years to fill every ItIamsroosi with

someone, whether qualified to teach the subject or noti_has reiated in a
situation in which only 55 percent of North Carolina's.4;700_MAthematica
teachers are certified in mathematics.- Ationg_the "oncertified mathematics
teachers; 21_ percent_taught_a full- load of mathematics classes; while others

taught only a partial load (See_Table 4).- Niiifdi-the-noncettified--7,---
Mathematics- teachers were certified in social studies; physical education;

grammar; science, or business.
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Table 4

Certification Status Of North Carolina Mathematics Teachers

Number of
Mathematics
Sect/ono

Teachers with
Mathematics
Certification

Teachers Without
Mathematics

Certificaiion

All Mathematics
Teachers

1 _54 494 548

2 113 680 793

3 174 335 -509

4 274 179 453
5 1,557 266 , 1,823
6 395 161 556

6 11 7 18

Total 2,578 2,122 4,700

Source: 1.-------75merfi1 81.

Also or interest are the teaching assignments for certified and
noncertified mathematics teachers as shown in Table 5.

Table 5

)4athematics Teaching Assignments

Teachers Teachers
Certified Not Certified

in Mathematics in Mathematics

Junior HighiMidgg School 1,759 1,796

High School General Mathematics 9197 800

Algebra 1 1,4101 93

High School College-Prep 1,723 52

Remedial Mathematics 138 307

Source: Williams, 1981.

_
The- Virginia State COundil Of Higher Education reports, based on a survey

of the 141 SCheitil systems in that State (133 reporting), that-"The supply of
teachers aVailableixo hire is not sufficient to meet current demand in _

particular fields." Almost half of,the divisions iL the State said_they had'
extreme difficulty finding mathematics teachers, more than one third had
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problems finding teachers of earth science; and_One foUrth.reported extreme
difficulty finding qualified teachers_for chemiktry and physics Courses._ _

Almost half of the earth science teachers in the State were-Ubcertified_in the
field, Zespite a 6-year-Old regulation that all earth saience.teiChers be
endorsed by_the1982-83 sehool year. Seven percent of the State's chemistry
teachers did not meet the:requirements for certlfication'in that field.

The number Okstudentegraduating from the State's 33 State-approved
college education pograms fell 25 Percent in the last 4 years, the number of-
student- teachers in science and mathematics decreased threefold ilLscience and
fourfold in mathematics from 1971 to -1980, and only half of the student
teachers have been entering the teaching profession after graduation (Hborei
1982).

In Ntralw Mulinmh-frr only one 1982 college graduate in the Statijaanned a
career in mathematics teaching. In 1980,_ there were -41 openings for
mathematics teachers in New Hampshire high sdhools0.but only six graduates of
teacher education programs throukhout'the State sought mathematics teacher
oertification ("Math Teadhers Scarce," 1982).

Data fromjamNationaI Council of Teachers of mathematics' "Mathematics
Shortage: Fact Sheet" in September 1982 reveal the following about some of
the other States:

= Missouri. .Only about half of the 80 prospective
,Mathematics teadhers who were to graduate from
Missouri's teaching institutions were expected to -be
teaching the following fall;_ although atleast_200

_vacancies were_expected_in the State. The number of
emergency certificates issued in 1979 was up 43-
percent over 1978.

7New_Tork_. Only 32 graduating college seniors planned
ic7rEirai junior or senior high mathematics in 1982.

California. Aeons more-than 400,000 students in
Californied pUblie four-year institutions in the
spring of 1982, only 97 were preparing to be secondary
mathematics' teachers.

e Texas. In 1982,_20 graduates were certified for
mathematics teaching, but only 7 entered the field.

Maryland. 1;%surveylby the State Department of
Education at the end of the 1979-80 school year
estimated that 50,000 secondary students received
their mathematics instructi6n from more -than 400
teachers who mere_not certified to teach secondary
mathematics.' In 1982, only -17 new mathematics
teachers graduated in the State, and 8 entered
teaching.

.



- Connecticut._ The State lost 100 mathematics teachers
in 1982 through_yetirement and job_shifts, while only
28 mathematicsteachers graduated from the 14 StAte
institutions.

Neti_Jereey. The State Department of Education has
declared an emergency shortage of mathematics teachers
in 17 of New Jersey's 21__counties. This emergency
designation permits districts to use unlicensed
teachers--somi without a bachelor's degree--to teach
mathematics;

Iowa. The number of_graduates prepared to teach
matheiatics Atopped from 234 in 1970 to 60 in 1979.
The number of vacancies during thAtvperiod.fluctuated
between 200 and 250 each year, with the smaller school
diitricti hiVing the most severe shortages.

Mitsitatippi. According to the State Superintendent of
Eclucation, State institutions do not even come close
to,proyiding the 400 to 500 mathematics teachers that
are needed.

Teacher_IXodus to Industry

Compounding the problem of an undersupply of new_graduates in science and
mathematics education is the Serious exodUs of experienced teachers to
indUstry. According to an NSTA survey_ofscience_teachers,,fhe average age of

scienne/SathiSatiinteAChers is 41, and theaverage nUmber of years of
experience is 16. ffomeveri aImostfivetimes more science and mathematics
teachers left teaching last- year for employment in nonteaching_jobs than left

.teiretire. If the present exodus of qualified secondary school science and.

mathematics teachers continues at the 1980 and 1981 rate of 4_percent per
year; there will be a net loss -of 35 percent by 1982 (NSTA, 19821.Another
NSTA Survey found that one_in four_teachers among the younger faculty plan to

leave teaching completely (National Science Foundation NSF-- 1982a4 b).

Further, a survey in North Carolina found that-those.pIanning to leave
pred0Minantly are theite who are best qualified, while those planning to
continUE_A career in teaching are those least qualified on the basis of

preparation and_test scares (Williams, 1981). Althoggh there is -no
it appears probable that those who have left teadhing_in the

past few years also are among those best prepared in science and mathematics

and therefore most desirable as employees for industry.

The reasons for the teacher exodus to industry are generally so obvious as

to need. no explanation = higher ielety levels, more- opportunities for

advancement, an environment conducive to accomplishment; adequate equipment,

and, perhaps most important Of.all, more respect from society.

es
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A quick look at comparative starting Salaries at the end of d bachelor's

degree indicates the value society_has placed_on teadhing_COMpared_withother
science, mathematics, -and engineering activities. A starting teacher_ in 1982

averaged about $13000_14 year. Mathematics majors going to government or

industry_averaged $21,300i computer scientists, about S25-400; chemistry
majprs44#000; and- engineers; more than $25,000. Only'biology majors, at

$16,000, came even close to the teacher salary levels.

QUAI.-ITIA3F_NElvsanCE AND MATHEMATICS TEACHERS

The drop -in the quantity otmathematics and science teachers appears to be
accompanied_hYA drop in the_quality of new graduates preparing for secondary

teaching. Although_ quality is much harder to measure than quantityi_idde

indicators of quality can be examined. One of the most obVioda is the test

scores of students planning majors in education.

The College Board reports that among college-bound seniors in 1982, the

average score on the verbal_portion of the_Sdholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)-was

426 and that On_the9sathematical portion was 467. Amonustudents_indicating
plans to major in education, the verbal scores averaged 394_and the math 419.

ThUs) as a group, students planning to teach are considerably below average in

this measure of quality (College- Entrance ExamitatiOn Board (CEEB), 1962-1982).

The scores on the Graduate Record EicaMinatiOn and the National' Teacher

Examination also indi6Ate that students_ currently enrolled in teacher

education programs are the least competent-in comparison with those preparing

for other professional careers.

Further, the least competent of the teacher education graduates appear to

make up the bulk of. those Who.pldh to remain in teaching. For example, a

study of teacher recruitmentvselection, and retention in North Carolini_ftitd

a dramatic differende in the teaching- plans -of those -who were-highoot-and

(those who were lOWeat4.0. ability. Of those in the -upper 20 perdett of

measured academic abilityi only 26-percent_intended to teach at age 30;

contrasted with 60 percent of those with the lowest academic ability (CEEB,

1962-1982);

The National Center for Education Statistics confirms that the number and

academic standing:Of high sdhool_setiors planning to major in education were

lower It 1980 than in 1572; Also, es shown in Table 6, -the academic records

of both women and men planning an education major-were lower than those of
their 1980:classmates-who were planning to major in other fields (LACES, 1982c).

Based on an analysis -of data collected in the 1980 High School and Beyond

study and in the National Longitudinal-Studthe_Ifikh School Class of 1972,

NCES examined cognitive test scores, questionnaires about backgroundd, high

school experiences, and_the_pIans of these two groups of_stUdentS; Ten

percent of the women college aspirants planned to major in education in 1980,

dada from 18.8 percent in 1972. Among_the men, the segment planning eduation

majors declined from 6.0 percent in 1972 to 3.4 percent in 1980. About three

times as many women as -men planned -an education major, and_wbite women made up

about 67 percent of ill students planning such a_major. White males were

second (19- percent), followed by black females (5 percent)) Hispanic females

(3 percent)) andothers.
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StudentS planning to major in education had lower scores than other
college aspirants on reading, vocabulary, and mathematics tests; their grade
point averages were lower than those of students planning other majors, and
the number of mathematics and science courses taken in high school was less
for education majors than for others, as was the proportion of-courses taken
that were in academic subjects. Although the:4e differences in academic
qualification are more pronounced among males than among females, they apply
in both cases.

Table 6

Mean Academic Preparation Measures of College Aspirants, by Sex and
Intended Major: 1980

Academic
Prepatation
Mei:Sure

Total
Eftdation Other
Major Major

Education
Major'

Male
Other
Major

Female
Education Other

Major Major

Test Scores
Reading 52.31 54.77 51.86 55.13 52.45 54.42

Vocabulary 51.69 54.55 51.75 55.20 51.70 53.91

Math 51.54 55.02 51.79 56.58 51.46 53.51

Grade Point
Average* 6.25 6.36 5.79 6.18 .6.39 6.53

No. of Mathematics
Courses 2.53 3.12 2.50 3:30 2.53 2.95

No. of Science
Courses .62 .94 .74 1.09 .59 .78

Proportion in
Academic
Program .55 .66 .47 .68 .58 .64

*Self reported, on a scale of 1 to 9.

Source-: National Center for Education Statistics, 1982c;

The matheriatiCS tests used for the class of 1972 and for the class of 198Q

were_different and cannot be compared; However, comparison of scores on -_

reading and vocabulary tests reveal a drop across time (See Table 7). Reading

and vocabulary levels may not be the best indicators of the quality of_

potential educators in science and mathematics,_ but it is hard to see hOW
effective teaching in any subject can occurwithout the teacher having these
skills.

Equally distressing is the proportion -of all high school courses taken,

that were in ACAddMid subjects. Among males planning education majors, less
than half of all high school coursework was in academic subjects, and for

females, the proportion was only 58 percent.
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Table 7

Mean Vocabulary and Reading_Teet Scores* of College Aspirants by Sex and
Intended Major, 1972 and 1980

Test Intended
Major

Male Seniors
1972 1980

Fetale Seniors
1972 1980

Reading EdudatiOn 10.59 9.69 11.88 9.99

Other 12.03 11.16 12.35 10.84

Vocabulary Education 6.50 6.20 8.05 6.59

Other 8.19 7.43 8.49 7.31

*Scores are mean_forliila adores-3 (i.e., number of correct answers adjusted for

guessing). WaXIMUM scores are 20 on reading and 15 on vocabulary.

Adoug women, the differences in academic TialifidStiOna between those

planing to major in education and those entering other fields_appears to be

widening. Although this trend 14 tot observed among men-;the preponderance of

women within the total group makes the finding significant as a tool far

assessing thequality Of tomorrow's teachers;
,

°Theta are no data separating potential science and_ mathematics teachers;

from other *teachers, but as noted; teadheri Who are_not qualified'in
mathematics and sciencei but have dredentials.isiother areas of education, are

teaching mathematics and science adyway Thus; we must be concerned with

these findings.

Some of the States also have examined the quality of education_majors.

For example, Virginia reports that the andante- who enter its education

programetend to have lower_entranop test scores than those who enter other

college programs (Merit 1982). Education majors at State_uniirersities_scored

an average of 121 points lower on the combined mathematics verbal -SAT that did

their counterparts Whil graduated in other fields. At private_ colleges,

education graduates scored 80 points below others at their schools.

CHANGESMSTUDEMT-ACILIEVEMENT -

What information do we .have_ On the effect of these teacher shortages and

exchanges on student achievement? We cannot document the_ relationship, even

as_to WI-tether it is Cattle or effect, but we can examine changes in student

achievement.

etit-Storee

Since 1962, at the height Of the post-Sputnik push for better U.S

mathematics and science_ trainin&_mathematics scores on the Scholastic Aptitude

Tests have fallen steadily; as have the ierbil scores (CEEB, 1962-1982). The
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National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), in assessments of
mathematic skills conducted in 1973 and 1978, found a Sharp drop in the
ability of students, particularly 17 years old,' to apply classroom theory to
the numerical problems of everyday life. Information released by NAEP on
February 8, 1983, showed a continuing decline in 1980. In this same age

group, there has been a steady decline in the science achievement scores as
measured in national assessments in 1969, 1973, and 1977 (NAEP, 1978; 1979).

This decline also continued.in 1980.

Lowered scores have not been limited to-the SAT and NAEP testing programs.
Consistently Iower_annuaI mean scores have been registered on -the Adietiddft
College Tests (ACT), the Comprehensive_ Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS), the Iowa
Tests -of Educational Development CITED), and the Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude

Test (Jones, 1981).

The decline in average SAT scores may have reached its nadir: The 1981
mean scores were the same as those for 1980, and the scores in 1982 actually
increased slightly because of an increase in the scores of Black students. In

the 1982 tests, Black students' scores rose an average of 9 points on the

verbal side.and 4 points on mathematics, while whites gained 2 pointi in

verbal and remained at the same level in mathematics (CEEB, 1962=1982).

Declines in test scores during the 1960's and 1970's have been attributed

to a host of problems in home, school, and society. The relationship between
the quality of mathematics teachers and student mathematics scores is not
quantifiable, but _a declining score pattern might, in part, be a cause and, in

part, an effect of a shortage of qualified science and mathematics teachers.

In other words, a vicious circle.

Some educators and noneducators have attributed this slide to the "new
math" programs introduced during the late 1960'8, while other studies -show
that mathematic achievement is higher for students using the neW.curricultm

than for those taught in the traditional way;

High School Graduation and Collete-aittatite-Requirements

_
Other indidatorsof student achievement also should be4Soted. Since 1970,

there MS been a nationwide trend toward reduction in the number of courses in

Mathethatids_and science, as well as in such areas as foreign_ languages, that

are required for a high school diploma. Only'one-third of the Nation's 17,000
school districts required more than one year of mathematics and science for

graduation in 1982, and one -half oLall high-school graduates take no

mathematics or science at all beyond the 10th grade (NSF, 1982a & b).

Also, as a group, colleges and_ universities_ have lowered their

requirements for admission. This_has necessitated extensive increases in
remedial courses in most institutions. Remedial mathematics enrollments at

4-year institutions_increased_72 percent between 1975 and 1980, compared to a

7 percent increase in total student enrollments for the same period. In

public 4 -year colleges,_25_percent of the mathematics courses presently being

taught are remedial, and at 2-year colleges, 42 percent of these courses are

remedial (NSF, 1982a & b).
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_ _A recent_study_by the National Academy of Sciences also documents a
decline_in the number Of science courses taken by college students who are not
specializing in science, engineering, or science-related professions. In
1980, the average nonspecialist college student devoted only 7 percent of
coursowork to 'science (NSF, 1982a & b).

The proportion of high school students who have taken science and
mathematics courses that would prepare them to enter and understand college
courses in this subject hes grown smaller, and the proportion who are fully
prepared to major in a quantitative field includes less than one-third of all
graduates and less than one- fourth of those who enter college.

Two studies by the National Center for Education Statistics provide
information. on the science and mathematics preparation of high school seniors.
One shows the proportion of all seniors ii the spring of 1980 Who had taken
particular mathematics and science courses (See Table 8).

Table 8

Percent of Sehidrs Who Took Courses, Spring 1980

Course Total' Men Women

Algebra I 79.3 78.7 77.9

Algebra II 49;0 51.3 47.0

Geometry 56.2 58.0 54.6

' Trigonometry 25.6 29.9 21.7

Calculus _7.8 9.8 6.0

Physics 19.4 25.7 13.6

Chemistry 37.3 39.2 35;4

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, 1982d. -

Considering that extensive efforts are being_made to bring mor -women into
science and engineering fields, their consistently lower participati in
mathematics and science courses is troubling. Only. 28_percent of those in the

;1980 high_sdhool Class too k -3 or more years of mathematics in grades 10 to 12,

and only 18.5 percent took 3 or more years of science; About .twice that
proportion (30.1 percent) completed 2 to 2-1/2 years of science.

The situation is somewhat more promising if we examine the average number

of semesters of science and_mathematics_taken_in grades 10 to 12 by high

school seniors in 1972 and 1980. In Table 9 we see some increase in

participation.

.7.
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-0/ Table 9

Average Semesters Taken by Seniors in GradeS 10 to 12

Sdbje All Students Men Women
1972 1980 1972 1980 1972 1980

Mathematics. 3;6 4;1 4.0 4;3 3.2 '3.9
Science 3;4 3;4 3;7 3.6 3.1 3.2

However; the small increase in science courses taken by Women is accompanied
by a small decrease amongmen. Both sexes have increased the number of
semesters of Mathematics taken during their high school years (Scientific

Engineering Technical-Aanpewer-Commenta; 1982a);

cause-or-Effect?

__If good teachers are leaving and only the poorer_students are entering

teaching; is this a reflection of the low salaries faid to teadhersi or are
the low salaries a reflection of -the quality_of_teathers and teaching as seen

by the taxpayers who must_vote; directly -or indirectly,_on those salaries? Is

the inability to raise salaries for_teaching fields in short supply

attributable to union rules -and seniority practices; or is it attributable to
citizens' perceptions ofscience and mathematics fields as not important

enough to be tatightjty'qualiffed teachers? How important is the fact that
able-women interested in mathematics and science are no longer relegate-ditto

teaching as the only acceptable place for their talents?

Why have scores on the mathematics SAT dedlined so steadily_for_so

Is it poor -or uninspired teething that has resulted in -the ctitituation of the

icore decline long after the originkl_shakeouts Of adding significant numbers

of students who would not have planned to go to_college in_earlieryears? Or

has the continuing decline in test scores resultedin_a lessening of quality

among those who_seek to enter teaching careers? Or are all or these factors

intertwined as both causes and effects?

FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR-SCIENCE/MATHEMATICS_EDICATION

Some thoughtful educators believe that only national intervention can

bring about solutions to the shortage of mathematics and science teachers;

'Others believe that education is a State and local responsibility and that the

Federal Government should not interfere. Many members of this same:group

believe that past Federal efforts have been useless; or at least ineffective.

The support of the National Science Foundation for such activities. as

summer workshops for_teadhers.andother inservice training disappeared several

yearaago; although the FY 1984 budget includes $5 million for such prograMS.

For the past 2 years; the administration has indicated that previous support
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for science education was extensive but had not succeeded, and therefore it -

Should be dropped. The facts are just the opposite. NSF support for science

and engineering education has declined steadiIy_and_steeply for the past -22_

years, with science education's share -of the NSF bUdget dropping frOm_a high
of 47 percent in 1959 to its present lb* of 2 percent as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3

NSF Science Education Funding as a Percent of Total NSF Budget

Percent

1950 1955

r-

1960 1965 1970 1975

Fiscal Year

Source: National SCience Foundation.

1980 1985

The FY 1984 budget; however, included $39 tillift for science education,

With 51- percent targeted for precoIlege_teScher improvement in science.and

mathematic activities. Furtheri_$50 milliOn is to be provided to the States

in. matching grants for 17year ftholatabips to retrain unemployed graduates;

teachers'in surplus fields) and retirees as science or matheistics teachers.

This crash program aims to product 7,000 more teachers per year.

_ NSF support for precollege science edUCition dropped sharply over a

207yeat period, going from 72_percent of the Foundation's science education -

budget _in_1959 to 22 percent in 1980.-__In
1982, NSF's entire science educatift

division was eliminated. AS shown in Figure 5, the decline -in NSF support for

secondary school science and mathematics correlates quite directly with
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declining achievement in science as measured by the National Assessment of
Educational Progress, and that decline has continued both in budgets and test
scores; While this does not necessarily imply acause and effect
relationship; when coupled with other evidence the relationship appears
reasonable (Klein, 1982). But especially worrisome is the decline among the
high achieversthose who.wifl provide, most of the potential pool for science
and engineering careers.

Figure 4

Declines_in NSF Support of Precollege Science Education Correlated with
Declines in Science Achievement at the Secondary Level

NSF Precollege Science Education Support
(Millions of dollars)

TS '66 '67 '68 '69 '70 71 '72 '73 74 76 '76 '77

Source: National Science Foundation and Education Commission of the States.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Another likely reason for the decline in the quantity and quality of
mathematics teachers is that curriculum development activities have been

almost dormant since the post-Sputnik efforts. Although there has'been much

Percents e_ Declines In Science
Achievement

(17-yeer-old-students)
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criticism of tha"new" curriculums produced with NSF support, a recent_study

indicatei that they have been far more successful thiii'most people realized

(Anderson, X982).

An analysis.of_105 studies involving 45,000 students compared those

enrolled in new science curriculums and-those in traditional curticuluti. On

every measure* including attitude,_ achievement, and process skillsl_stUdenta_

taking the he'WNSF curriculums scored 14 percent higher overall. Students in

the BSCS BielOgy_and Chem Study programs scored 17 percent higher than those

in traditional programs. Perhaps most important -is that students from low

Socioeconomic groups scored -24 per-Cent higher using the new curricuIumsi_which

gave minority Children in those programs a decided. edge over similar children

exposed to traditional curriculums:

These Studies covered a period of several years in the 1960's and 1970'ft.

Few teachers are left in the schools now:Who are qualified to -teach the:new

curriculums, and almost none have been given the important inservice training

since NSF stopped support several years ago; The 1984 budget includes a $5

million program to support_wotkihOpa and:other training activities for

precollege idiende_arAtathematipcs teachers: _ftrther, these programs tre_ini

serious need of modification and reVsion to take into account the developments

of the Peet 20_yearsin such areas as computers, todein electronics, and

technology applications. The 1984 budget deed nod include -funds for

Curriculum development.

Only if teacherd find their subject interesting can they transmit that

interest to their students; Teachers who are themselies unskilledjn their

subject matter or who are using teaching materials they do no_Understand or

appreciate are unlikely to inspire interest in the subject among their_:

students:

INIBRNATIONAL COMPARISONS

One reason that our problems in mathematics and science education concern

us is thit we live in an international setting. we can never again restrict

our concerns to the confines of our own country. We have potential enemies

and potential trade competitors all over the world.

The declining emphasis on science and mathematici in the U.S. school

system is in marked contrast the emphasis of other industrialized countries

(NSF, 19828 & b; Wirszup, 1981; avage,.1981). Japan, Germany, and the Soviet

Union all provide their citizens th rigorous training in science and

mathematics. Comparative studies Science and engineering edwation suggest

that students in these countries are gatting the kind of education that may

allow them to overtake the United Stet s in scientific and technological

advances with both industrial and milit applicatione.

For example, almost 100 percent of Sovl t students complete secondary

education, compared with 75 percent in the U ted States. Compulsory science

in the U.S.S.R..includes 5 years.of physics an 4 of chemistry; fewer than 20

percent of U.S. high school graduates take 1 yea of physics, and only 37

percent take one year of chemistry. The U.S.S.R. ffers its students
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sequenced of course material in science and mathematics starting with an
intuitive level of understanding and progressing to empirical levels and,

finally, to formal axiomatic and theoretical understandings. U.S. students

entering these subjects are immediately introduced to abstractiond, without

the prior steps. For many students, these concepts seem hopelessly difficult;

thus, the students fail or drop out, or, on advice of others, simply avoid

taking the courses be6aude they believe them to be difficdIt.

All Soviet students study algebra; only half of the U.S. students do.'

Indeed, half of all U.S. high school graduates take no mathematics beyond the

10th gradt. Calculus is taken by all Soviet high school students-but by only

3 percent of U.S. students. Seven States require no high school mathematics

at all.
' 4

Nearly all college-bound students in Japanese secondary schools take three

natural science courses and four mathematics courses during their 3 years of

high school. While SAT scores Wert dropping is the United States, the

achievement test scores of Japanese seniors increased from 54 percent In 1964

to 71 percent in 1981=a gain the Japanese attribute to "modernization of the

curriculum." By 1970, Japanese Seventh graders' ranked first in mathematici

over students from 12 Industrialized countries, including the United States,

and scored first among 19 nations 'in science tests in both the 10- and

14- year -old age groups. In as ongoing second International competition

involving 23 countries, Japan's current preliminary results show significantly

increased scores over -those of Japahese students in 1970 in,both algebra and

analysis, including calculus (News-update, "econd Intethational Mathematics

Study, 1982). 1 -

It Is not surprising, then, that from 1963 to 1977 industrial productivity

grew 191 percent in Japan, compared with a 39 percent growth in the United

States, Japan dominated the auto and steel production industries, has almost

eliminated competition in consumer electronics, is the industrial leader in

robotics and optical electronics, and .ie rapidly overtaking the United States.

in semiconductors, computers, and even genetic engineering.

In West Germany, there is a standard curriculum_for_aII students through

grade 10, and the only variation is in specialized science-oriented schools

where each subject is studied more intensively.

It is a reflection of these differences that, on a per capita basis for

the relevant age group, for every engineer graduated in the United States, the

United Kingdom produces 1.1; West Germany, 1.4; Japan, 2.6; an&the Soviet

Union, 4.1.

PUBLIC SUPPORT-FOELSCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
V

The interim report of the National Science Beard's (NSB) Commission on

Precollege Education in MatheMatitd, Science and_Technology notes'that the

public has not understood the importance of a firm grounding in science and

mathematics for all people in a_modern technological society, although there

is evidence that such understanding is increasing (NSB, 1982).
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Pcit extithOle, the 97th Congress received strong support for bills on -this

issue, and science education will be the subject of major legislative efforts

of the 98th Congress; Adminietration support is indicated by the FY 1984
budgets for science education. Beyond thiai the President has announced a :$50
million cash program to try -to produce 3,000 new mathematics and science_
teachers per year by PrO:siding_l-lear scholarsh4ps to unemployed_graduates,
teachers_ln surplus fields, _and retireesi for retraining as science and .

Mathematics_teachers; Provided in the form of block grants, the money is to
be matched by the States; Some educators have expressed doubts that_this _ -

tttrainim.can be accomplished in 1 year. Nonetheless, this plan, *long with
the increase for science education in_the NSF budget; demonstrates the
political view that the public wants improvement in science and mathematics
teaching.

Sete States have made serious strides to pushing improved mathematics and
science education; Eighteen States have enacted legislation to raise
standards of eligibility for teacher education, although this move has_nnt_
generally been accompanied by incentives to attract better stUdents. Public

institutions in eight western States haVe announced or_iMpOsed admission
standard changesi, or are discUaiing changes_ for the future, including
tightening_requirementi to include more high school courses, especially in
English and mathematics (SolimWtific-Enginemtring_TechnicaI Manpower Comments,

1982b).

Public opinion polls show that mathematics and science education rate high
among items that taxpayers are willing to support with their taxes.
Matfielatics ranked at the top in a Gallup survey of sabjects deemed "essential"
by the gendral.public for high school students, with 97 percent of the

respondents placing it in that category. Science got 83 percent, coming in
fifth behind English grammar and compoeition, civics and government, and U.S.

history (Scientific Engineering Tochnical-KtapoWer-Comments, 1982b).

CONSEQUENCES OF THE-TEACIDER-SHOLTAGE

The result Of shortages of qualified science -and mathematics teachers

already is being felt.. -Some schools have_dropped mathematics courses,
particularly advanced courses, for_lack of- qualified_ teachers. Many- schools

no longer offer physics. Almost all districts have had to use teachers not
certified in these subjects, and the results have often been less than
inspiring.

Present and projected shortages -of students who are both qualified for and

interested in careers in science -and engineering Cannot be rectified unless a

higher proportion of the diminishing high school population is given the

necessary preparation in high school to enter these curriculums at the college

level.

The need for technical personnel in the Armed Ferdei is well known. This

need encompasses the enlisted personnel required to Maintain and use all kinds

of technical equipment, as well as'the engineers and scientists who develop r

and use sophisticated weitionry. A recent Department of the Air Force report

examining scientific and engineering shortfalls U.S.,( Scientific Advisory
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Board, 1982) conclede: "Unless corrective action is taken, the USAF
anticipates shortages of at least 10-15 percent in military personnel with the
most current scientific and engineering requirements:" Equally important is
the fact that some military equipment is standing idle because too few _ _

enlisted men have the background in mathematics and science to be trained in
the use and maintenance of the equipment.

A national study conducted in 1980 shows that only 18 percent of the U.S.
adult population--varying from -4 percent for persons wi4ess than a high.
school diploma to 55 percent of those with a graduate aegreq--is interested in
and informed about scientific matters. Only a small percentage of Americans
indicated that they would take an active part in controversies involving
science and technology, and only one in seven his a minimal understanding of
what it means to study something scientifically (NSF; 1982a & b). This leAdd
inevitably to an electorate that may support or protest difficult policy
decisions on an emotional rather than an informed baila.

This is not the first time that.the United States has fallen behind in
some aspect of technological' development, but the 'consequences-Of this present
ag, if no change is madevcould_be farmoreserious than in. previous

ircumstances because of the rapidity of technological advancement;

Ili

There_is_no exaggeration in reporting that the science and mathematics
teacher shortage and its consequences are at a crisis leveli Some movements
are afoot to alleviate that crisis; but in other areas, we_do not seem to care
enough to take whatever steps would be required to providean adequate supply_
of welltrained, interested science_and_mathematics teacherd and the equipment
and supplies necessary for them to do their_jObS well Most school districts'

are unwilling to raise teacher- salaries_ as -they must be raised to attract and
retain competent teachers, although most citizens in those districts probably

would recognize thatL in a democracy, we tend to recognize worth by the salary

levels -we establish for particular activities tDespite unemploymenrates now
iin double digits,_weare_not taking the necessary steps to providethe
educational background at the precollege level that_ would_allow and encourage
many more of our citizens to become proficient in those dkillt for which jobs

still go begging, even during periodEvof high unemployment.

As we move to- resolve the crisis, we might keep mind a lesson from the

Chinesei The calligraphy for their word meaning "crisis" consists of two

words: "weii" meaning dangerous, and_"chi,"_meaning_opportune; Perhaps more
emphasis on_the opportunity that exists in this crisis might help us to

alleviate the danger.
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OAEN DISCUSSION

DR. DAVIS (Steve Davis, School of Science and Mathematics, North
Carolina): We hear a lot of statistics about teachers leaving schools,
particularly mathematics and science teachers being attracted by industry.
I was wondering if anyone has done a comparison of whether it's necessarily
industry attracting mathematics and science teachers or whether it's other
careers attracting all teachers. In other words; the statistic I would be
interested in is whether the percentage of science and mathematics' teachers
leaving for other careers is significantly higher than just teachers in
general leaving for other careers.

MRS. VETTER: I don't know of any study, except the ones that have looked
specifically at science and mathematics teachers going into industry, but
there probably are some.

DR. ALDRIDGE (Bill- Aldridge, National Science Teachers Association): We
haVe some indirect eVidetide that many -of the positions _being filled in science
and mathematics are being filled by these other teachers. So I believe that
if one looks at that, it provides some indirect evidence that we are not
losing those teachers to industry in the same way we are the science and
mathematics teachers;

DR. SHULMAN: But what about losing them to real estate and other
nontechnical jobs?

DR. STOEL (Carol Stodl, U.S. Department of Education): I think we are
losing non-science and mathematics teachers because there are no jobs for
them. New York City laid off 1,500 people 2 weeks ago who were not science
and mathematics teachers. In Baltimore County; as I understand, they laid off
some science and mathematics teachers in September.

So the problem is one of declining enrollments of young students, losing
science and mathematics teachers,_ supplementin&With underprepared teachers
for the science and mathematics field, and not having the budgets to even hire
part-time resource science or mathematics teachers 'Where you might be able to
use them. So there are four points there that are working almost against each
other.

DR. SHULMAN: So, Steve, in response to your question, there appears not
to be a national body of data unless we have something from the UCLA study.

DR. ZUCKER (Andrew A. Zucker, U.S. Department of Education): / have
anecdotal evidence from one State that it is not the case that people are
leaving science and mathematics-any more thin other areas, and there is
anecdotal evidence from teachers that says the same thing. It's a little
scary. In other words, it may be teaching, not just science and mathematics,
that is the problem.
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DR. SHULMAN: I think that, over die course of the next couple of days, we
may have to address a number of times this question of: Are we tangling out
science and mathematics when, in fact, the problems are generic? I think that

is an important observation.

_DR. HECKMAN (Paul Heckman, UClA, Study of Schooling): Again, it seems to

me it's a good question; In our data in 38 schools with teachers, two things

occurred; When we asked teachers why they -went -into teaching, they said

because they liked the subject matter or they liked -the notion ofteaching;
When we asked'them if they'd do itagain (and I don't have the specific
percentage), about 30_0rd-tilt Of those people said they would not do it

again= across the subject fields;

DR; SHUIMAN: I often wish l had the same kind of data on dentists because

I suspect that not all of them would wantto do it again either. We never

know what the baseIine_to compare theS4 things to is, and wetend to assume
that in aIlother fields outside_ of teaching, everybody is content and happy

and pleased with what they're doitig Maybe that's something we have to know.

Illinois):-DR. STAKE (Robert Stake, University of IIIinois):_ I m wondering if you

have some information on,manpower needs inthose specialties that are most

predatory on the teachers of mathematics and science. Can we expect, over the

next 10 yearsi'strong recruiting efforts to get anyone who has the talents

that a mathematics teacher or a science teacher has?

MRS. BETTER: We have a number of projections madeby various Government

Agencida. They rarely agree with each other. We have some made by industry

that, as has been pointed out by many other people, tend to project a

shortage. Government tends_to. project a turplua. But I think one must always
recognize that when you're lOoking at this, you see a shortage or a surplus

depending on your vantage point. And what industry is really saying is,, "I'm

afraid I will not be able-to hire enough of the students who come out of the

top 50 percent of the class and have at least a B grade -point. average." And

the Government is saying, "Wen, we are going to graduate_'X' number, and

don't think there win be that many Jobe," forgetting that, indeed, these

people don't always end up working or even wanting to work in the area in

which they have a degree. If we had all the chemistry, majors working in
chemistry-=Whoever got a bachelor's degree in chemistry -==we'd be overrun by

chemists, to say the least. Half thi women I knoW hAVe degrees in chemistry.

None of us are chemists.

DR. ALLEY (Wilion Talley, University of California, Davis): I have an

anecdotal comment, but since it came from a senior planning official for the

telephone company, -I think he ought to be listened to. He says that he thinks

it'd just fine that the Government plans to increase the number of people

qualified to teach. science and mathematica in high school; that will make it

easier for the telephone company to get the programmers they are going to need

over the next 20years by offering them $5,000 to $15,000 more a year than

they will get as teacherd.
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MRS. VETTER: The important thing to note is that there is no way of
projecting supply and demand. You have to do both on the basis of certain
assumptions. If any of those assumptions are incorrect, your projections will
turnout wrong. If they are all correct and anybody listens to them, they
will turn out Nrong because people thin won't do What you projected they would
do because they will turn out wrong.

So I don't have a great deal of faith in the projections. I do say,
however, that we can constantly watch two things, and I think they are
terribly important: one is the unemployment rate within a particular type of
activity or industry; and the other, which is equally valid, is the starting
ralary levels we are offering to people. By and large, beginning salaries are
a very good reflection of demand for new people.

DR. LOCKARD (Dave Lockard, Science and Mtthematics Curricula Development,
University of Maryland): Just an observation on a set of data that we don't
seem to have. Our experience in science education, for most of us over 25 or
30 years old, is that most science teachers do not make a decision in high
school or even in their freshman or sophomore year in college to become
science teachers. They transfer from science majors. I think that it would
be interesting to know about that, because it does affect the supply and
demand.

DR. WELCH (Wayne Welch, University of Minnesota, and Principal
Investigator for the 1981=82 National Assessment in- Science): I'd liketo
offer some encouraging news._ The enrolItents in science_ courses at the high
school.level--the traditional courses of biology, chemistry, and physics- -
have- increased slightly in the past 5 years--about 5 perdent--even though
total enrollment in science has remained relatively stable. For example, 33
percent of the seniors'enroll in some kind of science course

It seems strange to me that with enrollments remaining stable_at the
secondary level, that doesn't quite fit very well_with the loss of teachers.
At least I think we are going in the right direction. Furthermore,_ the
declines in science scores_that were typical in the_1970's seem to have
leveled off, and some of these levels have increased in the latest assessment.

DR. BUCCINO (Alphonso Buccino, National Science Foundation): I feel a
need to say that there were a couple of remarks that Betty made about NSF that
I think really could be qualified a little, but I won't bother to_do_that. I

do have another point about what Betty said that I think may be significant,
especially for NIE, the Department of Education, and NSF.

Betty indicated -and we -all know that these data are incomplete, they have
gaps and holes in them, and there are a lot of difficUltips_with them: The
one chart, for example, about 1972 and 1980 enrollments that seemed to show
some kind of increases...I've gotten into very, veryserious arguments with
people About that, because when you look at the disaggregated;data, there are
arguments about where those increases might be

At any rate, the point I'd like to stress is that I hope we can take the
attitude here that Betty's presentation is not the last word on the subject,
with all due consideration to Betty, as far as data itself are concerned.
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MRS. VETTER: That's right.

DR. BUCCINO: And one of the things that this conference might pay some
attention to and suggest to us in the Government is that what we need to do is
to keep an eye on this situation, perhaps give us some guidance as to the data

and information collection that might be done. All of us Agree that this
problem, no matter what happens, is not going to disappear in the very near
future; We've thought about it at NSF in l0-year terme. This teacher problem

is at least a 11Y-year problem. So there will need to be information, and
monitoring over a long, long period of time

I'd like to underscore that one of the things_this_conference_might do is
give the government--the Department of Education_(moitly NOES) and NSF to some
extentsome guidance on monitoring and information needs that would be

helpful here.

MRS. VETTER: I think everybody in this room who has been trying to work .

Oh the data is highly grateful not only to hear you sayrthari Al, but to see
it coming through in the.budgets And such...that, indeedi_NSF it now
interested in the problem officially when we have known that many of you were
interested in it unofficially before.

DR. SHUIMAN: One of the things I hope the members of this group wiIlkeep
thinking about as presentations are made is the implications of some of the-

terms we use like "underqualified" or "qualified.' in teaching, at an example,

and what if anything we know about what those terms repregent.

These are_important queatiots They suggest, for example, that if we
treat the problems of the qualification of mathematics teachers_by doubling
the number of mathematics courses they take in the more advanced., mathematics_

courses that the university offers, perhaps there Will net be a magical -

resolution of the problems of mathematics instruction, any more than the

problems of the distressing rite Of infant mortality in the United States
compared to other Nations is likely to be solved by adding an extra year to

medical school.

I'm raising this point because I think that we have to think thteUgh_how

obvious some of the solutions are'and whether We Smatter of simply_adding

more of what we're doing or thinking through some radical transformations of

how it is we have been going about our business:
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NATIONAL NEEDS FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOG_ LITERACY- -
THE ARMY AS A CASE STUDY

Wilson K. Talley
Professor; University of California; Davis/Livermore

From the Yankee inventor through Thomas Edison to_Silicon Valley, the_
United States has provided fertile ground for innovation in technology. After
World War II, almost without effort --and certainly Without conscious
direction7-we_dominated the world in intrOdUcing_and_incorporatias new
technologies into thitilddiety and_in exporting them to the rest of the world;
Like agridUltUtalprodUCe; technology appeared to be a forever renewable
resource: As fast as we sold yesterday's product; tomorrow gave us a newer
and better one;

Aias! For a variety of reasons, for actions taken decades ago as well as_
those today, we have lost that lead. Still strong, we now hive to reckon with

stiff international competition. Whereai 5 or 10 years ago only a few of us
were .;o,icerned_by early trends, today etreryone has focused their attention od
the, symptoms of this decline. In the confusion of cause and effect, a number
of studies and referenced indicate that, in the 1980's, we are facing or will
face:

A national shortage of scientists and engineers (S&E's);
A loss in the "technology" race;
Curriculum problems in primary and secondary school mathematics and
science;
Instructional and facility limitations in universities.

If true in whole or in part, these observations mean problems for our
Nation. In particular, Army leadership, became concerned about the Army's

ability to diecharge its mission in the nest decade and beyond: In the fall
1981, Deputy Assistant Secretary Amoretta M. Hoeber asked the Army Science _

Board (ASB) to study these and other indicators, to assess their validity, and
to recommend actions for the Army and other organizations that,would relieve

the situation. The present paper is based partly on the November 1982 "Summer
Study" report of that task force (Talley, Note 1) and the November.1980 report
of the President-Elect's Task Force on Science and Technology, as veil as on

other studies and personal observationd. Thus, -while many of the findings ana
actions proposed here are to be found-in the ASB Summer Study or in the task

force report, not all are, and do I must take responsibility for them.

ARMY SCIENCE-BOARD-SUMMER_STUDY_ONSCIENCE AND ENGINEERING PERSONNEL

The Summer Study is one of the most complete_ assessments of the present

and future S&E situations The conclusions of the ASB_Summer stuo_as to the
_arnya S&E problems are much more - optimistic and positive thanhad been

expected; Unfortunately, the_probliiii that were_ identified and the solutions

proposed are not as Popularr-in both senses of the word--as the participants

thought would be the case when they began;
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_Despite the fact that the Army tends to be the "canary-in-the-coal-mine"_
With respect to its sensitivity to S&E manpower fluctuations, the_ fundamental
conclusion was that the Army problems are manageable in the near term. This
is a very positive finding, for the Army's R&D efforts and S&E requirements
are a representative subset of the Department of Defense's (DOD) efforts and
requirements, which, in turn; are similar to those Of the rest of the Federal
Government The Army's S&E quantitative requirements-numbers of people are
not a large factor in any national,shortage. Potential problems relate more
to quality than to quantity of_S&E's. However, the Army has cause to be
concerned With the general national level'of technological literacy.

It was also found that, while possible solutions to the Army's problems
need more than just the Army to effect them, the Army can play a useful role
in solving some parts of the larger national problem.

In what follows, the needs and actions of the Army tend to be similar to
those of other elements of DOD, other Government agencies, and the private
sector. One area of the Army Science Board report--the need to increase the
numbers of career off cers trained as S&E's--is peculiar to the Army and so
will not be address here. Thus, this paper will discuss the most general
findings and recomm ndations wherever possible, However, the ASS report is
one of the most re eut, complete analyses of the needs of a major user of

scientific and t hnical manpower and is thus an excellent, specific case
study.

STS AND ENGINEERS: SUPPLY AND DEMAND ESTIMATES

The original impetus for studying S&E manpower for the Army; was
perception that there were--or would be--shortages and that the Army weuld be
unable to compete in the labor market. Similar concerns have caused the other
services and DOD to examine-the situation and trends (Calhoun, Note 2;
Hermann, Note 3; Rabin, Note 4; Bennett, Note .5; Seitz, Note 6). These
independent studies all tend to say that there is not a general manpower
problem, but that there.are problems.

But why is there no, quantitative S&E problem for the Army? Demand

estimatesand to a lesser extent supply estimates--of future scientific
talent are notoriously unreliable. They have proved to be so in the past;

they are not likely to enjoy more accuracy in ;he future. Indeed, even a
current census of how many physicists are now plying their trade is

imprecise: Some do not Wish to be counted; some degreed physicists are not
working in the field; and some in the field were not originally strained in
physics.

Given some figUre for the present pool'of a particular type of scientist,
however, actuarial estimates give reasonable numbers for the declines due to,
deaths, retirements, ind job *Witching. This third factor is sharply affected

by external economics and/or scientific breakthroughs in particular fields.

Complicating the picture is the fact that the decision to preserve the .

option of going into a career in the hard sciences or engineering is best made

at the junior year of high school--grade 11. The typical source of information

about 21 opportunities for these youngsters is television and the print
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media; Because "news" is more often "bad news," the typical story about jobs
for scientists and engineers is invariably about unemployment; There will be
an occasional story about high salaries; but only because a "critical shortage
of new blood is about to cost the United States its leadership in field 'x'."
Thus, because of the 6- to 10 -year "processing" time, we tend to have cycles
in the technical manpower picture. At its worst, the oversupply in scientists
and engineers result in unemployment/underemployment approaching that of the
general population. Because the "normal" unemployment rate for-technical
personnel is an order of magnitude lower than that for the general population,
the periods when the technically trained lose their employability edge
occasion widespread publicity.

The bottom line on any set of projections is whether the end result is
predicted to be a matching of jobs to people or a mismatch in one direction or
the other. Because such "net" predictions tend to be reverse prophecies (that
is, they are the opposite of "self-fulfilling" prophecies), the important
consideration in evaluating the validity of these predictions may well be the
institutional home of the people making the projections. For example:

.6 Teams composed of those representing industry tend to predict future
shortfalls. This produces an attraction of students into those
fields and, eventually; a glut, and industry finds itself in a
buyer's market for talent;

Professional societies, especially those that are protective of their
members' careers, can be counted on to predict miserable times
ahead. The "golden age" is past; jobs won't be available,
industrial and Federal_research budgets are down, and so on. If the
audience of young people believed these dire forecasts and if there
were no other- influences, there would be a diminution of new entrants
into the pipeline, some already in would drop out, and-the end result
would be an eventual seller's market.

Academicians face a dilemma in that their institutions need_ grist for
their academic mills, but their graduates need jobsi, Break from an
understandable paralysis of indecision generally result in well-
tempered; middle -of- the -road projections. However, these usually are
projections that tend to run against the stronger of the two currents
above.

Despite these problems, heroic efforts on the part of people like Betty
Vetter have produced useful quantitative estimates of the current supply of
scientists in the United States; with the'variations in these estimates being
due moatly to differences'in data bases; For instance, to be included in the
National Science. Foundation's (NSF) total science and engineering pool, an
individual must possess two or more_of the folloWing qualifications: (1)

highest degree is in science or engineering;_(2)_current or most-recent
employment is (was) in a science or engineering_job; and (3) self-
identification is -as a 'scientist or engineer. Qualified scientists and
engineers employed in non-S&E_jobs who report their non-S&E field are not
counted in_the_survey. The size of the pool, as reported by the NSF; is 2 ;741
Million: Considering that 5.58 million persons have earned one or more
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degrees in Science or engineering since 1948, one could conclude that S&E

shares with law training the fact that 50 percent of thoF4 trained in the

field do not practice the profession:

Of the DOD employment of S&E's, the Army can be considered "average" 'or

"representative" of three services. While the Army has fewer uniformed S&E's

than the Air Force, it has more civilians. Thus, it is not surprising that

the recent ASB Summer Study agrees in general with the conclusion of other DOD

studies in thii area. Namely._ Despite occasional regional mismatches of
supply and demand in some fields, the problems of the Army (and of others.in

DOD) in recruiting and retaining quality S&E's are only secondarily related to

these shortages. While exceptions can be found, particularly for upper level

S&E vacancies left from the massive retirements and resignations in 1979,

neither available aggregate statistics norinterviems,with Army R&D manAgers

support a conclusion that the Arm; is unable to attract and retain adequate

numbers of S&E's. This is particularly true at the "working level "-- GS -7 -to

GS-13. Since October 1980, the size of the Army S&E workforce has grown by,

approximately 7 percent, from 27,500 to 29,600. The Army S&E voluntary loss

rate, which in the 5=year period 1976 through 1981 ranged from 1-1/2 percent

to 2-1/2 percent, compares favorably with the Department of Defense as a whole

and with comparable industry statistics.

In the event of a real shortage, and certainly with respect to hiring

quality S&E's, the Army is at a competitive disadvantage with the private

sector for several reasons: The Army is unable to pay for expenses incurred

in an employment interview; the Army takes a considerable amount of time to

make a job offer; and Army starting salaries are lower. Although the Army may

hire directly, scientists must appear on an Office of Personnel Management

register before the Army can even consider them for employment. This is

particularly unfortunate in the case of computer icientists, for who the

national shortage is as serious as it is for engineers. In short, the

Government personnel system does not accommodate to the needs of S&E

employeesthey are a_minority much more strongly affected by market forces

than the majority of Government employers.

Overall, however, the Army has no "nuabers" problem because the Army

employs only about 1.2 percent of S&E's, its skill mix lags the current

national distribution (so the Army does not compete for the newest, thus

smallest, components of the pool), and it usually does not attempt to compete

against industry for the very top S&E's.

That ends the good news. .

REDUCING DEMAND

1

----.:._
_41WfaCi-that-theradOes-hdt appear to be aquarilargelffaBleW-with---------

.... _____
-,-

-...:, ,sciabould not lead to a false sense of security, since there is no

iiiiiddtfialuding. that the quality of e S&E's is adequate to''

meet Army requirements. _EA_ year, s_ S&E's voluntarily leave

the Army work_ force at the GS=12 level; This fact may not_be,disturbing in

itself. If, however, these losses comprise the higher quality from the

journeyman laVel, as many- managers seem.to_belieVe, the numbers become.

alaraiag._ There -are parallel losses in other DOD services (Rabin. Note 4) and

in non-DOD agencies.
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There is a distinct lack of objective' indicators. Anecdotal comments,
ranging from "quality has never been better" to "none of them are competent,"
can be found to support any claim for current new hire quality. Similarly,
quality assessments of existing S&E's are subjective and diverse. Unless the
Government commits itself to making objective assessments of'cstaff quality,
which can be monitored for trends, it will never be.in any better position to
confidently assess the quality of its S&E's.

Finally; the Army'and the other services are shifting toward ever higher
technologies. It makes little sense to spend millions on sophisticated
hardware and software if the people--not_only officers but enlisted personnel
as well7-needed.to maintain, operate, and repair the systems are unavailable.
Xt may be the question of national technologicalAlterady-that-is-the-most
critical to the Army as it strives to -diathat-ge-its-misslon;

Ther&are_several ways to attack mismatches of supply and demand. One
major thrust to reduce unnecessary demand is to review and rationalize the
manner in which defense contractors --a major sector of all S&E empIoyers-use
such people. DOD is captive-to a procurement process that wastes S&E talent
in the development of new systems and produces finished it ms that demand high
skill 'levels of the users.

The ASB Summer Study points out that multiple contractor competitions may
result in largely wasted effort by many of the best S&E's of the losers. This

may amount to -the loss of -tens of thousands of valuable person-years; The
waste is_particdlarly_eVident when all. contractors are technically qualified,
DOD specifies the design point details, and the competition seeks only to
establish the lowest credible cost estimates; Here, the low bid may result''
from minimum factdry costs; yet the most creative and competent S&E's of the
losing contractor(s) waste their time producing separate designs, all of which
meet military specifications.

Many DOD contracts specify complete_ system integration to allow minimizing
initial acquisitioA cost. Thus they make no provision, ymovide no budget, and
give no competitive credit for designs having minimumtfkes and costs for
system upgrades to overcome obsolescence; This can result in the use of
numerous contractor S&E person-years for major redesigns or in completely new

programs to correct a system for obsolescence of some of"its key elements,
despite the fact that other elements may not be obsolete for many years.

There is as yet too little appreciation of the advantages of designing and
fielding "user-friendly" systems, that is, systems that require little
training to use and that are easy to maintain, operate, and repair. Not only
do such systems enhance operational efficiency, but they keep the requirements
on the intelligence, and educational background. of operating personnel to
reasonable levels. This same consideration applies to civilian products; but
the market tends to favor user- friendly pAducts--simple survival will
eventually produce the easiest-to-use products.

The tendency to look only at front-end _costsis not restricted to the__
DOD. The sewage treatment plant program -of the U.S. EsVironmental_Protection
Agency (EPA) is a particularly apt example, because of its eventual impact on
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primary and secondary educations The EPA pays 80 percent of the capital
costs: the State and local governments pay the rest. The problemis that the
$60 billion is spent primarily as a public works program. The technology
installed is that df the 1930's. Because of this, the operation and
maintenance costs over the 30-year life of these structures will be as much as
five -times that required of plaints using the latest technologies. These
facilities require an unnecessarily high level of technical competence for
their operators; And the local gOvernment must pay the operating costs with
tax dollars that could have gone for primary and secondary school support:
Thus we have an example of a lack of "technological literacy"_producing'a
situation that is not only costly but tends to continue technological
illiteracy.

INCREASING-SUPPLY

There are several aspects to increasing the supply of S&E's. One has to
do with increasing thequantity of S&E's, another_with maintaining their
quality. Yet another touches -the matter of upgrading and increasing the pool
Of high school graduates capable -of (and interested in)- careers in science and
engineeringand thereby of raising thegeneral level of our national
technological literacy These topics. are difficult to separate;

ers

No one has been able tocestablish an "idear_studentifaculty ratio, nor
anyone been able to ascertain_the_tatimum ratio beyond whiCh the quality

of ducation declines. However, batted on authoritative statistics of the past
ars, it is clear that neither the number of faculty nor the number of new

Ph.D. s (the pool from which faculty are drawn) is groWing as fast as
undergraduate engineering enrollment.

In particular., the overall student/fatuity ratio in United States
engineeriOg_schoOls has increased by nearly 50 percent since 1974 and -is _

continuing increase._ Furthermore, the number of new engineering Ph.D.'s
has been fel ng since 1972, with most of this reduction due to declining

numbers of Un ted States citizens earning Ph.D.'s. As a result,. the outlook

for the neFt decade is_still-fewer engineers qualified to fill faculty
positions, With e_likely outcome being further :increases in the
student/faculty r tio. It is certain that if these trends continue, the
quality of undergr duate education for engineers will at some point

deteriorate to an. cceptahie level.

Another problem i the ability of Universities to maintain first-rate
research facilities, a distinct from maintaining first-rate teaching
equipment. A decade_ or ago, the major research universities had
facilities that matched t-e best to be found in industry_or_in_Government.
longer. Deferment of rep' cing equipment has reduced thd ability of_some_

schools to train S&E's in t e forefronts of certain folds. Compounding -the

problem is the fact that new equipment is far more expensive than that it

replacesfar beyond increase attributable to inflation--and becomes obsolete

even more rapidly. This_woUld ndicate that the traditional methods of

rebuilding theseiasseta (Gove nt or foundation grants, say) are not likely

to work. \
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Increasing the High School Graduate Pool

Great concern has been mounting Within the past few_years over the lack of
scientific and technological literacy,i.e., understanding technology and its
potential, of United States high school graduates. Many factors are
responsible for this dismal condition. Very few secondary studentstakeany_
mathematics or science courses beyond 10th grade.- This is in marked contrast
to countries such as Japan, Germany, and the Soviet Union, which provide
rigorous training in mathematics and science.* In many cases, students take
only the minimum amount of credit hours in these subjects to, fulfill the high
school graduation requirements. Because of these minimum standards, a small
number of students elect to take advanced mathematics, statistics, physics,
chemistry) or calculus. Honors or advanced courses are available at some
schools, but they are for those_few_who have taken theprerequisites and who
want to take those courses. Ohly_about one-sixth of all_secondary school
students currently take junior and senior courses in mathematics and science.

The common perception -is that this will eventually reduce the numbers of
people studying for bachelor's, master's, and doctorate degrees in science and
engineering. There is little evidence to support this contention; On the
contrary, as engineers make up 6 to 10 percent of the college population, the
pool of high school graduates that _could major in S &P is still far larger than
the number who do major in S&E. Fluctuations in the number of S&E's in college
depend more on high school students' perceptions of career opportunities than
on the quality of elementary and secondary mathematics and science education.

Increasing the General Technological Literacy

The more serious problem is related to the ability of our increasingly
technological society to function smoothly if our citizens do not-become more
technologically literate. While there can develop the general problem of an
electorate having to decide between two technological options without fully
understanding either, the miIitaryhas more specific problems.

It has been suggested by Dr. Russ)'Neal that:

"We won World War I because our troops could repair
bicycles; and we won World War II because our troops could
repair trucks; but we'could lose a World War III unless our

,troops can operate and maintain computers!"

*For example) Japan has_a national guideline_that25 percent of instructional
time in grades 7 through 9 be devoted to mathematics and science. The Soviet
Union has national elementary and secondary curriculums in mathematics and
science, and Germany2ias a standard curriculum for all students. In contrast,
in the United Stites, most students take no mathematics or science beyond
grade 10; only one-third of the 17)000 school districts require more than 1
year of mathematics or science to graduate, end classroom laboratory
facilities and equipment are obsolete and/or unsuitable for modern technical
training.
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Even if thiSiS only partly true, it illustrates the fact _that_ the Army

should be very interested in the general population's level of technological

competence.. "High technology" is a relative term. The typical U.S.S.R.

inductee must be taught lo drive a truck, while his United States counterpart

begins service with that skill. This operatidnal advantage_should remain with

the United States even to the year 2000, -if -the average American retains a

level of technological literacy comparable to that he or she has today.

_
Unfortunately, the present"educational system" in the United- States

primary and Secondary sdhoals-works to slow the rate- of_ rise in its graduates'

technolOgicalliteracy% Consider: Of those high school graduates who have

little_ interest in or aptitude for the hard sciencesi'some wild .go on to

college; Not surprisingly, few of these people will take advanced

mathematics, statistics, physics, -or chemistry; Given these circumstances,

their career cheides are constrained. Among careers open to them is

"education," and some will select that field. Upon graduation fraiscollegei

they- become accredited primary and secondary teachers._ While some accredited

teachers are competent to_teadh science and mathematicsi they are in short

supply.* Indeed, those Who can teach these topics are eagerly sought by

industry. Aa it's rare fOr-competent mathematics.and science teachers to

receive preaidt pay, it -takes dedication to resist indiiitrY. The odds thee

tend-to favor the situation in WhiCh-the next- generation is exposed to

mathenatiCS and science by people uncomfortable With the topics Students

taught subjects by teachers who_are incompetent is those areas are dnlikely Co

explore the topics further. And so the cyCle repeats;

SOLUTIONS: SHORT- AND LONG TERM

As present national problems and trends were a long time in building, it

is not likely that the solutions will be easy to apply nor quick to take

effect. Further, no one element of our society can provide all the answers by

itselfcertainly not, for example, the.Army. And as an illustration the

Army can remedy only a few of its problems. But there are_ actions_ that can be

taken by the Army, by the DODL by the Government, and by the private sector

that can have immediate impact. And there are other actions that can Iead to

the long -term resolution of our difficulties. .Both short-term and long-term

solutions should be attempted.

The fftst actions should be-those_that_reduce the demand for Scientists

and-engineers. AA Tin example, DOD acquisition procedured that presently may

exacerbate contractneeds for S&E's can be Ilargely-corrected'by expeditin

*A recent survey conducted by the National Science Teachers Association folind

that, in the worst regionthe Pacific_States area-84"percent of newly-

etplOyed science and mathematics high Uchoolteanhers were unqualified to

teach in these areas. Paul Hurdt_emeritus professor at_Stanfer4, reported at

a May 1982 conferened_of:the American Association for the Advancement of

Science that, nationwide, -04 the teachers employed by high acbotaa to teach

mathemitide or a science for 1981 -82, 50 percent were unqualified and were

teaching with emergency certificates.
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implementationof those (Deputy Secretary of Defense). Carlucci Initiatives
related to procurement efficiency. In particular; more clearly defined
selection criteria, including identification of disqualifiers (such as

.

overload; lack of credible capacity, a& of credible ability to build-up. ,

etc.) could discourage potential loser from entering competitions, thereby_;
probably reducing the number of compani s that waste S&E efforts by 40 to 60
percent. 4

Over the longer term, if systems were, engineered to permit product
improvement once fielded, there would. be less frequent need for massive R&D
efforts to'develop totally new systems. (in added benefit is that the cost of
defense systems probably would then decline.)

The pse of computers for various types o
V

engineering and scientific work
can substantially reduce the total_S&E_hours equired for a program,
particUlarly_during large program buildups requiring numerous new hires, and
thus -also reduce the need -for more S6Es. However, many companies,
particularly at the second and third tier subcOntract_levels, Will need
Government help to defray.the cost of computer intensive systems.

Tar-secondtier-of-act
There are several'

such actions; The firsti.if adopted, could have the same sort of impact on
S&E education as did Sputnik-:

Defense. contractors have utilized the approximately 50 percent tax
write-off to tender support to universities._ This support is now needed,
especially in those areas of teChnology vital to national security.

The siMple expedient of allbWing 100 percent recovery. of university-related
expenditures by_cOntractors on defensecontradte would achieve the desired
results. Examples of such expenditures would include the following:
fellowships; purchase of equipment; refurbishing or building facilities for
key technologies; unrestricted funds to aid faculty recruitment and retention;
participation in nohtask spcific'ectivities such as industrial liaison, VLSI,
and CAD university/industry consortia; and employee_education expenses_
currently disallowed.' Each:contractor should be allowed to structure his 0/11
program, guided by his enlighteped self-interest, and should have the freedom
to selectuniversities of-his own choice. The amount of expenditures. can be
controlled by establishing a ceiling, applied uniformly, as a Percentage of
the contractor's DOD sales;

t.

The DOD need not work only through its contractors. It ca so move
directly to bolster the ability of universities to provide competent S&E's by,
for example, expanding sCholarships and fellowships targeted at fields of
interest to the DODor continuing and expanding the practice of employing
faculty as consultants. And in areas of particular concern to the DOD, areas
that are relatively neglected by the rest of our Nation, consideration should
be given to establishing and supporting "centers of expertise" at
universities. For example; the Army supports a *Center for Mathematical
Research at the University of.Wisconsin-Madison and has begun to set up three
Centers.of Air Lift Technology. Even in areas that are currently'"hot" in
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academia, ere:dent:4 of interest to the DOD sometimes tend to be
'underdXploited.For example, in biotechnology, quick vaccine production and
detoxification agents may never be developed through market forces.

The term "ceiter_of:expertise" is used to span the spectrum of ways to
gather together-critical masses of people, as well as convey an intention of

stability in the_funding pattern. _"Boom and bust" funding must be avoided.
With sufficient dUratidh, support in a technology/science area creates a pool

Of talent; The talent may be the workers at the center or its graduates, but

the_peOple are an implicit resourcei.as consultants or as prospective
employees. Thus, the center would produce not only data, but also the
personnel necessary to make further adiiiiided in the field;

o

This center of eitpOrtied--in essence, the academic equivalent of -the "warm\

production line"--wOuld be maintained to assure a stream of products/talent in

A Vital area. Either these fields or those where_progress is painfully slow
may require many years of DOD support._ But even for these, an end_must be

anticipated even as support begins. Thud, a general rule in establishing

centers should be -the expectation of an eventual end to sole DOD support, and
periodic_ reviews (say, every 3 years) should be made to determine whether

continued support is warranted.

No one is likely to object to the above center_of expertise concept. Let

apt me now suggest a more'drastic solution: Thatthe DOD and comparable high

technology institutions muit_moiie_iiitti_an aCtiVity_once solely the province of

American universitiei==the,edutation of graduate S&E's in the conduct of

research.

Not only are the scientists and engineers of -such agehcies_as_the
Department of Defense, the Department of Etogy_(DOE), the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and-others frequently local or

national experts; in their areas of technical competence, but the installations

of such agencies_-- particularly the laboratories -- may have research _

equipment unaiitilablie to local colleges and universities. Several_ agencies

haveprograMafor internal personnel upgrading and call:I:Oration With_local,

sChOO1S. Such programs should be extended and new; ones begun aimed at,the

utiliOtion of Government persOnnel(ae formal instructors and research-
advisors) and GoVernment_facilitied (ad research tools)'toproduce master's

and Perhaps doctoral graduates. As those elements that contribute_to _

successfullprOgrakt emerge, other elements of the technical community should

adopt or adapt them for their own programs.

Models for these programs already exist. For example,there are 1,200

-evening school students at The JOhnd Hopkins University who are taught at the

Applied Physics Laboratery (APL) by instructors who are usually APL employees

exceptionally qualified in their areas. About 20_peicent of the students are

also APL employees: The.curriculume lead to master's degrees.

At the Department of Energy's_(DOE) LaWrehde Livermore National

Laboratory, over 100 graduate_studente are working for master's and doctorate

degrees in the bepartiefit of Applied Science (DAS), a 19-year-old department

in the College of Engineering of the University of California, Davis. Davis
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and Livermore are 70 air-miles apart! Students not only have access to some
$450 million of research equipment, but can also_receive all_their formal
coursework at Livermore from instructors chosen from among the 900 Ph.D.'s

working at the Livermore lab.

An excellent case can be made for_alloWing, if not requiring, "real world"

experience as graduate_ students earn their degrees. As an example, the Fannie
and John Hertz Foundation encourages its fellows to accept part-time and
summer employment with cooperating institutions such as the Livermore National
Laboratory, the"Los Alamos National Scientific Laboratory; the Charles Stark
Draper Laboratory, the Princeton Fusion Research Center, and others. Other

efforts at involving graduate students with "real" research include
Livermore's Navy-sponsored S-1 "supercomputer" program, -which routinely uses
MIT; Carnegie-Mellon, and Stanford_ computer science graduate students as-
part -time laboratory employees. The Ph.D.'s produced by these programs have
an understanding -of the frustrations and rewards of a career in research
seldom acquired by their peers who have never ventured outside academe.

The suggestion that universities give up the physical propinquity .of their

graduate studentS is difficult to sell, but it pales in comparison to the
final recommendatiot of this paper: that the science and mathematics

ary schools is too important to be left to
technologically illiterate.

The geographical dispersion of Government laboratories and installations

offers opportunities for Government S&E's to alleViate_the_national problem of

technological literacy in elementary and secondary mathematics and science
through a variety of mechanisim.__The Government could, for example: provide
release time -to Government scientists and engineers to teach in public
schools, either for whole semesters or through -team teaching approaches;

provide equipment and_laboratory facilities to.local schools; initiate
enrichment programs, during the school year and/or the summer, to motivate
students to pursue scientific careers; and support the work of existing
commissions that are directing their attention to mathematics, science, and

technology education (e.g., the National Science Board, the National
Comiission on Excellence in Education).

About a decade ago; the NASA-Ames_ Research Center began outreach programs

that have involved junior and senior high school students and teachers in the

physical andbiological sciences. The programs include undergraduate and
graduate students and their faculty; and they range geographically from local_

schools to Midwestern universities Senior researchers at Ames have conducted

formal courses at nearby Stanford University.

Other national technology-oriented organizations with lOcal operations,

for example, the local telephone company or_the local power(utilityi could be

induced to assist the Government. Also, efforts of industry and professional

organizations to prepare material to help motivate student interest in science

and engineering should be- used. FOr example, the American Society of
Mechanical_Engineers, with the help of Bendix, 'Bell Labs, Proctor & Gamblej

and Digital Equipment Corporation, is developing a 27-minute film targeted at

junior high school students that demonstrates the rewards and benefits of
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being an engineer.* Finally, the ProViSion of_part-time and_summer jobs for
skilled mathematics and science teachers should be anobligation_of all
high-tech firti iti_en area. Ultimatelyi teachers' compensation should follow
Market fo- es; rather than seniority or other artificial rules.

Let me state explicitly that "Government Sa's" and "Government
facilities" include the_Department of Defetie. The DOD has -had a long-history
of cooperative association With edUcatiOn in our_country. While it may be
currently pepnlat to rail against Defense or Energyisuch agencies fulfill
nedded_fUtttiOns. They should be utilized as resources where they can
contribute, not be ostracized.

State and IocaI-certification requirements for teachers may -make it
difficult for technically competent but amateur educators to gain immediate
access to the schools. Providional or temporary certificates may be granted
for short-tern:teething opportunities. The purpose of these bureaucratic
bartiera should -be to protect students from unqualified teachers, not to_
protect a system from competition. If reform from Within-7-cooperation of
State and local school authorities with those concerned_With solving_ our S &E

problems- -does not occur, the revolution from Without_Will surely follow. :The
penaIties--the lost opportunities to preVide first-rate exposure to science

and mathemiticsare just too great to be permitted to continue.

*An obvious improvement would be the_prodndtion. of 2-minute spots for use on

television to achieve the saki resolt
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OPEN DISCUSSION

DR. ALDRIDGE: Let me repeat a comment which Dr. Talley made. He said
that what we needed to be concerned about was to improve the technological
literacy of the population, and that our problems were not principally to
better prepare scientists and engineers. I want to raise a question: We all
know that the curriculums of the 1960's in. the secondary schools were designed
principally to prepare scientists and engineers. We also have firm evidence
that those curriculums are inappropriate to the present student body, that is,
for the majority of them.

Our concern is this: In all the Federal programs, in all the bills that
have been introduced in Congress, none has proposed large national efforts at
redevelopment of the curricula. Instead, they want to provide all 17,000
school districts with an opportunity to reinvent the wheel in all 17,000
places. I'd like to get some comment about that.

DR. TALLEY: You are right. If the population had a higher level of
technological literacy, we would not have a problem with finding qualified
primary and secondary mathematics and science teachers. Let me be candid.
Right now, students get turned off to mathematics or science in high school.
And some of these students go on to college. So what fields can they go into
where they don't have to have mathematics or science? There are a number.

One of them is education. So they go through and they become teachers; And
they are expected they are forced--to teach mathematics or science, a field
in which they never took any more courses in college if they could get away
with it. It was distasteful to them when they were kids themselves. And they

are exceptional if they can avoid communicating -the distaste they feel to the
next generation, and so the cycle repeats itself.

What I am proposing is that you get the people who know how to teach to

teach--"Everyone ought to be a scientist and engineer like me."

I believe that Betty (Vetter) mentioned the difference in teaching between
the United States and some other countries...where we face our kids with

abstractions, some of which were those high-powered mathematics and
introductory science courses that were generated post-Sputnik. I would assume
that if you had available to you someone very competent and enthusiastic, you
would not scare the kids off.

I just don't know that we need to develop new curriculums, Which is the

answer to your question, but I wanted to get my comments in first.

MRS. VETTER: I think we are in desperate need of some new curriculums.
And I don't think we necessarily would be if we had a generation of science

and mathematics teachers who had grown up with all of the competencies that we

would all hope our science and mathematics teachers have. But the fact is

that that is not what we have and that is not What we are getting. And at the

moment, I don't see any prospect that we will be getting it; which tells me

that what we need, among other things, are some better directions.
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I have been reading some things about the way textbooks are selected,
which probably would come as no surprise to many of you. But a lot of what I
have been reading on how public schools' books are selected, certainly those
in science and mathematics, scares the daylights out of me. I would like to
see some good curriculum development done on a national scale in a national
laboratory--trying it out first, but coming up with some good information that
would then get into the school system, not the way current textbooks are
chosen.

DR. SHULMAN: I would like to make rwo comments on those comments, and
then toss it back to the floor. One comment is that I am sure you have been
watching the beginnings of the reports of the many secondary education_
commissions, which range from the Carnegie's to .the National Academy of
Education's to...I think there were 32 at last count.

There seems to be an interesting confluence of perspectives coming out of
these commissions on secondary education, which will be very consistent with
what Betty Vetter seemed to be arguing for; namely; that the proportion of the
high school curriculum that is elective, and therefore affords the opportunity
for students to avoid taking what Betty called the academic courses, should be
sharply reduced, and that there ought to be much more stringent requirements
for everyone who goes through high school. And you are- seeing this now
reflected in recommended changes in State requirements for high school
graduation.

These are_veryinteresting recommendations, but from a curricular
perspective_there is something rather magical about them because-there really
are no curriculums for those students in physics or chemistry or algebra 11,
who have been avoiding those courses for the last 20 years. If there is
anything we know for sure; it is simply that using the same curriculums they
have been avoiding is probably not going to be the answer.

DR. TALLEY: This is a question for_ tomorrow. 'We_Will have a person from
the Argonne National Laboratory where they have been doing this sort -of
tYlng. My question after that presentation is: Are you producing the next
generation of scientists_and engineers or-just_trying to raise the general
level_of technological literacy? If it's the latter, have you had any problem
figuring out the curriculums to do it? And that is tomorrow's question.

DR. SHULMAN: I'll make one other observation about curriculum, and that
the potential danger in treating curriculum as something that we do

nationally that we then finish, polish, sand down, package, and send out We
might begin to think about curriculum-making and curriculum development as
something that ought to involve tens of thousands of teachers across the
country, on the grounds- that making new curriculums or revising old ones, in
collaboration with scholars of various disciplines and with educationists of
various sorts,_ is likely to turn out to be one of the most powerful forms of
teacher education and teacher development that we have ever seen. Speak to
the teachers who were involved in some Of those NDDA and NSF institutes in the
19§0's. And don't just ask them about how good the units they developed were
ask them what kinds of changes were wrought in them as understanders of
science and mathematics and as teachersthereof.
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DEL RAIZEN (Seats Raizen, National Academy of Sciences): I really would
like to associate myself with All of the remarks here about the desirability

of a technologically educated citizenry. But I do have a difficulty, and I
think it is_a_preVioud question to the curriculum question I would like
either Dr. Talley or_anyone here to tell me what the functional definition of
a technologically literate person is. Because until we can define that, we
don't know what to put into the curriculum, no matter hoi we get at it.

DR. TALLEY' I think a teChnOlOgitally literate person is one who would
recognize_thAt a new technology is introduced to solve a problem; that there

41

is no -such thing as an absolutely benign pr cess, technology, or- gadget; and

that he or ihe,'as a consumer or a voter o a taxpayer or the like, is going

to have to.choose among options, none of ich is perfect.

The scientific method ii really a neat method for deciding whether or not
you_are_being conned. I could not think of a polite way of stating it. I

don't think it has -to do with having a certain number of courses in trig or
dielddluts or chemistry - -just an appreciation that the universe does not run by

magic.

DRi HICKS (Laurabeth Hi-C[6i, U.S. Departed:it of Education): I can remember

in the 1950's-whin large amounts of funds flowed into programs to prepare
school counselors to_ identify_ elementary and high school students interested

in -and having the potential to develop high level skills in mathematics and

science. Are there data to indicate what impact...what adcCess...the

counselors had in these programs?

I would also_like to know what should be or will be the role of the

counselor? Do the counselors need retraining in order to help the sdhools and

students with the mathematics and science crisis?

DR. SHULMAN: I suspect you know that before teachers are laid off,they

lay off all the counselors. Counsalori are generally the first_group to go.

And I think what you are suggeeting is an interesting kind of researchable

question, which is To What extent are we in error to assume that those

people Who are not in classrooms are not playing an important educational role

With respect to science and mathematics education?

DR. HECKMAN (Paul Heckman, Univerdity of California, Los Angeles): I

would like to reinforce the notion that curriculum is a fundamental issue

here. It seems to me that one has to raise the question of technological

literacY in the light of what is a general education for children and youth?

When we speak before a group of art educators, one_of the things_ they ask for

is an increase in time for the arts. If you go before a group of science

sons, they obviously advocate more science.

It seems to me that -we are going to have to raise this question in light

of what -ha ppens_st a adhOol, rather than averagesi And it seems to me in our

study of adhoOling at UCLA; for example, even though third Were- averages,

there were some very severe school-to-sch-11 vAriationSSOMething like 3

percent of art courses in one school versus 20 percent allocated courses in

Another;
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My other_statement has to do with requiring more courses. I guess the
question I always have--and, again, I_think it relates to Dr. Shulman's
statement: Is more better?_ When we looked at our data, one of the things
that came across loud and clear was that the predominant method that was used
by teachers in a thousand classrooms was simply lecture with students sitting
and listening. I'm not sure students ought to sit in mathematics classes
listening more for a longer period of time. Therefore, it see4s to me that,
the call for addressing the curriculum is very, very important if we are going
to move beyond just teachers teachinf. Incidentally, one of our colleagues
looked at a study done in 1910, and again the predominant mode of instruction
was lecturing to a large group While they sat and listened.

DR. SHULMAN: mats, Anne_AMarel, who is a_distinguished_edugtional
researcher, did a set of intensive case studies on high schools. One was the
Bronx High fchool of Science, and another was a high school in New York City
whose name I don't recall but whose focus was the graphic arts. \; Her
conclusion was that the quality of science teaching was really outstanding in
the'high school for the graphic arts and the quality of teaching, the
humanities was really outstanding in the Bronx High School of Science. But
the quality of teaching in the areas where they were specialized was rather
dismal because they did so much more telling and they tried to paok and
compact stuff so much.

I'm simply echoing -your observation, which is not_tosay_that more cannot
be better, but that we've got to be very careful about the mix;

DR; LAPP (Doug Lapp; Science Coordinator; Fairfax County, Virginia): I -

guess the main distinction of the Fairfax County School District isthat it is
the 10th largest school district in the_Natiod and probably has_thellighest
xedian income. Win that respect; I think_it_is useful to look at 'what are
the capabilities_of such a district in curriculum development, because it_ie
often said this is the province of the States or the province of the, counties
or the local jurisdicions.

I would like to say that we just don't find it possible; and I don't think
we ever wiI4 to assemble the expertise to develop curriculums of the quality
that is re_ fired in science and technology and keep those current. A yery
high standaid-,mas established for science curriculums by the curriculum_
projects in the 1950's and 1960'si and_some of them_were targeted toward_
science_ and engineering specialists. _1 think we all recognize that. And we
are looking for something to follow that up, and it's not there.

Local districts can assume control and maintain control over the
curriculum by using an eclectic approach--by combining elements developed from
various projects into things that fit local situations, local capabilities;
and facilities. But in no way can they develop curriculums without academic
support from universities; et cetera. And we have just not been able to
assemble that;

The other thing that I would like to add is I do support very Much
Dr; Talley's suggestions of getting industry and_Government_labs involved in_
science and mathematics education and support. We have, noticed an increase in

\
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thiii_What With_the clarion calls in the press that our science education is

flagging. And_I have had professional associations and GovernMent
laboratories (of which there are many in the Weithingten area) come to our

aid. But when they find out chat -a scientist who has getat intentions would

be required to come in and teach five identical presentations id:one day, and

possibly take a day to_plat that and several days to follow up, their interest

Winked. They were thinking maybe of one large presentation which would change

the whole face of education for that year.

It's a wonderful idea, and I think we ihould support it in every way and

provide incentives and recognition, but it cannot really affect day-to-day

teaching. The most it can probably do is raise the morale of science teachers

to 'be more similAr to what you find in Europe among secondary science teachers.

That is, they have a great identification with the academicacience
community...industrial science community...and they feel that they are in

contact. And that is what is needed more, perhaps, ,than anything else.

- Alsoi_for_as_long can remember, we have had a drain-off of talent.

When ybahed National Went& Foundation institutes for teachers, it tended to

funnel them off -into other positions the more expert they became. However,

there was a time when teaching was improvedi_and the institutes provided

important standards of quality in teaching. Many teachers did stay, and they

provided a bootstrapping effect on the other teachers.

DR. TALLEY:_ I aagoing to be very interested to hear what Argonne has

done because I know that the NASA Ames facility, the NASA Lewis facility, and

every Army laboratory-that I have visited that has been near a_00pUlation
center, have programs in which they not only bring students and teachers into

the labs but their people go out to schools._ I recognize the problem you

state, and yet somehow these people seem to be resolving them

DR. ROBERTS (Linda Roberts, U.S. Department of Education): Est year,

had an opportunity to do a series of case studies of school dit iota moving

ahead in applications of computer technology in education. And, like you, I

Was able to see many striking examples of districte who went into the

community and used the resources that were there.

My question to you, though, is:
resources like the Argonne National
have many, many school districts in
non high -tech areas.

What does a community, that hat no
Laboratory, do? I raise-that- because we
this country that are primarily in

DR. TALLEY: "High tech" is a relative term Thanks to the 435

congressmen, each representing a district, we se to have spread throughout

the Nation Government facilities of varying stripes and levels. I think it

has been well brought out that what we, are not after id to train that

1 percent, but to raise the average understliging of our citizenry. And I

Suspect that you are going to find that while you do not have an Argonne in

every school district, you-have a Corps_of Engineers laboratory or Department_

of Agriculture_experimental station or something. If you don't, then at least

one of those 435 congressmen was not doing his or her job.
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DR. SABAR (Naama Sabari Tel Aviv University, Israel): I really want to
.expand a little bit on what Lee (Shulman)_and some others have referred to as
the problems of the new curriculums and the role of the teacher in that
sense. I think the problems of -the new curriculums; so-called) are not_do
much in creating them as in implementing_ them.- We really never got_tothe
point where we saw in reality_what_we had--hoped to see. So with this kind of
disappointment that has prevailed in the_Western world, we observe now a new
trend WhiCh is called "School-based-curriculum-:" It is not meant for the
teachers to reinvent new excellent_ curriculums, but just meant to be active
participants in making learning materials.

This (school -based curriculum) has been tried successfully in England, in
Australia, and even in Israel. And the Rand Corporation reportabout_change
in staff development came out with very strong recommendations for taking
teachers as active partners in curriculum development, mainly in revising,
adapting, and changing curriculum for their own needs.

I would therefore encourage the NSF in their new inservice courses to
activate teachers as equal partners, rather than imposing what is known

already in the curriculum.
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SESSION III
SCIENCE EDUCATION

RESEARCH IN SCIENCE EDUCATION: REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Wayne Welch, Professor of Educational Psychology and
Director of the Research and Evaluation Center

University of Minnesota

The past decade has been a difficult time for science education.
Declining test scolies, shortages of qualified teachers, low enrollments;
reduced confidence in science, and Ioss of Federal support are some of the
problems that have plagued the discipline. Science teaching has'struggled,_to
retain its position in the school curriculum. Some have claimed a national
crisis exists (Press, 1982; Opel, 1982; Yager et al., 1982).

In recent months, however, a number of activities have occurred that
indicate a renewed interest in the field. The budget for science education in
the National Science Foundation (NSF) was doubIethin fiscal 1983. The
National Academy of Science (NAS) held a meeting last fall to consider
precollege education in science that was attended by more than 600 business,
political, and educational leaders. The National Science Board (NSB) had
established a commission on precollege education in mathematics, science, and
technology, and professional societies such as the American Association for
the Advancement of Science (AAAS) and the National Science Teachers
Association (NSTA) have stepped up their efforts to draw attention to the
problems. A number of bills have been introduced in the Congress that are
designed to improve our Nation's capacity to improve science teaching.

This renewed interest in science education is supported by the results of
the 1981-82 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) (Welch &
Anderson; 1982). Enrollment in traditional_science courses has increased, and
at three age levels (9-i 13-, and 177year-olds), the declines_in scienc6
achievement noted for a decade have leveled off. At age 9, there was a slight

increase.

Because of_groWing public attention, the National Institute of Education

(NIE) was asked to develop a research agenda for science and mathematics
education. What research questions are most pressing? How can we improve

science teaching? What do we presently know and what should we find out?
These questions were posed to me at a meeting with -NIE staff, and are the basis
for the discussion that follows --in essence, a needs assessment of research in

science education.

I struggled foi some time with two coucerns: How can I avoid advocating

my own research interests? What determines a needed area of research?

I decided to address the first concern by considering the total domain of
science education and reviewing previous work in this context. The second

question was more problematic. A need could grow out of a personal interest
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area, a discrepancy between a wish and a have, an intriguing question,a
National priority, or a combination of these. The needs definition that

evolved has three elements: (1) gaps in our knowledge in important areas; (2)
high national priority; and, most importantly, (3) limited prior work in

promising areas.

I do not think we should cover ground that is well-trodden,_bui neither

should we chase rainbows. I tried to develop my research,agenda in that

middle.zone between the known and the unknown.

I_use_three procedures to conduct this needs assessment. First, I

describe the domain of science education. Second, I ekamine±several recent
meta-analyses and research reviews in light of the prnposed domain, and,- based_

on the research results and the extent of research iL _i_given area, I identify

those;areasAhat seem most promising -for future_research. Third, I compare

these areas with_other assessments of research priorities and recommend five

specific research questions.

A SUGgESTED-DOMAIN_POR_SCIENC.E EDUCATION

When considering a topic as_broad as science education, one must outline

that topic in_some detail in_order to speak clearly of it. It ip also

essential_to define,the domain to ensure that important componeite are not

overlooked.

My view of science education has been expressed elsewhere; first in an

NIE-NARST committee report aager, 19784 and more recently in my work with-

Project Synthesis (Harms & Yager, 1981; Welch et ai., 1981). This view is

based on an evaluation model suggested by_eStake (1979) and modified for

science education. What follows is an extension of that earlier work.

The domain of science education can be viewed as comprising three main

components: context, transactions, and outcomes. The conextual component

refers to the set of conditions exiating prior to the exposure to learning,

It includes such thinge as curriculum materials, trained teachers, research

knowledge, science laboratories, and community opinion. In terms of a physics

metaphor I like to use, context is the potential of the System for

acc "mplishing learning. A school that contains a well - equipped science

laboratory, a highly trained teacher, and motivated students seems likely torto
have a greater potential for learning than one that has no laboratory, poor

teachers, and disinterested Students. Whether this potential is realized

depends, in part, on the classroom transactions.

Transactions are the set of activities that expose the student to

opportunities to learn. They are the actual interactions of the students with

their teachers, classmates, curriculum materials, the natural world, and many

other things. In terms of the phySics metaphor, transactions are the kinetics

of the system. Reading the teat, talking with other students, watching a film

loop, and visiting a zoo are all examples of transactions that would seem to

be related (in different ways) to science learning.
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Outcomes of the schooling process are the results of transactions
occurring_in a_given context. Outcomes are ehe work accomplished by -the
system. An understanding of the theory of evolution is an example of an
outcome. So_isthe skill to read a thermomc:ter or use a pipette. A more
negative attitude toward scientific research on the part of the teacher is
still another example of an outcome of science education. Outcomes are
usually measured by changes in student behavior, but teachers, 4ctivities,
textbooks, and other actors and props in the drama of.learning may be affected
as well.

A list of the key elements of these three components is shown in Table 1;

able 1

Domain of Science Education

Context,,

(antecedent conditions)
_Transaction
(interactions)

OutcoteS

Student characteristics
Teacher characteristics
Science__
Sdhool Clithate
Societal- imperatives
Home_enviretment_
Curriculum Materials
Facilities/Equipment
Goals
Science Education Network

Student Behavior
- Direct
- Indirect
Teacher Behaviors
- Pedagogy
- Style
- Management
Instructional Resource

Exposure___
Classroom Climate
External Intrusions

Student Achievement
Student Attitudes
Student Skills
Teacher Change
Scientific Literacy
Career Choices___
Institutional Effects

Tabld_2_providesexamplesillustrating each of the 22 elements. Although I do
not claim -that this list is exhaustive, it does provide a structure--perhaps
Check list--for considering areas needing research.

SNNIMISLOF_RECENT RESEARCH

Time and space limitations do not permit a complete review of all science
education research. However, several major research syntheses were available,
and- these -were used as the major data sources in my review; The ysarly
reviews of research supported by ERIC-SMEAC, several meta-analyses, the NSF-
supported status studies, National Assessment results, and the work of Project
Synthesis provided a rich source of information for making a preliminary
assessment of our current knowledge of science education. Each of these
reviews was examined for conclusions relating to -the context, transactions,

and outcomes of science teaching. The results of that examination follow.
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Table 2

Domain of Science Education*_
.Examples of Categories

Context (entry conditions)

Student Characteristics (interests, previous experiences, abilities,
attitudes)
Teachei Chirecterietics (philosophy, prepaation, perceptions;
personaltraiti)

4 Science (ccntent, processes)
School Climate (bureaucracy, policies, physical appearance Community

influences)
Societal Imperatives (environmental quality, societal views of
science andter.tedgnology, health, and yell being)
-Rothe Enlironments (vocation,. family structure and function, physical
features, philosophy) . -

Curriculum Materials (texts, laboratory wades, films) _ _

Science Facilities (classroom/laboratory, material', budget)
Goals (philosophy of students, school board and Other outside groups,

departmental) _

Science Eddditien NetWerk(commutication groups;' professional

societies, research reports, cooperative efforts)

Transactions (interactions)

Teacher Behaviors (procedures folloWed to promote instruction)
Student Behaviors (activities of students in the classroom)
Instructional Resource Exposure (enrolling in science; TV, engaged

time)
4 a/Watt-dm Climate (social- psychological learning environment)

4 External Influences (strikes, budget cuts. space laundhingi)

Outcomes (results of instruction)

Student Achievement (test scores, other measures)
4 Student Attitudes (student feelings about science and science

learning)
a Student Skills (observation,measurement)

Teacher Change (satisfaction, burn out, knowledge)
Scientific Literacy (more knowledgeable about the meaning,
limitations, and value of science)

4 Career Choices (science or science teaching)
4 Institutional Effects 4oss of status, morale, structure Changes)

Source; Modified from Yager; 1978.
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Context

The relationships between student characteristics and_student performance
were_investigated_in an exhaustive meta-analysis conducted by Malone and_
Fleming (1982). Meta-analysis_is a quantitative procedure_for synthesizing
the results from a number of similar studies (Glass and Stith, 1979).
Approximately 170 studies were found between 1960 and 1981, that examined the
influence of ability,;social-economic status. (SES), gender, and race on
student outcomes; Student outcome measures included science achievement,
science attitudes, and cognitive levels (e.g., Bloom or Piagetian tasks).
Roth correlation coefficients and effect sizes (differences between _

experimental and control groups expressed in_standard deviation units) were
used as indicators of relationships. Table 3 presents a portion of the Malone
and Fleming findings.

'\1

Table 3

Studefit Characteristics and Outcomes: Mean Correlations

Student Student Cognitive
Achievement Attitude Level

General Ability
Language_ Ability
Mathematio Ability
SES (high-low)

.43

.41

.42
;25

(42)*
( 5)
(13)
(21)

.15
NA
NA
;03

(13)
( 5)
( 5)
(13)

1

.47

.53

.51

.29

(112)
( 24)
( 19)
( 47)

*Number of studies in parentheses.

Sources MaIone and Fleming, 1982.

_Measures of ability (e.g., IQ) show consistent_andpositive relationships
with achievement and cognitive level. .Their relationships with attitudes are
much smaller (r 0.15)., but few studies haVe been done in this area; SES
orretates ilwer with achievement and cognitive levels and essentially as zero

with atldent attitudes.

4 presents the results of an analyt./a conducted using effect sizes
as tor. .reasure of relationship. These are st.indardized differences between
two fl,:ups. In each case, a positive effect size favors the first group
listed
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Table 4

Student Traits and Outcomes: Mean Effect Size

Student
Achievement

Gender .16 (45)*

Male/Female
Race .41 (15)

Anglo/Black
Race .26 (13)

Anglo/Hispanic

Student
Attitude

Cognitive
Level

.08 (31)

;10 Cll

;05 (I

*NUMbet Of Studies in parentheses./

Source: Malone and Fleming, 1982:

Gender appears to have the * akest relationships it

performance measures considered,
females. The effect size for'r-
gendet--except for attitudes,

Clearly; there are consists
and student outcomes. Further,

in this area. Howeveri the_16_, relationships between
and attitudes and the few studlies done in this area ar

future research.

with males generally cc
ce is aboUt twice as la
are the relationships ar

t relationships between
a great:deal of work

Ttather_Characteristics

As part of the extensive me analysis carried o

Colorado (Anderson, 1982), SWeit er (1982) examined

pretervirce and inservice traini activities, such
strategy, and questioning analysi , for teacher*.
outcome criteria as the dependent eacures, SWeitze

of 0.77 in 153 different studiet. That is, teache

tended to outperform the comparison; reeps on meas
process, attitude toward science, and desired teac

questioning). This Would lead one to believe tha

a short=term effect on teacher perfo-- nice.
i.

A few studies (n 21 19) usad subdi uant

for assessing teacher training ii.pact, but

long-term behavior changes for the tra ned

0.44 was obterved for these studies, ch

have an eventual impact on students.

etude
Sweit
teach
Butte

.13 (96)

.42 (34)

.32 (32)

the three
ring higher than
e as that for
quite low.

student characteristics
been done, to datei

tudentcharactetiatits
possible areas for

t at the University of
he effectiveness of
s Method courses, modeling
-en Usingvarious teacher-
noted a mean effect size

s who receive the training
ree of science- content,
ni_behaidors (e.g.,
training does have at least

performance as the criteria
er (1982) provided no data on

rs. A mean effect size of.
is that training teachers may
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By contrast, Druva's (1982) meta-analysis yielded very little relationship
between teacher characteristics and their teaching behavior. The mean _

correlation between various characteristics (e.g., age; gender; personality;
attitudes; and measures of effective teaching) was only + 0.05,_Perha0d_the
most surprising result in this series of meta-analybed, DrilVa_(1982) also

found low correlations among her measures of teacher characteristics and
student outcomes. Several of these results are shown in table 5.

Table 5

Teacher Characteristics and Student Outcomes: Mean Correlations

Characteristics

Student C-tcomes
Cognitive Affettive

Sex .04 ( 4)* .08 ( 7)

Age ;13 ( 7) .26 ( 1)

Science Training .19 ( 24) .18 ( 9)

Experience .10 ( 23) .12 (11)

Personality .01 (144) - .02 (53)

Attitudes .10 ( 6) .04 (11)

.05 (208) .04 /WY

*Number of studies in parentheses.

Source: Druva, 1982.

_Mite that previous science training accounts for very little of the

variation in student_ performance. This is contrary_to the beliefs held by
many scientists and science educators that science knowledge is highly related

to effective teaching; Only 4 percent of the variation -in student learning

can be explained by this variable, Furthermore) the unknown influence of age;

experience; and sex on this variable may further decrease this relationship;

For reasons that are not, too clear, antecedent teacher characteristics.do

not appear to have much effect on student performance fn science. This result

will surprise and disappoint many people, but it is a finding that cannot be

ignored.

Science

This category refers to the content, process, and structure of'the

scientific enterprise. Research in this category asks questions about the

nature of science as it relates to student learning. For example, are there

characteristics of physics as an area of study that suggests learning styles

or methods of presentation different from those deemed effective in biology or

earth science? The Anderson (1982) meta-analysis did not address this issue,

and few studies were found in the other research reviews examined, for this

paper.
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Occasionally, teachers or students would be askedtheir_views of science;

for example; is it factual or Abetradt, indUctive or deductive (Durkee,

1975)? Cognitive pay-CW.081sta have examined the way in which people learn

concepts, including the concepts of science. However; their approach derives
from_information_theoryi not the nature of science. Several tests have_been

developed to measure understanding of attitudes toward science (Doran et al.,

1974); but I found no research on the nature of science With potential

implications for science teaChing.

Social Imperatives

The influence that society has on teaching and the effect that

expectations have on curriculum development have not been well r-learc.hed in

science. Yet these are timely and important issues. Nationalil, ,:ere are

frequent reports of various citizen groups influencing the inclusion or

exclusion of controversial materials in the curriculum. Public concern about

the decline in science literacyas evidenced by scores on national assess-

ments==hai prompted increased citizen involvement in educational decision-

making for many districts.
,

In addition to the concern of citizens, scientists and science educators

fear that basic levels of science literacy are not being met. Science

literacy is crucial for an informed electorate in the increasingly _

technological society_ in which we live. With evidence of reduced enrollmenta

in science classes, there is a concern that future citizens Will be even less

capable of giasping the essential scientific ramifications of many societal

isaues. This concern has prompted the inclusion of technoligy and science-

society items on the National Assessment of Eduational Progress test in

science. In addition, the NSTA recently issued°a policy statement'on the

importance of'including the social aspects of science in the science

curriculum (NSTA, 1982).

HomeEnviromnent

Home environment hat_beet ahOWn to be significanily (elated to student

performance in a few national and international studies, but--it is not_an area

wheremany_reiderchers have turned their attention. In the United States,
reported a correlation of 0;4.5 between measures of home and family

conditions and science adhievement as measured in the first International

Evaluation of Adhievement (IEA) study. COleman__(1966) reported even larger

.relationships between hoid environment variables and measures of verbal

ability;

Wolf's study is informative because it compares the relative contribution

of home previous learning; and school variablei On student performance. His

results for three different age groups are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6

. Multiple Regression Results for
Predictors of Science Achievement

Age Level

Road Learning

Variance
R Explained

Prior Learning

Added
R Variance

School Variables

Variance
R Added

IO-yri-oIds .42 18 .43 0 .52 9

14-yr.-olds .45 21 .49 3 < .55 6

12th graders ;43 18 .52 9 .59 8

Source: Wolf, 1979.

These results illustrate the influence of the home environment and
previous learning science perfoihante. They also suggest that school
variables do make a difference even when entered last in the regression
analysis: Butts (1981) reached a similar conclusion in his review of -the
science educational research conducted during 1979. _Others haiie noted the
importance of home background in their secondary analysis Of NAEP data

(Walberg et alai 1981).

Curriculum Materials

The curriculum to which students are exposed does make a difference in
What students learn. The research literature is replete with curriculum
Studies, and most find that students learn the content to which they are
exposed. In 1979 alone; Butts (1981) found 102 curriculum studies. He

concluded that content effects were largely unexplored at the elementary
level, but at the secondary level, instruction in specific ,Altent increases
achievement in that area.

Shymansky et al. (1982) didia meta-analysis
o
Of 130 studies that

investigated the effeCtivendat of secondary -level NSF curricula in comparison

to traditional science programa. -Their outcome measures consisted of
cognitive tests, affective sdales, process and analytical skills; and
creativity. __They,fOund a mean effect size of 0.37 in favor of the NSF

curricUla. However, specific areas stressed in these innovative curricula
showed_even greater differences. The mean effect size for process :Milli; was
0.61, for analytical skills; 0i7li and for creativity; 0.71. .

Weinstein et al; (1982) analyzed 33 _studies from the United Statesi Great
Britain; and Israel and found in them 151_separate comparisAs; The mean

effect size was 0.314 with_a Standard deviation of 0;70; This is in close
agreement witkthe Shymehaky et al. and the Wise and Okey (1982) results.
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In terms of subject areas, biology and physics showed the greatest

effects. InAdology, the mean effect size for achievement was 0.59, for

perception, 0.82, and for process skills,,0.90. For physics, the achievement

effect size was 0.50, perception, 0.33, and processiskills, 0.53. Earth

science was the only subject area with a negative effect size (-0.07).

Welch (1979) acknowledged that curriculum differences do have an effect,

but argued that_the magnitude was small, perhaps explaining only 5 percent of

the variance. Shymendky's data suggest that the average student in the
experimental c.rriculum would fall at the 64th percentile of the comparison

group, a difference of 14 percant.

Several authors raised questions about the extent of curriculum exposure,

failure of the curriddliki to represent modern Science; and the relative

influence of_currIculUm compared to other context and transactional

variables. It spite of these concerns, curriculum effects repredenti tine_tif

our most researched areas and one in which our conclusions seem fairly Solid.

facilitiesnoutpment

This category is related 'to the school climate and curriculum materials

category, but focuses on the tools available for teaching and learning.

Climate 19 the Socio-psychological context of the school; curriculum refers to

the definition of content to be learned. Facilities and equipment refers to

Such things as laboratory equipment, desks, classroom architecture; computers,

chalk boards; projectors, and the like.

BeIgeson et al. (1977), in their 20-year -study of the status of science
(education, concludeethat teachers believe that adequate facilitied Are one of

the most important conditions for a good science.program. Flexibility of

usage is Alto rated as very important. These conclusions -were based on

surveys conducted by a number of researchers. The general tone of the review

was concern for the perceived_dicline_in science budgets. In the national

survey of science practicii (Weiss, 1978), 25 percent of the teacheis polled

rated the lack of funds for purchasing equipment and supplies as a serious

problem.

Most research conducted to this area has been directed toward the use of

the equipment in learning science,-rather that_toward the intrinsic -merit of

the materials. _For exaM014,_filaed instruction or computer-assisted_

instruction (CAI) is compared to traditional modes of_ instruction_ using

student perfartatide_ag_the criterion. Renner_it al. (1978) reported on nine

such Studied in their review; MAIIinson (1977)_found_eight;studied in 1975.

In each case, the emphasis was on the use of the tool rather than on the need,

development, "T structure of faCilities and equipMent. Perhaps research is

needed to.heip science teachers decide what equipment is needed to teach

science, how it should -bebuilt,and how it shouId_be_presented to students.

Some potential areas of study include hand-held calcUlators, microcomputers,_

filad, film loops, electrical equipment, telescopes,-- and the like. Do we need

thet? Why or why not? What at, their intended uses?



Goals

Research on the goals and objectives of science education sometimes takes
the form of surveys of teachers or science education professors; They are
given a list of potential goals and asked to rank them. For example, Welch
(1977) surveyed 344_science teachers and 167 principals and asked them to
identify needed goals. Three major needs surfaced: (1) information
processing and deciSionmaking skills, (2) basic skills, and (3) development of
selfesteem.

More often, leading figures or organizations fire asked to identify
priorities for the discipline; For example, Hurd (1971) identified What he
saw as emerging-priorities. Some of those stated were: (1) science must be
part of the education of every student, (2) science should be taught in a
social context, and (3) science education should give top priority to changes
brought about by technological developments.

Perhaps the most extensive research effort to date in goals was the work
of the Project Synthesis group (Harms and Yager, 1981). A group of 23 leading
science educators established desired conditions for science teaching using a"
framework of four goal clusters: personal needs, societal issues, academic
preparation, and career education awareness. These desired conditions were
then used to examine the current status of science teaching to determine
needs. Discrepancies in biological science, physical science, inquiry,
elementary science, and sciencetechnologysociety were identified and used to
develop a series of recommendations for Federal policy as well as for science
teachers. During the past year, the goals (as portrayed by Project Synthesis)
have been used as criteria for identifying the outstanding science programs in
the United States. A list of_the goals has also been distributed widely to
science teachers through the National Science Teachers Association.

Historical and philosophical research on goals appears to be unpopular
(perhaps unproductive) to researchers, as few studies of this kind were found
in the major data sources used in preparing this paper;

Science Curriculum Networks

No research was found that addressed the effectiveness of professional
societies, cooperative efforts, dissemination systems, or scholarly journals
in the area of science edndektion. Annual meetings, ERICSMEAC, The Science
Teacher, and meetings like the NIE conference on the mathematicaTia.;;CT
teacher shortage are seldom researched for improvement or accountability.
Some work has been done by Crane (1971) on the influence of the "invisible
college" on professional behavior, but not specifically in science education.

Transactions

Transactions are the kinetics of the learning system. They are the
activities that students, teachers, and others perform in the quest for
knowledge. Five major categories of transactions have been identified and are
examined in turn.

1
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Student Behavior

It is_diffiddlt to separatestudent behaviors frod teacher behaviors_

because they often occur simultaneously. That is, a teacher_lectures.and a

student listens to a lecture. The distinction I Would like to make is that of

the_ititiator; Who decides what activity is to occur? The teacher decides to

lecture; bdt the student decides to listen.

Surprisingly little research on student-initiated behaviors was found in

the literature I reviewed. In fact; only one of the four yearly reviews With

indexes even had the word "student" listed, and that was for a section on

student characteristics: Data from the set of case Studies carried out by

Stake and Easley (1978) are even more surprising. Their extensive index has

290 references to "teacher" (plus another 96 on "teaching"),but only eight

references to student: Apparently this has not been a popular focus for

science education researcher/3.

Some work has been -done on how_students choose to allocate their time and

effort in individualized programs (Bowsyer it al., 1978; Rice & Linn, 1978),

but it is premature to form any general conclusions:

One promising line of research is that dealing with_the engaged tiMe_al

student spends on learning., To a large extent, the student is responsible for

this kind of- behavior: The research to date is encouraging. The more time a

Student spends in direct learning behaviuri, the_gteater the Yearning (Doyle,

1977)._ Direct learning behaviors indldde such things as task completion, time

on taskihpmework, and reading- texts. In a sense, one key student behaidor is

his or her decision'to enrol4 in a science course, which is discussed further

in the section titled "Instructional Resource Exposure." _Mdch more remains to

be learned, but the application of these principles V, science learning seems

warranted.

Another set of_interesting_stddett behaviors are those that mediate

learning (Doyle, 1977). Mediating behaviors are those mental processes_that

we presume are necessary foreffective Iearningi_but that_are not directly

related to the learning process. EximpIes include attending, translating,

segmenting, rehearsing, and elaborating. _AlthOugh not-'related specifically to

science learning, the influence of_theie behaviors in the science classroom

Seems worety of further investigation, especially during laboratory

investigations.

An interesting new lint of research on behavior falls_into another

category of indirect behaviors and grows out of conceptualising the classroom

as an ecological systemi Learning is viewed_ in the context of "exchanging

performance for grades." The student does_ things return fOr certain__

rewards-- grades pertapai or in Sete cases the satisfaction of understanding.

The approach seems- somewhat crass but presents an innovative way to view

science classrooms. The research to date suggests that successful students

search for cues from the teacher on important concepts; imitate desired

behavior, and even enlist_cohort assistance: Other student behaviors

important in this approach to the classroom are adjusting to change and
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learning to compensate for defiCiendiedo absenteeism, reading problems; etc;
Some intriguing application-1i for the science education researcher seem
possible.

A final form of relevant student behaviors are those occuring in informal

or_out=of.=atheol settings: A few research studies have been conducted on the
effectiveneed of MUStUMS; zoos, field trips; television, and the like.
However,_it is premature to form generalizations at this time. The growing
acceptability of naturalistic inquiry paradigms might permit a greater
understanding of what students do when they attempt to learn science in

informal settings.

Teacher Behaviors

_
The Literature is crowded with studies of teacher behavior; it is a

primary area for research it science teaching and has been addressed in two

major meta-analyses (Wise and Okey, 1982; Willett and Yamashita, 1982). .41

I classify teacher behaviors in tern's of_Oedagogy, style,_andmanagement;
Pedagogy refers to the specificinstructional strategies -and tactics teachers

use in the classroom. It IncludeS such things -as lecturing; lab_ work, and

questioning behavior. Style_is the_manifestation of the teacher's personality

in the classroom, and it includes things such as enthusiasm, sensitivity, and

expectations. Managethent is a broad category including general instructional

s7stems--CAI, team teaching, and such day7to-day tasks for structuring the

learning opportunities as setting rules and modeling behavior.

Wifie and Okey (1982) provide a nice summary of the effects of teacher

techniques: resuiteare shown in Table 7. ;The overall- effect size of

the various teaching techniques was 0;344 one=third of a standard deviation;

This means that the averageof;the treatment group was equivalent to the 63rd

percentile of the comparison group._ The itpact_seems_ modest except for wait-

time, and this research involved only four studies. Wise and Okey recognize

these moderate effects on student learning_but offer the hope that combining

strategies might improve the ditUaition; They call for additional research to

investigate the posSibilitied.

Willett and Yamashita (1982.) conducted a meta-analysis of research -on _

instruction systems; which they defined__is_"a general,plan for conducting a

Course over an extended period of time."_ (0,1) Eicamples.include CAI;

individualized instruction, and_mastery leArniug._ They examined research

carried out between 1950 and 1980 and found 130 studies that fit their

criteria for inclusion._ Moit were conducted between 1961 and 1974. The

results of their analysis are informative and are presented in Table 8.

_Theoverall, apadt of the various instructional systems was Only-0.100

indidatipg that; on average; an innovative teaching system Will be about only

one -tenth of a standard deviation better than "traditional" science teaching;

There were no effects noted for grade, subject matter, or_year of publication;

Published results tend to yield higher effect Sizes than those appearing in

dissertations;
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Table 7

Teacher Behaviors: Mean Effect Sizes

Technique
Mean

Effect Size
Standard
Deviation

Wait-time .90 .43

Focusing (e.g., organizers) .57 ;91

Manipulative (by students) ;57 ;64

Modified (specific content) ;52 .45

Questioning .48 439

Inquiry-discovery .32 .73

Testing (e.g., diagnostic) .32 .46

Presentation Mode (e.g., team teaching).26 .56

Teacher Direction (extent of) .23 ;66

Audiovisual methods .18 ;48

Grading (e.g., pass-fail) = .15 .38

Miscellaneous .43 .26

Total 73-4. NA

Number
of Cases

4
28
24
22
13
58
45

103
45
33
14
12

rff.

Source: Wise and Okey, 1982..

Table 8

Instructional System: Mean Effect Size

System Effect Size Maximum Minimum No of Cases

Audio-tutorial .17 .52 = .27 7

Computer Linked .13 1.45 - ;58 14

Learning Contracts .47 1;74 - ;38 12

Dept. Elementary Sdhool ;09 .08 - .25 __3

Individualized instruction ;17 1.74 = .85 131

Mastery Learning .64 1.74 .08 13

Media-based .02 1.22 .87 100

PSI (Personalized System
of Instruction) .60 1.74 .08. 15

Programmed .17 1.36 - .82 52

Self-directed .08 .87 - .58 27

Source_Papers .14 .48 = .19

Student Assiited .09 _.34 = .13 6

Team Teaching .06 1.36 _41

Total 1.74 - ;87 341

Source: Willett and Yamashita, 102.
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Lott (1982) conducted a meta-analysis of studies involving the use of

advance organizers and inductive versus deductive teaching behaviors. He

found a mean effect size of 0.24 for 22 studies using advance organizers and

0.06 for the studies that examined inductive versus_ deductive teaching
behaviors. Hisresults are lower than those found by Wise and Okey (1982),
but the- latter indlUded a broader definition of the categories.

In summary, the effects due to various teaching strategiesare
disappointingly low. They average only 0.22 for the 812 cases used in these

thred_weta-analyses; Here; again; the influence of what the teacher doei_in

the classroom appears minimal. Perhaps a different research focus is needed.

Little work has been done in science on_teacher style variables and the

teacher as manager. Rosenshine and Furst (1971) argue that behaviors such as
organization- enthusiasmiand_expectation_are key factors in facilitating

learning. TIley believe that direct teaching strategies have greater impact_

than indirect ones. Some data reported here tend to support this claim in
science teaching (see, fer_example, effects of focusing, learning contracts,

and- mastery learning). Indirect strategies (e.g.; inquiry teaching,
selfdiredted systems, -and inductive teaching).seem less successful. The

discovery_ nature of science, however; makes these results unpalatable for-many

science educators; Interest in induction; inquiry, and discovery learning do

not match well with the direct teaching proponents.

Instructional Resource Exposure

-*-
This category includes those activities carried out by teachers, studentsi

and others that bring learners in contact with learning opportunities. To

some extent, theV overlap with the teacher and student behaviors mentioned
earlier. _HoWeVer, the emphasis here is on the interaction of the students

with the learning opportunity. Key elements include enrolling in- science
ClateeS, curriculum implementation, minutes of science studied, library use,

watching TV, taking field trips and reading science novels.

Research in this area is limited In the context of science learning.

Course enrollment data are uneven in quality, although a few studies of the

past decade are beginning to shed_some light. Engaged time in science is

perceived as decreasing, yet our logic and some research (Welch et al., 1981)

tells us that taklAig courses is an essential ingredient for learning science.

The barriers to and facilitators of getting children into science courses

are not well understood. Furthermore, we are not certain of the most
effective activities to offer once we get them there.

The results of the 1982 National Assessment indicate marked changes on

topics covered by the national_media_(Weldh et al;;1983). Items on test-tube

babies; computers, space travel, nuclear energy, pollution;_and others all

showed sharp changes during the past 5 years. Why? What are the implications

of these results_for the learning of science? These and other questions

remain unanswered.
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Although some evaluatian .;t:iities has occurredi it is

too early_te_ZOrm generalisations. One note to the hopeful-:
out-of- school activities are usually riontireve; They present a reidgurce
(e4;i zoo exhibits) and ask--by irplzcatiou only -- "what can -you learn about
animal behavior ? ". Indirect strAtegies have not -been overwhelmingly
successful. Further information and understanding is needed.

Classroom-Climett

Classroom climate is the social- psychological environment in the classroom
as perceived by the students. This category views the clase_as a- social group
and presumes that group dynamics is an important factor for learning.

'Emphasis_iiii on the social and psychological interactions in the classroom and
their effect on learning.

One measure of the learning environment is the.Learning Environment
Inventory (LEI) developed in the late 1960's (Frapier et al., 1982).
Considerable research in North_America* Ausl.ralic Isrucl. India, and other
countries has shown relationships between the LEI scales and student

performance. In many studies; appreciable amounts of variance are explained
beyond student entry characteristics such as IQ and pretest scores. Much of

the research has been done in science classes;

The work of !Johnson et al. (1981) has also shown relationehi06 betteen
group activity and student learning. Cooperative learning structures were

four more effective_then competitive or individualized learning structures in

nearly all cases reviewed. The mean effect size of 0.78 indicates the
importance of the social environment for learning;

lExternaI_Intrusions

Ofteni_the.diaiaroom is affected_by :evepts in the community; ';c:te.Nazioni

or tbe world. EicaMples of such eventeinclUde_budget ctts* space launches* _

deniOrth10,eVelUtiOnelydrt trials, course requirements* teacher firings* and

strikes. These activittes probably influence the attitudes* the career
choices, and even the.achievement of students.

- -HeIgeson et al. (1977) examined these_issues in their review of the status

of scindS eft-dation. They concluded :that such factors do have influence in

the science literacy of a nation but did not describe how they operated.

Stake and 2asIey (1978). reported an increased intrusion of_Fdderal and

State offices into the conduct of education. As a result, administrators are
forced to spend more time as business! managers and leas_ak educational

leaders. Meanwhile*_the gap between'teachereand_administrators widens as
each group seeks relief from its respective pressures.

adept for tlecogniting the influence of external intrusions* researchers
have not spent much time in this area. The_value_of future_research is not

clear to me* but there may be some potential for investigation;
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Outcomes

Student Achievement

.Performance, or change in performance, on measures of cognitive ability
defines student achievement; A great deal of research has been done following
the intellectual development model of Piaget, and recent reviews of science
education research usually have a,section devoted exclusively to Piagetian
studies; In 1977; Mallinson reported on 23 such studies; He concluded that
(1) the stages postulated, by Piaget seem to be supported by other researchers;
(2) the_logical operations of ciassification, seriationi and so on are not as
hierarchically ordered as many havebeen_led to believe; and (3) adolescents
may not fit the_classification of "formal operational" to the extent that
Piaget suggested.

Many researchers have tried to measure students' ability to perform
various Piagetian tasks and then relate these scores to course achievement or .

other measures of student ability; The relationships are strong. This
research; which is reviewed in Table 3i shows a mean correlation of 0;47
between general ability and 'cognitive level.

43 My familiarity_with this research is. limited, but I_believe that _

researchers have_identified a new set of s-,7udent variables tomeesure (e.g.,
conservation) and then searched for_correlates of the scores (e.g., age, sex,
science success, IQ)._ By better understanding the nature of student learning,
they hope to do a better job of teaching. This approach seems reasonable, btt
success to date has been limited; Different children learn different concepts
at different times: Stage of development is content specific, forcing
researchers to examine the learning of very small bits of information;
GeneralizabiIity to a whole course seems far off; if attainable at all;

Another set of researchers have focused on the nature of learning in a
field sometimes called "cognitive sciedce." Some_have applied the_ theo.pg s of
cognitive science to science education (Klofer and Champagne, 1982). So e of
the key tenets of recent cognitive development work include_recognition that
new learning relies on previous learning, that information is- retained through
relationships (schema), and that learners construct understanding rather than
mirror what they are told (Resnick, 1982) Here again, the cognitive
researchers believe that understanding how children learn will lead to
improved instruction:

Other observers of the science education scene are less convinced. Stake
and Easley (1978) wrote: "Researdh on the context of instruction rather 'than
research on the 'earner is more likely to yield insights into ways of
improving the quality of education that is offered. What research on the
learner tells us is the vast number of ways people differ, and how greater
experience increases those differences" (pp. 19-26). They believe that
research on the manipulative variables such as administrative or social-
political background offer more hope for school control;
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Other research on_student outcomes_ has concentrated on improving the

techniques for measuring student. learning. Tests that measured such things as

the hature,of science, cognitive preferencesi higher levels of Benjamin_
BlOOM'S cognitive taxonomy, inquiry skills, logical thinking, and avariety_,:.:

science content (e.g., marine biology' ecology4 physics) het,* been developed'

and analyzed. Much work exiets_in this Area, but it is difficult to sunmarize

its progress. Many tests have been: developed and used toorevaluate programs

and prediet future success in science, and these tests have been the focus of

many_a-dissertations. Some reviewers have pointed out the - limitations of many

Of the measurement- techniques (Buttsi 1981; MaIIinson*_1977); others have

applauded the improvement of our testing procedural. (Sipe and Farmer, 1982)..

Many student outcomes have been measured and researched. The influence of
Bloon's,taxonomy_has_been great, Andteiti are-now superior to those of 25

years ago. FUrtherAmprovement Will probably grow out of entirely new
approadhes and procedures for measuring outcomes.

A great deal of time and effort has-gone into the periodic national

assessment in science-conducted by2the National Assessment of EduCitional

Progress (khkEP). We have_monitored the itate of tht Nation's understanding ten

four occasionsi.108-69, 1971-72, 1976.77_,tand 1981 -82. Data gathered from .

this process have been usefdl to paicymikers'and researchers and merits

continuation.

A similar effort occurred in 1973 with the InteraitiOnal EVeluatitin of .

Achievement (TEA) study in which science performance was assessed in 19

countries. Another international assessment Will take place ,in 1983 in nearly

40 countries.

Research on the influence of contextual and transaction variables vie

reviewed earlier. Measures of student outcomes were used as criteria of

effectiveneSS. Much of the research on student outcomes occurs this way. _

,Alphasis is on the influence of the independent variables rather than on the

nature of the outcomes measured.

The_most extensive work on outcomes in scienceemerged from Project

Srhtheiie (Harms -and Tager, 1981). Desired stUdentedtdenei Were proposed for

fiVe groups biologyi physiciI science,- inquiry, elementary science, and

science-society-technology interactions. dOnce..on the actual status of

student outcomes was examined in light of t desired state, with ___

discrepanciii used to identify future needs r science- teaching. .,The_Vork

which represents a milestone for research on ou an! ,science teaching; had

been deed'to help identify exemplary science programs ii,this,countryi

Student_Attitudea

Work in the development and_easserement of student attitudes 1otais
advanced as that in the cognitive domain, althodgh_there is a great dtel Of

current activity. In fact, Ormerod and Duckierth 6.973) covered about-300

Attitude studies in their review.- A number of.attitude sdales.hsve been

developed and used in various_studiei* bdt some reviewers have seriously

questioned their- quality (Gardner, 1975). Althodgh lomi:devalopmentel. _

psychologists have expldre4 the effective_domain (Rest, 1979), not -many have

examined attitudes in a science context Theoretical development is limited.
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Attituded have been used-as criteria for research on context and _

transaction components; and they were included in the last two National

Asdpssments. The first lEA assessment included attitude scales; but man did

not meet acceptable levels of_reliability_and_were_dropped. Only four were

eventually analyzed. The 1983=84.IEA study will also try to measure attitude
outcomes; but the nature of the scales'has not yet been determined':

The ProjeCt Synthesis team specified a number of desired attitude
outcomesi_and each of the five_focus groups_(biology, inquiry; etc.)

recognized the- importance of affective outcomes. Each of the research reviews
Contained sections on the development and need for good attitude measuring
procedures. Most; however; called for continued development in the area A

need was seen for clearer understanding of the role attitudes play in
understanding science; influencing future behavior; and affecting future

career choices in science and technolOgy.

Benjamin Bloom published his cogiii.O.ve taxonomy in the mid-1950's. James

Krathwohl followed with a taxonomy_for dffectiVe domain 8 years later. In

my opinion; this 8-year lag partially explains the current lag in our ability

to effectively measure attitude outcomes.

Student Skills

Skills in science_denote the techniques students learn -in science

classrooms (e.g., reading meters; taking measurements; conducting

experiments), as well as those behaviors exhibited by students after they

leVe school (e;g;; brushing teeth; voting, building nature reserves).

Some work has been done_on methods for measuring process skills;

especially at the lower grades._ Observation; classification; and

categorization tests have_been developed and used; but -.they have yielded

inconclusive results (Mallinson, 1977); With diredted efforts; students haVe

shown gains on_process skill measures, but there is a concomitant loss in

content knOWledge. In other gases, no significant gains were detected.

Some have attempted to measure laboratory performance skills_ and have

developed new techniques (Butts, 1981). However, most national testing

programs do not include "practical" tests, and there is mixed opinion on the

Value of such approaches given thetr high cost. The limited number of studies

preclude generalizations.

The third part of the Bloom-KrathWohleffort was the psychomotor domain,

for which they intended to develop hierarchical taxonomy of objectives. Their

failure to accomplish this task characterizes the situation in science

teaching! The_outcothes are considered impy)rtant, but the barriers to

effective development are formidable. Some people are attempting to move us

forward in isolated studies; biat no strong interest is evident at present.

Teacher -Change

Teachers are often Involved in the_ transactions that occur during the

learning of science. It seems reasonable to expect that teachers change as a

result of those experiences. They may lean more sciencei develop negative
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attitudes, or even become so frustrated they leave teaching. We knoW from the
Sweitzer (1982) study that teachers change as result or training, but we
knoW very little about how (indeed, whether) eachers\change as a result of

teaching. Teacher burn-out and aging are exa pies of boW teachers change, but
I found no Studied of science teachers that a dressed these issues. This

appears to be an area where little research s occurred.

Some teachers have left science teaching,ithereb contributing to the

shortage. But the reasons appear to reflect economi conditions more than the

impact of science teaching. A few surveys proclaime -that there is a severe
shortage of icience and mathematics teachers In the U tea States (Guthrie and

Zulmen, 1982) and Suggest budget cuts; probleM students, and, most important,

/higher salaries in the private sector as reaSons for the shortage. But these

are speculations, not research findings.

Most likely, studies on teacher supply end demand, selection, and
retention will be done by general teacher educators or administrators, rather

than by Science educators. However, the c+ent shortage of\qualified
(whatever that meting) science teachers may attract attention from the science

teaching community. This issue is discussed further in the section on "Carder

Choides" below.

Scientific Literacy

A_Ad-tifitalli literate populace is an oft - stated goal for science

teaching._ Literacy generally means that iet of cognitive, affectivei_ind
behavioral outcomes deeded for a citizen, to 1!.ve in our- technologically

oriented work: Research in this area has taken two paths;_ SoMe have tried

to define, through research, the essential components of science literacy.

Others (NAEP).-hatre_measured_the components of literacy; which were discussed

In the preceding three sections.

Several researchers have assessed -the revirements_for science literacy as

implied by the mass media (Ayemi 1980), While othere_haveattempted to

measure the literacy of science teachers-(0gunniyi_and Pella, 1980) or adults

(Miller; 1981). In many instances, literacy is used synonymuus vie/

knowledge a'.out thb nature of science. Others define it as the knowledge and

attitude tow'rd the process and products of science. Because literacy has

soltIge atatloga_aad is a common goal of selotnce teach!-.,; it certainly

qualifies for further stndy, The payof: oz such work im not tie4r, howeveri

because of our limited prior experience in the are-,

lareer Choices

One outcome ofostiette teaching is a student's decision to puttue a career

in science or science teaching. Factors influeming career choices ha-,,* been

studied, and the causes for underrepresentation of -women and minorities in

stieto:e careers have been examened%4th considerable interest;

Sips and Farmer 01932) report that 12 percent of all studies reported'in

1977-80_dealt with the career development of scientists and science teachers.

iiit-tiguidg study by Lagemann :1980kres an approach capable of broader
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implementation; Lagemann followed 90 teachers trained in science and found
that those who left teaching were mostly female and had weaker science_ ._

backgrounds than those who stayed in- teaching.- The_reasons cited for leaving
teaching were large classesi_nonteaChing school duties; and lack of student
interest; Those who prepared for teaching -but were not hired were younger,
had lower SAT scores in mathematics and_scieuze, had higher GPA's, and
declared an interest in teaching later in undergraduate programs;

Welch and Lavvent.(1982) found significant differences in the' charac-
teristics of mal.n And female teachers; Apparently; the career decisions for
men and women wera based on different factors;

Unfortunately; no synthesizing studies of career choices were found, but I
believe that additional studies of teacher and scientist selection, retention,
and attrition would be beneficial. The implications for preservice and
inservice ;:nining, for recruitment, and for resolving shortages (or
surpluseE) 4:.pear great..

Institutional Effects

Are schools and other institutions changed as a result of science

1twtruction? If so; in what ways? As science programs are cut back_or dropped
from the curriculum; what is the effect on the schoolV_How has the NSF changed
since the sciene education budget was cut from $100 million to $15 million?

If departments of science teaching we (and are) cut from colleges and
universities; what changes in the in-tit-ion can -be seen? Conversely; if

programs are added to cur schools; colleAes, and informal science centers

(erg:; zoos, museums), how are theed institutions going, to change?

_
I_foufid vety_littli that addressee these questions; The Stake and Easley

(1978) case s-tudies examined the influenceofthe community on the schools,

but not the influence of the schools on the community: This was true also_of

the Helget-cqi_report (1977); Mallinson's review (1977) included a number of

areaS wh k.e impact might bit expected; m-ably bilingual instruction;

mainstreaming, and desegregation: But apparently no-its:ear-eh dealt_ with

Changes in the school resultin; from special science programs for the

bilingual; the kandicapped, or minorities. Perhaps it is unrealistic to
expect much institutional change aP an outcome of science instruction;

SOME CONCLUSIONS

Th18 comprehensive analysis enables me to sketch a picture of our current

kholOge of science teaching; To be sure; the sketch will be haiY.
Nonetheless, a broad view of the discipline helps identify gaps in our
knowledge, promising lines for future research; and areas of success..

My synthesis of recen: research IS summarized in Table 9; Time quantity of

research for each element :)f theth..main is estimated in the second coIumn;.; A

5-point rating of very much, MuCh_floMe,_11ttle;_very little was use Our

current knowledge of each Clemett is estimated in the third column,again
using a 5 -point scale from Nrty slight to very strong; In some cases (e.g.,

teacher chardeteriatidA)4 two aspects of the element are reported because_o

differeht conclusions: When available; meta-aJaIysis resits are sported in

the table as meat correlations or effect sizes;
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TABLE 9

Summary of Research Synthesis

Element Research Amount
extent of Known
Impact/Influence

Estimated
FutUre-Potential-

Context

Student Characteristics Very much, Moderate-ialie-iemeut(402)*
Slight-attitudes C.10)*

Low-achievement
High-attitude

Teacher Characteristics Very much Strung-training(ay)ss
Very slight-student

outcomes(;05)* Low

Science Very little Slight Unknown

School Climate Some Moderate High

Social Imperatives Very little Very slight___ Unknown

Home Environment Little Moderate (.43)*_ High

Curriculum_Materials Very much ,4:-.;d1z4.te (.37)** Medium

FaciIities/Equipment S )the slight_ Unknown,

Goals Little Vi...ry slight Little

Science Education
NW/drks None None UnknoWn

Trarmactions

Studea*7 Behaviors Very little Etrong High

Teacher Behaviors Very much Slight (.22)* Little

Instructional Resource
EtpoSUre Little Strong in mathematics (.70)* High

Clascroom Climate Some Strong (.78)** High

External Intrusions Very little trakutwt 'Unknown

Outcomes

Student Achievement Very much Strong Medium

Student Attitudes Much_ Slight Medium-high

student Skills Little Slight Low

Teacher Change Little Slight Medium

Scientifid Literacy Slight UnkAtiVi

Career Choices TIme Moderate Medium-Ugh

InstitutiotiaT_Rffect Very little None Urknovu

* Mean correlation
** Mean effect size
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The fourth column represents my estimate of the impact potential for

future research in each area. High ratings- appear for_Categoriel_indicating

gaps in our knowledge_(student behaviors); high potential areas where
preliminary work has been encouraging (classroom climate); or high priority,

due to pressure to_solve a.problem_(career choices). Low -mated elements are

those already heaViiy researched_ with either discouraging results (teacher

behaviort) or ambiguous or uncertain effects (student characteristics). Other

elements have not been researched enovi zstimate their irdpact potential

(changes in institutions);

The key determinants of the most promising element a are a moderate amount

Of work to date and evidence of impact thus fa. - Seven elements were

identified as the most promising areas for_needed research. They were:

school climate, home environmenti_student behaviors, resource exposure, career

choices, student attitudes, and classroom climate.

Two context -VA:Tiablee,_three transactional elements, and two outcome

elements make up my preliminary list. The main emphasis is on home, school,

and claearoot environmental factors, student contact with learning _ _

opOrtunitieS, and career decisionmaking. Noticeably absent from the list is

further study of teachers and reaching behaviors, something that edrptided

avert me. Except for the influence of teacher training programs on to .hers,

the extensive research on teachers has not yieldeit promising results. The

mean correlation of .teacher characteristics with_teacher behavior WEE only

0.051 Behaviors had a mean_effect size of only 0.22 when_student outcomes

were the effect criteria. _What_students do *,rid the context in which they do

it appear more promising than additional investigations of what teach do.

Other Needs Assessments

The -last step in this needs assessment process is to compare_the preceding

conclusions with tai.tc derived from other assessments of_research priorities;

FiVe or.ich studies have been conducted in recent years. A brief description of

each follows;

In 1976, a committee bf seven science educators met to discuss needed

research in science education under th-' co-sponsorship of the National

Association for Researth in Science T= fng (NARST) and the National _

Institute of_Educatitin (NIE). The gro.,, r. appointed by the NARST president

and chaired by- Fletcher Watson of Harvard University. Eight recommendations

Were prOpeedd based upon thecaIlective judgment of the committee (Yager,

1978). The research priority areas encompassed by these recommendations are

shown in Table 10;

The committeo! report was "--:erved" by the NARST Executive Committee, br':

it never gave its formal endorsement. The fate of the report at NIE is

unknown to me. Because of continuing interest by the NARST Executive

Committee in the research priority_issue, a group_at the University of Georgia

was empowered to carry out a Delphi study of research_needs among_3ARST

members. _Thirty-fi74 Statements (later reduced tn 31) were ranked ',37 27

percent of the 780 NARST meral.2rs. The top 14 priority 77esearch crests are

shoWn in Table 10 (Butts al.; 1978).
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Table 10

Summary of Research Priorities

Element

Context

Student Characteristics
Teacher Characteristics
Science
School Climate_
Social IMperatives
Home Environment
CurricuIuu Material
Facilities/Equipment
Goals
Science &Location Networks

T.rausac_tion.s_

--------

X

Student Behaviors X
T-tacher Behailiors X X X

Twitructional Resource
'Exoosure X X X

C.1ris,vroom Climate X X
Fxternai Intrusions

Outcomes

Student Achievement X X X X

Student Attitudes X X X X X

Student Skills v

Teacher Change
Scientific Literacy X X

Career Choices 7/i X

Institutional Change
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In 1978, a group headed by Russell Yeany and supported by the_NARST
Research Committee distributed_a set of research topics to a saAple of_
secondary school personnel. The group comprised about 50 percent teachers,
but_the total_sample_Size was not reported_(NARST Newsletter, 1979)._ A total
of 12 research priorities were ranked by this group, and these are also
presented in Table 10,

In 1978, representatives from the science education programs at 28
colleges and universities were asked wtat they perceived to be the major
problems in science education; They were also asked to identify solutions to
these problems (Tager et al.; 1982). Five of the solutions addressed needed
research topics; while another three focused on ways to carry -out research
more effectively. The five topical areas are indicated in Table 10.

The final survA reported in the literature was conducted-in 1979 by
Abraham et al. (1982). All members of NARSTwere:surveyed and asked to list
five most-needed areas of research and rank them in priority Grder. One

hundred and .Ine pt. sons (13 percent) from the membership' responded. Overall
rankings were calculated using frequency of nomination and ranking. The top
11 rankings 4-re listed in Table IO. Priority rank number 6 was on the use of
research, rather than a research focus, and is not included in the table.

Each of tile preceding assessments was examined in light of_the domain
described in this report. Because different classification schemes were used
in the various studiesi some judgment was necessary in transferring priority
elements to a common domain. For examplel-three different paiorities_in the
Butts et al. survey werelisted under thesategory_"teaching behaviors"
because they all dealt With forms of classroom instruction;

Seterel conclusions are apparent from an e7nunination of Table IO. First;

an analysis of research needs based ,n the eT:tant and impact of prior research
yields'different priorities than those gCtned through survey techniques. OnlY

the elements of student attitudes and instructional_ resource exposure were
included in the present study and is the- majority of the_other_studies.
Be^ause of the overlap, it see, Lear these two areas should become the focus
of future efforts.

Second, survey neet!s assessment concentrates heavily tan teachers,
zurr:.tulum, and student cognitive development. This is not too surprising
given that the eJrvey respondents were predominantly teacher educators or
teachers. l'ese eIeocnts were not given high priority in my analysis because
a great deal If vfork has already been done and the research to date has not

been very promising.

Third, environmental influences (e.g., home, school, and classroom) are
virtually ignore' !' the surveys as r:cent areas for research. Yet the
research synthesis indicated quite promising effects for the limited work that

has been done.

Fourth, career choices in science and science teaching were not ranked
Agh in most of the surveys slthough teacher shortage concerns have grown
rapidly in the past several years; Perhaps the dates of the surveys - (1976 -79)

account ft this; for in the late 1:97e'v there was a great Beal of rhetoric
about teacher surplus.
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Finally four elements of the science education domain were not ranked
$.

highly_in_any of the studies; they were student skill outcomes- changed in
teachers as a result of the teaching process) institutional change, and

external intrusions.

The failure of the aurveys_to include research on the kinds of behaviors

students exhibit during the learning process is not surprising given -the

paueity of prior research in this area.. However, if one thinkS of the
students instead of the teachers as the_prikary actors in the learning

prodess, theft the study of appropriate behaviors (e.g., engaged time) seems

highly desirable.

Research Recommendations

Based upon the needs assessment described above, and in spite of some

'ntradictions with other priority studiesi_l_woilld_propose the following

lumarch questions es those most likely to help Us take full advantage of

renewed public interest is science education. I believe answers to these

questions offer thd Qoat hope, at this time,. for.improving the teaching and

learning of science.

4 In whet t; ,and to -what extent do -the environmental cOnditi'ts of

the_hamehooli and classroom influence -science ratag? Tr
search for teacher and teaching effects_on learning has not been

fruitful. Other feettirt need to be explored, and environmental

factors appear pra.ASitig. The kind of research carried out by

Col Oman, JetLks, VA.bergiandothers should be applied to science
le.irniag so that we may identify the environmental factors that can

be manipulated to enhance learninA. _Increased understanding of the

inflUence of such variable-8 as administrative support; community

presAure, fielly eutourageatut peer interaction, and class size!

woule have tremendous policy implications for science instruction.

4 Row-can-student attitudes be measured more ef4A,FtlAreland-what-
Isztors determine these attitudes? Attitudes sre important outcomes

of science instruction and probably mediate learning.and future
intentions in Schnee.. bur current measuring tAchniqueA are limited,

end we do not know ul,wt factors enhance or stifle de.ired attitude

nevAlopment.

IThat_axe_the barriers to and facilitators for_ptcvidimg_students with

the nece§ssammemmela_IngSpAllgliiLLesowzmett? This question is

based on the assumption -that cmdentsneedto bcexposed to science

learning oppOttoitlea by 4aiziling in couTses or participating la

out -of=tehacil §Ctivities. Science enrol -:ents Are low, and little is

knOWn about procedural for changing ihie. Furthcworz, war

understanding of Informal science learning opportunities is minimal.

To improve science Iearnin, we teed morm_students participactrip, in

more science learninp activities: Research aimed at discovering ways

to do this reems_c4sentiel. Without students in classes,' the best

instruction in the world is for naught.
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What specific behaviors- of- stildents-in-elasarooms-are-necessary_for
erfective-science learning? Past research has shown strong
relationships hetweenwhat.studentj (not teachers) do and what'they
learn: Learning occurs in the learner because of behaviors the
student exhibits (e.g., engaged time, attending, homework). Research
on science instruction' from the learner's perspective offers a_
promising line of tnvestigation. Little is presently known and not
much has been done except in the_area.of cognitive development. We
need a better understanding of the student as a learner of science

and the necessary behaviors to enhance that learning.

What determines the science career choice-. of-students-and_teachers
and how can these decleiona-be-influenced? Concerns about teacher
shortages, science enrollments, the production of scientists, and
general science literacy are all related to the increasing tendency
of people to chobse not to continue in science. Interest in.and
enthusiasm for science and its roles in a technologically oriented
society have diminished in the past decade. Research is needed on
the underlying causes of and ways to reverse the trend.
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DISCUSSION OF SCIENCE EDUCATION

Rustum Roy, Chairman of the Science, Technology
and Society (STS) Program, Pennsylvania State University, and

Public Policy Fellow, Brookings Institution

Jim Conant, when he retired from Harvard;: said that there isno point
in worrying about the people who become scientists. They are so smart that
they take it away frOM you even if you cannot give it to them.

I really come with an apology from the research community_of the United
States. That is my community. I am a research ancEdo
buck-hustling and do' some research ottasionally._ In COMparikiii to the _

community in Eastern Europe--the Soviets--we in the research community have_
shown by_our_ behavior an extraordinary lack of concern not ohly_fot_the whole
Oradea-a by which we generate our own kind but, much worse, for the Nation.

Yesterday, we were treated in the National Academy of Sciences to a
perfect diaplay_of this. The only question was: "What money do I get?" Not
"Is the national technology posture of the United States in a devastated
condition?" But, "How is my budget increasing? What does the budget figure
look like for my subfield ?" So we are really part of the problem and not the
solution.

However, I do some research in this field, as it so happens; My research
in the science teaching business is concerned with the importation of science
manpower to the United_ States. _I will publish shortly a study to show that we
have abstracted from the rest of the world the equivalent in_contained
technical training of about $980 billion between 1945 and 1983, or 1981,
whatever the figure is.

In science teaching, who is our target? This morning you heard that
approximately 1 percent of the United States population is involved in science
and engineering; We draw that percentage, as (Wilson) Talley said, from about
2 perdent of the population. The 99 percent...are we aiming at theseAieople
or are we aiming at the 1 percent,in the new mathematics and science teaching
emphaais?

In a technoldgical democracy, the science research community thought they
shotld erect a flagpole in the midst of the desert of culture: Here are our
scientists; these are the only true citizens, and we should provide a few
extras just in case we want some backup. This was the post-Sputnik approach
to solving the problem, which was "make better scientists."

This is not the right goal for us now I believe that we should now go
after the pyramid model, which is what every other Nation does; If you give.
some science to everybody - -a little more to this group, a little more to that
group--you will have from the public, from the school boards, the money. We
have to motivate_the public. We have to do this kind of pyramidal basing of
the motivation of atudents, of their parents, ofthe teachers-,--of-the
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Congress, and so on; And I suggest that in the aIo4 M of this; we would have
a much more stabIei democratic situation where an informed population would
make more rational judgments;

We should aim the new mathematics and science at_99_retcent of the
population. This is a_reverse of the Bible theory--don'A go after the lost
sheep; just worry about your major flock.

What content can possibly improve? Let me suggest that there is something
here, and it is a critical element of my argument. What content can improve a
lifelong motivation for learning about science and eng:e.:;Prfog? It is not
enough to give it to them just for a few years.

Can_we _motivate _peopla-in those learning--ye=s2---1_ sasy__wa..nan. I am__
saying that the answer is science: technology, and society. This, I claim, is
the core of technological literacy-. Now, here is my little motto for the
day: Technology related to life is technology, science, and mathematics
remembered for life. If you do not manage it in those school years, we Will
make illiterate citizens.

What I think was said this morning was that we should go from intuition to
applied science to abstraction: Most of the people do it that way. I believe
we should go from technology to applied science to abstract science. And in
all our curriculum, we should reverse what we do--giving abstract principles.
It is all very well but it simply does not work.

Novi, what is "STS?" What am I talking about? What do I mean by science,
technology; and society? I believe it is a perfect example of what was
referred to as-a mega-trend. The is no NSF program, there is no oig deal,
but all across the thousands of university campuses there has started on every
single campus something in STS. There are courses and curricula. MIT htt
college and all kinds of programs. There is already a kind of intellectual
ferment, a democratic intellectual ferment, all across the land; STS gives us
a starting base.

Let me quote for you the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA)
policy statement. At the end it says:

We believe that a minimum of 5 percent of science
instruction should be devoted to science-related societal
issues. In the middle of the junior year there should be
15 percent, in the senior year 20 percent.

This is not an idioSyncratic, self-serving view of the STS community. There

are no tenure positions. This is really saying that this is something which
ought to be national. And it is the NSTA saying this. It is their position.

If someone asks "What do you mean by STS ?" the easiest way to explain is
to show them how to study science through "mineral resources," "population and

health," "food," and "dental care." It is that kind of stuff to which you
bring in science. It is not just saying: "I'm going to give you a little bit

of Stuff."
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Let me make this point a'-dour modern glue; How can such a little subject
mak&a_difference? You go to the dime store and buy yourself a kit--those
kits where you put the cars together--and outside the kit it says; "Glue not
provided;" What happens in our education is that we get all these chunks and
no glue is provided, so you carry around these parts. I am saying to you that
STS; if we design it right, can be the glue which makes the thing come
together; a synthesis in a technological world of what we have and chat wt
need;

On the new technology; I also have a word: We should not neglect titc: fa-et
that technology does not equal the computer; There are many other tech-
nologies. Long before we get to the computer; you had"better worry about the
fact that the print materials_are going out of style; There are not going toTe any science textbooks.T-Ndcrarinbllahet-in my-ant-a-yesterday say; -"We
are not going to publish any more science education materials." You_say; "Who
are you going to publish for? What are you going to do about print?"

In the STS field we have designed; with NSF support, new systems of_free_
distribution; onsite reproduction; Print technologies are revolutionizing the
process of distribution of materials; Not a word is being said. EveryLody
parrots that computer nonsense; I am not against computers; We are in that
game. But video has not been anywhere near accurately used; I suggest that
we appropriately use the new technologies;

So I bring words of hope and comfort and probably despair from one of
those outsiders.

Comment: Dr.--Lee-ShUlman

A comment about the glue; which I think is an extraordinary metaphor.
There is not only an absence of the glue across these fields; there is an
absence of the glue within;

Just a week ago I had_finished a unit with our teacher education _

candidates; all of whom_already have bachelor's degrees in the disciplines;
on a concept that all of us remember_ from the 1960's called "the_notion of
structure in subject matter."_ And the notion was_that there ought to be
something that cumulates and develops as you teach a subject so that) for
example; the last short story you teach in an English course is learned in a
somewhat different way: than the first short story; because a set of concepts
and principles and procedures for analyzing these things have developed over
the course of the year.

Similarly with_a mathematics course...similarly with a science course.
Because_if_you look at the interview studies of kids studying; for example, _

high school algebra, most of them have no idea of Why the topics at the end of
the year come then and the topics at the middle come then and the topics at
the beginning come_them. TO most of the students, these are a disintegrated;
arbitrary series' of topics which they_learn and pass the tests on because they
are docile; and the consequence of not doing it is ending up at a less pretty
campus when they go to college;

%
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And as I made this argument, and I made it as passionately as I could, one
of my students raised his hand --a Phi Beta Kappa graduate in mathematics from

major private university of the West Coast--and said: "How can I teach this
to my high school students if I was never taught mathematics this way myself
in the mathematics department of my university? And I'm considered one of the
best students who has gone through that department in the last couple of
years."

So I think that part of what I am saying is that we are depending right
now on both the cross - disciplinary glue and the intradisciplinary glue
emerging from the subject matter departments at our distinguished
universities, usually in humanities and sciences; And that is not the way the
subject matter is being taught to the future teachers or the future engineers;

I think that is a serious problem, and maybe at some point we ought to
address it;

Robert Yager, Professor of Science Education,
University of Iowai_and

President, National Science Teachers Association

I did not know exactly what Dr; Roy would say; although we both had the
benefit of reading Dr; Wayne Welch's very exhaustive and; I think, very fine
paper in preparation for our discussant roles.

Oha cf the_things that I would quibble about is the setting that Wayne put
science education in. And I think that Dr. Roy, without knowing, has come up.
with a perfect example of the direction and setting that I would like to have
seen Wayne use

I have no quibble with the domains. As a matter of fact, I think that is
a beautiful way of analyzing where we are and what has been done. But it
strikes me that one of the things that is missing is a look at what science
education is in a more philosophical sense. And to me it is that discipline
that is charged with looking at the interface between science, and society. It

is that discipline then, concerned with how we can interpret for society whit
scientists do and ;hat science is q3...01 basic enterprise of man. Similarly,
it is interpreting for the scientific community the constraints of society and
the interplay between the two.

It is that setting, when I read Wayne's paper and his look at the domains
and the research that is being done, that concerned me a lot. In a sense, I
see that my role may be tying Dr. Roy's comments and Wayne's paper a bit
together.

The other point that I would pick at just a little bit--and I assumed that
my role when asked to discuss the paper was to do a bit of picking and maybe
to stir up a little excitement so the rest of you have a chance to react
against what I might say or what -Wayne has already said--is Wayne's deemphasis
of goals in science education. If you noticed, this was on one of the charts,
and Wayne did not think it was going to be worth too much.
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That is an extrgtely important area) and, to me_0_it gets_at why some of
the other areas of search and some of the other things we have done have not
been too fruitful; It seems to me that the domains chart and what we have
done in science education is to assume that the discipline Is one of studying
what goes on in schools. We have defined it too much its terms of one
dimension of science, that is, the content dimension. And we have viewed our
roles as_simply ones of figuring out some way of taking this vast body of
evergroWing knowledge and somehow getting kids,-K -12 students, to absorb it.
We have tested different ways of doing it; tried_ different techniques,
different personalities of teachers, different kinds of curricular materials,
but always_viththat fundamental goal._ It is a matter of getting students to
know more than the professional scientist thinks he or she knows.

!..4°

It strikes me that.this unidimensional view and definition of science is
at the heart of and Is_ the major problem;

Wayne has mentioned the Project Synthe s effort of which we were both a
part. I think one of the striking results there was the lack of any
philosophical perception on the part of teachers, except a commitment to the
discipline, except to the content of science that the teacher knew and had
experienced him or herself.

It seems to lie that this lack_of the philosophical perspective--a lack of
any view as to what science teaching is about and what science education Is
about and what the fundamental mission of our discipline- is - -is a problem.
Certainly the NSF status studies revealed that many teachers are able to voice
goals, to state objectives, but most of the time when we tried to find
examples of those stated philosophies and objectives in practice; there was
nothing there: There was simply nothing beyond a commitment to imparting the
knowledge that particular teacher knew or that appeared in a textbook.

I_would look next at -a few pieces of information that I think_were missing
from Wayne's analysis. It was_mentioned this morning that there is_a great
mismatch between the science that is being taughtand the science that is
needed. Again, Dr. Roy touched upon that, I think very eloquently. I thitk
it is fair to say that there is evidence in the status studies that the
materials and the curriculum that are being used and being follpwed in
classrooms across the Nation are perhaps appropriate, at best, for 95 percent
of the students.

Another related problem is the fact that we have paid no attention to
instructional theory. And again it is fair to say that there is'a mismatch as
far as what; is being done--the strategies that are being followed--ancr-what we
know should ake place. And this mismatch, too, could be labeled at 95
percent.

Many of you know. that in the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA)
we have been involved in a.search for excellence, a search for examples of the
exemplary or the desired or the ideal-state conditions that were identified by
the Project Synthesis effort. As we have gone around visiting six centers of
excellence, we have been amazed at the number of these programs for which
there has been a concern for curriculum but practically no knowledge of and no
interest in instruction. And we think this is a serious problem...againj a
major mismatch.
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Another point that I think is worth mentioning that came out of the
synthesis effort, and mainly from the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) efforts, is that the longer a student stays in school, the
less interest he or she displays in science. We think that this is of
considerable importance. There is something about what we are doing that
actually is causing th-opposite kind of outcome than that we would like and
expect in terms of interest. We found that the longer a student stays in
school--and this, you will remember, is comparing 9-year-olds, 13-year-oIds,
and 17-year-61dBthe less comfortable a student is with studying science.

Another effort deals with the emphasis upon literacy. You will note in
Wayne's analysis that he put literacy at a moderate or low classification.
AIso, it seems to me that another important piece of research that deserves
mention is the work of Miller and Volker. :Their work, funded by NSF, deals
with student attentiveness in science. In my mind I-,can accept their
definition ofkattentiveness as really scientific literacy. For -those of -you
who are familiar With that project, you-know there were three elements of
attentiveness or literacy. The first element was interest--expressed interest
in science and technology. The report was that of typical high school
graduates, 30 percent of whom expressed interest to the point of taking some
action.

Another aspect of literacy, as_ they defined -it, was knowledge) and they
checked but four concepts across the high school years. One of those concepts
was molecule: And they found that only 25 percent of the high school
graduates had a working understanding of that concept. As I said, they looked
at others. That isjust one example.

The interesting factor about the finding for both interest and knowledge
is that there was no increase in either across the high school years. That
is, taking science did not increase knowledge end it did not increase interest;

The third aspect of attentiveness in science or; as I am ceiling it,
literacy, was the ability-to pursue knowledge, to increase knowledge, or to
increase interest. And when that'is-taken into account, we find that the_
formula goes way down and there_is way,less than 20 percent that do anything
about pursuing interest and /or knowledge.

When the three are put together, we find that only 10 percent of the
American citizenry meets the criteria. And I think it is extremely important
to say that we are doing something wrong_if we have only 10 percent-of our
population, 10 percent of the high school graduates) able to meet this
definition of literacy.

In summary, I would simply say, in terms of Wayne's paper, that I have no
quarrel with the questions he has posed. I would be delighted to see those
five questions as a research agenda. But I do have a problem with the setting
he has proposed for science education. I do have a problem With the
operational goals, the problems that have been identified if we were to use
Led Shulman's series this morning of troubles, puzzles, and problems. It

seems to me we Could be much more specific in terms of defining those if we
could agree upon the fundamental goals of our discipline in an operational way.
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I think there are_problems in_the way we have measured those,- and -we have
had some confounding, kinds of studies and reports. And I_guess that is one of
my concerns in some of the metaanalysis studies, although_I must_not get into
tAat or I would be outweighed in a hurry in terms of what those studies do
indicate.

It strikes me that the teacher studies that Wayne has pointed out have all
the problems that he has identified. But the one, it seems to me; that has
not been checked is that of philosophic orientation. Why is the science

teacher there? What does the 'Science teacher perceive his or_lier role_ to be?
And it strikes me that most have a bad understanding of why they are there.
And that singling out some of the exemplary_teachers of exemplary programs
indeed shows already, with our studies_of the search for excellence, some
fundamental differences among the teachers who are doing things and those who
are just there.

It deems tdte,;theh, that we need to define our prOblems, to prioritize
our goals, and to proceed with attempt! to solve our problems in a good
procedure that we all follow in scienct. Too much of what is done in the
research that has been reported and summarized, it seems to me; has bedh:iii
the school environment only And certainly the VolkerMiller_study would_
suggest that the -\kshool is the least important_element as an institution in
being responsible for the understandings and the attitudes and the knowledge
that the high sChool graduate has about science as a field.

Comment: Dr. Lee Shulman

Your reference to that study that purported to show that the more students
studied science the less they liked it reminded me of the old suggestion that
the best way to solve problems of overpopulation in some countries was to add
sex.to the formal curriculum and the kids would turn off on that, too.

I too; have some fairly serious quibbles with Wayne about_his
metaanalysis, especially with respect to- teaching behavior, but I trust that
Tom Good will handle that one in either his summation or his conference
synthesis, with the elan I have learned to'expect from Tom.

To reassure Wayne- -there is far more research going on on student
processes and student mediation of teaching than was referred to And I think,

he is absolutely right: it has turned out to be a very productiVe area of
research--not in science; though some in mathematics.

OPEN DISCUSSION

DR. TALLEY: In discussing the effect of the environment, especially the
home, you put it down as moderate and perhaps high. In 1977, Lucy Sells, in
her doctoral thesis at the University of California at Berkeley, which was
later simplified in an editorial in "Science," analyzed women who had the
abilityto_go on in mathematics but did not_. There are four ways you can__

group people. the one that interested her was why women with the ability
to go further did not do it The dominant factor was the attitude in the
home, especially of the mother, followed very closely by that of the father;
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How many other studies have been done in this way, examining the cohorts
of those who could do it but.elected not to and trying to do a multiple
variance analysis? I realize that the statistics show only associations and
not causal relationships, but if I were to design a new curriculum, I would do
it in a way to counter any negative influence--that this is not a ladylike
thing to do, or that engineers danot get paid million-dollar salaries as do
first basemen.

DR. ALDRIDGE: Wayne, I have read your paper. I have an advantage over
the rest of the audience. In the figures you present on mean correlations and
effect, you do not cite any errors nor do you indicate ways in which
significant levels may have weighted the means. Are you satisfied that thote
have been done appropriately? And are these errors of sizes that you made
ignored in presenting your table?

DR; WELCH: That's a good point, Bill. The series of papers that formed
the basis for some of my data will be published in an issue (may 1983) of the
Journal of Research in Sciencei. And they do report standard errors
for all of the effect sizes that they report or the mean correlations. The
standard errors_ of the effect-sizes are very much related to the number of
studies, and I do not believe they included studies that had fewer than a
sample size of seven. Most of them were in the range of 30 And Above. The
standard errors of the effect sizes range from perhaps 0.20 up to 0.90. _So
there is quite a range. And it is not clear to me that an.effect size of 0.40
is A Significant one given the probability of error that is included.

As far as the relative size of the sample, the people who develop analysis
techniques examined that and found little relationship between the number of
subjects in a given study and its influence on the overall effect size. There
is some but it's not that large.

There_iii some concern and criticism about the use of meta-analysisa'
pOdess where you_take a bunch -of studies and_try to come up with a single
characteristic. And some people are philosophically opposed to that I find
it offers some insight, and I am not as concerned about it as some others are.

DR. SHULMAN: Let me make two comments on that. One is about the effect
sizes and the choice of 0.40 as a cutoff point; My colleague at Stanford,
Nate Gage, is concerned about how we in the social sciences may be using
effect sizes that set a far higher standard ler_what is significant than some
ocher fields may. And he did the following analysis.

Many of you who are readers of either Science or of good newspapers know
that Within the last half -year or so there was a large-scale experimental
field Study of the use of beta blockers in trying to prevent second heart
attacks, I think it was, in people Who had had an infarct for the first time
And a rather dramatic thing happened in this study. After Something like_the
first or second year, it appeared that the results were so strikingly in faVor
of the experimental group that, on ethical grounds, the committee at NIH, I
think it was, that was monitoring this study recommended that the study be
terminated So that all people, including members of the control group, could
have the benefit of these beta blockers.
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What Nate Gage did, as professor of education at Stanford, was to get the
data whidh were published on this study and to analyze the effect_sizei which
is something that we who do educational research look at. Other folks do not
tend to look at effect sizes;

The effect size (I believe; 0;14) that was represented by this difference
was so striking in that case that they did something unheard of--they
terminated the experiment in midstream.

We do make policy judgments in fields outside of education on the basis of
what may; -in the abstract, look like small effect sizes. These are complex
issues and we do not really have that much time to go_into them, but I think
we have to look carefully at some of these methods and some of our criteria.

DR; SABAR: Wayne; I know you do not feel comfortable withsomeof the.
results; We have discussed it a little bit before. Yet I wonder what kind of
message we give to teacher educators if we really have that little effect on
teacher characteristics and teacher behaviors and if students' exposure to
learning experiences seems to have a much stronger effect; especially in
mathematics (0.70).

According to your report, the more students are exposed to science, their
learning outcomes improve. _We may get the wrong impression that just by being
admitted to the course (is important). But is it not; really, because of the
teacher's_initiative in the classroom, because_he or shereally guides the_
students into time on task, into a certain kind of activity, or a certain_kind
of homework that you have been pointing out? And I am rather concerned about
the message that we do have to say to teacher educators.

DR. WELCH: I am afraid I do not have a very good answer to your
question. What I am trying to do is to sensitize those of us in science
education to focus a little bit_more_on_student behaviors anu on_some of the
things that follow from that. One of the important characteristics of a
science teacher is whatever -it -takes to pell his or her science course--to
make it interesting enough that students will take more science in school, at
the precollege level; That is where we need some research. Because I am not
sure what it is exactly; what the barriers and facilitators are of getting
into science classes;

Another line of research that I was struck with was presented at the
conference we were at in Israel by both Susan Stodolsky and Dave Berliner.
Berliner is trying to_depict theteacher as -an executive in a classroom who is
responsible for managing the productivity of a number of people that he or she
has responsibility for.

DR. SABAR: That is a behavior.

DR; WELCH: But it is a different kind of behavior than the sort of things
that we have examined before. I do not know whether it will work. ft does
tend to increase the status, and it may be related in some way or maother to
the increased productivity of the classroom.
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Some work that Stodolsky and Doyle did looked at the classroom...the
student views, the ecological perspective, that classroom behavior is an
exchange for some kind of reward, that you do things in class because of
either the rewards you get through satisfaction or, more often, grades or
something of that sort, such

__-
as you pay attention, you learn'to use

colleagues, you learn to understand what it is the teacher expects...things of
that sort. And I think what is needed is research of that kind of student
behavior that has implications for what teachers ought to do that enhances the
effectiveness of the students' behaviors.

DR. LAN/ER (Judith Lanier, Michigan State University): Wayne, my question
is related to the lack of a strong focus on your part on the studies of the
cognitive processes of teachers and learners as they interact in the
classroom. I was kind of struck by: "We have looked at teacher behavior that
hasn't paid off, so now let's go to students and study student behavior."

So I am raising the question Of whether you thought about cognitive
processes and left it out, or whether it just was not represented in the past
so therefore you left it out, or whether maybe I missed the applications of
cognitive science and the studies of cognitive processing of teachers and
learners in your presentation.

DR. WELCH: I' thought about it. I was at a meeting in Pittsburgh just
before Christmas related to needed research on cognitive processes and
information science. What has happened in science education is that the
research on teachers' cognitive processes is very extensive. I was not able
tofind in the sources which I used, which were research reviews (Project
Synthesis, National Assessment, and the meta-analyses), anything that seemed
to represent a large amount of research in that area.

The research on the cognitive development--Piaget, Ausabellian sorts of
things) if those two go together-=does not lend itself very well to the kind
of meta - analysis work that was done. So one reason it is ignored is because
it was not included;

It's the percent of people who can do certain tasks. It was included
under the student characteristics. That is, the student characteristics are
very much related to what students learn. And if you look at the ability to
perform certain tasks and you develop some kind of a measure to measure that,
it correlates around 0.4 to 0.5 with student achievement.

As far as gaps or promising future research on student characteristici, it
seems to me that a lot has been done, and, except for some of the work that
has recently been done by Larkin and others, I just do not know.' It's sort of
a void, an unknown, as to whether that holds promise or not.

DR. YAGER: I am somewhat perplexed with this kind of choosing qp sides:
"Is the student more important or the teacher?" I keep wanting to get back to
what is the fundamental problem and what is it that we are after. And it
strikes me too much, "Oh,.I'm into teacher stuff, and therefore somebody is
going to get money," or, "I want to study students."
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If_seems to me that that_is4Where we need the philosophical orientation.
We need to define the specific problem. And_then_maybe it would be obvious
what we want to study_or_where we might go wl.th what seems_ tome O be almost
prejudicesto a certain degree. It just strikes me that this sort of
bantering is not getting us anyplace on any issue.

L
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SESSION IV
MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

TAKING MATHEMATICS TEACHING SERIOUSLY:
REFLECTIONS ON THE TEACHER SHORTAGE
P

Jeremy Kilpatrick, Profettor of MatheMatics Education,
Utiversity of Georgia*

and
James W. Wilson, Profess6r and Chairman;

-Departmeneof Matheitatics Education, University of Georgia*

The shortage of qualified mathematics teachers for America's classrooms is
serious; and it will become more serious in the next few years. Kennett,
policymakers, and administratora must recognize 'the complex causes of the
shortage, understand something of its historical roots, add 'see it more
clearly as the surface manifestation of a far more intractable phenomenon.

Our .thesis it that, the current shortage of mathematics teachers is a
symptom of a chronic dad pervasive disease: tfie failure of various segments
of society and the educational community to take seriously the teaching of
mathematics. There has been a serious devaluation of matheMatics teaching,
and that is the malady underlying the shortage.

We are ref&rring to attitudei toward mathematics, its teaching, an those

who teach it. These attitudes are shared by students, parents, school
administrators' members of the general public, State and Federal legislators'
mathematidiant' mathematics teachers themselves; and any of a number of other
people who affect what goes on in mathematics classrooms. We claim that
despite occasional profeisions of admiration for the heroic job that
mathematics teachers do' too many people, today havelittle regard for either
the profession or the activity of mathematics teaching._ Some who claim to
value mathematics teaching most highly are those whbi often -in subtle ways,
express the greatest contempt. The devaluation of mathematics teaching nt
only contributes to the teacher shortage but also operates to thwart attempts
to relieve it.

The current shortage of mathematics teachersis most apparent in the
secondary School. There one.. can identify clear expectations of a backgiound
in mathematics and pedagogy and can document that an insufficient number of

people are available. In the elementary school, however, the shortage of
trained teachers of mathematics is less obvious. Among the cadre of certified
elementary school teacheri,Ithere are too few whose knowledge of mathematict

*The authors are grateful to Tom Cooney, Ed Davis, Linda Ginn, Larry Hatfield,

Joe Hooten, Jeremy Jordan, Laurie Reyes, and Sigrid Wagner for suggestions

and comments on an earlier version of.this paper.
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is sufficient to the demands of today's curriculum--let alone tomorrow's--and
who feel comfortable with mathematics. Schools face an especially severe
shortage of teachers who are_adequateIy prepared to deal with the unique
concerns of mathematics teaching in the middle school years; Although our
focus is the problem at the secondary school level, we feel strongly that
there is a crisis in the teething of mathematics at all levels.

In what foil we look first at some ideas that have been proposed for
alleviating the c rent shortage of mathematics teachers,_ examining what these
ideas suggest'abou a more` satisfactory approach to educational problems.
Then we_look_at_the school mathematics curriculum in the United States and the
teacher's role in developing the_curriculum. _ext, we corsider mathematics
teaching in the United- States and how it has been viewed by the participants
in the process, as well as by outsiders. Finally, we outline some directions
for improving mathematics teaching that are suggested by our observationt. Wt
believe there is a research agenda inherent in these observations.

.

SOME IDEAS. FOR REDUCING THE SHORTAGE OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS

In examining various proposals for reducing the shortage of qualified
teachers of mathematics, we have been struck by the frequent clash between
short-term and long -term goals. Some proposals seem likely; if implemented,
to exacerbate the problem of making mathematics teaching a profestion that
Will attract and hold superior teachers in sufficient numbers to make future
shortages unlikely. There is a very limited research literature on which to
base projections of the costs and benefits of proposals. Research should be
conducted into their possible effects, including any side effects, perhaps
concurrent with their implementation.

. _

Raise Salaries for Mathematics Teachers

One line of argument says that if school mathematics teachers were paid
more, there would be more candidates entering the field and fewer mathematics
teachers would leave; The contention is probably valid and well worth
pursuing. We have former_students at every degree level who have abandoned
mathematics' teaching for higherpaying_jobs. Clearly, low salaries contribute
in a major way to many teadhers' decisions to leave the profession.

Nonetheless; people leave mathematics teaching for many reasons; and these
should be studied; Serious study is also needed of the changesboth

Hbetieficiai and harmful - -in the profession that would be brought about by
increased salaries.- For_examplei although the benefits could include_
attiacting to ichool_mathematics teaching talented and committed people_who
might not have considered it otherwise, the costs might include attracting and
'holding more of the unqualified.

We do not oppose higher salaries for teachers, nor do we oppose paying
mathematics teachers -more than other teachers: As_a short-term,tactici
however, differential salaries possess some built-in assumptionsand
limitations.
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First, the tactic seems to assume that there are a substantial number
of qualified mathematics teachers "out there" who, given enough pay,
will stay in or return to teaching. The assumption is questionable.

or' Second; differential salaries may adversely affect how mathematics
teachers are distribute with affluent school systems being able to
exert even more leverage than they now do in attracting the best
qualified teachers.

Third, one must consider the divisive influence that differential pay
might have on the profession. One group of teachers might be pitted
against another._ The Director of Teacher Education and Certification
in the New York State Education Department,, reacting to a plan for
differential pay in that State, argued:

Such a_plan could possibly cause_a major_uprising
among the 192,000 persons presently serving in
the schools; That potential would result in more
problems in New York State than any solution
might be worth. (Gazzetta, 1982; p. 19)

Provide Incentives to Preservice Teachers

Another popular_ proposal for dealing with the shortage of mathematics'
teachers is to provide grants or cancelable loans_for students preparing to
become mathematics teachers if they agree to teach mathematics for some
specified minimum time. The long-term effects of this proposal may well be
positive; Incentives - -if handled properly--might encourage some talented

_youngpeopIe to consider mathematice teaching, and one of the things we ask,
as educators of mathematics teachers, is the opportunity to appeal to such
students;

There is, of course, a negative side to any such-incentive program--the
likelihood of attracting to mathematics teaching peoplewho are not interested
in it as a career and Who will teach only the minimum time needed to repay
their obligation. Frankly, we have heard of no.proposal in which the
incentives were so high as to attract large numbers of such people. The
positive and negative aspects of incentive programs now under way should be
studied.

Change the Requirements for Becoming a Mathematics Teacher

Some argue that the shortage of mathematics teachers is so severe that
certification requirements should be changed so as to "free up" pools of
talented people to teach mathematics. One of these pools consists of teachers
from other subject fields who have not studied enough mathematics to qualify
for certification as a mathematics teacher in a middle school or a high
school; Many of these teachers are nevertheless assigned to teach
mathematics, and some authorities have suggested that the shortage might
easily be ended by providing these teachers with training in mathematics and
then certifying them.
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Our experience indicates that the suggestion is naive. Such teachers
often have very weak preparation in mathematics_and need extensive
opportunities to develop a depth_of mathematical_ knowledge and ability- -
whether measured -by courses completedI competencies tested, or inservice
programs survived. Few of these teachers, in our experience, have managed to
develop and maintain a genuine commitment to mathematics teaching; Short-term
programs that provide workshops, inservice cdursesi and the like almost always
reflect a compromise in the quality and depth of- mathematical knowledge that
teachers are likely to need. A long-term side effect of_this proposal might
be the staffing -of high school mathematics departments With underprepared,_yet
certified, teachers_who wodld'act as a barrier to the subsequent enlistment of
better qualified and better prepared teachers;

A different compromise can be seen in proposals in Georgia and other
States for a second level of certification for teachers of non-college-
preparatory mathematics courses. The mathematics curriculum for students who
are not bound for college is already a wasteland. It deserves the attention
of fully trained and committed teachers. Study of the situation is needed,
but in our view, teachers of non-college-bound students-are likely to need a
broader knowledge of mathematics and its applications than their colleagues
who teach the college bound.

Another pool consists of scientists and engineers from industry apil
science-trained college graduates. These people may have adequate preparation
in mathematics, but they do not have training or experience in teaching.

Since most such recruits to teaching lack traditional
teaching credentiaIse_their work in a school system may
create controversy. States should consider competency-
based (rather than credit-hour-based) teacher certification;
an alternative is to_create a separate category, say,
adjunct teacher, comparable to an adjunct professor in a
university, for scientists who want to teach in schools but°
lack traditional certification. (National Academy, 1982,

p. 18)

Yet another pool consists of students preparing for careers in business

and industry who might be enticed into teaching. Gazzetta (1982) has proposed
that business, industry, and education enter into a cooperative progfam in
which capable high school students would enroll in collegiate programs
preparing them to teach in elementary and secondary schools for 3 years.

Business and industry would agree to employ the graduates of such piograms
during the summer and then would provide a stipend to enable the completion of

a graduate degree in mathematics. After 3 years of teaching, the graduate
would resign from the teaching position and join the sponsoring business or

industry.

Most_proposals to- recruit teachers from nontraditional backgrounds assume
that mathematics teaching requires a knowledge of either mathematics or teach-

ing, init they fail to acknowledge that both are essential. These proposals

also treat lightly the question of commitment to mathematics teaching as'a

profession;
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Provide Help in the Summer Months

For many mathematics teachers, summer employment hss_become an economic
necessity._ Unfortunately, such employment =like_moonlighting--often has no
relationship to_mathematics teaching, and its value foi professional growth is
likely to be nil.

Some appealing proposals have been made to provide summer work in
industries or in government laboratories where the teacher can be involved in
applications of mathematics. Programs to implement such proposals, hOWever,
are rare and not well-known. The feasibility of the proposals should be
explored and the programs studied for their value in professional development.

Another suggestion is that schools should employ.some mathematics teachers
for 11 months a year. The summer months could be used for the preparation of
course material and syllabuses. Our experience with teachers who were hired
during the summer to assist with the development,of teaching materials
indicates an added benefit of increased professionalism and a commitment to
make the material work effectively in their classrooms.

A thread running through the proposals discussed so far for dealing with
the shortage of qualified mathematics teachers is that money in the teacher's
pocket is the key to any solution. Not everyone takes this view:

Nonmonetary incentives include giving more support services
to teachers, freeing them from noninstructional tasks, and
recognizing outstanding performance....Some people think
such incentives might be more important than added pay in
retaining good teachers. (National Academy, 1982, p. 17);

Our view is that, important as additional funds may be in attracting and
retaining qualified mathematics teachers, in the long run attitudes will prove
more important than funds. That does not mean that salary is unimportant to
teachers,, but it does suggest that unless the teacher's commitment is
appreciated and enhanced, rather than thwarted, monetary incentives will fail
to stimulate superior teaching. Consider the_folloWing three pieces of
information taken from surveys by the National Education Association
(Editorial Projects in Education, 1982, pp. 245; 248):

1; The principal reason given by teachers for their decision to become a
teacher was a desire to work with young people. This reason was
given by over two-thirds of the teachers surveyed in 1971, 1976, and
1981.

2. The percentage of teachers planning to remain in teaching until
eligible for retirement declined from 49 percent in 1976 to 35
percent in 1981:

3. The percentage of teachers responding that they certainly would enter
teaching again declined from 53 percent in 1966 to 45 percent in 1971
and 38 percent in 1976, and then dropped to 22 percent in 1981:
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It appears that the morale of teachers has declined faster than their
relative purchasing power. If teachers are not permitted to work with young
people in the ways they consider most appropriate without needlesi
interference from authoritiesand if other doors are open to them--they will
not stay in the profession. The morale of mathematics teachers is not
necessarily lower than that of other teachers, but for the qualified
mathematics teacher doors have been opening to opportunities in business and
industry.

The solution to the shortage of mathematics teachers is not just more
money--even though more money is needed for education and some parts of the
solution may cost a lot of money. The solution requires that more students be
recruited to the profession, that competent qualified teacherd be retained in
the profession, and that incompetent or underqualified teachers either be
helped to improve in quality or be helped out of the profession. A condition
of this solution_is that the profession itself must become more attractive in
the rewards it offers.

D 11 .1 ' : - .1 I .1.

An important observation about the various proposals for reducing the
shortage_of mathematics teachers is that these proposals have not come from
the_teachers themselves._ They have_come from members of various groups who
manifest a concern for the_plight of the classroom teacher but who are not
themselves engaged in teadhing. -Even the various professional associations
that profess to speak for the mathematics teacher seldom count more than a__
handful of praCticing teachers among their leadership and have only a fraction
of the practicing mathematics teachers among their membership.'

Educational prOblems in this country generally have been approached in a
top-downfashion, often with little effort to find. out what the problem looks
like from below- -the classroom, in this case. One of the difficulties we all
face in addressing problems related to the teaching of mathematics is that
most of us Who wrestle publicly with the problems have not. been in many
classrooms latelY. We have_not walked in_the shoes of the mathematics teacher
who has five classes (and three "preparations") a day.

Hear the voice of a second grade teacher as she expresses her frustration
at yet another newspaper column on mediocrity in education:

I_ feel an- unrelenting need to- express- myself regarding
the negative feelings surrounding public education and
the fact that' the classroom teacher is rarely the
decision maker; the one person who is in the position of
having real insight into children and the education
process....
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Mediocrity comes from the feeling of impotence in _a mass
of others who are making decisions which affect the
classroom teacher: legislators, university professors
and researchers, boards of education, administrators,
curriculum directors, parents, etc, leaving the
classroom teacher at the bottom of a pit surrounded by
the decision makers pointing their fingers and saying (in
many different ways) "Do it my way." Should the teacher
be able to make sense of all of melee, a new
bandwagon Will come by for the decision makers to attach
themselves to, and so new directionb are shouted into the

pit....

The lack of-concrete support, diminished morale, mixed
messages; the feeling that "I must not be good enough to
take responsibility for the education of my students;"
and the feeling that one is; at times; a puppet;
victimizes the chilth, For we know in our professional
hearts what kind of environment a child needs in which to
grow and learn and "find tha knowledge that im within,"
but I_can assure you that a negative working enironment
caused by society's demoralizing attacks on schools can
affect the child....

Excellence in education will occur more frequently when
the teacher becomes autonomous and is made responsible
for the education of students; Excellence will occur
when a public school teacher's status is raised to that
of a professional with the salary and esteem equal to
other professions. Excellence will occur when we cease
looking at education as_"meeting minimum_competencies."
Eicellence_Will occur when teacher_ training institutions
cease looking so strongly at teaching styles; techniques;
philoseiphical stances*_and_the ability to_expound
educational jargon, and take a closer look at necessary
personality traits: an aura of confidence; of being
turned on to life; of having the ability to empathize
with a child; of being secure enough in the assessment of
a child's emotional and academic needs to meet anxious
parents and administrators calmly; of being secure enough
to.be first and foremost; the child's advocate.

The teacher is the clue* the catalyst; the core around
which all else flows. We need to begin there. (Ginn,
1983, p. 6);

That voice should haunt anyone who.addresses the issue of improving the
teaching of mathematics in our schools; We do not presume to speak for the
teachers themseIves But we do wish to bring forward certain considerations
that have occurred to us as we have thought about the problem and as we have
talked to teachersi
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THE SCHOOL MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM IN THE UNITED STATES

What the Curriculum Has Been

Throughout this century, as the school matheiatics curriculum has been
pulled to and fro by various groups--educational psychologists;
mathematicians; mathematics educators, school administrators; admissions test
developers, curriculum- theorists, school boards; public interest groups,
bureaucrats, teachers' associations--the'teacher of mathematics has tended to
to ignored, or worse, given a token hearing.

Sixty years ago, the National Committee on MathematicaltRequirements o
the Mathematical Association of America issued a report on The_Reorganization
of Mathematics in _Secondary Rdurarfon (1923), which was meant as a reply to
the education generalists who argued that mathematics, like. any other school
subject, had to have "social utility." This confrontation between generalist
and specialist joined the issues of mathematics for everyone and mathematics
for the few; Forced to defend its place in the curriculum, mathematics seemed
unable to justify its value beyond the most trivial forms of arithmetic,
algebra; and geometry, and accordingly declined in the school curriculum
during the thirties and forties.

By the mid-1950's,_sdhool mathematics was again on the defensive-this_
time against back-to-the-basics educators who, appalled at the inroads'that
progressive education had made in the schools, wanted to recapture a mythical
past when everyone cculd calculate cube roots and divide polynomials with
ease. Into this fray; but ignoring both sides, stepped the mathematicians,
bringing the "ned math." They brought many positive fdrces_to mathematics
teaChing; but_they did not manage to_get teachers_to work With them as
colleagues and equals. As so often ',.e.ppens, teachers were treated .."with the
kind. of casual arrogance only profegrors can manage; when they conceive of the
lower schools" (Schaefer, 1967, p. 51); and this treatment may have been the
Achilles' heel nf the new math movement.

The popular view these_days is_that the new math failed. A_ more

considered view, and_one that is shared by_a good many people_ who have sought
to analyze this curriculum reform effort, is that the new math was never
really tried--in the sense that it did not permeate most classrooms very far.
Referring-to the curriculum innovation associated with the new mathi_the _

report of the National Advisory Committee on Mathematical_ Education (1975)
concluded:_ "The principal:thrust_of change in_school_mathematica remains
fundamentally sound;_though actual impact has been modest relative to
ezpectationd" (p. 21). The popular perZeption, howeVer, seems to be that the
change was massive and that it has mow been repudiated.

Os*

Partly because of the perception of the new math as a failurei_the 1970's
produced_ another baCkto-Amsics movement. _Many schools had_ never been away.
The_result was_a trivialization_of textbook Zontent'; a flood of duplicator
worksheets, and such hand wringing when;:at the end of the decade, the
National Assessment results showed that many students were unable to use
mathematics for saving simple problems (Carpenter at al.; 1981).
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A recent turning point in the tug and pull of the school mathematics
curriculum seems to have been the Agenda for Action of the National Council of
Teachers of. Mathematics (1980). This report, which reflected an input by
mathematics teachers, presented recommendations.for school mathematics in the
1980's. The report set an agenda rather than providing a blueprint.

The recommendations in the Agenda called for an emphasis on problem
solving and applications; a reexamination of basic skills, incorporating
calculators, computers, and other technology into the mathematics curriculum
and mathematics teaching; and more mathematics for all students. The
reconmendations have been criticized, applauded; widely cited, and widely
ignored. Textbook publishers have indicated that they are incorporating the
recommendations into their material, but the textbooks look much the same as
before. For the most part, classrooms continue in a drill- and - practice mode.

We follow the Agenda in believing that the impact of computers will change
mathematics teaching, the school mathematics curriculum, and teacher
preparation programs. We too would applaud genuine problem solving by
students. We endorse the recommendation that every high school graduate
should have 3 years cl appropriate high school mathematics.. But we further
believe that the mechanisms to bring these changes about do not exist
independent of competent, highly trained mathematics teachers. The arena for
action is the classroom--not the superintendent's officip, not the bureaucrat's
office, not the mathematician's office, and not the spdaker's platform.

The corollary to these comments is that if the mathematics curriculum
changes as proposed through the 1980's, the need for competent mathematics
teachers will become more desperate. More teachers will be needed, they Will
need more and better training, and many teacheis in the field Will need
advanced training and, perhaps, retraining. In short, what is now a serious
shortage may soon become critical.

How the Curriculum Has Been Seen

Mathematics has traditionally_played a key role_in deciding who would be
allowed to continue in the educational system and obtain_the benefits society
offers the educated. ,EVen before mathematics was identified agthe"critical
filtet" (Sella, 1976) in determining entry into college majors leading to
scientific and technical professions, achievement in mathematics had been well
established as an indicator of'fitnesS for higher education. In countries
such as France and Israel, mathematics maintains its status as the gatekeeper
to higher educationi Here in the United States, its role may be less
prominent; but it still shows up in entrance requirements for college. For
example, half of_the Scholastic Aptitude Test is devoted to the assessment of
mathematical abilities that candidates have developed during their school
yeits.

At least in part because mathematics is seen as a necessary evil by most
students, and perhaps by many teachers, mathematics classes have a sameness
that can be stifling. Boredom seems to be accepted as an inevitable
accompaniment to the mathematics experience in school. As an observer noted
in a case study of a U.S. public high school in 1976:
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eachers of mathematics), school mathematics is :viewed in
to perform paper-and-pencil compuCations with whole

numbers, fractions, and decimals, plus some skill in manipulating algebraic
expressions and some knowledgeof elemelitary concepts of geometry and
measurement. Many people might define the mathematics curriculum that way--it
expresses_what_they_think any high school graduate should know of mathematics.
Such_a definition, however, misses much of what the sahool mathematics
curriculum might be..L

When people discuss the failure of various curriculum development projects
to have made muctvof an impacton mathematics teaching, they may point out
that the teacher is constrained by various conditions that put limits on
change. They seldom --in this country, at least--talk about enlisting the
teacher in curriculum development.

American mathematics educators tend to disparage grassroots-efforts-tb
improve the school mathematics curriculum. One hears scornful comments about
"reinventing the wheel," or, as someone has said, "reinventing the flat
tire." Instead, instructional_theorists_and curriculum developers tend to
look for some way to get around the teacher and_to proVide an instructional
package that does it all: a teacher roof curriculum.

It is disturbing that educational theorists have promoted this view, and
even more dis`...urbing that so many mathematics teachers_have eagerly accepted
it. The teacher-proof currIculum idea is, after alli built on_the notion that
the main thing wrong with current approaches is_the presence of a teacher to
misunderStandi, distort, and subvert the instructional process.

Why have teachers accepted the idea that they are incapable of taking part
in the curriculum development process' Lortie (1975) haa argued that the
system for recruiting entrants into the profession.tends to select people who
are-conservatively inclined and who are unlikely to be interested in investing
he effort needed to change the circumstances of teaching. Teachers tend to
r ist change, in Lortie's view, because of who they are and how they have
been cruited into teaching.
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But does that explain_ teachers' reluctance to participate in curriculum
change?_ Let us_examine the_prevailing myths about the teacher's role in
curriculum development in_three different countries: Sweden, England, and the
United Stated. To callthese_conceptiong "myths" is not to put_them down or
to say they have no basis in fact. It is rather to emphasize the function of
these conceptions, whether or not they correspond to reality) in guiding
people's actions;

Sweden has a highly centralized system of education, and the Swedish myth
is that the_government should set the framework for curriculum development, as
for othereducational matters. Teachers in Sweden actually welcome the active
role of- the_ central government in taking the_initiative in educational
innovation (Dalin, 1973, p. 245). The politicians set -the broad_aims for
education in Sweden, and it seems reasonable to most educators_there that the
central administration, with its greater resources forresearch and
development, should have the responsibility for directing reform.
Consequently, it would be unthinkable for a teacher or group of teachers in
Sweden to initiate any innovation that did not conform to the nationally
prescribed curriculum. This is not to say that local initiatives have not
been successfully:attempted or that all teachers accept central direction
passively, but only that the myth of teacher deference to central decisions
guides Swedish educational thinking.

England has a different educational tradition and a different myth. The
English subscribe to the myth that the teacher is responsible for determining
the curriculum. As Maclure (1972) has noted:

[This is a myth] in the sense that it expresses great
truths in a form which corresponds more to an idea than to
reality. The less factually correct it may be, the more
important it is to assert....To refer to this as a myth is
not to denigrate it. It is a crucial element in the
English educational idea. It is the key to the
combination of pedagogic, political and administrative
initiatives which provide the drive for curriculum reform
in England and Wales. (p. 41)

One can see the myth operating in the'English invention of teacher centers
and in the major role teachers have played in most English curriculum
development projects. The English- attitude toward curriculum reform is very
different from the AMerican attitude.

What 14 the American myth about the teacher's'role in developing the
curriculum? Traditionally, it has been that the local- community is the
determiner of the curriculum; We have given considerable power -to local
school boards, acting outside the profession and for the community, to
determine what shall be taught in school; There is merit in this approach.

Mark Twain was not completely correct when he observed:

In the first place God made idiots. This was for practice.
Then He made School Boards. (DeVoto, 1946, p. 567)



Local boards have been given responsibility for curriculum policy, and local
teachers are expected to work up alternatives for board decision and work out

,details,once policy decisions have been made.

But the traditional myth of local determination of curriculum seems to be
crumbling._ A major reason is the mobility of our society. When parents move
from one -place to another- thevexpect their_children_to study much the same
mathematics in the newachool that they did in the old one. Mathematics'
people believe; is a subject with a strong partial ordering, if not a linear
ordering; If you miss out on some mathematics in the sequence, you will never
catch up--now there is a myth we ail understand. Our system of Carnegie
units' our national- tests_ for college admissionsi'our textbook publishers
seeking national salesall conspire to make the school mathematics curriculum
a bland concoction, relatively uniform across communities and highly_ resistant
to change. Add to this the growing desire_to_State departments of education
to ensure minimum standards, and one has the local school --and the teacher- -
caught in a web of constraint;

Curriculum development projects in the United States over the past two
decades have helped to break down the myth of home rule in curriculum, the
idea that children differ so much in abilities and needs from place to place
that only the local schools know them well enough to devise an appropriate
curriculum for them. As Ovsiew (1973_ the curriculum development
projects of the 1950's and 1960's proceeded on the basis of a completely
different assumption; namely:

[that it would be worthwhile to spend] millions of
dollars, using the very finest scholars, and paying for
research,'field_test and development to create curricula
that could be_used in thousandi-drithdOldistrictsi
rather thanJspend hundreds of dollars using teachers to
make curricula to be used in one school district. (p. 530)

-----
The sentiment is familiar, and one accepts'it: Who could be against

efficiency and economy in curriculum development? One should realize,
however; what this myth is saying about the teacher's role: Teachers may be
allowed to participate in curriculum projects, but they should understand
their place. They are helpers or guinea pigs, not true collaborators. The
teacher's role is to be a consumer of the finished curriculum that someone
else has developed someplace else.

HowtheSchool_Mathematics_Curriculum_Should__BeSeen

Assessing the curriculum reform-activities of the School-Mathematics Study
Group (SMSG)--the best known, and probably the argest, curricaum development
of-the new math era--its director,_Ed Basle (1970, p._27),- argued that SMSG
had helped to bring under control the problem of teaching better mathematics.
Not under control, and open to research; was the problem of teaching
mathematics better; Although Begie accurately perceived the challenge of the
two problems; he was overoptimistic in his assessment. One of the clearest
Iessons_of_the curriculum reform efforts_of_the_sizties and seventies was that
although there are many barriers to curriculum innovation, pressures for
change will always be present (Howson et al., 1981, chapter 1). The process
of curriculum change needs to be both continuous and continual;
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A more important lesson, but one that perhaps has not been well learned,
is that the teacher -is the focal point for any change in the school
mathematics curriculum.

There is one thing that distinguishes teaching from all
other professions; except perhaps the Church --no change in
practice; no change In the curriculum has any meaning
unless the teacher understands it and accepts it. This is
a simple but fundamental truth that no curriculum builder
can ever afford to forget. If a young doctor gives an
injection under instruction; or if an architect as a
member_of a team designs a roof truss; the_efficiency of
the_injection_or the strength of the roof does not depend
on his faith in the formula he has u-ed. With tae teacher
it does. If he does not understand the new method, or if
he refuses to accept it other than superficially;
instructions are of no avail. At the best; he will go on
doing in effect what he has always done; and at the worst
he will produce some travesty of modern teaching. (Beeby;
1970; p; 46)

Our contention is that -the teacher_ must not only understand and accept
proposals for curriculum change;_but_that he or she also needs to be_educated
to participate_in the process; should be expected -to participate, and should
expect to participate._ Part of the professional development of mathematics
teachers should_be training and apprenticeship in curriculum work; It would
be unrealistic to expect that all curriculum materials will be designed by
teachers or that all teachers will choose to participate in designing them.
But as many teachers as possible should be made to feel part ofthe process;
and all should feel an obligation to adapt curriculum material to their
situation.

Curriculum development will have to coexist with
'non-participant'_ teachers: but the latter will still
have a vital contribution to make providing they are
familiar with the significance and the workings of
innovation. The lessons of the reform period we have
recently witnessed are that most attempts to enforce
radical changes in practice have been subject to trouble
and distortion and then only rarely 4P-re original
intentions been realized. If innovation is to proceed_
more satisfactorily in the future then, it is essential
that we ensure better_understanding and acceptance by
teachers. Consequently, one of the most significant tasks
for future work in the field of curriculum development is
to broaden the base of innovation. (Howson et al.; 1981,
p. 265)
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MATHEMATICS. TEACHING IN THE UNITE STATES

AThatA4athemati-osTeaching Has Been

Wha_Are_the_Teachers? Teaching historically has been one of the most open
of professions, providing an avenue for talented people to raise_their status
in society when other avenues were closed to them. Until recently, women and
minority group members who were gifted in mathematics went into mathematica
teaching because other opportunities'were not available. That situation has
Waged. Students entering college today find that a sound preparation in
mathematics allows them to choose among many attractive undergraduate majars,

fand students graduating from college today With a major in mathematics or
computer science find inviting career opportunities competing with teaching
for their attention.

Over the past 15 years; the number of women preparing for secondary
mathematics teaching at the University of Georgia has declined. In 1970;
approximately 80 percent of our prospective secondary mathematics teachers
were women. The decline in the teacher candidate population seems largely
attributable to a'decline in the number of women enrolling in the program.
The reason, we believe, is that many other career options are now open to
women who have talent in mathematics.

AS we recruit young people to consider mathematics teaching as a career;
we want to draw from the same_talent pool as the fields of engineering, --
computer science; and mathematics. The demands of mathematicsteaChing dill
'for the same range of talent as such fields; we cannot accept the demeaning
notion that only the lesstaIented are fit to teach. As mathematics
educators, -we want to tell our story of mathematics teaching as a challenging
and rewarding career to the whole range of students with mathematical talent.

? Mathematics teaching bas_been
approached somewhat differently in the elementary grades'than in the secondary
grade, if only because elementary school teachers historically have been
generalists educated in teachers_ colleges, whereas secondary school teachers
have been, whenever possible, university graduates with the equivalent of a
major in mathematics plus preparation in pedagogy. Of course, these have been
the expectations; not necessarily the reality.

colonial America, it was an exceptional grammar school teacher who knew
"fradtions" and "the rule cf three" (Cajori, 1890, p. 9)i The introduction of
certificatiOn requirements in the latter part of the nineteenth century
SUbstantidlly_Apereased the amount -of college_ training required to teachin an
elementary school; Yet_hy_1960, the_ mathematics education of a typical
graduate of a 4-year certification program consisted of 2 years Of high school
mathematics, one course in general mathematics; and a course in methods Of
teaching mathematicai' ,The median number of semester hours of mathematics
req0ired_to teach in high_school wai_15i_and a survey of -high school
tatheMatica teachers in 1959 found_that_7 percent_had taken no_college
mathematics and only 61 percent had ctudied calculus or more advanced courses
(Gibb et al., 1970).
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Given only a limited_amount of time in which to prepare teachers; and
-recognizing that the conditions of teaching have become much more demanding;
mathematics_ educators have_ been_ increasingly concernedWIth equipping the
preservice teacher to survive the first year on_the job. By arranging for the
preservice teacherto_get out into schools and by, providing courses that are
aimed at the practical concerns of teaching, they_quite_naturally'hope to make
the teacher training progradi as relevant as possible. Such moves have
generally been applauded by preservice tea-theta.

An orientation toward practicality in teacher education has much_to_
recommend it--there is little point to a program whose graduates lack the
skill needed to keep order in the classroom and to manage their other
responsibilities_as teachers; One should note, however; that a view is likely
to_be perpetuated in which subject matter is dealt, with in terms of concepts
and teaching in terms of "skills."

The shift to a sueilval Orientation has meant that teachers enter the
classroom without much preparation for a_career in teaching. They_may_be
equipped to use the textbooks they are givens but_they_are not equipped to
develop curriculum units of'their own; They may know how to follow the__
syllabus for a geometry course, but they have not thought about alternative
ways that geometry might be integrated into.the curriculdm; 'They know about
the_content of the courses in the grades they teachi.but_they are not failgiliar
with= -and may not -consider_it their business_to know about- -the mathematics
taught_in other grades or in_other school subjects. In.short, the9A0ve not
been educated to be mathematics educators.

afessional LifeBeen Like?, It is commonplace to
ask why the schools cannot be run like businesses or industries. They are.
In fact, the false equation between educating a'child and manufacturifig.a
product is the source of many of our difficulties in education; It has led
too many people to conceive of teachers as educational technicians rather-than
as autonomous professionals or educati6narleaders;

This_Modeldoiipled with textbook material that dominates how classes are
organized) mandated assessments_that_loCk instruction into a straightjacket,
and peers who bring heavy sanctions down on the head of the,innovator-!-has
brought_a_stultifying sameness to mathematics classrooms and a diminished
sense of importance to mathematics teachers. Further, a key perso'n in the
professional life of the teacherthe building principal--has too seldom_been
an instructional leader who works with teachers as colleagues.

is

too, have bought the managerial model.

A key to the "image problems" that-,teaching has contended with in recent
years--"burnout," defections into other fields, vanishing enrollments in
teacher education programsmay lie in the close look that every student gets
at teaching before deciding whether to enter it as a profession. Not only has
that close look revealed a beleagured soul, asked-to do too mush and given too
little with which to do it, but also the messages from society to the student
have suggested that teachers may not haVe the answers, and certainly do not
have the authority, to act as they once did:
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Proposals to "deschool" society and to free children from oppression,
though they may have little visible impact on how society manages its schools,
communicate to students a diminished view of the teacher's importance. As the
rights of students have quite properl been asserted; there has been a price
paid in the quality of the relationship between student and teacher. As
society, through its boards of education and State departments of education,
has moved to ensure that the quality of education is improved, the teacher has
been caught in the middle: forced to give classroom time to preparation for
and the administration of tests, compelled to fill out more paperwork; and
obligated to face students and parents whose stereotype of the teacher is
increasingly that of an incompetent, powerless, poorly qualified, low-status
person.

Many teachers today find it difficult to maintain the sense of service and
mission that historically has enabled teachers to put up with adverse
circumstances of all sorts. A series of research studies sponsored by the
National Science Foundation provide a view of the classroom from the teacher's
perspective (Fey, 1979a, 1979b):

had a lot of spark taken out of me in the last
two years. We hear administrators talking about meeting
the needs of students -- individualization. But we never
get time off_tb-develop these things or the financial
support...,I've talked to them about getting materials -and
they -say that- materials aren't as important as the student-
teacher relationship. But I find it very diffiduIt to
standup and play Johnny Carson everyday."

"I always thought that the main -goal- of education was
teaching kids) now I find out that the main goal is
management."

.46

"We need to be working with teachers, not checking on
them....Edudation is generally a negative enterprise
toward children) toward teachers. It_isa' highly
structured .reward structure which emphasizes the. _

negative. Those Oho get rewarded are those who make the
fewest mistakes." (quoted in Fey, 1979b, p. 499)0

As Harold. Taylor (1982); high school teacher of mathematics in California

aid a director of the National Council -of Teadhers of Mathematics said last
year in his testimony to the National CoMMission on Excellence in Education:
Teachers feel they. are neither respected nor 'appreciated. In such a setting
orEnustration and unhappiness, mathematics education cant= attain
excellence" (p. 3).

mat Mattsen tics Teaehing__Needs__to__Becote

We live in a complex) dangerous) and fascinating world.
Sciencellas:played a_role in creating the dangers, and dne
hopes that it Will aid in creating ways of dealing with
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these dangers. But more_of these problems cannot, and
will not, bedealt.with_by scientists alone. We. need all
the.help_weican get, and this help has got to come from a
scientifically literate_general_public. _Ignorance of
science and technology is becoming the ultimate
self- indulgent luxury. (Bernstein, 1982/83)

We in the United States need a renewed commitment to the learning of
mathematics--and therefore to its teaching--not because we need to "catch up"
as a Nation with the Russians, the Japanese, and the Germans or because test
scores have fallen and.our pride is hurti_but because the quality of the
future lives of our citizens- depends on whether or not they have the
mathematical tools for thinking about problems that confront them individually
and collectively; As'we work toward creating this commitment, we need to
recognize that no cuick-fix "solution"to_the shortage of qualified teachers
of mathematics, however effective it might be in placing people in classrooms,
can accomplish the transformation required in what it means to teach
mathematics as an activity and g career.

The image of mathematics.teaching must be changed, and the only honest
way_to do that is -to change the substance as well. The transformation.of
mathematics teadhing must_ ultimately become a cooperative effort in which all
segments of societypupils, teachers, parents, administrators, school boards,
textbook publishers) the general- public, and people -at all levels of govern- .

ment7-work together to make teaching_in general, and mathematics teaching in
particular, a more rewarding enterprise for all concerned.

Without an-expressed national policy on education in mathematics,
Americans work'within the framework of a tacit policy that views school"
mathematics. largely in terms of its power to help identify and prepare
students for positions in the labor force (Spring; 1976), and not in terms of
its other powers and values. When the educational system does not appear to
be functioning as it should, people tend to -think of solutions in manpower'.
terms. Having long ago adopted a business/industry metaphor for thinking
about edubational problems (Callahan, 1962), we are inclined to -think in terms
of "managing" change in the schools and imposing top-down strudtural reorgan-
izations. But just as we may be learning some lessons in our large
corporations about how to imptove working conditions by giving workers a
larger emotional and intellectual stake in their work, so we may need to learn
some similar lessus for dealing with teachers and the conditions of their
Work.

_

Proposals for change in education;come_thick and fast these days, yet_
there seems to be no independent,or quasi - independent agency to- analyze -their
merit; An agency that is as free as possible from shifting political Winds_
and entrenched bureaucratic obstacles is needed to_conduct_policy research in
eduCation. In examining proposals to deal with current and future shortages
of mathematics teachers, for example, such an agency would.be able to enlist
the cooperation of teachers (thole in training, those now teaching, those
thinking of leaving, those who have left) in studying the problem, rather than
relying on the secondhand views of experts and officials as voiced through
committee hearings, commissioned papers, and Conferences. An agency insulated
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from the various vested interests in mathematics education, our own included,
could study the proposals in_the light of their short and long term effects,
and not simply in terms of their political feasibility.

-RecruitmentandRetention. The emphasis in this discussion on_the need_to
change the circumstances and conditions of school mathematics teaching in the
United States today should in no way be interpreted as a denial of the
importance of- improving salaries in the profession. We wish to underscore our
endorsement -of attempts to raise those salaries -to a level_that will attract
and keep talented teachers. When we say that higher salaries are not _ _

sufficient to eolve the root problem of failing to take mathematics teaching
seriously, we do not mean to imply that higher salaries are unnecessary.

Whatever is done to retain or retrain mathematics teachers, the longterm
solution to the crisis in mathematics teaching calls for a continuous supply
of young, talented people entering -the field. We view the dramatic decline in
the number of entrants_to mathematics teaching as a far more serious problem
than any acceleration in the rate at which teachers are leafing. Teething has
not been attracting enough capable young- people. Lortie (1975,_pp. 86=87)
reports that the majority of male beginning teachers have no intention of
staying in classroom teaching for their entire career and that the majority of
women beginning teachers expect to leave the classroom within 5 years, _

although most expect to return after raising children._ "In some fields the
beginner may start at a relatively low income but, with success move into a
series of significantly higher earning positions" (Lortie, 1975, p. 82). Such
positions differ in statusi and such occupations may be termed "staged." As
Lortie observes, "classroom teaching is notably upstaged" (p. 82).

One role that research might play in addressing the longterm problem -of
improfing teaching is to explore the effectiveness of various ways of making_
classroom teaching more staged. A concept that had been proposed recently is
that of "Certified Master Teacher "--analbsous to Certified Public Accountant- -
to be awarded to teachers who have passed a rigorous examination. Not only
are there policy implications -of suCh_a move that require systematic study,
but there are also opportunities for inquiry into theknowledge_and skill
possessed by the -most talented members of the profession, as well as the
levels of knowledge and skill deemed important by various constituencies, to
provide a foundation for the construction of comprehensive examinations.

Researchers might also examine systematically various programs that appear
to be attracting -and retaining talented teachers_of mathematics. What are
factors that influence such teachers_ to -enter and remain in the profession?
What factors influence them to leave? What role does the school
administration - -the principal, in particular--play in retention? What role do
a teacher's peers play in a decision to leave mathematics teaching?

Bucation and Professional Development. Another issue concerning the
Ionirtere health of mathematics teaching is the nature of the training that
teachers receive. Some institutions are finding -that, paradotically, adding a
fifth year to a 4year preservice teacher education program attracts rather
than scares off bright students (Benderson, 1982). Appareitly; such students
value a program that might offer them a higher level of preparation for
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teaching. The challenge to mathematics educators, then, is to design prOgrama
that will offer a higher level of preparation. That challenge is accentuated
by the need to anticipate in those programs how computers will change both the
content and the pedagogy of school mathematics.

The preparation of teachers of'mathematies requires a knowledge of both
mathematics and pedagogy, but_few_people have ever been satisfied with the
balance between the two or with the extent of either. The level of
preparation now is probably as high as it has ever been,_butexpectations have
risen and so the level is perceived as being lower than it Shedld be, In_
asking that the quality of preparation be improved, one should -not make -the
mistake of pitting subject matter against pedagogy; they "are inextricably-
intertwined and should always be thought about that way; The highly polarized
argument that sets_courses in teaching against courses in the disciplines is
overdone on both sides" (Howe; 1982, p. 28).

Test score evidence indicates_ that, on the average; education as a college
major does not attract students of high academic ability. It is not clear
whethertherelativedefiCit_in academic_ ability is greater in mathematics
education than in -other fields_ofeducatien It would be helpful_to have more
information on programs and activities that have been successful in recruiting
and preparing students who are strong in mathematical abilities and commitment
to teaching. At a recent conference on teacher education; someone suggested'
that education need not draw the most talented students; implying'that such
Students would quickly become disenchanted with school teaching; It that what
people want for the profession?

In seeking to relieve a teacher shortage, policymakers and administrators
should not make the error of assuming that everyone currently' teaching
mathematics should be retained there at all costa.' On the contrary, one means
of demonstrating a seriousness about mathematics teaching would be'to find
mechanisms to assist the less competent and the uncommitted to leave teaching
for other pastures. One test of a profession's vitality is how it deals with
dead wood.

The Mathematics Teacher As Curriculum Developer, Researcher, and
VAthematician. The professional life of mathematics teachers needs to become
more rewarding. Again, perhaps paradoxically, that might: be done by expecting
teachers to do more--not more paperwork or test administration, but_expecting,
and assisting, the mathematics teacher to be a developer of curriculum, a
researcher, and a mathematician;

Earlier in our discussion; we addressed the prevailing mythology in the
United States that teachers are not viewed; and do not view themselves; as
Curriculum developers. We were not contending that no teachers in this
Country_are doing curriculum development work. We.know of several instances
in Wtii-ch they are, but we do.not know of any research on the extent and
Offecti of such_ activities. Teacher centers of various types_offer a vehicle.
for curriculum development work, and one can envision summer_institutes--
patterned perhaps -after the National Scienda Foundation Institutes of_two
decades ago - -in which mathethatics teachers_woUld get_traiting and assistance
in initiating the collaborative work needed to transform the current school
mathematics curriculum.
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A special need_is_for curriculum material to accompany and support the
groWing_presence of microcomputers in mathematics classrooms. If computers
are to be incorporated into mathematics_instruction in more than a superficial
way, mathematics teachers will have to devise instructional material that they
themselves can use

Teachers also need to become collaborators in research:

Research in- mathematics education_has_increasingIy been
moving out into the classroom. This has beeni_in general,
a healthy -move. It would be better) however, if teachers
were working more closely with researchers in formulating
their problems and interpreting their findings and not
simply in helping them gather data. The teachers would
benefit* with respect:to both their_professionaI attitudes
and their effectiveness_i_and so would the researchers.
(Kilpatrick, 1981, p. 27)

Just as important, the teacher needs to be a mathematician:

Too few teachers_ are_ members of the mathematical _

community, even in -the definable -sense of being members of
professional associations of mathematicians....It id
distressing how many [teachers] say, "Of course, Dam not
a mathematician." It is surely not reasonable to teach
.swimming and not be a swimmer, or a language and not be
able to speak its Why then is it reasonable to teach_
mathematics and not be a mathematician? (Fletcher* 1975,
p. 212)

Fletcher argues that the coming of the computer has changed the
mathematics community so that it is no longer composed primarily of teachers
and that schOoIteachers need to'be acquainted with how other mathematicians
today use mathematics._ He cites programs"in England in which teachers visit
industries, industrialists visit schools,_pupils_get ezperience in factories,
and teachers in training work as mathematicians_in industry. we need thiS
country some serious investigations into how mathematics teachers might be
brought - -say, as a summer employment experience --into places where they can
see mathematics being used and use it themselves.

The_Conditions of Mathematics Teaching. Teather, curriculum developer*
researcher)_mathematicianAlow can one reasonably expect the already_
overburdened and dispirited mathematics teacher to take on additional ,burdens
and responsibilities, professionally challenging though they might be?: The
answer is that one cannot as long as the conditions of mathematics teaching
remain as they ite._ Thetis what we mean by taking mathimatics teaching_
seriously. If one does that, then one must, -above all, work to Change the
:.Onditions and the circumstances of mathematics teaching today.

an.
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If society were to take seriously the job of teaching in
the lower schools and, particularly, if teachers were to
be encouraged to inquire into the substance of what they
are teaching, or into the nature of students with whom
they work, or into the learning process itself, it is
apparent that a teaching load of more than twelve to
fifteen hours per week could not be condoned....As long as
we sanction teaching loads as burdensome as those which
ordinarily prevail, our ingenuous talk of improving
instruction will retain a faint touch of insincerity.
one, not even the most dedicated and brilliant, can
effectively individualize instruction, systematically
analyze his own teaching, diagnose_ learning difficultidd,
and maintain a vigorous pedagogical and substantive
scholarship on a sparetime basis. (Schaefer, 1967, p. 61)

At least some assistance might be offered to the mathematics teacher by
providing aides'to handle the routine management tasks that have come to
dominate much of the teacher's time. If the country had a national service
obligation on the part of its youth, service in education might be an
alternative to service in the military, the health services, or conservation.
The national service obligation might also provide an opportunity to recruit
young people into teaching as a career.

In the final analysis, people are attracted -to and stay in teaching
because of a vision they have of what teaching is and might be. Mathematics
teaching today has become something other than what it was a generation ago,
and it no longer looks inviting to enough talented people; All of us bear
some responsibility for having made mathematics teaching a less attractive
career than it used to be, and all of us need to work to change that situation.
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DISCUSSION OF
MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Antoine Garibaldi, Associate Professor and
Chairman of the Department of Education,

Xavier University of Louisiana

In "Taking Mathematics Teaching Seriously," Jeremy Kilpatrick and Jim
Wilson have carefully reviewed some of_the complex issues surrounding the
shortage of mathematics teachers in -this country and discussed_several of the
more popular proposals_for_thesolution of this problem. In addition,_they
have given some special attention to the nature of_the school_ mathematics
curriculum and how this curriculum might be amended to meet the demands of
today's technological society.

Given my_ current positiiin as a department head, I would like to address
my remarks chiefly to how wa recruit more mathematics teachers and comment
briefly on the more popular suggestions for alleviating the shortage:

Many believe thathigher_salaries might attract 'more mathematics and
science'teachers to the teaching profession immediately. The thought is a
good one, to the_extentthat the mathematics or science_ graduate commands a
much better starting salary if he or she decides to work in business or
industry; But school systems cannot possibly compete with the .private
sector: Furthermore, differential pay schedules for certain segmeSts of the
teaching population will encounter considerable resistance from unions as well
asfrom teachers who are not certified in shortage areas but will halie been
teaching for a much Ionger'time than most who are

Even assuming there are_no major obstacles'_to this proposal for
differential pay, however, -it would appear preferable to focus on_an even more
important issue, and that is the issue of the quality of the teachers.

Quality is critical to any profession, and .the very,. idea of lowering
standards to fill shortages--or distributing additional resources and benefits
to fill the need--is totally unacceptable: Tie problem lies in the faulty
assumption that raising the salaries of mathematics and science teachers will
automatically provide a_caa e of talented teachers--tea Chers_as committed to__
their students as the elemen dry teacher who has_taught for 10 years_and still
makes a smaller salary than a eginning mathematics or science secondary
teacher.

If differential pay is provided o mathematics or science teachers; school
systems will have to ensure that the \iividuaIs.who take those jobs are fully
qualified and fully dedicated to their work: Schools will also have to be as
exacting as industry when it comes to q ity, shortage or no, if they are to
maintain the necessary standards of teachi excellence:
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The issues of quality also bear on the. proposal to award forgiveable
allowances_to preservice mathematics and science teachers; School systems,
Federal and State departments_of education; and colleges of education need ;:o
be sure that they are:attracting highly qualified_men_and_women_because they
want to be teachers and not because of the financial benefits that will accrue.

Screening out individuals who are not well intentioned is very difficult,
as we all know; but mediocrity; I believe; will be the consequence if we do
not. We want_and_must_insist on highly able and committed teachers; even at
the risk of allowing the shortage to continue for a few more years.

It is my belief; too; that we should be wary of giving emergency
certificates in large numbers. For the sake of the mathematics and science
profession; the teaching profession; and also the students who are taught, the
last thing we want -is marginal teachers with no more than the fundamentals of
mathematics_ and science preparing collegebound students for highly technical.
careers--not to mention a potentially rewarding career in teaching. Many
underprepared teachers may fly back to the classroom merely to -meet emergency
certificate requirements; not so much to be excellent mathematics or science
teachers but merely to improve their financial situations;

Another comment; it seems_to me, is in order regarding some States which
allow mathematics graduates who pass the National Teachers Examination (NTE)
to be certified to teach mathematics--or science. Having substantial training
in mathematics and being able to pass the NTE does not mean that an individual
will be a good teacher; Some requirements should be established for these
individuals to take courses in the fundamentals of teachingi some observation
and participation in classrooms; and possibly even some student teaching. If
our intent is to elevate a profession that is currently not taken seriously;
we should demand no less of this category of teacher candidates.

Finally; we Cannot treat the problem of mathematics and science teacher
shortage in isolation; The entire teaching profession is affected by
declining enrollments. I think Jeremy's analogy --I call it the Indiana Jones
analogy; with the teacher -in the bottom of -the pit, and constantly being
pointed at, told -what to do, and Still paid a marginal and meager salary--is
on target. And if I were to take that one step further, I would talk about
business and industry as being the "Raiders of the Lost Ark" who seem to be
sweeping:up ail of the good mathematics and science teachers who are out there.

In"1969, 36 percent of_college students were- interested in teaching; In
1979 the figure had dropped to 10 percent. I think the figure now is somer
where between 3 to 5 percent. Between 1975 and 1977, the number of graduates
qualified toteach fell from 243;000 to 190,000--a drop of almost 22 percent;
And given we know that not all of the students who graduate in education elect
to enter the teafhing profession, it appears we will need to produce an even
larger pool of qualified and certifiable teachers to make up the deficit.

it-
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Teacher_ education needs_ an image_faceIift which will have to be
accomplished by teachers, the general publici_and the press as well.
Education will not be improved by constant criticisms of teaching quality and
by waving low achievement scores on the front- pages. of local newspapers. When
education gets the support and respect it needs and deserves, we are more
likely to get a better system of edvcation, and a teaching profession that
more young people will seriously consider as,a career;

As a final note, I would like to suggest as an element of the solution the
creation of a Master of Arts in teaching for those mathematics or science
students who go through the straight discipline program. It seems_certain
that this would serve to increase the pool of certifiable mathematics and
science teachers. At the_same time,_I think that school systems will have to
be able to offer such students something worth working very hard at for the
additional year beyond their basic college coursework.

Andrew Porter, Professor of Education and
Co-Director of the Institute for Research on Teaching,

Michigan State University

I think Jeremy and Jim are right in_their approach, -in the sense -that the
teacher shortage really has -to be viewed as -just one -piece of a much larger
concern for the quality of instruction in high school mathematics, and -also a
concern for the numbers of people and the types of people who pursue advanced
mathematics. They cover an awful lot of ground, and that makes it easy for a
discussant. My remarks do not have to be comprehensive; But I want to
mention a few things that their paper triggered in my mind;

The first is one that Antoine touched on, too, and it may be a bit of a
taboo in research on teaching. I think that estimating the magnitude of the
teacher shortage on the one hand and thinking about the_adequacy_of_proposed
remedies on the other really requires that we have_a fairly detailed
understanding of the relationship between teacher knowledge of mathematics and
the quality of mathematics instruction that they provide;

I say this is a taboo because I think if there were good studies on the
matter, I would know them, or I would at least have heard about them, or at
least the people that I talked to in preparation for coming to this conference
would have known about them. But the area appears to be one that has_not
received a lot of empirical study. So I guess I call for that kind of study,
but I do it with some reservations.

FirSt of all, I think the studies better be -well done. Otherwise you will
guarantee the result:_ There will not be any relationship between teacher
knowledge_of mathematics and the quality of the' mathematics instruction that
they_provide. I cannot believe that; That is an impossibility; So I am not
really asking whether there is any relationship; but trying to see if through
some empirical studies we can get e better handle on what the consequences are
of dropping some of`the certification requirements, for example.
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Another thing I would like to mention is that most_of_the certification
requirements are stated in terms of courses completed in:higher education, and
I am not_sure we have a good understanding of what-the influence of those
courses is on the amount of mathematics knowledge that the students have. SO
I guess I am also calling for research on theadequacies of stating teacher
certification standards interms_of coursework as opposed to some other way of
demonstrating mathematics knowledge;

Alsoi_it is my understanding that most of the certification is general.
You are either certified or not certified to teach mathematics, and yet there
are a lot of different 'kinds of mathematics that can be taught in high
school. I wonder if there are places in the country that have experimented
with the notion of certification for particular subareas of mathematics and
what their experience would suggest about a more widespread practice of this
type. It may even be that if there were certification for subareas of
mathematicsi_that would ease some of the burden of a shortage, since, though I
am not certain of it, I would think that training to become all things in
mathematics would be more demanding than becoming competent in some specialty;

In addition to synthesiiing and expanding research on relationships among
teacher knowledge of mathematics, pedagogy, and the_quality_of mathematics
instruction, the shortage of mathematics teachers might be better. understood
through comparative research across countries, occupations, and subject matter
areas. One might ask, forexamplei if there are similar shortages of
mathematics teachers in other industrialized countries, the United KingdoM for
example. And if there are, are the apparent reasons for the shortages

_

comparable to those in the United States? And what, if anything, is being
attempted to_remedy them? Also, are there industrialized countries which do
not_have a shortage? Perhaps Japan. And if there are such countries, how
might their situation shed light on the causes and prospective solutions of
the United States' problem.

Taking another tack, to what extent are other occupations requiring people
with mathematics knowledge experiencing a shortage of trained personnel? To;
the_extent that the degree of shortage varies across occupations needing
similarly_trained_peoplei it may be possible -to devise better _remedies for the
teacher shortage based on such information. 'what characterisiTIS, for
example, typify occupations with adequate supplies of mathematically trained
people?

Looking at other subjeceBatter areas, are there things about high school
mathematics teaching that make it less attractive than teaching other subject
matter areas? If so; What are they?

While there is a shortage of teachers for mathematics and a handfdl4of
other areas; there are in general more than enough teachers. What explains
the profile of shortages-and surpluses across teaching areas? For example,
Jeremy and Jim cite the women's movement as a possible partial explanation of
the mathematics teacher shortage -and point out that the_percent of prospective
secondary mathematics teachers whb are women has dropped in their university
from 80 to 50 percent since_1970. But is this a differential effect on
mathematics? And, if so, why?
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According to a recent NSF report, 68 percent of high school mathematics
teachers are_male._ While the number of people preparing to teach mathematics
has dropped_ dramatically in the past_decadei the decline in numbers haa;beet
less dramatic for women. In fact, nAlionally the percentage of women
completing training has risen from 53 to 59 percent since 1972.

Other data from that same NSF report portray mathematics teaching in a
relatively po itive light. Mathematics is identified by the public as a

4I
subject most ssential for all high school students. __We have heard that.
before tod . Mathematics teachers report fewer problemd in support of their
teaching than do teachers of either social studies or science. The percentage.
of high school teachers whose primary assignment is mathematica has actually
risen from 11 to 18 percent since 1961. At least these limited data do not
support the view that the teaching of mathematics is uniquely unattractive tqrs.
comparison to other subjects.

\
Jeremy and Jim call for society and the educational community to'take the

teaching of mathematics seriously, but to whit extent is the teaching of
mathematics taken less seriously than the teaching of any Other subject? A
more careful look at this possibility seems in order.

I will skip comments on the notion of reining teachers' salaries except
to say that I think that would be wonderful. If it can only be done for
mathematics teachers, so be it, but if you could do it for all the teachers,
that would be even better.

-

Under the rubric of curriculum reform, however' the shortage of high
school mathematics_ teachers is only one piece of a larger problem. The
quality of mathematics instruction using existing teachers, and -the numbers
and types of students who take adiranced mathematits, are two other related
piecesi Improving the qualityof highsthool_mathematits instruction and
increasing the numbers of students_ taking mathematics, especially Minorities
and women, would benefit society generally and might ultimately solve the
teacher shortage problem outright;

Jeremy -and Jim focused on ablutions at the high'school level- giving
considerable attention to curriculum rearm and to teacher training and
recruitment. Their discussion raises a host Of interesting research questions.

For example, they advocate curriculum reforM using the NCTM_"Agenda for,
Action" in the 1980's, which emphasizes problemdolVing and applications. I
think this is an excellent document, and I_highly teCOMMend_it. _But_it_is_a
national agenda, and Jeremy and Jim state that, one, the school board shotad
have ultimate responsibility for the curriculum; two, the arena for action is
in the classroom; and three, teachers shOuld have greater autonomy and be more
involved in curriculum development.

These statements suggest -a certain atbivalence about the determinants of
school curriculum,_an ambivalence whiCh is undoubtedly based on -past
experience with mathematics reform. They lead me to ask what the factors are-
that influence high school mathematics teachers' content decisions? As
member of a team of researchers at the Institute for Research on Teaching at
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Mithigan State,,I have-been asking_ similar" questions, but_for elementary
school teachers. For us, content decisions include decisiOns about how much
time to spend on mathematics, what topics toteachi. to what students, and to
what standards of achievement; .

In contrast to Jeremy_and Jim's repOits of teacher resistance we have been
surprised to find that even relatively weak school policies concerning
mathematics content can have a marked'influente on what is taught. We
consider such school policies artesting, culekiculum objectives, grouping and
promotion practices, textbook adoptions, and professional development.

In judging the strength of a policy, we igraw on sociological theory.
Thus, weconsider the use of rewards mid sanctions to give a policy power and
attempts:to make a policy.authoritative through the use of norms, legal
office, expertise, and support og charismatic leaders.

Across several studies, we find elementary school teachers reluctant to
take the responsibility for making mathematics content decisions. ,

Neveitheless, they are more often than not forced to make these decisions,
either because of a lack of authoritative advice from the school hierarchy, or
because of Conflicting school, policies that demand resolution at the classroom
level. These findings hate caused us to cast the elementary school teacher as

political broker in deciding the content of instruction, sensitive to the
messages of content received but operating from their own conceptions of what
is aipropriate for their students.

Put another way, our. research brings into question the claims of teacher
autonomy Matte"by the second-grade teacher quoted brjeremy; Elementary school
teachers do not seem to want total autonomy.in deciding'whei mathematics to
teach. Thet_may,:however, value autonomy more highly in deciding on the
strategies they will use in delivering that content..

Similar research for high_sdhool mathematics wouleseem useful, although
our -results are clearly not directly_transferabl*. Far example, high school
students have greater control over what subjects they will study; At the
elementary level, these decisions are largely determined' by the teacher..

Also, high school teachers are for the most part subject matierspecialists,
while elementary school teachers are not._ These and other:factors_may mike
high school teachers feel more strongly abOut controlling the curriculum;

Whild_Jeremy and Jim's paper covers a wealth of issues in curriculum
reform and teacher training, two areas that-deserve further attention, at
least at this coufereucei are the possible contributions -of adWances in
cognitive science to improvement of mathematics instruction and the
appropriate use of .technology id_the_teadhing of mathematics; actuallyi that

got a little bit .more attention in the presentation than it did'in the paper,

Whidh is-appropriate.

But let me talk about cognitive science just for a ascend. Advances in
cognitive 'science are providing new insights into the nature of student

learning and thinking. For example, in both mathematics and science, it has
been found that students hold misconceptions about basic concepts that stand

8 C
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iii the way of their learning._ Unfortirately, at leastiin the case of.
elementary school; the students' misconceptions are all too frequently shared
by the teachers. When these conceptions are identified and directly
challenged, however; student learning has been greatly enhanced.

I think there has been this s ism between'peoPle who study student
learning on the one-hand and peo e who worry about research on teaching on
the other. I do believe we_haire got to take a look at the advances in
cognitive scienceAnd in thinking about tiaining teachers in:xesearth on
teaching.

Finally; one possibility that concerns me is that the. problems of high
school mathematics may have their ofigins -in the eleientary schools. During
the first 8 years of school; all students 'study atjeast the mathematics that
their teachers deem appropriate for them; From out. research with elementary
school teachers, we have discovered a great deal of variance in what students
study within the same classroom and certainly from classroom to classroom.

For far too many students; however, too little of what Is emphasized
relates to mathematics as an Important subject matter in its own.right.
Students may be- learning to view mathematics as _only. a_basic skill, with an
emphasis on mathematics literacyand consumer mathematics. At the_same time,
we see little attempt_onthe part of teachers to challenge the social norm
structures that operate to guide minorities and women away from mathematics.

During their elementary grades; student attitudes toward mathematics
steadily decline. Still; mathematics is the single most popular subject for
both 9- and 13- year -olds. And, in,-fact, minority students- have a more
positive attitude toward mathematics than do'white students. However, it is
open to question whether these attitudes extend beyond mere arithmetic to
mathematics as a discipline.

By the_end of eighth gradevstudents With.their_pareuto and their teachers
make a decision as to whether they will go on to take advanced mathematics.
This single decision will stay with them for probably therestof their lives,
with implications for, the types of colleges they can attend, the college_
majors available to them, and ultimately the careers that they can pursue;
Clearly it is in large part the student's achievements and attitudes frois-
elementary school matheriAtics upon which these decisions are based.

Een more pronounced differences exist between college-bound majority and
minority students, and -in general I think we all agree that too few students
take advanced mathematics.'

Thus when looking At the high schools; one might alio, ask abOut
mathematics in the elementary schools; And here the problemi are if anything
more difficult; The teachers areLnotteathematics specialists. As Jeremy and
Jim hint in their paper, the shortage of qualified mathematics teachers in the,
elementary schools may be much more profound than the visible shortage in high
schools.
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Jack Easley, Professor of Teacher Education
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

I just want to say that I really enjoyedstudying two drafts of the paper
by.Jeremy and Jim, and I will go beek and study the last one some more now I
am trying to_arri4e at an estimate of how much I agree with it and how much I
disagree With

43
It reminds me of a conference some time ago,_about 10, years agovin'which

Piaget was one of: the central figures, and a colleague of mine remarked to
Piaget, rather obstreperously perhaps; "The structures that,you are studyingi
Professor Piageti really account for less than 10 percent of the field of
human cognition."

And Piaget, with some umbrage, said, "How do you compute that percentage?"

But the'next:day Piaget'said in-his speech; "Of course, the structures
which I am studying account-for less than 10 percent of The field of human
cognition"=-with a straight face.

-

SO I don't know how you:oompote. that,

It reminds me also *hit"' at'feeling very reminiscent because I met Jim
and Jeremy when they were. working for SMSG an0.12_was working for USCIM. And
these two mathematics prograts.considered each otherfri Iendly rivals.
remember a meeting in which Ed Begleaad-_Mat Beavertie'squared off in
different corners of the room and-went after-each other.

George Poleo was at that meeting, and he got up afterward and said in an
equally enigmeitic,way; "Max, I agree with 95 percent of what you're saying."

And I that is ,about the right percentage, I agree_with Jeremy and
-Jim about-95 percent. is the last quSntitative thing I am going to say.

I would.like to tell yin' a few anecdotes. which highlight the area where
there might be some disagreement and perhaps even an.area that hasn't really
been touched on or explored yet whidft we might have some agreement about.

I do think that- they are right that taking mathematiei teaching seriously,
or the failure:-to do that -=the devaluation of mathematics teaching, and I
would add the-devaluation of mathematics thinking by students; the notion that
mathematics has to be taught to students and cannot be reinvented by them
themselvesThat is one of the problems, one of the myths, if you like, that
we need to reconsider.

Another myth_I think_weneed to reconsider is that we can be happy with
the curriculum that has been developed outsof NSF projects, for example. I

think a 'little in the way of mathematical criticism may be needed, but there
may also need to be some social questions asked about_whether society-a-school
'boards, teachers, parents,-and so forthwouldn't prefer.for_their own reasons
and to exercise their awn prerogatives.to have a somewhat different currictilum.
than that.
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_ Another myth I want to touch on a little bit is the role of teacher
knowledge in teaching._ To what extent_is it- essential that the teacher know
the SUbjeCt that is being studied by the students at the moment?

I would like to begin with a very brief account of something that Aiy
Grebe, one of our graduate students at Illinois, and Idid. We did this work
growing out of some videotapes which had been collected some years ago_out of
an NIB project; We reexamined the tapes; and we discovered an interesting
phenomenon; that in kindergarten and in second grade; where we began the
study; we could find in most classrooms --certainly the ones that we sampled;
and later in other cIassrooms--that there were individual pupils who were
operating quite independently of the teacher in thinking throtigh things
mathematically. -They_could_be called mathematidaI mavericks; And the
interesting and puzzling and disturiling thing about thatTis that all bf the
were white; middle-class male children; So we called them the-pale male
mathematics mavericks.

And_we began to wondei: What happens?Why aren't there some female
mathematics mavericks and some minority mathematics mavericks? And webegan
to look at what happens to children in primary grades who do_someindependent
thinking about mathematics; for example; who figure out how to subtract
starting on the left instead of the right the way the teacher tells them; or
whatever. That is a classic;

We began to- discover what happened to them; and the teachers began to
explain to us that -they were convinced that the most creative work in
mathematics by- students later on in- elementary school came from those -who had
thoroughly mastered the algorithms in the beginning_ grades- -how to add, 7 ,

subtract, and so forth--and that they knew it was expected by National social
and local mores that minorities and girls in particular would have to be given
some help and brought up to standard, to minimal competency; But if there is
a boy who is outside of those targeted groups; and he seems to be doing all
right, welli,everybody knows he will be all right sci\we just let him go, and
he may become an inventor or something.

So the whitemiddle7class boys who took that approach seemed to get away
without -the requirement of minimal competencyon_mathematical skills defined
as rigid procedures which had to be-memorized and carried out.

That, you see; illustrates the point that teachers trying to carry out a
mandate from above interpret it.and apply it as they see it, looking up from
the bottom of the pit, and they may in fact be undermining the intent for
which these mandates for equality of educational; opportunity were created;

,

It also arises because of their own view of mathematics as- something that
is arbitrary, that has to be memorized; it cannot be invented by the child
himself or herself. And_I would certainly second the various remarks that
have been made about trying to help teachers understand that.

The next anecdote::: would like to tell concerns a trip that my wife and I
made to Japan. My wife speaks Japanese; I don't; But sitting together with
her for 4 months in a Japanese elementary school, I was able to learn a lot--
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both of us learned a last; This was a very fortunate location that we found.
It was a_kind of inner-city school in Tokyo. The children's parents were
either shopkeepers or temporary employees. I don't think any of them had
these famous tenured positions With Sony or Toyota. Some 60 or 70 percent of
the children had some form of welfare or government support of some kind.

There were 40 pupils per class; But the school climate was superb. The
teachers and the students had regular breaks, 10- minute breaks; 20- minute
breaks, five or six breaks during the day'; when everybody is let out and each
can.gsand do whst_he wants. Teachers go-get acup of tea orcoffeei and the
Children run' arOinifand-go see their friindsi and the children with _ _

responsibilities'fOr other Children go check up on- those, and so forthkind
of a lovely spirit, like summer camp, was the feeling we got.

---
What,did they 'do in mathematics classes? The teachers gave these children

challenging, difficult problems to.wo.on; my_ wifei'Eiizabethi and I invited
some friends froM the University ok*Tokyb to come and_see this and - interpret
it-for us, andthey_all said to the teacher, "Why don't you-give them more
ihelp-Vith these problems? LOOk,_they struggled_for a*bilf=hour'to try to
figure .ho-in the world you would use a'protractor which only measures up to
180 degrees to measure an angle which is larger than 180 degrees; -and you
didn't tell them about the-dynamic concept of an angle that gets bigger and
bigger and bigger. Why didn't you just show it to them or use a Japanese fan?"

The teacher said, "That would make it too_easy for_them. We want
something for them to struggle with because they need to learn to really try
hard and persist, and that is more important than actually seeing that
everybody gets the idea, because tomorrow we are going to do something
different."

Indeed, they:did change. They went very slowly and gave lots of time and
encouragement and let children teach each other; Forty children in a class
meant four to seven children in a group; And in a group they worked; These
are heterogeneous groups; There's a bright child 'in every one;

So the children are teachifig each other, and_the teacher is_a master of
ceremonies. And the teacher may have been_a mathematics major in college or
may not--may have been a home economics major or something else.Butthe
teacher never gave them very much in the way of mathematical instruction.
Instead; the teachers taught the children how to behave, how to participate in
a group discussion, how to share ideas and listen as well as speak, how not to
dominate the discussioni how to take turns --all of these things.: TheJteachers
were excellent masters of ceremonies._ In teaching these mathematics classesi
they used very little of'their knowledge, Whatever knowledge they might have,
of mathematics._ They alMostseemed, like the teacher I described, to hold it
back and keep. it away from the children and let the children struggle with it
themselves; Testwisei these children were clearly way above levels of
American schools we are familiar with;

I just want to tell you one more anecdote.
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Coming back after this kind of experience; Elizabeth and I and some
graduate students decided we should approach American.tedchers. And we found
12 teachers in Illinois who agreed that in primary school they had some
problems'in teaching mathematics and they would like to have some help: So we
said) "All right) we will help you with your problems. And we have just had s-
lot of interesting ideas from Japan and other places) and we will try to bring
these to_you as resources which you can use or not use according to the way
you see it."

Six of these teachers were in inner-city schools in_Chicago._ One of them,
a third-grade teacher, had this experience--and I_have time to give you only
one teacher's experience; They were all different;

This teacher said, "One of my big problems is that I've been teaching
third grade f -jr 10 years in inner-city schools in Chicago) and I have never
had a class of third graders who came up to grade level on the problemsolving
part of the standardized test. I can get_them up to grade level on
computation and concepts) but not on problemsolving."

So we said, "Well, lets look at that;"

So we looked at some previous tests; and we looked at the textbook, and we
noticed that the textbook story problems are all at the ends of the sections
Lhat deal with computations. So they are a chance to apply--this is what
Wilson and Kilpatrick have described--the computation skills you have learned.

But on the standardized tests you have a mixture. They are not all the
same kinds of skills grouped together, so you cannot say, "Now this is a
multiplication section, so I'm going to multiply all of these." In that case,
you see, you wouldn't need to read the problem. You just find the numbers and
multiply them. The children knew that very well, and that is what they were
doing in this teacher's classroom;

As soon as she saw that) she said, "Oh, I see the problem. It never
dawned on me before. What can I do about it?"

We said, "Let's make some new problems."

So we got problems from Japan and problems we sort of revised from
standardized_ tests and other kinds of problems, and we just kept feeding this
teacher challenging problems. When we gave her problems that required
division and they hadn't studied division yet) she said; We can't use this."

I said, "Go ahead; try it. See what they do with it."

And they did fine. They said they multiplied, but they got the right
answer.

She learned one other important thing, that her planning_ usually called
for doing_about 8 or 10 or 12 story problems in a period, but if you let them'
discuss them, you'll only get one or two done because the-children will have
all kinds of ideas that you never dreamed of; And if you really allow that
discussion and allow them to teach each other and criticize each other) then
something will happen;
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_ _ Shesaidi,"I see that's a good idea because that's what they need to be
doing when they -are taking the standardized tests; They need to be discussing
it themselves silently andthinking.. 'What is this about? Why should I
multiply? Why should I subtract?'"

In short, it seems to me that sometimes, particularly in these areas_of
the primary school curriculum; what is needed is not so much subject-matter
competence as_some_new Insights about the way children can learn mathematics,
can study mathematics themselves; and that -this does not require a radical'
change in the curriculum because we can still use story problems, we can still
use algorithms; Turning it around a little the -other way, the Japanese_ :
children invented their own algorithms. Instead of'memorizing an algorithm in
order to apply it, they tackled story problems and then invented the
algorithms to do them.

I would offer that, for whatever it is worth, a great deal can be
accomplished by turning things around within the curriculum that exists.

. OPEN DISCUSSION

DR; SHULMAN: The kind of instruction that I hear Jack Easley calling for
in the teaching of mathematics seems very different, at least at first blush,
from the kind of direct instruction or active teaching that the literature of
research on teaching seems to be calling for. And Tom Good has written many
such studies arguing that direct instruction is the way mathematics ought to
be taught, not the way you are suggesting. Do you two want to fight about_
that, or does someone want to comment on why they ought to or ought not to? I
think this is a fundamental question about how mathematics ought to-be taught
and is potentially not a trivial disagreement;

DR. KILPATR/CR: I think this is probably the key curriculum issue in
mathematics education. The January issue of the Journal for Research in
Xatbema-tita-Edueat-ion carries an article by Bob Gayne in Which he essentially
argues that you must have automaticity of skills before you can prOceed .

further in understanding mathematics;

That article_has been received with considerable consternation by a number
of mathematics_ educators, illustrating anew the -kind of a split in
perspectives that exists within the profeision between those people who_fee17-
and I think many classroom teachers are among this numberthat you must have
the automatic response before you can go further and those who do not; It is
one of the reasons our curriculum looks the way it does;

But I think there is a large cadre of people who would be more sympathetic..
with the point of view expressed by Jack.

DR. SHULMAN: At the risk of putting you on the spot, Tom Good, is there a
necessary contradiction between-the work that you and Doug Grouws, among
others, have been doing on the need for much more highly structured active
teaching, as you call it, and the kind of teaching that Jack is proposing, and
that Jeremy seems to maintain comes intuitively to many mathematics teachers?
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DR. GOOD (Thomas Good, University of_Missouri): I_think the contradiction
is more apparent than real when you get -into the dynamics. _For_example, T
would never argue that the role of.the teacher would be to do the information
processing or thinking for a student; I think that the processes that Jack_
was describing are the sorts of things you can get either through an inductive
or a deductive approach, whether it's led,by student discussion or through a
teacher, depending upon the quality of those particular pieces.

That_is, I think that_the teachers; through careful modelling, through
careful demonstrations, through challenging examples, through high standards,
through high expectations, can create a sense of curiosity and interest that
helps students to iaise questions: What are_the phenomena that I am examining?
What question am I trying to_address?_ How might_I reexamine the pieces so
that I can come up with another solution or another way of looking at it?

I think the search for patterns and solutions and the view of mathematics
as discovery and a system of looking and thinking about phenomena can be
taught, as well as be learned through discovery and other exercises.

I could go on and on But in my view, the active teaching concept is not
simply a statement of how mathematics ought to be taught. It reflects
empirical inquiry describing how more and less effective teachers differ in
their behaVior.

I think a key element of that differentiation between teachers who are
getting achievement gains -and those. who are not is theabilityto focus upon
meaningful conceptualization. We find for example, that teachers who are
getting achievement gains spend much more time on development, talking about
ideas, doing mental computation, doing estimates, and doing verbal
probIemsoIving, than teachers who do not get achievement gains.

Whether these things are occuring in_studentled_groups or because of a
teacher in a classroom is basically irrelevant. I think that what
important in helping kids develop more significant; fuller conceptualization
is placing qualitative demands_on students and the way in nhich student
progress is monitored and reacted to ultimately, particularly if
misconceptions occur;

DR. EASLEY: I think I word agree with that 95 percent.

I think what might be left out is that we have a lot of teachers in our
schools (who have a lot of students in their classes) who are nowhere near
being prepared to do direct teaching, that is, to do what Tom has just
described. But ,they are capable of doing it the way I described. And if that
means that the more able students in the class are actually doing the
teaching, so be it.

I could give you anecdotes which convince me that this approach needs to
be looked at It is something that has not been tried enough to show up in
the studies of correlations that have been worked out.

DR. GOOD: A quick question._ I really'do not want- to get into a polemical
discussion because I am not really trying to advocate looking at teachers as
being the only source of information in the classroom and the way to go,
although I think they are an important source.

a
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The question that I would raise is basically: when we have Students
teaching other students, is it not problematic it terms of the MdtiVation,_the
seriousness; and the interest with which they will play those rolei? I think
to be_able to articulate a poiitive learning environment will take an
incredible type of teacher who has the skill to- communicate beliefs, norms,
and preferences that support this type of learning.

I would gather that in Japan there is a great deal of support from parents
and society for the idea that mathematical learning is important, and it is
expected the kids should participate fully in that

Here, unfortunately, in many classrooms those-antecedent conditions do not
exist. I would argue that one thing we need to consider carefully is the lack
of societal support and interest making it very much more problematic in our
society to have that sort of active inquiry among students.

DR. EASLEY: I would say we learned a lot from the school in Japan. We
observed and- wrote up over a hundred mathematics lessons in that elementary
chool. We learned a lgt about the things that-teachers did to overcome these

problems. They did exist, but they kept them to a very bare minimum by such
clever devices as, for example, taking -a general poll of the whole class When
you have had reports from all the groups on what they have decided to do about
this problem, and there is a lot of difference. Then; if you discover that
the poll does not add up to the number of children present, you seek out the
nonvoting children and find out why they did not vote. The teacher has to be
very alert for the psychic dropouts, as Marshall McLuhan called them.

DR. AUSTIN: My name is Gwendolyn Austin and I'm with the Department of
Education. I have two issues I would lie to address because I notice on the
program we have.quite a few colleges of education, departments, and so forth,
represented.

One of the concerns that I have is the lack of articulation in many
institutions of higher education between the colleges and departments of
education and the other disciplines. For example, the chemistry department,
or the physics department. Private industry will actively go down to these
departments and woo the graduates into their employment. What efforts have
been made by your colleges of education to go down there and meet With those
chemistry and physics majors and so forth to try to get them into the teaching
profession, and perhaps following up on the second speaker's concept of a MAT
or fifthyear program in those disciplines?

Theother-concern--one that Dr. Bell mentioned and Dr. Wilson alluded)
to--involves the use of microcomputers in the schools. Your State_ departments
of education and your local education agencies baye_gotten on the bandwagon
and are training teachers and students in computer literacy. How many of your
colleges of teacher education, not your business schools, are providing future
teachsrs with training to keep pace with this trend?

.Those are the two issues that I am concerned abodt.
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DR. WILSON: For the last 9_Yearsi as part of the training of every
secondary teacher,_we haVe required-at least one course in instructional
computing; Some of them are now taking three courses, a three-course sequence
in instructional computing, and some are taking a course -in programmIng_in the
statistics department on top of that; So there is Considerable work being
done In the area

Fifteen years ago when I went to the University of Georgia, and 14 years
ago when I took over as department head, we had a very good dialogue going
with the mathematics department. In fact, that has been a very productive
interchange. We are not on their staff; they are not on our staff;

We teach 10 courses a year over there--"we" being the mathematics
education faculty--and they do things in our department. They teach courses
in our department occasionally, not as often as we teach in theirs. They are
on our committees. We serve on some of their committees. As I have said, a
very productive interchange. If there is anything to be-said of our
interaction with industry, it is that we have got too many of them coming in
and hiring mathematics education graduates immediately,

We had, for example, a very good student defend her doctoral dissertation
last week on a Thursday, and on Monday she started work for Southern Bell.
It's happening at all_levels and for_all degrees. They are_looking at us
because we have, I think, strong.mathematics backgrounds and strong inter-
personal skills built into thid.

Let me say also--in fact, I would make a flat statement--it is not the
responsibility of mathematics teachers alone to deal with computer literacy,
if at all. We want to deal with the use of the computers in teaching
mathematics.

In the education of prospective secondary teachers, we expect them to deal
With a faculty member through at least one course on the pebblems of
mathematics curriculum. I'm not entirely happy with that, but it is a
curriculum experience as a part of their training.

We also have a course on mathematics methods-which is field-based. By the
time they get out of that course, they know what a school classroom looks
like; And the faculty members like Kilpatrick who teach that course-also know
what a school looks like, beause they go out there and work in it;

These are components of what I think is important in a program.

DR. ALDRIDGE: AS I have heard all the comments this afternoon, most of
them have been directed toward the teacher or the student, and it seems to me
that Toe Schwab may have been right about the corruption of education by
psychology. Certainly we want to have good people, and the training of those
peopl,p as individuals itAvery, very important. But the fact of the matter is
schooling is a kind of a sociological phenomenon, and I think when Dr; Porter
mentioned he was using some sociological variables, it buoyed, me a little bit.

e
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But I'm still wondering about the degree to which, in all of these
questions that are being raised, we are considering the notion of_the school
as a unit that needs to be thought of as the setting. if curriculum is going
to improve, if mathematics is going to improve, if these teachers are going to
become involved, then certainly we need to be dealing with.the school as the
unit..

DR. KILPATRICK: Along with everything else, we tried to address that
.concern in our paper. We did discuss it. If particular, we were interested
in some of the recent work on principals as instructional leaders and how
principals might get curriculum development work going with other kinds of
teacher activities;

But we are concerned with the school as a setting because obviously it's
the conditions,,f teaching in that school that are going to impinge heavily
upon the teacher's decision whether to stay in teaching or to leave.

DR. WILSON: make it brief; It connects with the Secretary's remarkt
this morning about the certified master teacher, and this is analogous to the
CPA. It's one that several-of us have talked about in mathematics education.
How do we provide a medhaiiim for removing-or allowing people to exit from the
profession who should be- removed or allowed to leave? I think that goes along
With any longterm consideration of imptovinglthe profestion.

-

One other thihg. When Betty talked this morning with dismay of the charts
which showed the Opportunities for studying science and mathematics are lower
now than they have been in the past, her comment wasr-I think it was
inadvertent--"...where will our scientists and engineers come from?"

And my thought was, "Where will our science and iathematics teachers come
from?"

DR. SHULMAN: Let me conclude -with a couple of comments:_ First -of -all, a
reminder. Without knowing-it, all of you mere newsmakers today, and that
newfmaking will become public on public television tonight at 7:30 on the
MacNeilLehrer Report,,which. will be devoted to a discussion of the. crisis in
the s. ortage of mathematics and science teachers.

Ernest Boyer and Car' Sagan and Terrel Bell will be discussing those_ _
\matters7linfortunatelyi_not informed_by all tae Wisdom that was ex-Changed here

todayi_but.me_fill watch that and.think of how much better they could have
done if th had been here to hear what we had to say.

Tomorrow e are going to make a transition from a concern with. where we
are going to d people to teach; and what.do we know the teaching of._
science and mat ematics--the two major_topics.addressed,today--to_questions_of
the education of -teachers for mathematics and science, and the role of teacher
education program in institutions in that activity: _
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. In general I think much of our earlier discussion has been d"minated by a
metaphor, if you will; of teaching as telling, and that somehow tie.more you
have to tell; the more you will be able to teach) and therefore the more kids
will be able to learn;

In the outstanding work that both have done, though they may not agree on
the_particulars of teaching, I think that neither Tom Good nor Jack EaSley
would view teaching as lots of telling, and better teaching as more telling.

I think you have to conjure up what I might call the prototypical episode
or encounter in a mathematics or science classroom; A teacher tells or
demonstrates or- explains something to_a classroom full of kids; The telling
goes on for a little while; the blackboard is used; perhaps some models are
used; Maybe the kids play with some manipulatives. _Then the teacher proceeds
to ask a question which ought to be answerable by a kid who understands what
he has just been told;

_ If the teacher-is very lucky; she gets a right answer. If she is
moderately lucky; she gets a wrong answer; And if she is as lucky as most of
ms are, she gets; "I don't know; I really don't know;"

Now she is confronted with a dilemma. What do you do next? What doesn't
the kid know? What isn't understood?

Drawing upon the six courses past calculus that she,has taken; she says;
"Sure' you do; Try;" And the kid:is adamant and says, "I don't know."

Finally, in some desperation, she turns to another child who reliably does
know. She responds and they move on

I_am afraid that a lot of what goes. on in classrooms has that character;
Arid -what I:want you to be thinking_about is: What are the things that have to
be itthi heads of teachers; in addition to profound_ mathematical under-
standing, and in addition to general principles of classroom management and
planning; that will make it possible for them to understand. what it is_that -
those children do not understand and have aset of options available that go
beyond telling them the:same thing over again, usually in a louder voice) the
way we tend to try to get through to somebody who does not speak our language

.

when we.are in a foreign country;

This_is_a difficult question; burl think it may get to the heart of what
we mean by improved_education of teachers in_ mathematics and_science; It may,
if we keep that kind of image_in our Minds; help us go beyond recommendations
that simply call for more mathematics and science for mathematics and science
teachers;

A second thing I would ask you to think about--and it is related--has to
do with a panel which is at the moment touring the country for the Association
of American Medical Colleges; It is attempting to gather data as a basis for
reformulating the medical curriculum in this country; Their preliminary
report suggests that the problem with the medical curriculum is that medical
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students are taught to& much of the wrong stuff and nothing of the stuff they
need to practice medicine intelligently and humanely; The revolutionary
character of this panel thus far_ is that they are not employing the tyeal
curricular repair strategy, which is, "What do we have to add to the
preparation curriculum to make it better?"

I am optimistic about their strategy, and so I recommend it for your
thinking for tomorrow as well--not simply, "What do we have to add to the
curriculum for teachers in order to make it betterri but, "How might we think
through areformation of that curriculum in'light-of these prototypical
notions of what teaching is like?"

That would begin to solve some of the problems we have been addressing.

so"
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SESSION V
TEACHER E UCATION: CURRENT CONDITIONS

PREPARATION' OF TEACHERS: MYTHS AND REALITIES

Anne Flowers, Dean, School of Education,
Georgia Southern College,

and
President-Elect, The Atherican Association of Colleges

for teacher Education

During the past several months, ne had only to p ck up a newspaper or
journal to find some reference to th growing need fo more and better science
and mathematics instruction in our sc ()as. The situstion today is not unlike
that we experienced some 25 years ago when we raced with the Soviet Union in
attempts to explore space. The major difference is hat we are facing a

;
crisis that to a great extent results from our Natio is technological success.

Advances in science, medicine, and engineering have produced the
phenomenon of technological obsolescence; knowledge is out-of-date before it
can be incorporated into the curriculum of our Nation's schools. This
phenomenon presents challenges for school systems for, a scientific and
mathematical literacy far different from the demands of previous years. In
the wonderland in which we Iive, we find ourselves very much like Alice in her
Wonderland running just to stay in the same place. And as we have for every

'other major crisis that has confronted our society, we are again turning to
our educational system for a major initiative in seeking resolution to the
problem. .

The shortage of- qualified mathematics and science teacher's is identified
by.leaders in the education and business communities and by 1°631, State, and
Federal governing bodies as a critical problem and a national concern. The
problem is even-more serious than many realize.: What confront/3 us is not
merely anundersupplytf technologically proficient and knowledgeable
teachersbut a dwindling supply of qualified teachers that is componnded by
the absence of incentives to attract young people to-the teaching- profesiioni

- _

A solution to the teacher' supplydemand imbalance mathebatics and
Science Will not found without facing the broaderirroblems challenging the
schools, the profession, and teacher education. Relying on an issue-specific
panacea, ignoring the Complexities and interrelationships of. education in this.
country,4111 only serve to mask serious underlying problems that cry for
resolution. Without a doubt, it is time to dispel the myths and to identify
and disduss the realities of our educationmilsystem; 'Theni.and only ihemi.caa
we move to enact Appropriate reforms

The dilemma:we face has developed over a period of years. It has been
nourished by apathy, disinterest, and neglect by Government, schools,colleges
and universities,- the military, and our citizenry. .The price we'are paying_ii
the failure to maintain general scientific and mathematical literacy among the
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population at large; It is time to face the issue squarely, to rethink our
priorities, and_to reconceptualize our practices; It is time -t change and
for change. And It for onei_appiaud the National Institute of Education for
providing a forum for our deliberations.

THE MYTHS__AND__THE_RIALITIES

The theme of this conference is "Teacher Shortage in Science and
Mathematics: Myths, Realities, and Research." In addressing that theme, I
would like to frame my remarks around eight myths commonly associated with
teacher education, while realizing that in each myth, there is some reality
and that in each reality, there is some myth.

Myth: The Schools are Failing,

X

Reality: No other Nation serves so large or varied "a student population
as does this country, with more young people attending schoolf graduating from
high school, and matriculating to postsecOndary institutions.

Lawrence Cremin (Note I) calla the following figures "extraordinary
statistics:" 96 percent of our 16-year-olds; 90 percent.of our 17-year-olds
ftkle year after compulsory school attendance ends), and 83 perceat of our I8w
year-olds are in school. Eighty percent of our youth graduate from high
sehool,_and 65 to 70_percent_go on to some sort -of postsecondary education..
In Cremies view, although these remarkable numbers are taXingour methods,
approaches, goals, financial resources, and "confidence in our ability to
conduct a universal school system," we are providing a remarkably successful
education program.

Parallel_to these "extraordinary" nuibers, the schools have provided
access for alb young people in the society regardless of race, sex, or social
class; During the 1970's the proportion.of high school graduates among the
bIack'I8- to 24- year -old population increased from 60 to 70 percent; while for
the first timet_totai enrollment of females -in higher education 'grew faster
than that of males. (Dearman and Pliski, 1982, p. 130; 133). _Women in increas-
ing numbers_attended aChools of law, bilsiness, dentistry, and medicine. For
the first time, last falI's enrollment of women outnumbered men in the
Michigan State University Medical School;

During, the 1970'st the schools also helped in the assimilation of 12
million immigrants -- the largest wave of immigrants of any decade in American
history Piedgkinson, 1982). The sehoOla played a key_role_in assimilating
these_people into American society at the same time that the schools were
mainstreaming increasing numbers of handicapped children into regular;
classrooms, witha majority of all handicapped children spending fewer than 10.
hours per week in special education programs; The years between 1970 and 1980
were also noteworthy because of the success of the schools in providing "Lau
remedies". for bilingual Children, ending sex-rae:stereotyping in_materials
and textbooksi_increasing_the attention given to- career and vocational__
education) dealing_With the environmental education movement, and teaching the
Skills of active citizenship.
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Not only are the schools providing educati o more and more of the
population, but they are providing a_quality of e ation that has remained
remarkably constant across the past 10 years, despi h = infusion of new
populations and distractions. With the exception of the holastic Aptitude
Test (SAT), measurable qualities of students on other examinations have shown
remarkable consistency or slight gains; Hodgkinson points to the fact that
there have been no significant declines in the American College Testing
Program, the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test, or the Graduate Record
Examination results during that period of time. Indeed, since'1980, reading
scores have increased significantly in several major metropolitan areas, and
the- president of the College Board recently announced that "the long-term
decline in SAT scores has been halted by 1982 seniors". (Howard, 1983, p. 19).

The myth of failing schools just does not hold up under the scrutiny of
examination. The great challenge of conveying new scientific, technological,
and humanistic literacy during the coming decade can be met by the schools.
And if we enact appropriate school policies, the schools will again succeed.

Myth: There lire Already Too Many Teachers

Reality: Throughout the 1970's, there was a sutstantiat oversupply of new
teachers. However, college students have responded to the teacher surplus by

--enrolling in other fields of study.

The annual supply of newly qualified teacher graduates decreased from
314,000 In 1971. to 159,000 in 1980, creating a situation of shortages in
certain geographic regions and curricular areas (Frankel, 1982, pp. 71-92);
The most dramatic undersupply has been of mathematics and science teachers.
Recently, significant attention has been given to reductions in the number of
potential science -and mathematics teachers being prepared and their attrition
from careers in education to business and industry. Between 1970 and 1980,
there was a 77 percent decline nationwide in the number_of secondary
mathematics teachers prepared_and a 65 percent dedline_in the number_of
secondary science teachers being trained (Hurdi Note 2). In my own State of_
Georgia, for example, only 70-prospective mathematics teachers were graduated
from colleges and universities during the 1981-82 school year; Of these, only
'42 took classroom positions, with a dropout rate for the first year of 34
percent, or 14 new teachers. We anticipate that this number-will continue to
decline at a rate of 10 percent Az* annum;

A recent -study of experienced Mathematics and science teachers indicated
that nearly 30 percent_ were leaving the classroom for_other employment or
intended to do so in the near future (Renirisi Note 3). What_is_most
disturbing, however, is the National Science Teacher Association's finding
that younger teachers are leaVing the schools at a greater rate than older
teachers (Walton, 1982).

Additionally; collective bargaining agreeMents are taking their toll in
that they often result in the dismissal of newly hired mathematics and science
teachers under "last- hired, first-fired " _provisions. With the average age of
science- teachers being 41_(Kleini Note 4)- -some 8 years older than the mean of
all employed teachers--and young teachers leaving' the profession at an
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unprecedented rate,_we are -faced withan older faculty_and insufficient new
personnel entering for replacement. We are running out of time to prepare
replacements as these older teachers move closer to retirement;

Dramatic reductions in numbers of students being prepared as mathematics
emd science teachers and devastating_losses_ofyoung teachers to business and
industry_are only one dimension of the problem that we face.' Shortages -and
Ootential_shortages of teachers in_other_disciplines_are even_more. critical
because State and Federal policymakers,in their'rush to remedy perceived
scientific and technological inadequacies, are ignoring them;

A study by the Association of School; College and University Staffing
revealed that significant teacher shortages, exist not only in_mathematics,
chemistry, physics, earth sciencei_and data processing; but also in_industrial
arts, agriculture, learning disabilitiesl bilingual education, special
education (emotionally_disturbed), speech pathology/audiology,-and special
education for the multiply-handicapped ("Teacher Supply/Demand," 1982);
Obviously, these current shortages must be faced, but recognition must also be
given to other approaching teacher shortages; In FIeridai_for example, - -

foreign languages, language arts, elementary education, and special_children*e
education are the next areas in Which personnel vacancies are anticipated_ a
deepening shortage of qualified teachers for all areas
Schools; 1982):1982);

The shortage -of qualified teachers is real, and it is becoming more -;;

severe. As noted earlier, env:Ali-Dents in college and...University education -

programs have fallen from 317,254 in 1972 to 159,485 1:m1980,4.104s of almost
50 percent (Graybeal, 1981). Over one-half of all States repOrted unfilled
teaching positions between 1980 and 1982 (McGuire, Note 5)4

In predicting greater teacher shortages for the late 1980's; the National
Education Association reports that fewerof those prepared to teach Will
actually choose to do.so. (Now, some 75 percent .of the education graduates
actually_enter teaching.) In addition., many of those presently teaching will
find employment outside of the field, particularly when the general oversupply
of college graduates begins to drop in_therIate_1980's and weexperience_a
labor shortage /job surplus condition ("Teacher Dieand Has: Declined," 1982).
The National Center for Education Statistics supports this contention:With one
set of projections:that suggests that,_by_1985, the supply of new teachers
Will fill short of the demand by almost 15 percent a figure that may likely
continue to rise into the 1990's (Frankel, 1982 pp; 7192);

A number of factors have contributed -to the decline in enrolIthents_in
education; One is the teacher surplus of -the early 1970's and continuing
public perceptions of -an oversupply, coupled With the widespread belief_that
teacher education graduates are employed only in schools. These perceptions
contribute to negative attitudes of high school students in considering
teaching as a career. In 1981, only 3;5 percent of entering college students
expected to become elementary teachers, amd.only_2 percent expected to teach
on the secondary level (Guthrie and Zusman, 1982).
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Another factor contributing to declining enrollments in teacher education
programs is demographics; On the basis of the current high school population,
colleges and universities must prepare for a decline in the number of
postsecondary students; a situation that is expected to continue until the
late_1990's when enrollments will "once again surge" (Breneman, 1982). AA a
result, schools; colleges, and departments of education must compete with
other university programs for a limited number of students; Were the present
decline in teacher_ education enrollments paralleled by a decline in the
birthrate, there_might_be fewer_concerns for the future. The reality;
however,.is that the birthrate began to rise in'1978 due to childbearing among
postWorld War II "baby_booe_children. The consequence is an upturn in
elementary enrollments beginning -this year andi thereforei_increases in -

secondary school enrollments beginning in 1989 (Guthrie and Zusman, 1982).

Recent declines in the number of students electing_ careers as mathematics
or science teachers; ana in some cases. in other disciplines, have forced
universities to close smaller teacher preparation programs; Only 600 of our
1,350 teacher preparation institutions currently graduate mathematics teachers
(Mathematics_ Teacher_Shortagei, 1982; Note 6). Even when a university
recognizes the need -for a teacher education_programi it cannot implement the
program Without an initially sufficient number of students and a_ commitment of
external funds. Consequently; limited numbers of students who choose a_
college or university_ without consideration of its teacher education offerings
will find that there is no program for them.'

One segment of the-teaching force that is increasingly disturbed by these
enrollment trends is Black-educators. According to Equal Education
Opportunity Commission data reported by Witty (1982), from 1975 to 1978 the
percentage of Blacks 1mA:school positions (teaching and nonteaching) fell from
12.9 to 12.3 percent. In addition to overall enrollent reductions; Witty
identifies_a series of contributing faciOrs: job losses resulting from
desegregation efforts, expanded minority employment opportunitiesj decline in
the quality of elementary and secondary school-education for Blacks, -and
testing and screening practices for entry into education programs and for
initial certification;

Concerns about the quality ;of teaching as a profession; institutional
retrenchment, and expanding professional opportunities for women. and
minorities have resulted in a significant reduction in the pool of potential
teacher candidates. _Rigorous recruitment strategies must be implemented to
bring:these persons back into the profession.

The Classroom

Reality: The placement of unprepared individuals in classrooms through
emergency certification is all toe commonplace. In Pennsylvania last year,
some 1,300 waivers were awarded, while in Ohio the number was at least four
times greater.

Awarding emergency certificates is bad_education policy and an
inappropriate response to the shortage problem. State certification
requirements serve the essential purpose of establishing criteria for
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determining minimum standards of preparation for elementary and secondary
school teachers. The_ requirements are designed to protect children from
unprepared and unqualified teachers. _While granting that there are teachers
in the classroom Who have met the -Minimum requirements for certification and
who are not performing satisfactorily, the danger of increasing_ these_ numbers
by waiving minimum standards is frightening. Can we afford to take that
chance? Indeed, can we have both a commitment to educational excellence and
encourage the placement of untrained teachers in our schools?

According to a survey conducted last year by the National Science Teachers
Association, 50 percent of newly employed secondary mathematics and science
teachers were considered unqualified by their principals (Walton, 1982) Such
a statistic is unacceptable. Although bright, caring arts and science
graduates are available, we are compelled to ask if they are qualified to
teach. Our first question must be, have they chosen to teach because they did
not meet the requirements for employment in their own fields of preparation?
Then we must further inquire: Do they know about sequencing of content or
curriculum development? Do they know about test construction or the
interpretation of standardized tests? Do they know about learning theory or
understand how to manage.a class of 30 unique individuals who come from
diverse-backgrounds or who do not want to learn? Do they know about diagnosing
various handicapping conditions or developing appropriate educational
programs? Do they have a repertoire of teaching methods, instructional
strategies, and resources to use in various situations and with different
children?

If certification standards need modification because they are
inappropriate or unworkable, it is the responsibility of State government* the
profession, and teacher preparation institutions to review these:standardmand
develop the necessary revisions. Abandoning a_system designed to- assure
.minimumt standards in order tai accommodate a quick solution not only does not
solve the problem, but also weakens the entire educational system;

Myth: If We Pay Enough, We Will Get The Teachers

Reality: Compensation for teaching is much lower than it should be, but
simply raising salaries is no guarantee that schools can attract an adequate
number of qualified candidates. Although teacher candidates continue to be
attracted to teaching for a variety of intrinsic reasons, the significant
decrease in the buying power of teachers' salaries during the 1970's made it
imperative to address the "conditions of practice." The" problem__ is that

simple adjustment in beginning teachers' salaries, particularly for teachers
of science and mathematics, will not make those salaries competitive with
other sectors.

According to the National EducatiomAssociation, the 1980=81 average
starting salary for public secondary school teachers was *11,758. In
Comparison, a graduate of a 4-year college degree program in engineering can
earn 02,368; in accounting, $16,980; in chemistry, *19,536; and in computer
science, 00,364 (Guthrie and 2usman, 1982). Although one can easily make a,
case for teachers' drawing similar salaries, school districts simply cannot
outbid business and industry for personnel. Matching the minimum salary
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offered by industry would necessitate doubling most school_ districts'
personnel budgets; With the current administration proposing a 30 percent
reduction in Federal support for education and many States reporting
additional cuts in State aid) it is unrealistic to expect that major
adjustments can be implemented; particularly in economically distressed States
and regions.

Since school districts- cannot outbid business and industry for teachers on
the basis of salaries, it is proposed_that_they join forces. Given the fact
that the attrition of practicing teachers is a reality and fewer and fewer
teachers are making teaching along -term career) we are suggesting a series of
strategies to effect needed reforms.

Nearly 60 percent of those initially employed as teachers eventually take
employment in other occupations. Many view this fact as a problem. With -some/
imagination this situation could be turned into a genuine resource for both /

school_and prospective employers. American business and industry; and
education_policymake s in particular) must be made aware of the importance of
well-qualified teachers and of_the consequences to our communities; States, /

and Nation of unqualified teachers.

Partnerships of schools_and businesses -need to be formed. Business and/
industry could continue their practice of hiring recent graduates of
mathematics and science teacher education programs, but they could then_plece
them in public schools during the first 3 to 5 yearis of their employment th
their company or on a part-time basis during a similar period. During s era
the companies could provide employment and /or support for further educati n;
Various tax incentive packages can be considered to put this option; deve oped
by my colleague John Sandberg of Western Michigan University) into place/

If economic realities_ dictate that teachers'_ salaries may not be_able to
compete with those offered by industry) a variation of the first option/is to
explore ways to provide teachers with meaningful summer employment
opportunities. Legislation introduced last year in the House of
Representatives and the Senate suggested a tax credit for those businesses
providing mathematics and science teachers with summer jobs. This concept
could be broadened to encompass teachers in all disciplines; and rather than
placement in just business or industry settings; colleges and universities
might be encouraged to hire teachers for summer assignments._ Museums; think-
tankS)_libraries;_and State and local governments could) with modest
incentives, provide teachers with meaningful summer jobs. These_ collaborative
efforts between business and education would notonlyoffer teachers work
during summer vacations, they would also expand industry's personnel pool and
increase teachers' contact with the practical application of skills and
knowledge;

Further; we must address the professional growth of classroom teachers
through appropriate inservice activities that will contribute to both their
subject matter knowledge and professional growth. We musedevelop_and deliver
inservice programs that address both academic_and professional needs.
Incentives for States to conduct programs with school districts and
institutions of higher education are appropriate. The National Science
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Foundation's model of summer institutes for elementary_and secondary_ school
teachers is a viable option. These institutes could also provide retraining
for those former teacher graduates who are currently not employed as teachers
by enabling them_with_additional preparation to move into high school
positions in mathematics and science.

urge that we consider ways of developing a support system for new
teachers as they move from the college or university into a classroom setting;
Cooperative_ programs between institutions of higher education and school
districts should beinitiated to provide entry-year mentoring and support
programs for first -- year teachers. Teachers in all subject areas should be
given reduced teaching loads to permit their effective development as
beginning teachers:

ThenvironMent for instruction should be made conducive to learning and
teaching. We-_shouId provide our teachers and schools With adequate laboratory
facilities and teaching materials. Although 95 percent of academic time is
spent With instructional materials, less thin one cent per dollar is spent for
textbooks and similar materials(Science_and Mathematics in -the Schools, Note
7); Additionally, teachers need. to be given some reprieve from the myriad of.
noninstructional duties that deplete their, energy and reduce their actual
teaching time. Clerical and laboratory assistance should be made available to
take over such duties and free teachers to do the job for which they were
employed.

Many classroom conditions contribute to teacher dissatisfaction and
"burnout," according to Dean D. Corrigan, past president of the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) and Dean of the College
of Education at Texas A&M University:

We can mandate competency tests, evaluate and screen
candidates and prepare our teachers with the, latest
knowledge and skill, but if we then place them in work
situations where they cannot use this knowledge and skill
we will merely produce more candidates for the teacher
drop-out list....The critical point is that conditions for
professional practice do not exist Widely, either
financtAlly or psychologically for the teacher today. Our
efforts as professional "teachers of teachers" will fail
unless we can create more favorable conditions in which our
graduates can practice -their newly acquired knowledge and
skill (Corrigan, Note 8).

The conditions of practice significantly affect our ability to recruit and
retain sufficient numbers of qualified teachers; We have high expectations of
our teachers: superb academic preparation from the schools of arts and
sciences, strong professional preparation and sufficient supervised
experiences in the classroom, and_expertise in the latest in science and
technology. Yet, we supply out-of-date equipment and materials ani pay
education professionals far lesa than others With similar backgrounds andt
preparation. May are we surprised when these people choose not to remain in
the classroom?
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iytthz___TeachIng-I-s-Just-a-Watter- of -Common Sense

Reality: Teaching ie a highly complex process requiting persons of
exceptional knowledge and skill. The myth seems based onthe_donVentiehal
idea that teaching is a simple didactic process of, conveying knowledge to
learners and -that any_reasonably intelligent person with proficiency or skill
in a selected discipline or subject can be effecti4e in accomplishing this
objective. Unfortunately, the belief was given added credence by selected
researchers in the early-1970's. Their resits were interpreted as indicating
that teachers made little if any difference -in student learning. Today that
attitude results in various study groups and commissions proposing_that
graduates with baccalaureate degrees in arts and_sciences be dent into
classrooms to learn "on the job" without any professional preparation.

The research of the past decade on teaching performance related to Student
learning has shown that different teachers can generate significant
differences in young children's learning of the basic ills--particularly in
reading and mathematics. Teacher educators have been examining these basic
differences in the research of Berliner, MacDonald, Stallings, Gage, Brophy,
Good, Biddle, and others and attempting to fashion appropriate piofessional
preparation programs. Smith and his colleagues in Florida are looking at the
roles and functions of teacher as teacher, teacher as person, and teacher as
professional. Each of these roles is then divided into other content areas.
For example, the role of teacher as teacher is divided into the follo4ing
categories: (1) diagnosis; (2) instructional planning; (3) instructional
management; (4) observation; and (5) interpersonal relationS. The Florida
model assumes that candidates for teaching need to know the undergirding
research base and be able to practice effectively the identified knowledge and
behaviors (Handbook of the Florida Performance Measurement System, 1982).

Teaching is a complex process, and beginning teachers must have far more
than just common sense when they begin to. practice the_art4nd science of
teaching; While teachers need to be well educated in liberal and general
studies, AACTE's forthcoming !- :inning Teacher
also argues that all beginning teachers must demonstrate specific forms of
knowledge: (1) knowledge of learners--their individual differences and
special learning needs and styles of learning; (2) knowledge of teaching
methods, including differentiated instruction and classroom management; (3)
k of/ledge of resources appropriate for specific learning levels and the use of
a de variety of teaching tools, including computer-aided instruction; (4)
knowledge of evaluation, including the validation and interpretation of tests;
(5) knowledge of education setting, the nature of the school as an- institution,
and the ability to work with parents; and (6) knowledge of the profession of
teaching and the ethics that guide it.

Professionally prepared persons should be able to sequence content and
develop appropriate curriculums, construct tests and interpret tandardized
scores, effectively manage_a class of 30 unique individuals, di gnose various
handicapping conditions and develop appropriate individualized rogramsi
undetatand the laws that shape the rights of both learner and teacher, and
poSadas_a_repertoire_of_instructional strategiesto use in various situations
and with different children. These tasks are only some of theadteqUited in
the most complex of human occupations--that of teaching.

I
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Myth: Teacher Education Students Are Not Very Smart

Reality: Substantial publicity has been given to studies of high school
students indicating that those who are conside;ing teaching careers have lower
test scores and grade point averages than -coil ifte bound students as a group.
From this publicity it has been generalized that all students enrolled in
College or university teacher education programs,'or, furthermore, those who
complete the programs, are substantially less academically able than students
in other discipline8.

In 1982 students admitted into teacher education programs as college
juniors scored an average of 866 on SAT's taken_2 years previously as high
school seniors (Accreditation Data Hank, Note_9)_._ Although lower than the
mean SAT scores for All students, this score is higher_than SAT's reported in
1979 for education-bound students. On-the ACT, also administered to high_
sdhooI seniors and used for college adiission, 1982 college juniors entering
teacher education programs scored about the mean high school score; Taken
together) these data suggest that students planning- careers in education are
neither academically superior nor inferior to other students;

Admission to teacher education programs is not made casually. Students
must meet university requirements'and complete a program of general studies
with an acceptable grade-point average prior to beginning their professional
preparation; Many universities require that potential teacher education
students). in addition to_having the academic credentialsi_pass_entry or
preprofessional tests prior to admission -to the program (Sandefur, Mete 10).
A recent study, conducted by_AACTE (Note -93 revealed that_ junior_
admitted for the 1981-82 school year into a teacher education program in as
sample of 200 institutions, carried a 2;8 grade point average in general
education courses; This survey also indicated that the average CPA of June
1982 education graduates was 340, higher than minimum institutional
requirements but consistent with GFA's of students entering the program.
Together) grade point averages -and ACT scores suggest that the abilities of
education_ students entering -and completing a teacher preparation program are
equal to those of students in many other fields of study;

This information does not ignore the fact that the pool of talented
students who express interest in teaching as a Career has diminished.

'Schlechty and Vance (Note 11) have reported that the current teaching pool is
not only smaller, but is also characterized by an absence of the large number
of very academically able, particularly: women and flacks; The itisue is not,
as Schlechty and Vance correctly point out, lower standards for entry into
teacher education programs; rather, it is a recruitment and retention
problem. Average students are electing teaching as a career because we grant
the profession barely average status and below-average salaries. It id
essential that we begin to search out good people and provide incentives for
them to enter and remain in the profession.
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Mytl:_res6her_Education Students -Spend All Their Time in Professional
Education_Clurses

Reality: Candidates for secondary school positions in mathematics and
science take a highly rigorous college program--much of it in science or
mathematics. Typically, a teacher preparation program is made up of four
components: a solid foundation_in general education in arts and sciences
including basic skills; advanced or specialized_ study in one or more academic
subjects; professional education courses-in methods, theories of learning, and
foundational studies; and a student teaching experience.

Preliminary data from an AACTE survey of some 100 schools of education
reveal a wide range of semester hour requirements for secondary teacher
education programs in mathematics and science (Study of Science and
Mathematics Education Programs, Note 12) For teacher candidates, general
education_ requirements range" from 37 to 61 semester hours of a typical 120-130
semester hour program. Students specializing in mathematics education are
required_to take an average of 33 additional semester hours of specialized
mathematicscourses. Those_in_science education must take an average of 41
additional hours in specialized science courses.

In this same sample, professional education courses averaged only 25
semester hours of the total mathematics or science education candidate's
coursework, with student teaching consuming almost one half o,f these hours.
The range of professional coursework is consistently smaleer than for general
education and academic specialization categories (Note 12). This survey
reported that, while all candidates are enrolled in a teaching experience;
schools -of education are requiring_ significant semester hours of additional
school-based experiences. The reality is_that pedagogical studies consume
only a minor portion -of the secondary mathematics and science education
candidate's undergraduate preparation.

To illustrate this further, the teacher education programs of three
different institutions are depicted in Exhibits 1, 2, and 3; The institutions
involved are typical of those preparing teachers: one is a large land grant
institution, another a major producer of teachers and former normal school,
and the third is a small liberal arts college with a quality teacher education
program.

While one_ purpose in depicting programs_ of -study for mathematics -and
science education candidates is to refute the image of students spending
inordinate periods of time in professionalprograms,:another"Purpose is to
point up a problem in the preparation received; namely, in a major in
mathematics or science, there is little in the college curriculum that can be
directly applied to the teaching of high school algebra or biology. Indeed,
it should be recognized that the very advanced subject matter training given,
these students ma inadvertently serve as a disincentive for them to enter
secondary classrooms.
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Ekhibit 1

Mathematics Education Major'S,Requirements
(Large Land Grant: Institption)

General Studies

I. MathPhilosophy . . . 6 hrs.
II. Physical Sciences (required) 6 hrt.

III. Biological Sciences (required) 6 hrs.
IV. Foreign Languages , 6 hrs.
V. Humanities; Literature and the Arts 6 hrs.

VI. History (required) 6 hrs.
VII. Social Sciences (required) 6 hrs.

VIII. Behavioral Sciences 6 hrs.

Special Preprofessional Studies
(20 semester hours)

Freshman English , 6 bra.
Communications and Husranities__. 3 hrs;

From English, Communicatans, Humanities, Journalism,
Philosophy; Religion, and Speech.
Three -hours must be literaturei:

SP 181 Basic Pdblic Speaking
or

COM 101 Introduction to Communications 3 bra;
BI0110 Introduction to Human Biology and Health

or
.HFR 145 Concepts in Health and Fitness

or
NFS 101 Food and Nutrition for_Man 3 lira.

PSY 100 Introduction to Psychology 4 hrS.

Professional Education
(27 semester hours)

i

EDP 202 Human Development and Learning 3 hrs.
EDU 203 Teaching Exceptional Learner in Regular

Classroom 3 hrs.
EDF 301 Education in American Culture 3 hrs.
EDC 344 Principles and Techniques of Teaching in the

Secondary School 3 hrs.
EDC 521 Materials and Methods in Teaching Mathematics in

Secondary Sdhool 13 lire;

EDC 356 Student Teaching in Mathematics 12 hrs;

Advanced or Specialized Study in Mathematics

Students majoring in secondary mathematics will select one of the folloWing
three programs:

Plan One: Mathematics major of 30 hours and any minor listed.
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Plan Two:

Plan Three:

Exhibit 1 (continued)

Mathematics major of
each chosen from the

Attronomy_
*Biological Scienck;
Chemistry_
Computer Science
Earth Science

30 hours and two fields of
following Support Areas:

Economics
Drawing.Engineering r

PhySics
Statistics

12 hours

Mathematics
areas

of 30 hours and any tftbitation of 24
_

hours from reas related to mathematics such as (courses in
other areas may be selected with advisoen-apprOvtal--

Astronomy
*Biological SCience
Chemistry_
Computer Science
Earth Science

Economics
Engineering Drawing
PhysiCS
Statistics

Major in Mathematics (30 hours) (MA 122 may not Le part of 30hours majorY

Required:

MA 113
or

MA 115
or

MA 117

MA 114
or

MA 116
or

MA 118

MA 213
or

MA 215
or

MA 217

MA 341

Calculus I

Elementary Analysis I (Honors Math) 4 hrs.

Differential Calculus

Calculus II

Elementary Analysis it

Integral Calculus

Calculus III

Elementary Analysis IIIr

Calculus of Several Variables

Topics in Geometry

4 hrs;

4 hrs.

3 hrs.

*Biology 110 may not be used as one of the courses in the Support Area.
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Strongly Recommended:.
. Introduction to Number Theory 3 i-s.

Linear Algebra 3 hri.
Elementary Modezn Algebra I 3 hrs.
Elementary Set Theory and Numbers

System ' 3 hrs.

Electives: (to be selected with the aid.of an advisor)

MA 261
MA 262
MA 361
MA 371

Eichtbit 1 (continued)

MA 214 Calculus IV 3 hit.
or

215 Calculus for Mathematics Majors IV

351 Elementary Topology I 3
El

hr
352 ementary Topology II_ 3 he.
362 "Elementary Modern- Algebra II 3 hid.
410G Mathematics for Edonomics

.

3 hrs.
411G Models in Mathematical Biology 3 hrs.
4150 Graph Theory 3 hrs
441G Geometry 1' 3 hrs.
442G Geometry II_. _. 3 bra.
471G Advanced Calculus I 3 htd.
472G Advanced Calculus II 3 hrs.
481G Differential Equations 1 3 hrs.
501 Seminar ..in Selected Topics 3 hrs.
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Eichibit 2

Science Education major's mottekears
(Large State College)

41,

In addition to general Atddies and requirements for the Teacher Education
Program, science teaCher Candidates must complete the following program:

Szience_Teaching-Waler-(Minittiti of Si de hOUrsj'.

This major may be added to the Secondary /ndtructional License; its
coverage is grades 9-12. Students who elect to complete a Secondary Science
License are required to take three components as part of:the Science Major:
These components are gee al requirements, one primary area, and one supporting
area. The primary and supporting areas include the following: hiology,
chemistry, earth space science, general sciencei.matheiatics, physical
Science, and physics.

. _

Prerequisite courses for the Science Major -may be taken as part'of this
General Education category of_electiVed. In addition -to these requirements;
students must complete a_two-hOUr_methOdd course in the primary areaand a two-
hour methods course in the supporting area;

General Requirements (I2,semester hoors)

Any combination of -the; courses listed below will fulfill this requirement
with the stipulation that_eadh course iti_selected from a different
discipline; (Courses_used to satisfy this requirement may not also be used to
satisfy requirements in the primary or supporting areas.)- Waditry 105-3
hrs:; 105L--1 hr. or 107--4 hrs;; Geography add Geology 111-311rs, (IIIL--1
hr. recommended) or 113--3 hrs: (113L--1 hr. recommended); Life Sciences
101--3 hrs.; IOIL--1 hr.; Physics 105--4 hrs. or 205-5 hrs.

Students must complete two self-paced instructional modules concerned with
drugs and nutrition or an approved substitute.

Primary and Supporting Areas

Students who elect a Science Major With primary or supporting areas in
biology (life sciences), chemistry, earth space Science (geography and
geology), mathematics (only when physics or chemistry is a primary or
supporting area), and physics will find these areas described under their
respective departments. General Science and Physical Science curriculums are
below:

, rik
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inhibit 2 (continued)

General Science primary Area (24 semester hours)

Required courses:

Chemistry 106-3 hrs., 106L-1 hr.; Life Sciences 102--3 hrs., 102L-1 hr.;
Physics 106--4 hrs.; Geography and Geology 152-3 hrs.; 153-3 hrs. or 354--3
hrs.; 314--3 hrs. or 468 -3 hrs. or 470--3 hrs. Approved elective-3 hrs.

General Science Supporting Area (18 semester hours)

Required courses:

chemistry 106--3 hrs.; 106L --1 hr.; Physics 106--4 hra.4, Life Sciences
102--3 hrs., 102L-1 hrik_Geography and Geology 314--3 hrs. or 315-3 hrs. or

-1468-3 hrs.-or 470--3 hrs. Approved elective-3 hrs.

Students_ completing this primary or supporting area should elect Chemistry
105 and Physics 105 from the general requirements.

Required courses:

Chemistry 106--3 hrs., 106L-1 hr. or 108--4 hrs.; 321--4 hrs. or
351-3 hrs., 351L-1 hr. and 352--3 hrs., 352L-1 hr.; Geography and Geology
314-3 hrs. or 315-3 hrs.; 468--3 hrs. or 470--3 hrs.; Physics 206--5 hrs.;
340--5 hrs.

Physical Science SupportingArea (15 semester hours)

Required courses:

Chemistry 106-3 hrs., 106L-1 hr.; 351--3 hrs., 351L-1 hr.; Physics
106-4 hrs.; Geography and Geology 314" -,hrs. or 315-3 hrs. or 468--3 hrs.
or 470-3 hrs.

Students completing thiS primary or supporting area should, elect Chemistry
105 and Physics 105 from the general requirements.



Exhibit 3

Mathematics_ Education Majoes_Requirements
(Small Liberal Arts C011ege)

In addition to general studies; a teacher education ma
take the following program:

. Course
Number

s required to

Semester
Hours

Mt 115 'Introduction to Com uter Programming
Mt 210 Calculus andiAnalyt cal Geometry I, II .

Mt 211
Mt 212
Mt 213
Mt 310
Mt 320
Mt 120

or
Mt 370
Mt 371

.

CalcUlus and Analytical Geometry III; IV

Abstract Algebra
Geometry
Applied Statistic/a

Theory of Probab Iity and Statistics I,

Mt 401 Seminar I, II ( erview of Mathematics)
Mt 402
Ed 316 Secondary Educa ion (Math)
Ed 417 Student Teachi- : Secondary

Mt 160
Mt 311
Mt 321
Ed 204
PS 221
Ps 315
SEd 31
Ed 323
Rd 318
Ed' 316
Ed 362

Ed
Ed
Ed

3
- 4

4
4
4

3
3

3
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Should we not examine the curriculum in light of building depth for the
subjects to be_taught? It seems important that the academic requirements for
secondary teachers be reviewed toward_ recommending more emphasis on general
science or,mathematics courses and additional supervised classroom
experience. We do not_nedd to- prepare all of our graduates to teach in a
talented and gifted school or to teach,calcUlus or advanced genetics; what we
need are teachers who can introduce mathematical and scientifiC concepts to_
secondary school students and prepare them for more advanced collegiate work
or to compete successfully for more technologically demanding jobs.

Schools of education are prepared to cooperate with others within the
higher education community to consider_the appropriate preparation of
teachers. We would encourage the participants in this conference to recommend
that some Federal dollars be set aside to accomplish this Objective.

One option is to provide a series of modest discretionary grants to
schools. of education to Stimulate faculty- within education and departments of
mathematics and science to develop the following_materlaIsi771)_viabie
recruitment strategies; (2) new curriculum forthe preparation of middle'
school. junior high, and senior high school science and mathematics teachers;
(33 accompanying instructional and/or software programs and materials; (4)
inservice_or staff development programs for practitioners in -both subject
matter -and teacher education; and (5) faculty development programs to
sensitize college_ personnel to these problems and needs. This type of grant
programwith monies targeted to deans of education and deans of arts and
science to be used for cooperative programs--coUld achieve major reform at
mcdest costs.

Many schools of education have been forced to reduce faculty lines in
science and mathematics education because of low program enrollments. Failure
to generate sufficient credit hours warrants the elimination of courses and
entire departments. Resources are needed to preserve faculty and programs in
areas of low enrollment and high need and to support new or innovative
programs that may initially attract small to modest numbers of students; In
some instances, schools of education are also confronted with :he problem of
retaining high quality mathematics and science faculty who are now very
marketable as industrial trainers at appreciably higher salaries. Finding
monies to add to their salaries (for full-yeir employment) or to provide
additional benefits is very difficult and may result in the continuing-
attrition of faculty in these areas of high need--a problem not given
Sufficient attention by those concerned with this Issue.

Y.

Reality: Different solutions are needed for different problems. Xbr
instance, the solutions that address the shortages of mathematics tea era at
the high sihool level (i.e., finding technically and pedagogically co etent- ---
teachers to teach high school calculus) are not the sami-dAtthsite-the will
alleviate the problem of inadequate mathematics education At the eleientary
level. Mist of the solutions that have been posed in this and preVious
conferences have focused on the former problem (enlarged to include the
problem of attracting physics and chemistry teachers) and have neglected the
problem of dealing with the shortage of qualified mathematics and science
teachers for the elementary grades.
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Shamos (1982) reports that there are several studies that both document
and address -,the problem of unqualified or underqualified elementary school
teachers; He indicates that this is a particular problem because it is in the
elementary grades -that much -can be accomplished. As Shamos notes; in the
"formative elementary school years, when minds are so receptive to new ideas,
and before their patterns of thinking have become fixed, it should be possible
to develop a foundation in science that will remain_a permanent part of the
individual's intellectual life" (Shamos, 1982, p. 7).

Science education prior to the secondary school experience is critical
because it provides the foundation for subsequent scientific understanding._
Attention must be given to our elementary schools where boys and girls develop
attitudes toward science; mathematics; and technology. A school's empb*sis on
mathematics -and science -is influenced by student and parental attitud,,P, as
well as by district or -State program requirements. We need to find to
reinforce positive attitudes. Mathematics is "most popular" amore. 48 percent
of third graders but declines to 18 percent in the_12th grade. nc.e. students
indicate that.. they do not see any real use for mathematics in their lives.
Science courses are even more widely disliked, and the_negativeattitude is

-acquired early; by the end of the third grade, almost -half of the students_
have no desire for more science, and that percentage is constant through the
12th grade (Forbes, Note 13).

Generally, lack of interest in mathematics and science is reflected by the
quantity of school subject offerings. In the elementary grades, which have 25
hours of instruction weekly, less than 4 hours is devoted to mathematics and
less than 1 hour to science (Forbes, N9te 13) Condequently, the attitudes of
today's high school students were forged over e'decade ago.

The absenge of qualified teachers at the elementary lever presents a real
dilemma to thos who prepare teachers: to, continue to prepaie elementary
teachers to be responsible for the total educational experiences or to prepare
subject matter_specialists for the elementary grades. Simple solutions will
not resolve- this dilemma. 'More creative ways are needed to help elementary
school teachers gain competence and confidence for teaching science and
mathematics and to support them, through appropriate means; throughout their
careers;

School-based science specialists, system -wide curriculum supervisors,
inservice workshops; equipment purchases, anJ curriculum development efforts
are found in many school systems; but they are usually directed toward
improving secondary school instruction. The success: of such approaches has
been varied; but little- attention has been given to improving science
instruction at presecondary levels. While it ishoped Ott some of the
extended programs of professional preparation for elementary school teachers
will address this problem at the preservice stage, better means of supporting
the practicing teacher must also be found.

One idea that holds promise calls for the development of an interactive
video capability andithe parallel developtent of instructional units in
science to "transport" resources into kindergarten through sixth grade
classrooms via the new technologies. Teams of subject matter scholars;
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practitioners, educational development specialists, and production personnel
could develop units in science. Through their efforts and available
technology, teachers could draw on this data base to enrich piograms and/or to
provide direct instruction in concepts of science (Sandberg and Bosco, 1983).
Such a practice could improve the ability of teachers to help elementary _

school children gain greater technological and science awareness during the
formative years.

Both short-term and long-term strategies must be reviewed and considered
within the larger context of ensuring competence and excellence of teachers.
I believe that the concerns that we have argue for the need for a
Comprehensive personnel development policy that would ensure that preparation
of sufficient numbers of qualified teachers_to meet current and future
demand-7.a comprehensive policy that_would address recruitment into the
profession, the_qUality of preparation, the nature of the_classroom_setting in
which we place these teachers, the necessary support services for them, and
retention in the profession. We need a national policy to be a model for
addressing future personnel shortages in a rational manner. Collaborative -

Federal -and State partnerships must -be forged that_will make the best use of
combined resources in developing and implementing innovative responses to
changing conditions in the profession.

CONCLUSION

The shortage of qnaIified_mathematics and science teadhers is critical.
Making do adwth an"aleost qualified" mathematics or science teacher, reducing
graduation requirements because student achievement has fallen, or introducing

-scores of remedial courses for college freshmen' only compounds the problem.
Shifting responsibility from elementary to secondary schools, from secondary
schools to the colleges, from the colleges to the teaChersi from the teachers
to the nature of their working environment 4s no solution. We all share the
responsibility; now it is time to identify integrated strategies and develop
coordinated efforts.

SUMMARY-OF-PROPOSALS

I propose that if we are to effect lasting improvements in education, we
must engage in dialogue and research directed at ,- following goals.

_Develop programs and teChniquea _ - --

students to attract them itte teaching. Specialiittention can be given to
attracting prospective teachers to areas of shortage and projected shortages.
TO accomplish this goal, it is necessary to enlist the support and_effOrts of
practitioners, community and business leaders, and our colleagues in the arts,.
sciences, teChnologyi and business on our own campuses.

eneral education
other than the traditional ways.

Some attention must be given to the literacy of the general public, rather
than merely emphasizing courses and knoWledge required for or leading_to a
major in the_subject being_studied._ The ezpectation of the colleges for
entering proficiency must be- related__ to the necessary foundation for college
atudy._ General education, then, must be considered in light of the general
knowledge that an educated citizen should possess.
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Strengthen the support areas for science_and_mathematica. Science and
mathematics cannot be studied in isolation. Knowledge of the humanities and
social_sciences becomes_a tool for reasoning, communicating, and making
ethical decisions.__To_ignore the relationships between mathematics and
science and other disciplines deprives theengineer, the mathematician; and
the, scientist the breadth of knowledge necessary to become a fully productive
and contributing citizen.

Change attitudes toward the study of science and mathematics. To
emphasize the study of mathematics and science at'the secondary school lever
to the neglect of the earlier grades may contribute to the negative attitudes
and the element of fear of many young people toward these subjects; That fear
and those attitudes provide a type of immunization for interest in the
subjects. The_auxiety; fear, and attitudes can be changed if concerted
efforts are made to develop understanding and a_conceptual framework on which
to base the -study of science and mathematics_and_to build confidence in the
ability to learn, to deal with, and to work in these areas.

Ettourage-teather-educators-to-explore deviations from current patterns of
teather-education to accommodate new-needs -and challenges. Some of the
restraints to change in teacher education are imposed by tradition, accredi-
tation, and certification; Authoritzation, recognition; and encouragement for
reconceptualizing traditional practices used in the preparation of teachers
can release the knowledge; the experience; the imagination; and the energy
necessary to initiate new, exciting, and effective models. Consideration
should be given to establishing a:national academy or institute for the study
of teacher education to reflect the strength of knowledge available concerning
teacher education;_to encourage research in the areas of teacher education ;.
and to provide training opportunities for teacher educators.
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DISCUSSION OF
TEACHER EDUCATION: CURRENT CONDITIONS

James Kelly, Dean of the College of Education,
University of Pittsburgh

1

I feel obliged at the outset to express an extraordinary compliment to
Dr. Anne Flowers for her willingness to.address'a topic of such enormous
concern and consternation. The_task is immense, amhitioubi and challenging.
It is as- if one were. pursuing the horizomor, to ahange_the_figure, trying_to'
gather theocean_in a teacup. _Although the effort may bethoroughly engaging- -
pursuing the horizon or gatheLing the oceanAn a teacup--and exhil9ating, it
is unlikely to ha4e salutary outcomes.

At first reading, the draft I had_was about 40 pages Iong_and in some
instances my marginal notes far exceeded the text, which would suggest it was
somewhat provocatiSe. I was inclined to express my thoughts in the language
of Plato's "Theaetetus." He said, "I am amazed when I think about such
things. By the gods I am. I keep asking what things mean, and sometimes my
mind almost becomes dizzy with the contemplation of them."

There are several difficulties in addressing myths, as Dr. Flofeers hat
attempted to do. First, myths_often arise because of at least partial
truths. Some events and experiences created or coottibuted to the belief in
them so that it takes careful-analysis of the parts that are true; as well as
the parts that are false; to dispel the myth effectively.

Second, a belief may assume the label of myth, not only by being felee but
by being widely believed. So_as we address myths, we must recognize the
necessity ofunusually effective arguments to effect change in4a belief system
that has such wide adherence. r

My concern Is that Dr.. Flowers' analyses of the eight beliefs she labels
"myths" may not adequately address these two points. She. rarely acknowledges'
the at Ieast partial truth -in the myth so the analyses are often incomplete,
and_the arguments used to dispel the myth often seem arguments designed for an
audience that has already rejected the myth.

To put this another way, in giving only a one-sentence characterization of
each myth, the author fails to explain the content and arguments of the_myths--
she4Ourports to dispel. This makes it difficult to-determini exactly what is
being refuted. Aid the refutations presented as reality are composed of
fairly standard recitals of teacher education institutions' rationales for the
most part. They do not adequately address the issues and problems of science
and mathematics teacher preparation.

The proposals at the end seen -to- ve no apparent connection Mith the
myths and_realities surveyed in the- ody of the paper, and severe
souto_berendgoodbutsemathar -of
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A second observation: As stated by C;(1, :or; the problems confronting
teacher _education and the preparation ri tl'a:..1...7**P are complex and cannot be
resolved in simple ways._ Yet t;7..fi aunoP goes or. to be prescriptive in areas
where flexibility and alternative actions appear,to be feasible.

Although some problems are national; t solutions in most cases must be
regional :-Yr. area-specific. For example, o r area,j3ittsburgh in Pennsylvania- -
Pittsburgh is losing population while the Southwest is growing. Some areas
have high unemployment, even among the educated; while others have stable and
growing employment. And some areas nr districts have older teachers rapidly
moving toward retirement, while others have very young teachers looking for
other options.

The_problem posed is real. The solutions based upon the author's
perceptions_ appear as partial_and limited. Yet the author has set forth a set
of ideas which can be examined, revised* expanciedi r..d clarified. These-tasks
would be helped immeasurably if more informed 1.y_a more colaplete_grasp of
history and -the relevant research literature. This is a,strong bias of mine;
the necessity to put things in historical perspective.

Albin Dunes Winspear, when he was at Wisconsin, wrote a book, The_Genesta
of Plato's _Thought, and he began the book with a statement from an
anthropologist, E.B. Tyler. It is an awkward sentence:

To ingenious attempts to explain in the light of reason
that which needs the light of history for its full meaning,
much of the learned nonsense of the world has indeed been
doomed.

I think the inLght of E.B. Tyler's is one that we can honor n .7-ar on
investigation, the necessity of putting. things in some historical perspective.
The author seems to believe that remedies tacked on from outside can produce
fundamental changes in schools, a notion which is largely unsupported
historically and unsupported empirically.

For 2 years, from 1966 to 1968, Dick Lawrence and I in a think tank, a
National Institute for AACTE in the Office of Education. And after 2_years I
wrote up some of our findings. One was that national experts and national
_programs have little impact on local programs because the local .experts see to.
that The second observation I would share is that we discovered the
inexhaustible capacity of an educational bureaucracy to absorb many
innovations without changing a thing.

So I do feel compelled,to_try to put things in historical perspective
because_I think it does-make for some economy in terms of our inquiry and-
research:

There continue to be discrepancies in access to knowledge and in the
quality of instruction. If you'see Opopkovitz on the myth of educational
reform; I think there are some very clear reminders of that.
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From the mathematics, natural science, and social science_ curriculum
reform efforts of the 1950's and 1960's,. for example, we should haVe learned_
of the myth of supposedly teacher-proof curricula, with or WithOUt benefit of
computers, which unfortunately are often used as 13,000 worksheets;

Good teaching inVOlVes more than-knowing your subject matter in terms 9f
credit hours accumulated. NeatiOns that might be well raised and addressed
here include knowledge_of_what_Subjedt tatter0, and how the desired mathematics
or science could best be taught.

. In this regard the-paper does not acknowledge relevant research in
cognitive information processing, science education and teacher educ tion,
such as that of Smith and Anderson at Michigan State or the work tha is going
on at Wisconsin. And I certainly feel obliged to mention what is Kng on at
the University of Pittsburgh, especially in the Learning Research and
Development Center by Green° and others, much of which is supported by NIE.

A third point, the author's tendency to overgeneraIize, particularly to
overstate claims, is disturbing, as is the absence of clear relationships
between the myth problems and the proposed solutions.

Now, to myself I made a gratuitous observation, "Although_hyperbole is an
acceptable literary tool and device, it tends to generate problems and
ambiguity in professiolaI discourse and scientific inquiry;"

While the proposal to encourage teacher - educators to explore deviations
from_current patterne_of_teadher_education and to accommodate new_needs and
challenges seems intriguing, it is the fact_that theinitiativesiterated are
unlikely and suggest little substantive basis that gives me considerable
concern. And to ask for money without indicating how it is to be spent and
providiag_evidence that such use is likely to have the desired effects seems
inappropeate and certainly not convincing.

Theauthorimplies that While teacher educators are not_responsible for
the problem, they can, given enough money and freedom, provide solutions. TO
me this is undisciplined optimism and I don't find the assertion very
compelling. In fact, I et; uncomfortably reminded of Arthur Wise's "Legislated
Learning" and his notion of hyperrationalization.

While the paper might appeal-to some teacher educators, it.is not likely
to be received well, I think, by researchers, and it would seem to provide_a
somewhat easy target for teacher education critics; Their number already is
legion, and I have no desire to increase it.

The thing I do want to conclude with, and Jerome Bruner is the:last person
for_whom_I ushally_reach as a_source to quote, is from his "Education
Revisited," where he comes out as the new Bruner and says:

The reform of the mathematics is not enough. The reform of
the schooIs.is not enough. The challenge of man is to
produce_a civilization that cannot only feed him but keep
hit caring and believing.

Now, that's the note on which I want to close.
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JUdith Lanier,- Dean of the College of Ed4cation,
Michigan State UniversitY

In general, I certainly agree Withboth_Anne and Jim in the sense that
myths are in fact unproved collective beliefs, beliefs. that are accepted
uncritically-)ind-thus lack foundation in fact; But at the same time, these
same myths do emerge and acquire form end credibility because they have_thise
dimensions_of reality embedded iii them. In fact, the myths are rooted in
Culture and are complex in nature.

The analysis -of myths, theni_it seems to me; for purposes-of identifying
elements of reality* or aspects in need_of further research, must also be
complex and culture- specific. ThUs I share a substantial amount of:Jim's
reaction to Anne's paper in the sense that the myths andthe_cimmarits on them
tend to be so broad and sweeping that it makes it-somewhat_difficult to tease
out the partial aspects of reality or the unexamined questions that.might.be
associated with them;

Rut I think we have to acknowledge the difficulty of identifying myths
about teacher preparation. Whether it concerns the teacher shdrtpge in
science and mathematics or not, its a difficult one. And I think the
difficulty emerges in part from the nead to address national concerns that
have a modest consensus, while we real .ze simultaneously that most
generalizations can be contradicted wi'.h specificexceptions at local ilin4
regional levels.

the task is fraught with the inherent challenge, I_ think,_ or making
gem-tTal statements that are characteristic of'many, though clearly not all,
persons or programs or institutions that are concerned with teacher
preparation.

I have the same kind of concern_as_Jim did with the paper, in the sense
that we take a_myth and talk about it in terms of all or none in total; -as
oppobed to most or some in part. For example, "The iabOls are failing"
issue; I think thlis statement is too general and in need of greater
specificity;

To say that the schools are or are not failing in general is not_to get us
into a "Yes, they_are," "No, they are not" argument, but rather to state that
it is the case. In certain -areas we have major.probIems, and the problems we
have are_a_functionof_the failure to achieve some important goals at the
level and in certain fields that we would hope to do better with in the future;

This-area of science and mathematics is one that I.think we need to look
at squarely and publicly acknowledge particUlar failures that we_might he
having in this or that regard; At the same time, I think we need to
acknowledge the strengths that'the schools have had) the successes -they haVe
had as well as failures; But I think we shouldn't do that by turning our
backs on the persistent problems.
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My concern with the other myths are also similar. They lack explication
of the complexities. For example, there_are too many teachers' already in -

certain fields and certain locations, and there -are too few inothers. This
situation is -not new. In fact, -we have had a shortage of physical science,
Chemistry, physics, and mathematics teachers since 1939. But the magnitude of
the problem has changed. We must ask what has been done or might be tried by
teacher preparation institutions that will help alleviate this, continuing
long-term problem.

The Myth that teacher education students_are_not very,.smart has grown in
acceptance, as_we know, and a number of studieahaveclearly demonstrated that
some_of them ate laCking in iaportant basic skills, subject matter knowledge,
and teaching competence; lips, rthink we ought not argue that teacher
education students or gradOltes are' sufficiently smart in general terms, for
some are and someare not. /

In my view, some_of'the critical queetionaHhere_include: How can we come
to make important judgments concerning knowledge, and skill sufficiency? What
is quality ? -What constitutes it?: Oh Whit groUnds? And what are some sound
means of making needed discriminations between those who have sufficient
preparation and those who do not? And what we should ask is: What has been
done? What can be done on the part of those who prepare and hire teachers in
this regard?

The myth that teacher education programs are academically substandard is
not treated well in general terms, either. For. some teacher education
programs likely are substandard while others are not:, The queetion is again
one of making needed discriminations between thoseteachereducation programs
that hasie made or are making significinf_advances in prepating qualified
teachers and those that are not. Related questions there concern the adequacy
of program resources for quality_preserWice as well as inservice teaching and

learning in science and mathematics.

The myth suggesting the general beliefs that certification waivers and.
adnitionia'salary would assure &ood teachers is: somewhat questionable. :Why?

Becausein general it is assumed_that_these strategies could help alleviate '

the teacher shortage. But I don't -think it is Widely accepted that these
changes alone would guarantee quality.

One partiouisi hypothesis did emerge in Dr. Flowers' discussion that was
clear and provocative, and sinci'I have -major disagreement with it, I thought
I would give it some focused attention for the remainder of my remarks.

When challenging the myth:that teacher education students spend too much
timerin professiOnal_aducation courses, Anne questioned the levelsof'the depth
Of the scientific and/or mathematical knowledge needed by the secondary

teacher. She'iMplied, in fact, that deep understanding. of mathematics and
science subjects could have unintended deIeteriena_conseqnences. Air
reasoning seems to be this: that the possession of advanced knowledge in
these subjecte creates a kind of enjoyment and need -of intellectual .

stimulation, a form of enjoyment_and need -that may be-suW^t-specific and
thus frustrating to the mathematics or stiencefeacher when teaching lower
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levels of these subjects to high school stude ts. ,Thus, she recommends a
possible reduction in the depth of subject -matter knowledge required of
prospective teachers since it may not be directly applied to teaching high
school algebra or biology.

.

ft take strong issue with_this view because my experience and my general
belief is that teachingcan_be, and often is, an extremely stimulating
intellectual activity that is enhanced when aiperson has a deep and sound
grasp -of -the subject matter) even when teaching the loWer level courses. But
what is important, I think,_is that these differences of- opinion cannot really
be fruitfully discussed without the further knowledge and insight available
through research;

Both philosophical and empirical study is needed if teacher educators,
like Anne and Jim and me, are to become better informed about what are
Probably no more than partial truths associated with our respective views;

In fact, when I was first reading this particular issuejn the paper, I
was reminded of a meeting I attended at the teacher Educatido Council at
Michigan State. The mathematics department had proposed as a requirement a
fourth course -in calculus. We, on -the other hand, were saying, "Welli_the
major evaluation and followup studies of our- graduates in mathematics do not
indicate they really feel they need more mathematics !/ut that'they are having
most difficulty teaching their general mathematics students in ninth grade,
and they're' saying; 'You didn't prepare me for this.'"

.So whether there should be more or less is a question of great importance
that_needs to be studied if we -are to get this beyond a "Yes, you do,"' "No,
you,don't" kind_of_argument, which is about where we are now, in my view. I
think it is high time that vut increase our research act!vity_and_decrease our
assertions about the effectR of differential subject-mater kno4ledge on the
quality of teaching and learning.

*

Related to this issue is another myth we have heard talked about here at
the conference; which is that elementary Rchool teachers do not have
sufficient knowledge of science andmathematics in their teacher preparation
in order to do it well; Evidence suggests a number of negative ittitndes and
misconceptions about science aml mathematics are acquired by students in the
elCatentary school years and the pose.bility--or let's think about it as a
hypothesis-=that elementarj_schcol teachers who have a stronger and deeper
grounding-it the concepts of science and matiematics might be more
successfUl. I think that should be thoroughly examined in a number of
approaches.

In terms of the secondary teachers - -I'm talking abort_ the subject matter
for prospective teachers that nead more reality testingthe slcondary science
an matheMatics teachers zio not appear to acquire sufficient Itoe7wledge abort
pedagogy; learners, and learning it their tea-er preparatio to teach it
sufficiently well.
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i_think the secondary teachers generally find studies in theitF major
rewarding, relatively easy to master. We knoW ..hey-have particular difficulty/
in teaching it to youngsters_who_do not find the subject quite_as_readily
understandable or as intrinsically rewarding as they do. And to I am
suggesting that teacher preparation programs at the elementary and secondary
levels might be adjusted in these ways, increasing knowledge of the subject
for the elementary teacher, and increasing knowledge of pedagogy for the
secondary teadheri,and then pursuing inquiries into the subsequent. effects on
teaching practice and student learning.

Another approach that I think deserves serious consideration concerns the
rewards pf, teaching itself; Increased pay for science and mathematics
teachers cr tuition -Waivers for their preparation if they teach in elementary
and sectoudary schools for a number of years is, I think, important in terms of
recruitment and_retention of talented- persons: We should explore and proceed
With_thoNe possibilities. Sit I think in the long run financial rewards may
not be sufficientnecessaryy perhaps, but not sufficient--and one of the_ most
important rewards in teaching will perhaps be overlooked if we do not seek to
better understand these rewards in general;

'llere are indications that come of the most powerful rewards in teaching
are, in fact, associated with learner achievement, that is, when_the_learner's
achievement is a clear- consequence of the teacher's instructional, efforts.
Could teacher preparation programs help prospective_ teachers to think about
and come to value such rewards? Do some persons enter the profession because
they already value these academic and humanitarian outcomes?

- I think about the athlete who after years of success and enjoyment playing
the game becomes a co and rtes to find_that the Winnings and achievements
of_others are rewarding._ Tea Aer preparation programs -help the prospective
science and mathematics teachern rao genuinely enjoy playing the-game,
particularly those at the secondary level, come to find the achievements and
the winnings of others as rewarding and as intellectually Challenging as the
coach..

'ven so, it may take -new approaches to both preservice and inservice
teacher education. If these potentiallysitportant rewards in teaching_are to
be realized, I think we need further reality testing and research on the
rewards of teaching itself which ,,ould lead to some fruitful means of
attracting and ketping talented science and mathematics teachers for whom
monetary gain is not n:cessarily the single or the highest good.

Since it is not_tnily my'ai,_however,_but safe to assume that teachers
cantle* trich what they do not know, it is critical., I think; that we gather
more informatien on thc nature and the level otLicience and mathematical
knowledge that teachers now haveespecially thokie who are teaching these
subjects,on the basis of neither a college major or Minor.
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In the 1981-82 school year in Michigan, for example, more than 36 percent
of all the junior high school mathematics teachers were teaching without a
mathematics major or a mathematics minor. And for tWo=.thirds of that set,
mathematics teaching was the primary assignment;

In addition to finding some means of acquiring and'studying such data, I
think we need policy studies of State and local school board decisions,
collective berg4..iningissuesi_and recommendations from organized teachers as
they relate to the ethictl and aeademic judgments, recommendations, and
standards that they hold in regard to teacher certification, qualification,
and assignment in science and mathematics teaching.

I think that our Natipn has an obligation_td its general and
to parents and children in particular to monitor and_make pOblid the_Standards
of quality that are being held for the elementary and secondary teaching forde
in this 14 ion. It also has a responsibility to continuously study and
describe the potential consequences to students and teachers of any
Modifications in those standard's.

Finally, I think research is cri:Jcally needed on teacher education and
the teacher edUcatiDn programs ir_the institut4ps themselves. As we all
know, these folks gave been_the whipping persons of public and professional
myths, for generations. I think we need to bi=tter understand the curriculums
that 'they offer; the financial an inrtuti.mal characteristics and
constraints that they face, the the_teadhiug_that they afford, and
the qualifications of the studet: nijd? that they recruit, prepare, and
graduate;

What I am saying is that many of the problems that we face and many of
the different viewpoints that we hc'd about teacher preparation may be most
appropriately resolved by increased understanding and knowledge. I think
research is obviously needed if we are ever to distinguish myths from
realities, and that teacher education, like teaching, nften the scapegoat
for those who are impatient with our Nation's educc.tirmal progress and
problems.

There is a paucity of research in teacher education and a n"untain of
myths about it. And it obviously needs more thought and better ujAerstsing
on all our parts.

Commentary: Dr. Lee Shulman

Ctititihtlitz, with my_ attemvt to relate some of_this to a research agenda, I
will make a couple of brief comments before turning it over -to the third_ _

eincussant this morning. As you know, there is very poor, if any, empirical
evidence regardingthe-elationship between how much teachers know, 64
represented by their tev. !mores in some areas, and the changes in tett* scores
produced in their students. I think the character of that research suggests
that it probably in the wrong way to ask the question.
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_ But there has also been some research that attempted to identify_ what
kinds of difficulties are associated with teachers who lack certain kinds of
depth in their subject- areas. -One of those sorts of difficulties seems to be
particularly_ provoked in the kinds of settings where kids do a great deal of
independent discoVery activity and are thus highly likely_;:o come up with
unpredictable; unexpected reformulations of the material being taught.

_There was a dissertation at Michigan State by Jan Shroysr that identified
similar problems, asserting that in many ways the beat defense against
unpredictable, though often creative and inventive, responses by spdents_was
a form of instruction that accepted no unusual student responses. pc;r6 call
that teaching style the Admire ,.gut of teaching, "Damn the
torpedoes; full speed ahead:"

We_had some_case studies of teachers who varied in that way; and the depth
of their knowledge seemed to be one of : a reasons they taught in a particular
fashion.

Another observation, Judy, would be that I thint. we aot only have to ask
the question, "Do we need ore or less?" but, "How should it be organized?"
I think it is quite conceivable that we don't need any mores but that the
curriculum in mathematics or science that the :oIks in those academic
disciplines provide is not organized in a manner that is appropriate to the
preparation of teachers.

I also have a hypothesis which I think I shared with you r.sterday, a :d
that is that the curriculum in mathematics or 4acience; if properly understood,
is not well organizedJor the teaching of mEthematicians, either: If that
curriculum were reformulated so as tc be organized in a_teachabIe wzy, it
would also be much -more comprehensible to people majoring;in mathematics or
the sciences than it is right now.

Odus Elliott; Associate Director for Academic Programs;
Arizora Board of Regents

After listening to all of the articulate presentations yesterday and -again
this morning-from people who are very well grounded in research and practice
in the areas of teacher education and mathematics and science educationi_ I
must agree that Lee's characterization of me as a civilian is probably pretty
accurate. A term that would r.Fhaps be a little more accurate is "amateur."

There are a couple of advantage- to being an amateur in a crowd like
this. For example, most of the time an amateur is e little more easily
forgiven for his shortcomings and oversights in his presentation. Secondly;
he ft often allowed to be a little more pedestrian in the types of things that
he eovs,. So I hope you will keep those th'.nge in mind for me as the civilian
member of this panel.
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As Lee mentioned, the perspective that I bring to this conference is that
of one segment of the State-level governance structure of our diversified and
highly_decentr5lized system of education in this country. By "governance
structure" I mean governance units such as the State legislature, the
6overnor's office, the State board of education, higher education governing
boards, higher education coordinating boards in some States, and even local
district governing hoards.

WiththiS kind -of perspective and background, I read Anne's paper a little
differently froal_the other two discussants. I viewed her paper not as an
attempt to provide a defilltive philosophical,_polished statement about
teacher education, but more as a vehicle for this conference -to begin to
identify some of the major_problems that we see and that we face in this area
of teacher education.

John Taylor called list fall and asked what we were doing out in- Arizona
in the area of teacher shortage in mathematics and science. I explained to
him that his call was very timely because a few days prior to his call
Governor Babbitt, who -was at that time running for re- election; had issued his
platfor-, concerning education issues in the State. And his platform went
something; like this:

We need to increase the university admission standards to
require_students to have more mathematics:and science in
high school.

We need to establish summer programs at the universities
for high school students who are gifted and talented in
mathematics and science aas.

_tt

We should establish a student loan program for prospective
teachers and waive repayment obligations if those teachers
po on to teach in elementary and secondary schools in the
State.

He said, "Let's form summer institutions, mathematics and science
institutes; to allow our t Achers to upgrade their skills and to allow
retraining of teachers who want to enter those specialties."

He Said, "Let's_change our teacher certification requirements to require
computer litere:y along with Other aspects of teacher ?reparatiov."

He said, "Let's establish a_ pilot progrem_for_increasing the compensation
science and mathematics teachers in selective districts ic,.rms. the State."

These are not new ideas for most of you. '7..ey are not innovative ideas.
But i think the Governor's recognition f the problem is at is siL4ficant
in V: anecdote. It was important enough to ',um :o make it one of his major
campaig,I issues last fjp11

ThP other candidate for Gevarnor didn't Ilve such an educational issues
component in his platform. Governor Babbitt was re-elected by a very large
margin.
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I am not sure we can conclude from that that he has a strong mandate to
bring about his programs -in education, but that may certainly have been a part
of his success. It is also significant because, as a followup to his
election, the Governor has recommended for the 1983-84 budget that $500,000 be
allocated to begin to implement and initiate some of these programs.

That is not a lot of money, but looked at in-Perspective of what is
happening,in Arizona and what is happening in a lot of other States, it is a
significant deyelopment. Why? Because he is recommending for most State
agencies a substantial reduction in their budget for 1983=84, a level below
their current year's budget. To be proposing a new program in the area of

'mathematics and science teacher training and education, I think, reflects his
view that this is indeed a vital area.

-After -all the discussion yesterday about the shortage and abm,;t the
problemk in mathematics and science education, I assure you it's a real_ _

pleasurle to offer this note of optimism and encouragement as one State begins
to deal with :his problem.

I would like to offer just a few comments about :corn*: of the points made in
Anne's paps Iu the identification of the problem, I think I would place a

more- emphasis on the_ economic foundation of the problem. It was
alludA to by a couple -of the speakers yesterday. _Industries in this country
have not kept pace -with industries in other countries -in high technology
areas. Consequently, our industries are suffering, they are scrambling, they
are trying to catch up, they are being affected in the marketplacei
Consequently; those businesses and industries are raiding our schools for
employees and at the same time are_demanding graduates from our school system
who are highly skilled in mathematics and science.

I think this is one of the major reasons this problem has gotten the
attention of many of rise political leaders or at least some of the political
leaders in this coun.try. They recognize the importance of having well trained
human capital to rebuild the economies, ooth of the State and of th.:. Nation.

Anne suggests chat it's time for change, and I think many are beginning to
agree and to support that argument or point. Some of the organizational
change studies I have 66^^ have concluded that often changes occur 13A
organizations because ot -....tside pressures and forces or because of top -down
kinds of mandates within th' organization,

I think this Ja one place the governing structures of -our education
systems can contribute_to_the solution of the problem. They can become a part
Of that onteide force that keeps'this issue in the forefront and that
contitues to place pressure on our diverse and decentralized system to grapple
and to deal effectively with this problem.

The problem is exacerbated by the decisions of some -of our goyertidg_
boards to increase high sdhool araci-4i7ion requirements in Mathematics and
science, -;ria Also to increas.1 adtisL_ requirements for our colleges and
universities. As we_begin ti sly to the-high Achools, "You've got to give
students more exposure to mathematics and science subjects," thosi high
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schools are faced with the frustration_of wanting to do that but not having
adequate numbers of well prepared tethers to respond to those outside
pressures;

One of the myths Anne mentions is that certification waivers will_bring
gOod teachers to the classroom; Several people have already addressed some_of
the problems that arise as a result of giving certification_ w;:_vers to people
Who may notperform well in the classroom; Waivers are certainly not the best
SOlUtion,_bUt they may be a necessary interim measure; at least Until we can
figure out ways to improve the productivity of the teachers we have or
increase the number of teachers available. Waivers should be temporary and
they should also require some -type of intensive training in pedagogy to
strengthen people°WhO do not have adequate preparation in that area

While we have heard a number Of criticisms of the teacher certification
waiver movement; I have not heard very many suggestions from the program
esenters about what the schools are going to do if they don't_get waivers

for 1-dividuals who may have some skill and some ability in mathematics and

A frequent complaint that I hear from people who have graduated from many
Of our teacher education programs is that there is too much duplication in the
content of teaher_education courses, They said that it may be possible to
provide students with the necessary skills in_less time and in fewer educati:;:
courses if we takeaclOse look at the possibility that we may be duplicating

of the content in those courses.

In Arizona the State Department of Education'has launched &statewide
-eroject to identity precisely goose skills that are needed by the elataroOM
eacher. and that project has included a great deal of participation by

teachers in the State. The goal is to revamp certification requirements in
the_State to focus on specific skills; rather than on having completed certain
traditlenSi.:1 course that we find as a part of most of our teacher preparation
prograns around the country.

Another myth is that if we pay more, we will -get the tescUters. Teaching
is e profeseion that requires a commitment to values other _than materialistic
v4Ines. We must make it possiLle; however; for those Who do have the value
system; the skills; and the commint necessary for effeetiVe_tec-rthing to
maintain a reasovebie standard of lxvilg. And I think we can begiA ty
improving the salaries for mathematics and science teachers as one of the
strategies for eliminating the shortage.

may require an increase in tarns; and that is a r.ard pill to
swallow for people who are responsible Zor :asking decisions e.olut taxes. But
given the condition of our economy in most -of our' Stat4.4 ite not likely
that State revenues and local ached:. district tax struc..ures are going to
generate the tax revenues that are needed simply as a result of- economic

_

grouth at least not during the next couple of vears. I hope I'm wrong. 1
hope our economies turn around fast enough and that our Systems Of taxation
will generate more dollars based on economic growth; but that may not happen;
A considerable amount of courage and foresight would be needed by our elected
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political officials to come to grips with that problem and look at the
possibility that we may need to ether reallocate from existing government
services or programs or Increase taxes to generate the revenues necessary to
bring about changes.

-Now; I_would offer a more-encouraging word about-this teacher supply
problem._ An associate dean of one of our colleges of education in Arizona
told me last week .bat he is beginning to see a few students from other
programs in the university transferring into teacher education programs;
several from engineering programs; He went on to explain that theae are not
students who are flunking out of the engineering programs; they are not
stddentswho are having academic difficulty over therej but they are students
who have concluded that a career in education would be much -more personally
fulfilling and rewarding than a career in some engineering discipline which
they had earlier decided to pursue.

That is an encouraging word; and I would be interested to know if anyone
else is beginning to see any kind of flow like that between the other academic
programs on campus and teacher education programs.

Another myth is:that teacher edncation students spend all of their time in
professional education courses. This has already been alluded to so I will
not spend a great deal of time talking about the level to which teacher
education students should gain competency in their particular- discipline. But
I would add jdst_a couple of things that ooncereme as JaciVilian or as an
amateur in this field. I wonder if a teacher who has not completed advanced
courses can_fdllyappreciate the significance, the importance; and the
relevance of the basic, courses in mathematics to the advanced courses. And
wonder if they are not more effective teachers if they have a good grasp of
the relevance an refietionship between the various levels of mathematics.

Another comment ,at: I do not_thitk was made earlier on thia_ibpie is that
we may be doing a disservice to the_teacher education students if we do not
encourage them to go on and attain higher levels of competence in their fieldj
whether it: be science or mathematics; The reason is this: They may not be
teachers all of their working lives; and if we do not encourage them to attai-,
a high level of competence in their specialty; we may be encouraging them tok

put a limit on the other types of career options they may have after they
decide to move on to some other type of career. .

One of the proposals that Anne made near the end of her paper was that we
hoed to give more emphasis to the support areas in mathematics and science.
would like to add my endorsement to that. I think -it is very important that
in our teacher training programs in mathematics and_sclence we make sure -that.:
the students have adequate expladre to English and humarities. Ihey used to
be_able to'dse the language clearly and to communicate effectively if they are
going_to be good teachers. And they must have a sensitivity to ethical and
humanitileenconcerns that may arias from scientific disciplines and
scientific study;
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Finally; I have a comment about the potential role for a State-level
governance in the'strategy for addressing these problems in_mathematics and
science. As I mentioned earlier; the governance structure includes the
goVernor; the State legislature; and various governing boards in the fields of
education. I think there are four or five types of activities that the
governance structure may examine as part of their contribution to the strategy
for dealing With these topics.

Most of the governing boards; at least; and to a certain extent other
units of governance structure; have a role of setting missions and priorities
for institutions within their domains. I think they c look at the needs4_in
this area as they are examining what are appropriate miEsions and roles for
their institutions; They also have a responsibility for oversight. They can
press for curriculum and program review that may be needed in these areas.

In a third role; governing boards can serve as advocates for funding
improved teacher education programs with a State legislature;

Governing boards and governance units seem to have a little more ready
access to the media, to the press. They can continue to give visibility zo
these problems and to possible solutions to those problems.

Finally; I think the governance structures have a major role to play in
coordination. It has been emphasized several times during our conference -that
the problem before us. is a complex one and requires cooperative efforts by a
wide variety of actors: I think those governing units who are responsible
overall fon the governance of the -system can make sure that there are ways in
which -the various units in7olved in this program or in this problem can
coordinate their efforts and deal with it in a very systematic manner;

OPEN DISCUSSION

DR; SHLMAN: I remind you, Odus, that another meaning, perhaps the
original meaning of "amateur;" is someone who does the work for the love of
it; I hope in chat sense all of us are amateurs in the field of education and
teacher education;

One observation I would make; provoked by yof.z. comments: I am concerned;
and -I bope you will reflect for a moment; and some of my colleagues in the
profession who may_shere your perspective will reflect; on what may be a
fundamental contradiction in your simultaneous_call_for greater depth of_
understanding of subject matter erl the one hand, ane then a definition cf
teaching in terms of a set of skil.Ls on the other.

I find it remarkable that behaviorism is dead and almost buried in
2sychology but is so alive and well in the halls of poli-y; It mould be a
little Iike setting astronomical policy by mandating epicycles;
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_ This is a very controversial issue,
in the_resdardh_Shggests_we ought_to_be
an emotionally laden word -- trivializing
they do in terms of a set of observable
of defining the work of a mathematician
skills; or that of a physicist

and I think the weight of the evidence
terribly careful about--and I'll use
the work of educators by defining what
skl7,13, when we would never ever dream
in terms of a set of observable

I think the evidence we have is that /11_:...e are not particularly fruitful
ways of defining teaching competence; and they certainly do not define the
kind of competence that will lead a person to -grow in the job, which is
precisely the rationale for having them have deeper knowledge of subject
matter

DR. LANIER: Because this is such a Critical issue, I want to say that one
of the reasons, in my view, that teachers are leaving teaching is that we have
cast teaching as technical work and technical activity with skills, as opposed
to professional Work that requires the exercise of important cognitive
judgments. I think that kind of view may well be inadvertently driving people
from the teaching force; because teaching is seen as technician-type work, rlDt
professional work.

DR. FLOWERS: First of all, I want to say what a pleasure it was to find
that the first two discussants employ the same type of objectivity that I did.

I would like to clarify one area that I perhaps did not present as well as
I should have As we are talking about the depth of understanding of subject
matter, I am- talking about a reorganization, a change in the curriculum for
teaching, and for Us_to know the kinds_of things we -are going-to be teaching
youngsters, rather than extreme emphasis_on research or very heavy types of
sciences as they are now orulized in sci' fte departments. And that is a
different kind of thing; an" jerhaps my ilentation was not clear.

DR. TALLEY: Dr. Flowers mcntI)ned a very concrete suggestion lad it was
picked up by Dr. Elliott who had a counter, "raise taxes." Dr. Flowers
suggested that the salary differential be made up by part-time employment of
ovalified people by industries and listed a number of benefits that would flow
to the audents, to the teacher, to the school system, and to the taxpayers,
but unfortunately I didn't hear what the quid pro quo for the business would
be. And I am wondering if, other than being a corporate good citizen, which
unfortmately won't make the stockholders too happy, she or any of thee.
representatiires of SndusLey_in the audience have thought about the benefits to
the compary uhir.11 gives up full-time employment of what we would imagine to be
a very valuable eoployee.

DR; FLOWERS: I think, one, it could enlarge the pool for the ihuustry or
for the business itself; Another; of course; could be a tax incentive if that
sort of thing was built in.

DR;_TALLEY' _Enlarging the peOlagain benefits all the companies, and the
stockholders want the officers of the company to make profits for them, not
for aIl_automakers rather than General MotIrs; But other than tax incentives;
does anybody have 4-4110 idea about how the zompanies could benefit?
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DR. SHULMAN: Is there someone from industry who would like to respond?

KR. nur.scriER (Jim Buescheri ALCOA): In_respo7se to that statement; I
',ftsue for us_from industry is really a_ longitudinal one Assuming

that we are uot in a liquidation process--and I_hope we are not--we are going
to need qmLlified graduates_ today, next year,_10 years from no 20 year from
now. And if the school systems are not providing those, thenObviously we ere
going to have to get involved--and we are, because we have that concern.

So if it means employing a teacher for the summer; call it an outreach
effort, if you will. Trying to measure it from a stockholder's standpoint may
be a little difficult, but we think the issue is much broader than this
quarter's profitability.

C
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SESSION VI
SCHOOL SYSTEM RESPONSE TO THE PROBLEM OF

TEACHER SHORTAGE IN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

THE TEACHER SHORTAGE IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE:
THE LOS ANGELES STORY

Rosalyn Heyman, Assistant Superintendent of Secondary Education,
Los Angeles Unified. School Distriti

For the past several years, the shortage of qualified mathematics teachers
has been severe; for the past 2 years, the shortage of science teachers has
become a serious concern. Among the factors contributing to the shortages are:

increasing numbers of teachers, especially in
mathematics and pcience, are leaving Vile classroom for
higher paying jobs in government and industry. Some
private corporations attract teachers becaused they
offer the added benefit of paying for college and
university courses leading to advanced degrees;

'a declining number of college students are pursuing
teaching careers in every subject field. Among the
1982 entering freshmen at U.C. Berkeley, less than 1
percent specified an interest in teaching;

Increasing numbers of mathematics and science teachera
are reaching retirement age;

many 'iousewives with teaching credentials oho could
have been attracted back to teaching in times of
emergency are already employed full-time in the work
force.

In order to teach in a public school in California, a teaching. credential
Olcense) required, which is authorized by the California Commission for
Teacher Preparation and Licensing. Full credentials are_issued, upon
recommendation' of a college or university,to teachers who have successfully_
completed the equired courses it -their subject field and education and who
have completed a studeat teaching -signment;' In order to help solve the
teacher shorts e problem, the Comm Edon issues emergency credentials for the
current year ohiy to applicants that the District finds promistwand is
willing to hire. Mathematica and science emergency credentialled emplOyees
have varying iegrees of preparation- -some with basic credentials in nonshortage
fields, but moat with no credential at all. Therefore, holders of emergency
cmdentisls m4 t, while they_are_teaching;complete some university course
work and pass necessary examinations in order to obtain a full credential or
to have their emergency credential renewed for a second year.

-
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One measure of the teaching shortage is the number of emergency
credentials issued toftead: mathematics and science. :a the 1980-81 school
year, Within the toe Angeles Unified School District (LAOSD), 169 emergency
mathematici credeneisls_Vsre tuins41_in the 1981-82 school year, this number
rose to 133 in mathematics awl 62 in science. In addition, the District
granted another 157 limited assignment permits to teachers with credentials in
other subjects so that they could fill in And teach_one or more mathematics or
science classes. In 1982, the figure!) climbed_to 508 emergency mathematics
credentials and 89 emergency science credentials ;'

Large numeoers of these teachers lack adequate preparation. For example,
of the 1,444 teachers teething -one or more mathematics classes in secondary
schools in 1981-82, an informal sampling revealed:

382 were mathematics majors (547 teachers)
302 were mathematics ....inors (436 teachers)
32Z were neither mat! aatics majors nor minors (461 teachers)

LaSt_Spretber, the District-was -able to open school with a contract
teacher in every classroom for the first time in 12 years. This result came
about in large measure because of the e.iffidnit_edonomic_situation. _During
that past summer, the rersonnel Division interviewed hundredi Of Applicants,
many of whom applied because thy were unable to obtain employment in
government or industry.

The Shortage Will, however, continue to grow for these reasons:

as economic conditions improve, many teachers will
return to the higher paying jobs in government and
industry;

4 increasing numbers of mathematics and science teachers
are reaching retiresamt age;

=-'

State and City Boards of Education- are proposing
increases in the number of years of mathematics and
science required for graduation from high school;

4 universities and colleges are increasing entrance
requirements.

As 7equirements are increased, shortages become greater; To add one -half
year of mathematics would requite 121 more mathematics teachers;-to add 1 year
of scien would require 162 uore science teachers:

What b been done to solve the problem? A revi4w of the past 20 years is
in order

"Of the 508 it mathematic-s, 300 eteidll=titeWathematics teachers; of the
89 in science, 73 are fulltigit science teachers:
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The Cuban Crisis

In the 1960'0, the Cuban crisis brought many learned refugees to this
land-= mathematicians and scientists; university professors and school teachers.
Representatives from the District went to Miami to recruit. Preliminary
credentials were issued which allowed these professionals to teach while
attending required university classes in the evenings and_on weekends. The
university classes coupled with the on-therjob training that each school
provided were not enough to hold_many of these teachers. The_honor and
respect_ given the teacher or professor in Cuba was not:found in the junior
high schools of_ Los_Angeles. Those -who were most successful were alert and
.perceptive in the claserodt and Well enough orgenizedtoreadilyimplement the
classroom management techniques they Were being taught at the local school.
tufty left teething; those who remained have continued to provide excellent
instruction_ for young people; several have become highly respected counselors
and administrators.

The Engineer Layoffs

In the early 1970's, when the defense contracts in the Los Angeles area
were moved to other parts of the country, indUstry_was compelled to lay off

hundreds of engineers. These_massive layoffs provided the_District once again
with a source of personnel willing to_teach mathematics and science, and the

District recruited large num bers -of thet. The District gave them jobs, helped
them obtain the preliminary- teaching credential, made the arrangements for

them to enroll in a- university or college to complete the necessary coursework
in- education.- Otithe=jtib training was provided by the District and the local
Seib-OkiAnd the_tollegeL-or-utIversity-atuo-offered some supervision of

instruction. As with the Cuban refugees, the engineers were unprepared for
what the junior high school had to offer. Many soon discovered, or
rediscovered, why they had chosen not to teach in the first place. Teaching

is difficult; The engineers, like_the Cubans, were very knowledgeable in
their subject area, but were not able to apply effective_ teaching and

classroom management techniques and did_hothave any background in learning

theory. Large nutberS left the_prOftssion before completing their training;

many more left -ES Soon as industry started rehiring; The few who remained are

doing an excellent job.

Summer-Progrems

In the late 1970s, the District_start _summer_programs to retrain
substitute teachers, elementary tee-there, and secondary_teachers with

credentials in other subjects. _The Commission for Teacher Preparation and

Licensing created a credential for theed people tb obtain--the Supplemental

Authorization Credential. A_teather with a credential in another subject
could take 30 quarter units in specified areas of study, such as mathematics

or science, and obtain a supplemental credential; For the-mathematics

authoriiation credential, 1 year of college calculus is included.

One of the District's first efforts was a 6-week_Summer workshop taught -by

an experienced District teacher; The teachers attended for_a full day fdr_6

weeks and were paid a stipend. The dropour rate WES high, but those who did

finish stayed with teaching.
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In the 1970a, scienZtc teachers regularly participated in NDEA workshops
offered through the colleges and universities. These workshops helped
teachers update their knowledge and skills. Much of the funding for these
fine science workshops i4 no lougfr available.

Internship Programs

Two years ago the District contacted the Commission for Teacher
Preparation and Licensing and eakoti for permission to institute a number of
experimental internship programec, The request was granted. The District held
a. consortium of all the local cv Jeges and universities and approached them
with the idea of providing programs for District employees who
wanted to change their credennia'.; to add on mathematics or science: In
conjunction with this, thi District-created an advisory board which included
mathematics and science teachers selected by the teachers' union. At the
colleges and_universities submitted their proposals for experimental
internship programs; the advisory board made suggestions and ultimately
approved each one and sent it on to the Commission for Teacher Preparation and
Licensing; which granted final approval; Some were successful; others were
not. Some of the colleges and universities had tuition fees that were
prohibitive for working teachers, and the District wns not in a position to
help financially._ There was great interest in these internship programs in
the Spring of 1980, when the District had announced a large teacher layoff
slated for June. When June came, the District did not have to go through with
the layoff, and so interest in the internship pcograme declined; '

The net step was to provide programs for teachert holding emergency
credentials to get full credentials. The same pattern was used. The
universities and colleges were contacted and made awate of the needs of the
teachers. They all cooperated and offered to provide appropriate summer
programs. The District then compiled a list containing the name of the
university or college, the contact person, and the telephone number. This
notice was sent with's personal letter to every. teacher holding an emergency
credential, urging that teacher to contact one of the schools to enroll in a
training program leading to the full credenttal. This program was very
successful and is being repeated yearly.

The latest District effort has been to embark on a joint university/
District internship retraining program to train mathematics teachers. UCLA
was selected, primarily because it agreed to match the District monetary
investment in the program. Out of 105 applicants, 41'were selected, and 29
are still in -it. The program started last summer with the trainees tdking
university classes, followed by a 3week workshop offered by the District's
mathematics specialists. The teachers were paid for the 3week workshop.
Their university tuition was also paid, so their major expenses were for books
and parking. During this school year, the trainees are continuing in _a_
university course and a practicum each semester. Next summer, they will
complete the training with _a 9unit university segment. During the year, the
District has provided a fulltime resource teacher who visits and supervises
the work of .the trainees in their junior high school mathematics classes and
provides individual and group inservice training. The decline from 41 to 29
can be attributed in large measure to the difficulty of the mathematics
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courses required by the university.
trainees needed to start at a lower
accordingry. The District workshop
and classroom management techniques.
success.

_The_university soon recognized that the_
level_and_then adjusted their course_ work
included lesson planning, learning theory,
The program is considered to be a

Investment in People

Late last year, the legislature funded aria eipproved the "Investment in
People" program. Administered through Los Anviep County Schools, the program
has several facets:

local schools may write-proposals for funds for
development of their staff in mathematics, science or
computer literacy;

the training of the 29 teachers who are in the
LAUSD/UCLA-sponsored mathematics training program will
be continued; and

universities and colleges may write proposals to help
train emergency credentialees in mathematics and
science (both USC and California State University at
Los Angeles plan to submit proposals).

Partnerships with Industry, Government,-azdtbaNdlitary

To resolve the growing shortfall of mathematicians, engineers, and
scientists needed by industry, government, and the military, from time to time
various partnership programs have been proposech Last fall our Superintendent;
working with the President of Cal State Dominguez Hills, proposed a plan for
mathematicians and scientists in industry to donate several hours a_week to .

instruct high school pupils. For many reasons, this "Pilot Program" has not
vet started

In recent weeks, the District has been contacted by the Partnership foi
Development of National Engineering Resources Project, a group from industry
and the military. The group is interested in increasing support of university
and secondary school science and engineering facilities and in providing
Additional incentives to attract science and mathematics teachers at the high
school and junior high school levels Through an ad hoc committee;
representatives are presently exploring a number of possible action items:

I. To sponsor and support legislation which would allow
for incentive payment to- shortage -field teachers hired
in the State of California.

2. To review national legislation directed at improving
instruction in science and mathematics; with the
intent to support and lobby for its passage.

I
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To consider the funding of science or mathematics
chairs at local high schools which would provide extra
teachers in those fields, reduce class size, increase
teacher prestige, and offer outstanding instruction.

4. To provide one or two periods a day instruction from
engineers and mathematicians assigned from the
military and industrial sector.

5. To provide engineers or mathematicians from industry
to at as professional experts, releasing a classroom
teacher who then could visit industry or observe other
outstanding teaching.

6; To provide enrichment instruction by engineers and
mathematicians from industry and the military.

7. To provide funds from industry for the purpose of
retraining mathematics teachers of and for the
District.

8. To provide equipment or funds for equipment to upgrade
the mathematics and science departments in junior and
senior high schools.

9. To study the possibility of granting sabbatical leaves
from industry and the military to engineering and
mathematics staff members to teach in the public
schools for a year The half salary from the
industrial complex plus the regular salary paid by
the District would be enough to compensate those
specialists at their normal rate.

10. To provide sabbaticaltype leaves for teachers to work
in industry and therefore become upgraded in the
fields of engineering, mathematics, and science.

The group plans to develop a 5minute video presentation to use to solicit
funds from large industriet.

Fellowships

Another group of representatives -from business is_presently conferring
with the District about the possibility of offering_50_summer fellowships to
mathematics and science teachers to upgrade their skills.

MESA

The Mathematics, Engineering, Science AOievement Project (MESA),__active

in 30 California school diStrietei has as_its purpose_helping minority

students go to colleges and universities to become engineers; mathematicians,

and scientists. It has chapters in several Los Angeles Unified School
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District high schools. Representatives_from_businedd and industry work with
minority students who_w t to go to college_to insure that they succeed by
providing- tutoring; field trips, study sessions; and generally providing a
high leVel of support to the schools._ The group raises funds from industry

and receives a matching grant from the State legislature.

Task-Force

Another proposal is the formation of a task force tinder the leadership of
the State Department of Education_ which_would include representatives of
business; industry; governmentj the_military,_and the schools to explore ways
of solving the shortage of_mathematicsand science teachers and to keep up to

date those recently teaching mathematics and science;

Anyone Can Tea *--NAlyth'

Experiences have shown that the fact that a person is knowledgeable in hid
subject field does not necessarily mean that he_can teach otherS. There are

few "born" teachers; yet most people can be trained to- become adequate, if not

outstanding; instructors; The skills; strategiesi methods; and techniques can
all be learned; but they cannot be_learped overnight, in a week;_or in one

crash course. The semester of student teaching under the supervision of a

master teacher is still an important part of learning to teach.
out

this

training period; the student_teacherhas an opportunity to try out strategies;

to apply learning theory; and to_conduct daily discussion and evaluation of

each planned leggon with the training teacher.

E.T. Educational -Techniques that a A_Out of this World"

- Wheh mathematicians and scientists and others want to become teachers;
--.

they lust receive training in learning theory; learning Atyles; classroom

management techniques; and in implementation of the teacher-directed lesson;

Many universities and colleges offer very little in the way -of methodology.

It becomes necessary for the school district to provide inservice education.
The District provides extensive staff development programs for teachers aimed

at improving their skills and making them more successful in' the classroom.

Science and 'Mathemagielans'l

A good. teacher candidate is a bright; knowledgeable (in his subject area);

alert; sensitive; patient; enthusiastic person with genuine interest in young

people; With these_qualitiesi_such a person can learn and become a top

science teach0 or "mathemagician."

_Long Range Considerations

While this paper has dealt with some programs in place; and some immediate

plans for the_near future, it must be emphasized that the'problem requires

qoUg range_ solutions that will attract the very best mathematics and science

majors to the teaching profession. In order to do that we must:

reemphasize that teaching is a profession;
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seek public support for reimbursement for teachers
equal to that of other professions;

4 seek legislation which allows the school district to
be competitive in salaries for shortage-
field teachers;

constantly remind college students that teaching is
one of_the most exciting and personally and
psychologically rewarding professions there is; and

instill a renewed self respect in theteacher,which
comes from a feeling of security on the job, adequate
salary; and professional recognition for a job well
done._

Schools of the Future

If long range solutions do not come about, the Nation may be forced to
implement; before the end of this decade, the school of the future. In that
school, great and important concepts, knowledge and understandings will be
presented by master teachers on videotape. Students will internalize these
concepts by interacting with their own personal talking computers. Small
group instruction Will be conducted by less fully trained laboratory
assistants. Other computers Will provide drills to learn and master essential
skills. Mastery of essential skills will be a prerequisite for advancement to
higher levels of learning. The progress of each student will be carefully
monitored and recorded by computers, and it will be the function of
administrators and counselors to guide each student through an individually
tailored program aimed at insuring that each student reaches his highest
potential.
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PRIS2M = A PROGRAM FOR STUDENTS BUILT UPON
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH EXPERIENCES FOR TEACHERS

Douglas_Seager, Curriculum Coordinatoro
Rochester (New York) City Schools and

Industrial Management Council

In 1981 the National Science Teachers Associ.Ation surveyed high school
principals from across the Nation in an effort to ascertain the percent of
newly employed science teachers who were unqualified. Here's what they
found. In nine census regions, the lowest percentage they found was 9
percent, the highest 84 percent, and the average was 50.2 percent. he
compared region by region With the pervious year, three regions were down, at
most 3 percent, while-five-had increasedvone of them-by 17 percent. But
these statistics only indicate a problem With newly employed science teachers.
Let us look at teacher shortages nationwide by State. In 1980-81 there were
43 States showing a shortage of physics teahers, 35 were short mathematics
teachers and 35 were short chemistry teach s. In 1981-82 even more States
reported shortages of mathematics 4nd chemistry teachers, although one less
State reported a shortage of physics teachers.

In one well-to-do suburb of Rochester, N.Y., it took over a year,to fill
one physics opening. Just last week two of three candidates for a permanent
substitute position in junior high science were unsatisfactory, and the third
has changed -her mind about teachingpreferring to be dropped from the
Subttitute list.

The Program for Rochester to Interest Students in Science and Mathematics
(PRIS2M) was established in 1978, not to respond to the problem of teacher
shortages; but rather to help increase the number of minority students
engible.to enter engineering -and other high level sciencerprograks. A
relatively small efforti PRIS2M has nonetheless found itself_closely
associated with many concerns regarding science education. In retrospect it
may be that PRIS2M's appearance was inevitable. The crisis now surfacing
had -its origins several -years ago. A few of PRIS2M's responses, seem to be
working in Rochester and may prove to be worthy of consideration on a
significantly broader scale.

Bitt first; let me present a brief overview of PRIS2M itself. In 1977
Willis SprattIing; a senior official with the Xerox Corporation and member of
the National Advisory Committee for Minorities in Engineering (NACME)i
challenged the Board of Directors of_the Industrial Nana ent Council (IMC)
of Rochester, N.Y., to study the proble of minority par Sty in engineering.
Soon after, the IMC established a task orce to evaluate the- challenge- locally
andi_if appropriatei to establish an i -ementation plan.- PRIS2M is the
result.of this extensive evaluation of o t.

Located -in a high technology center (Rochester),, the City School District
has realized avery low, number of minority students electing to take science
courses, even fewer majoring in science and mathematics; In two predominantly
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minority high schools, we found a total of five_students taking physics in
1978. Consider the foll-oling: approximately 40 percent of_the Rd-cheater work
fonce is eMpleiyed4ip industry, a_total of 140,000 people. Most of our
companies are based on technological products and services; there is almost no
heavy industry here;Asa consequence, technical and engineering skills are
in great demand. Because so few minorities ever consider engineering as a
career, opportunities for this segment of our population to acquire positions
leading to professional and managerialTank_are limited. Concerns on the part
of both- education andindustry_have resulted in_a joint venture to increase
the_nuMber_of minorities majoring in. science and mathematics so that more
studentS will eventually be available to_the increasing technically oriented
work force in Rochester. In the long run, our goals are in keeping with those
of NACME-enrollment in engineering and other technical programs by 18 percent
of Rochester's minority student population. Nearly all -of PR/S2M'i_prOgrams
take place within the City School_ District, with the full support_of_the Board
of Education and Superintendent of Schools. _In_fact, one-third of the /Wird
of Directors- of PRIS2M is made up of school district personnel; One-third
represents the Rochester community, and 7one-third comeafrom-induutry. This
group_encompasses considerable resources and helps provide many of the people,
-tatetiala; and "it-kind" contributions which play such a significant role in
the total program.

A 10-year funding_commitment.was made_in_1978Which will total
approximately_tl million in direct contributions for. operating expenses and
Oro-grain activities.- Numerous -and varies` in-kind contributions make the total

financial commitment well -in excess of twat amount. Entirely funded by some
26 local industries, PRIS2M receives an average -of $200,000 per year, _nearly

half of which supports projects directly impacting on students. Two full -time

staff members carry*out the program activities. Ofte_eurriculum coordinator
with extensive_curriculuil development and teacher training experience works
hand=iii-hand Ariththe science/mathematics department and staff of the

ROChedterCity School District; Primarily responsible for initiating and
implementing academic programs, curriculum_and summer Activities) the

curriculum coordinator also links the school system with many resources from

local industry. The community relations coordinatorenjoys_a high degree of
acceptance from the minority community and bridges the community, education,
and inddstrial_resources while promoting the goals of the program to leaders

of these organizations.' An executive director from the Industrial Management

Council oversees these linkages and promotes program support at the highest

levels of industry, education, and the community.

Interventions

Dwindling interest in science during the crucial ages from eight to
thirteen years prompted our first-level of City. School - District- program

Support; If students do not like science during the middle /junior high years,

theYare'not likely to select science courses at tWhigh school level. Our

response to this dilemma was to initiate a_supplemental curriculum project

designed to_provide a motivational alternative to the existing curriculum. We

looked_at the problem this_ way.-_ Envision_a funnel, widest at the sixth grade

entry leVel end,_bucconsiderably narrower at the midpoint constriction where

ninth graders enter high school; The spout represents the narrowest part--
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consistent with high school enrollment in science. In_terms_of student
interest, we want 'to exparid theentire funnel:and considerably widen the
spout. As that happens the number of minority students electing additional
science/mathematics courses will increase;

Supplemental PRIS2M activities for selected minority high school
students entering the spout o this funnel must be motivational; they must
o r frequently and consistently; and they must be appropriate. To these
.en PRIS2M teams have been established at every grade level within each of
the city high schools. Here th' PRIS2M interventions are certainly
noteworthy.

Students Selected for membership must be_enrolled in Regents-level courses
in_both science and mS4bematics. urther,_they must maintain passing grades
and continue to enroll in the Rege is-level courses. Ninth graders would
neteanarily_thenfollow a 47year_se uence in both disciplines; Required team
activities include one monthly visi to a prepIanned industrial presentation
which emphasizesthe importance of a least one fundamental science principle
upon which that industry's product(s) or service(s) are based; (See Appendix.
A which lists industrial presentation Conducted during school hoursi but
located at an industrial sites the presentations are seen as a function of the
student's school program; although initiated; developedi and funded by
PRISM

One additional_required_team meeting each month provides opportunities for
A variety of activities including science\fair project development, career
awareness seminars, _financial aid programs for seniors; and special seminars-
programs on science /mathematics current is es; Held after school hours;
these meetings are conducted jointly by a t am "Coach" from the school
building and several team nnIOSi" or role mo els from_one or more of the local
industries supporting PRIS2M. Social events fund_raising activities; and a
team comradery develop a sense of belonging as well as_interpersonal_suppOrt
systems between team members. For minority sudentsi heretofore noticeably
affected by a negative peer pressure towards science -and mathematics, the team
concept has played a significant role in reveralfit this peer pressure, now
making it positive.

Additionally, three special summer programs for PRIS2M team members
round out these unique interventions for our students. A 3-week Science/
Mathematics Summer Workshop emphasizes direct learning "hands-on" experience
for 100 ninth graders. Following the tenth grade \a 1-week biology-based camp
experience continues the sequence of special programs. After the eleventh
year, a 9-week "Orientation to Engineering" program includes _1 full week at a
local university followed by 8 weeks of internship\training for Which students
are reimbursed by the industry in which they work. \Under direLt profeasional
supervision, these students work in the laboratory,' computer center,
engineering facility, or other technical operation. The PRIS2M program
enjoys considerable status and is credited with changing noticeably the
attitude and work ethic of many of our students. They simply seem to be
different students as entering seniors than they were as departing juniors
only 2 months earlier.
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Teachef\"burn out" is often_blamed_forconditions which interfere with the
delivery of good science edUdetiOn.__Thit includes a wide spectrum of concerns
such as "too much to teadh;" "the, kids are notinterested,""the school does
not support_ediende;"_"ted many nonteaching_dutiesi" "no variety.; in my
teaching," "no consistency in my teaching assignmenti" and "parents do not
support science." I believe "burn out" indicates a lack of satisfaction and
incentive for the job of teaching science. Many of the above concerns can be.,

blamed for this and certainly add to the "drudgery" of teeching_sciende_da
perceived by many science- teachers. The status of science education has been
lowered to second Cleat thredghedt the school curriculum, and the role of
science in our society generally has resulted in a populace which is largely
scientifically illiterate.

Teachers are migrating out of the profession with good reason. Some enter;

industry for better paying jobs; others change careers toiesdape bells,
cafeteria duty; and dwindling student_interest._BUtStillmIettribute many of

:,--thi-lbeader.te_the_ladk_of_prefessional satisfaction and incentive; To quote

TOM Lame in a recent (December 1982) letter to the American Federation of_ -7----

Teadhets (AFT); "Many qualified teachers are dissatisfied with_more than their
economic status; Once they have mastered the challenging emotional demands of

teaching; many discover that the intellectual challenge is-inadequate. They

are bored....Too many teadhire can only watch as the exciting sweep of

technOlOgidel progress_passesthem by. They may try to keep up as hobbyists

or readers, but there is little opportunity'-for them to become involved

firsthand. School districts are content that classes are 'covered' and
provide lttle incentive for coursework beyond a certain level. Teachert who
pursue their interests in technology -at their own expense often find

themselves in demand by_industrY. The next surge of industrial expansion will
take more of these teachers out -of -the classroom and open more attractive
options for thee-6 qualified graduates who are needed as new teachers"

Can anything be done about this? PRIS2M's long term objectives include

the development of positive attitudes and renewed enthusiasm on the part of

science teachers for the career of teaching science. Effortd'in this
direction are multifaceted and provide teachers with a variety of professional

experiences for which they are employed during out of school hours and summer

vacation.

NeWCUrrioultnDevelopment

To date the mostsignificant of the professional opportunities has been

the formulation anddevelOpment_Of an_entirely new_junior high school middle

schoolscience curriddlUt for the Rodhester.City School District. This effort

alone had direCtly involved 50 teachers over the past 5 years and has resulted
unique process skills curriculum which incorporates several verTspecial

roles for the science teacher.. In fact; as in -any curriculum development
project; the commitment of the principal contributors extends well- beyond the

initial involvement and often results in increased motivation, renewed

enthusiasm; and increased self - esteem. This aspect of PRISM represents -one

of our major responses to the problem of "Teecher Shortage in Science and

Mathematics."
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Although the entire process. is important to the development of a new
curriculum; 1 will discuss here onl&the salient* features pertaining to
teacher motivation and incentive; ,First, each selected science and
mathematics teacher becomes the principal_author of one completely_new science
unit. All of the principal authorsalso develop at -least one module-
(activitY)_for each of their counterparts' units. Spcial studies_ writers
develop modules for each principal author's unit, while an English/reading
specialist oversees the grammar, reading level, and appropriate stgdent_
jargon. A graphics specialist works with all writers, and a grade level
project coordinator supervises the entire process. Checks and balances
throughout have helped to ensure that the overall unit objectives are indeed
satisfied by the content developed for each unit; The resulting science units
soon appear in pilot classrooms where they'undergo intense scrutiny.

Pilot testing is; of course; carried out by science teacherii_in many_
cases different teachers than thoge who authored the material. This level of
involvement requires inservice training sessions (conducted by the unit
author)' and critical feedback sessions which enhance the final curriculum
format_and content._ Pilot testing is .considered nearly as important_as the
author/teacher involvement and expands the scope of this project in terms of
the total number of professionals.

Summer School=Staff

Teachers work hand -in -hand. with professional minority role models to
deliver_the three summer programs referred to- earlier. pur 3-week loing'
Science/Mathematics- Summer Workshop_is_managed_by one mathematics teacher, who
essentially fills the role of principal for this program. The teaching staff
consists of six additional teachers who have found their summer experience so
rewarding that -they begin calling in to inquire about preparations and plins
as early as February. By the way, some of the summer workshop activities have
found -their way into these teachers' regular classrooms; and a few activities
are now built into the overall curriculum project mentioned earlier.

Additionally; two teachers conduct a special science camp for post-tenth
grade students; and two others teach during the 1-week "Orientation to
Engineering" for post - eleventh graders;

Even more unusual perhaps are some of the specific components of the
PRIS2M curriculum. Let me discuss how some of these components tend to
blend many of_our concerns regarding the status of science teaching into a
functional model--at least on a small scale.

Unique Features-of-the-Currioulum

The curriculum development process represents a unique'kind of teacher.'
inservice training for the writing staff. Our process combines research on
science teaching from the National Science Teachers_ Association (NSTA),
studies regarding the early adolescent from the National Science Foundation
(NSF); trends in science education from the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP)i(current literature on scienceectivities, and process skills



appropriate to the 'junior high schoolstudent. Furtherj consultants have
impacted 9n the_thinking of authors/teachera as they help tp formulate goals
and_techniques designee to deliver science to students in a motivational way;
while incorporating meaningful science skills and experiences;

Once the curriculum materials have been prepared; the writing staff beCome
the teacher \trainers for a cadre of pilot teachers. In this way thecurtent
research findingsas well as the new_activities aneapproach to teaching
science are enthusiastically conveyed to a larger audience._ Remember, too,
that the writers and pil0t teachers work tegetherHin the school district
providing immediate feedback and support when questions arise. This involve-
tient with writing -and teacher-training seems to enhance their commitment to
the science teaching profession, to say nothing of their increased enthusiasm
for teaching a'unit whiCh they authored:

The Curriculum Format
_ _

AlAO unique to this curriculum is a degree of flexibWiy, which allows 00
teacher some choice of units to be taught. Required_units will ensure that_
basic process_- skills are coveredi, Choioe units may bkdrawn_from a:repertoire
of ether PRIS2M units; or even a strong "Content" baaed or "textbook" unit

of the teacher's chofce may be inelUded._ As_studetts in junior high school
need to learn to make deCidiOnS, so are ,ctathers asked to do the same. If,

for example, a teadher.perteives the need for his/her class to study certain
tententarVas; then theopportunity exists during the choice units to_do Od.
Still the overall emphasid on development: of process_skills wilknOt be

diminished; Some teachers; less willing to forigd their traditional curriC-

ulum; have accepted our new appreaCh beCaUtd_it doesn't limit them from

teaching a favori'te unit-or chapter_from their own repertoire;

The Teacher Module

Most significant of all the unique features perhaps is the development an

incorporation of the Teacher Module as a part of the new curriculum. Simply

stated, each science teacher is required to carry out some form of ongoing

science exploration and td continuously share both the- process and the results

with-students. The importance of.this type of role modeling should not be

minimized.

When students perceive their teachers to be_actiVelY involved_intheir_

chosen field persbnally as well_as_professionally, the develortent_of a role

model image begins to_fork. This image may very well enhance the status of
science in the eyes of our young people, since their teacher is seen not only

to be a teacher of science, but one who finds the tenets of the profession

worthy of being incorporated into private life.

Many teachers exhibit tReir_partiCUlar field_of_expertise beyond the

'classroom; Music teachers are likely to_be_involved in the performing arts by f

playing ina concert orchestra, a Ideal band, or by teaching youngsters music

through private_leStOna._Physital education instructors often are invdlved in

sports and.phylSical trot outside the'schooI day. To a somewhat leader

extent, teachers of othe ecialized subjects continue..to purside various
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facets of their training through personal time activities, such as the English
teacher who writes poetry, the history teacher who serves as_a Community
Historian or the industrial arts teacher Who deSignS and builds furniture as
a personal business.

The "Teacher Module" is the vehicle which allows the science teacher to
.

role model the scientist. It formally establishes a place in the curriculum
for the teacher to select a-problem; activity; study; or science-related hobby
to pursue and share with th class on an ongoing basis.

To encourage this; PRIS2M has initiated several incentives for science
teachers; First; the Rochester Council of Scientific Societies (RCSS) hat;
enthusiastically begun a series_of meetings between active industry-based
research scientists and city school science teachers. Major_outcomes_of the
first of these meetings include a review Of research principles used by active
scientists and -a discussion -based on some of the current research in progress
right here in Rochester; Also; because RCSS provides many of the local
sdiehde fair judges; considerable discussion centered around the attributes
of a good science project; including heavy emphasis on process, diligence,
interpretation of data; and formulation of new problems; The second
incentive; offered by the City School District (CSD), is a small grant for
special equipment or materials needed by the teacher -for his /her research
project; An unstated incentive resulting from diredt contact between
scientists and teacher is the development of personal contacts which will
enhance the delivery of science to our students.

One anticipated_long_term outcome of this relationship between science
teachers and scientists is the eventual utilization of teachers by area
scientists for carrying out some level of supplemental research in the science
classroom. Beyond this; we anticipate some degree of significant summer
employment for selected science teacher researchers.

Program Results

Of the fifty curriculum developers involved with PRIS2M; two are

currently enrolled in Ph.D. programs* concentrating in the field_of
educational evaluatiosi_ohe editOr hoW_dditS the Science Teachers Association
of New York_State monthly newsletter, two are currently editors/supervisors
for final editionS, and the rest are still teaching; There have been no

losses -to new Careers! By way of contrast; during the same 5-year period. 18
other CSD classroom science teachers have left the classroom altogether.

Over ihe past four years; 169 students have participated in our
Orientation to Engineering program._ One hundked eighteen are now high school_

graduates, 66 are currently enrolled in college, and 33 are now in engineering

schools.

Recommendations

1. Develop a process for upgrading the status of junior high middle_
School science eudcation, including a process for identifying and
Selecting science teachers committed to working with the early
adolescent.
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2. Support the development of junior high/middle school science
curriculums which are based on:

a. development of basic process skills and integrated process
skills;

b. providing student* with some choice of topics within the
curriculum; and

c; requiring some-form of student-long--teror-Irroject-as-a
component of the curriculum.

3. Encourage and support the participation of science teachers in the
development of curriculums, curriculum revision, inservice training,
pilot projects, and ongoing revision and evaluation of local science
programs. .
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INDUS-TRY

Bausch and Lomb
Case-Hoyt
DuPont
General Railway Signal
Gleason Works
Kodak Apparatus Division
Kodak Park Division
Ragu' Foods
R. P. Communications
Rochester Gas and ElectFic
Rochester Products
SYBRON/Nalge
SYBRON/Taylor
Xerox

APPENDIX A

INDUSTRY PRESENTATIONS
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TOPIC

Optics
Color Reproduction
X-Ray Technology
Electromagnetism
Motion Transfer
Microprocessors_
Chemistry of Silver
MitrObiOlOgy
Sound Waves
Power Generation
Air Pressure
Latent Heat
Electronics
Computer-Aided Design



TEACHER SHORTAGE IN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS:
WHAT IS HOUSTON DOING ABOUT IT?

Pattitia.M.Shell, Superintendent-for Instruction.
Houston Independent School District

There were days during_the 1978"79.Sehotil year when as many as 6,000

secondary students in the Houston Independent School District sat in -

mathematics or scieneeciirth-out-ac-ertifted-teacherSeptember
1978, there were 47 secondary science and mathematics teacher vacancies in -the

district: On September 1; 1982, there were two mathematics teacher vacancies

and one science teacher vacancy._ This dramatic_ change resulted from specific

actions the districti_the Nation's sixth largest, has taken to address one of

education's most'critical problems;

It is important to have an understanding of the circumstances which -were

the impetus for the district's actions. In the second half Of the 1970's, the

HOUston Independent School District was _facing many of the problems common to

urban'school districts across this NAtitin. _Approximately one-third of all

public school children are_in Urban districts which are responsible for

educating_d Mobile population, with large-numbers-of children-who are

economically- and educationally disadvantaged, bilingual, or ftbid one-parent

-families or families in which both parents are employed.

The Houston Independent Sehool District provides an example. -Approximately-7

195;000 children; or oner.tenth of All-children enrolled in public schools in

Texas4:Lare_enrolled in the sbustot-Itdependent School District this current_

school year._ _The student body is 43 percent black, 32 percent_ Hispanic, and

22- percent White, with a growing number .of children who are Asian/Pacific

Islanders.- Approximately 6,000 pupils are children of undocumented workers;

this year 29,000 childrenLlave--been identified through testing as .having

Limited English Proficiency_(LEP).' Whilt_the_majoritY df those e-haVe-Spanis

as the other language, 96 discrete dialects have been identified._ Compensatory

education_ programs serve over 50;000 children, and approximately 100,000 are

eligible fbt either free or reduced cost lunches.

There are 20;000 handicapped children in_programs of special educatioU.

Of all pupiIs, 70 percent hiVe_heither parent at home during the day and 38

percentuome_from singlerpatent homes. The mobility rate for the didtrict as

a wholejs 39 percent, and some- inner -city elementary schools haVe_a 99 percent

mobility_ritte. A Major school-operated transportation system carries students

to the 240 campuses scattered throughout the_311 square miles that comprise

the district;Am operating budget of approximately $500 million is approved

for the current school year.

T6 all of these_coMplex faetors; add the problems of shder_dite, the'

difficulties sof moving about in a large city without an adequate mass__

transportation system, the media's continuing portrayal. Of urban schools as

pliteed_Of violence; and the discrepancy between teachers' salaries and salaries

offered by business and industry in A metropolitan center dominated by finitude
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and the petrochemical industry. These are the factors which contilbUted_to
the increasing difficulty the Houston Independent School Disrict was_haVing in
1978-79 in filling science and_mathematics teaChing positions, especially in
the inner-city schools where high staff turnover was common.

THE PROBLEM

On September 1, 1978, there were 34 secondary mathematics teacher vacancies
and 13 secondary science teacher vacancies in the Houston Independent School
DiStrict. With each teacher scheduled to teach five classes a day, this meant
that-s-toCal =of-7-235==classes of mArhematits_and science,each with an average
Of 25 students for a total of at least 5,875 students, did not have a certified
instructor. Investigation has shown that there are probably large_numbers of
students who graduated from certain large high schools haVing received nearly
all of their secondary science or mathematics instruction from substitute
teachers.

Not surprisingly, there was.; in this_sasie time period increasing evidence
that while achievement test scores -of the Houston Independent School District
elementary level studentd ContinUed_ro_climb, secondary students were not
acbieving at- expected levels. The district was also experiencing _s shortage
of teachers in special education and bilingual education. -There was,
moreover, evidence that some teachers currently employed did not themselves
possess a level of skill sufficient for their teaching assignments,__Puting
this and the next school year, it became clear to the top administration that

the teacher crisis7-the shortage_of qualified_teachers_in critical fields such
as science, mathematics4 and bilingual educationhad become_the single, -most

critical issue facing the,didtridt. That perception was clearly stated in a

report to the Board of Education:

What is the teacher crisis? The teacher crisis is a
dramatic shortage of teachers in critical fields such_as
mathematics, 'science,__and special education. It is -high

teacher turnover in urban schools resulting in detrimental
instability in urban classrooms. It is placing before our
students, teachers who_themselves cannotread,_write, and
compute in an acceptable manner. It is high absenteeism

and low morale. It_is a_complex conglomeration of factors
WhiCh has resulted in widespread wavering from traditional
atandardd of excellence. At a.time in the history of
civilization when the demand for learning is greater than

ever_before the ability of the public schools to perform
the task has been seriously jeopardized.

HOUSTON_INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT'S RESPONSE TO. THE PROBLEM-

The district's responses to the problem, an incentive pay plan and a
school-based retraining program, haVe been a dramatic departure from solutions

traditionally espoused_in public 61d-cat/Op. But the approach to introducing

these plans folloWed the pattern set during the -last 9 years by the General

Superintendent, Dr. Billy R. Reagan; That approach,is to communicate the

scope -of the problem in every way possible to all segments of the community- -

school staff, parentai business community. Staff vacancy reports and student

test scores were made, public in every available forUM.
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Widespread community support was expressed whes the Board of EthidatiOn
adopted the Second Mile Plan, an incentive pay plan for teachers, effective in

September of 1979. The plan, an-expression of determination to attack the
teadher crisis aggressively, was_hammeredout without benefit of precedent or
example,- for -while dieconcept.of incentive pay for teachers has Iong_been _

:debated in education circles, it has never been comprehensively_ worked out and

implemented until now. As of September 1982, Houston remains the only major
urban lchool system to implement such a plan.

The Second Mile Plan targets four specific areas:

improvement of instruction;
shortage of teachers;
staff stabilization_; and
recognition of teaching as a rewarding career.

The purpose -of the plan is to reward those teachers who go beyond the

minimum required tomeet_theinstructionai needs of their students, teachers

Who go "The Second Milt." The plan provides financial incentives over-and
above their normal salary to teachers who teach in curriculum areas or campus

locations where critical shortages exist.

Teachers must meet certain minimum requirements to establish eligibility

for stipends and then must apply for each stipend. To be eligible, an

employee must:

hold an appropriate valid teaching certificate or permit;

be assigned to a school -or instructional site;\
be paid on a teacher salary scale;
have an'acceptable performance evaluation;

4 have limited absences (there is currently a_plad whith AX1OWS

absences to be averaged over a 3 -year period, with a_3-year

total not to exceed 15 days, or 5 -days per year); and

be a fiiiitiMe teather-i-nursei-or-librarian.

An employee may qualify for a bonus stipend in each of six categories,

which are obViously consistent with the four main target areas the plan was

designed to address: 6

Contributing to.OutstandingEducationaL_Progreask
Students

previous academic achievement and a numbe.- of other

factors are used to predict the expected test score
averages for each school campus. If the school's

average score exceeds_the predicted_scort, each

eligible teacher receives_an_$800 stipena This

component is_especially attractive to the business
community_WhiCh_isaccustdmed to rewarding
demonstrated productivity.

e r-3 ies
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Teaching in an Area of Critical Staff Shortage

Each year the personnel office determines the
instructional areas which have critical staff
shortage, with. preference given_to areas under Federal
mandate or required for graduation. Since the
inception of the program_4 years ago, stipends have
been given to teachers of science and mathematics;
bilingual and special eduCation. Currently; high
school mathematics and science teachers are eligible
for $800 stipends. Stipends_for special education
teachers range from $600 to $900. Bilingual teachers
may earn an extol $1i000i It is 4a-tic -I-Fated-that

these stipends will be raised within the current year.

Teaching in a High Priority Location

Teachers who remain in schools With high
concentrations of educationally disadvantaged students
are eligible for a $2,000 stipend.

While an attendance factor is included in the
eligibility requirements, Special stipends may be paid
to teachers who exceed -these baseline requirements or .

are absent 5 orfewer days_during the year. The
teacher_mudt_Werk_in the dittkitt the following year
to receive the stipend.

vities

Teachers completing college courses in curriculum
areas related to their teaching assignments,or in
areas of-teacher-shortage are-eligible for stipends.
Those who voluntarily attend district approved
inservice may also apply for professional growth
stipends. For each 6-hour block of college coursework
or each 72 hours of approved inservice, the stipend is
$300.

UniqueCampusAssignment

Teachers who teach at_a campus_for which no test data
are available eithet-because the students are not at
the_school long enough to_be,tested or because the
students are not able to be tested using standardized.
testsi_may_receive the unique campus assignment'
stipend. Teachers receive stipends ranging froni $450
to $750._ These teachers are not eligible forthe
'outstanding educational progress stipend.
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Predictably, reactions to the Second Mile:Plan have)leen,varied; As

noted, the business community has supported both the concept and the
expenditure_of.adveral million dollars each year to implement the incentive

pay pkin._ The three teacher organizations represential Houston_ teachers have
opposed the plan; arguing that funds spent for the plan should be used to
provide across-the-board raises or fringe benefit's for all teachers. But more

than half of the district's teachers responded to a research department survey

that the plan should be continued. Those who received stipends rated the plan

more faVorably than those who did not.

After 3 years of operation, many positive results nf the plan are evident.

/22 the four critical areas for which stipends are paid, total beginning of the

-ar--vac atir-i s d from 195 in-1979 to 30 in 1982. Ddring the years

from 1978-79 to 1981-82, total district teacher turnover, for_ all reasons

reduced by 6.8 percent. Absences of teachers in the_Critical-staff areas were
reduced from an_average_of 104:days_a year in 1978-79 to la days in

1980-81. Over $17_thillion_in_stipenda paidtd-feadheri-ddiliii-thii------

3 -year period, with many eligible teachers augmenting their salaries -by more

than $3,000 per year. Title .I funds are used for the high priority location

stipends; all other stipends are paid from local funds.

The district_continues_to_monitori the resUltsathe.Second Mile Plan and

to modify the plan to meet changing local deeds._ There is ample evidence that

financialrewards to teachers through a carefully administered incentive pay

plan can help meet one of education's major crIses;

During the 1981-82 school year, the Houston_Independent School District
implimented-another-program-Project-Searthith-directly_roirspred the
shortage Of-mathematics and_scIence teachers; Project Search is a local _

school district:staff_retraining program, operated in conjunction- with -local

universities, which identlfies_and recruits already employed- teachers into

training programs leading to certification in mathematids and science;

Elementary level teachers with some coilige7-credIts_in_ Mathematics or science

and an interest In teaching one of these_adbjeCtS at-the_m_Wleijunior high

school level were put_into_an_intensive_tuition-paid program this -past

adimer diddleijunior-high_school-tetzhera were recruitedfor-rl-

training_programs leading to certification for high school science or

mathematics.

The district not only paid for college tuition and books;" but paid these

teachers a $250 per course stipend as uell;__The $250 stipend was contingent

upon an A_or B grade. Teachers in the program signed agreements to remain in

the district for 3 years in mathematics or science positions or else to repay

the district the cost of their training;

Over 300 teachers came to an orientation meeting--designed to recruit 50

teachers for retraining as_mathematicsteathers; Careful screening for good

-academic records, good evaluations, and good recommendations from principals 4

followed.
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At the end of the first training cycle this summer; 34 teachers were
placed_in new assignments as mathematics. or science teachers. In spite of
careful scree-ning, some applicants could not maintain the required all 'A and B
grades and were counseled out of the program. Two participants have moved
from the district.

A total of $68,511 has been expended in this program to date.

SUMMATION

These are the major actions taken by the Houston Independent School
Didtrict to address the shortage of mathematics and scienee_teachers. A
determination to address the whole issue of the image of the teaching
profession, the number and quality of students being recruited into the
profession; and the quality of the teaching-learning process permeates the
district and is expressed in many ways. Standards for promotion_and
graduation are being raised; a comprehensive_ staff assessment_and assistance
program is underway; technology is being used_to support the'instrUttienal
process and plans are proceeding for the opening of two magnet high schools:

The Houston Independent School District will continue to take whatever
actions are necessary to assure that its students have qualified teachers in
all subject areas.



DISCUSSION OF
SCHOOL SYSTEM RESPONSE TO THE PROBLEM OF

TEACHER SHORTAGE IN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

Charles Thomas, Superintendent of Schools,_
North Chicago Public Sdhool-Diatridt NO,_54

As a practicing superintendent for the last 10 years, I am interested in
efforts undertaken to solve the problems of the shortage of mathematics and
science teachers. The presentations we have heard attest to the variety of
concerns and the kinds of activities that are being tried.

The Los Angelts_stery, in my opinion, is an eclectic approach to the
problem of the shortage of teachers; I applaud the wide range of activities
and considerations that are involved in the Los Angeles program; I did not

have any major concerns with it. I think that the activities to upgrade,
retrain, and credeiiial teachers are extremely important as we deal with the

shortage. 11

I do not feel that theschool system- -had time to consider some of the
theOretital concerns of the various activities. This is understandable
because the requirement for school systems is not deliberation on- theoretical
underpinnings of the program approach but immediate_movemento action, and

responses to educational problemssuch as the teacher shortage.

Ote itphttant thing Los Angeles is doing similiar to my school system, is
involving the military as well as industry in their endeavor. North Chicago
is unique in that 50 percent of our students are connected to -the Great Laced
NaVal Training Station. Further, we- involve Abbott Laboratories, -one of our

largest taxpayers. They have donated microcomputers to our school district;

I applaud the FRIS2M program for taking the initiative to increase the
number of minority students capable of entering schools of engineering. _While
some may say focusing in on minority students might_be narrow, I think the

curriculum development outcomes_and the_other activities improVe the
mathematics and science curriculum and have systemic values. So in the long

run you are improving your educational system at the same time you are

creating a climate fdr success amongst minorities.

One of the program's dangers, I would say, could be the development of

elitism among the-participating students. But on the other band, if you are
getting increased student interest in participation, if you -are increasing the
numbers, which is your objective, then certainly in Xhis case elitism is not
bad.

I like the idea of the teacher module. Many times when we recruit

teachers, if I am recruiting an art teacher, I will ask, "Are you an artist or

an art teacher?" This is a very difficult question for many_ applicants to

answer. USually they come back with some kind of response which will come
down the middle, to indicate that they do have the talent to perform but that
they are interested in teaching and their commitment is to teaching.
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I think there is no better way to stimulate young people than to have
science teachers, some part of the time, acting as scientists and
demonstrating that capability. So l like the idea of a "scientist in
residence" type of model which Douglas Seager talked about. The program in
Rochester, ,exemplifies the kind of things many school districts are talking__ __
aboutwhentheytakk abuul cooperation with industry.

-- Patricia Shell, in- Houston you- need not apologize for having the money.

If you have the money, spend it. You had a teacher problem. You responded to
the problem. You had the monies for programs so I recommend that you should
,continue your programs as long as you're getting results.

Some may comment, "Well, -what about the district's overall teacher force
quality? Are you doing anything on that end of the spectrum?" I believe that
you are concerned about the quality of all teachers. From what I know about
Houston and Billy Reagan, your Superintendent, I'm sure you're attacking that
particular problem, too.

One concernit might be because I really don't know enough about the
program- -are you rewarding people beyond the minimum? What about the ordinary

teachers? Does it promote in some way a kind of mediocrity? Another concern

might be: How practical is it nationwide?

I know you are concerned about Houston,
problem in general, as I'm sure you do, too,
be a concern. if you have the money
it, the outcomes - -while we may cavil from a
that it works.

-15Z th:all:tM1717L:11L:Ilight----
and you are in a position to_spend
moralistic point of view--indicate

E.B. Howerton, Jr., Associate Superintendent for
Personnel and AdminiatratiVe Field Services,

Department of Education, Commonwealth of Virginia

I'm going to take the liberty of jumping to the end of my remarks. _

Frankly, I think Dr; Thomas expressed it very well. We had an opportunity_to
confer just long enough to decide that we were in total agreement. There is
absolutely no question whatsoever that the three plans presented are workable.

They are plans which there should be no apologies for_whatsoever. They are

programs that we have had the opportunity in our own Commonwealth to review,

to consider, to implement to a certain extent.

Very quickly, Virginia happens to be a State in which 38 percent of all of

the school divisions indicated this past school year that they had extreme

difficulty in securing mathematics and science teachers. As a matter of faCt,

42 percent of the division superintendents responded that they were unable to

secure credentialed personsgin.the area of physics. -Among our public colleges
and universitAgg; which number 36 in Virginia, we_had only nine graduates in

the area of phyeics, and only two of those pursued a career in teaching;

* don't think these statistics are unlike those which are found in many other

States.

di S.'
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Let me share for a couple of minutes_soMe of the cautions that I think can

be extracted from -the three projecti, and these relate more to the level of

affinity which-I have than to any position_of upposition.

_One, I think the question of salary differentiation is one whiCh should be

looked upon very carefully; I am still concerned about the English teacher

Who spends many, many hours at home in_the evening gradlhg papers and happens
to be next door to a mathematics or science teacher who would not necessarily

have that same task yet would be compendated differently;

I think we have to be careful in making an assumption that to retrain

anyone necessitates that they take everytt"ng that one would have taken just

as if they were beginning their training from the outset. Corollary to that

is the doubt that one can be retrained by simply picking up where they happen

to have left Off many, many years Earlier. I don't think we have found, from

the very limited studies which have been made of retraining efforts, that one

retains all of that which one learnedimany years earlier.

The issue clearly is multiplied by two other factori, namely, that many

States (37 States) are considering Increasing the requirements for graduation

from high school by one unit in mathematics, one in science. And the

statistics were provided here today that that would increase the number of_

required sections of both mathematics and science by anywhere from 15 to 25

percent,depending nn_the___State_in_which_youAlappen__to___reside.

Pat one aspect of your program that I had the opportunity to review is

that of performance as_a factor related to pay. I think performance is
clearly a factor,. but I would caution anyone against using-performance as the

single criterion, -or actual tlassroom teaching performance as the single

criterion, upon which an incentive would be afforded.
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SESSION VII
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSE TO THE

PROBLEM OF TEACHER SHORTAGE IN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

ARGONNE SUPPORTS PRECOLLEGE EDUCATION
IN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

4panita R. Bronaugh, Director of Affirmative Action Program,
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne National Laboratory was originally created to perform nuclear :\

reactor - related research; In recent years the laboratory's efforts have
expandedAo embrace_ studies of many other energy technologies. The laboratory
takes pride in the_fact that over half of its employees, 1,800, are scientists.
and engineers who hold__advanced degrees.and many_of whom hold joint
appointments With the University of Chicago. Interaction between the
laboratory. and the university community has existed for a long time;

However, Argonne Affaced with the fact that, like other research.and
development _facilities, it must compete for well trained scientists and
engineers in a highly competitive national labor market. Because emphasis on
solving problems of decreasing industrial productivity, environmental stress,

-and-shifts-14-the-economy-areJlringing_the demand for technical people to _

crisis proportions, innovative ways had to be found to increase oppdrtunities-i
and to effectively utilize highly trained manpower.

As a member of the research community -that has traditionally looked for
permanent employees from the pool of postdoctoral students, it was in
Argonne's self-interest to help improve the quality of precollege education.
Therefore, the laboratory's Division of Educational Programs has developed
several_formal precollege activities designed to'bring about participation on
the part of teachers and students in research programs.

Although there was acceptance of the fact that_the Nation's science and
mathematics education was in_a pernicious state* the precollege thrust - was -not

readily accepted at Argonne- because of several Widely held myths. Among the

myths were: the goals of the laboratory and the public schools are not
compatible;- certain segments of the society are incapable of understanding the
concepts and paltAcipating in the fields of science and engineering; and _

professional scientists and engineers would not be willing to associate with
public school students and/or teachers.

You will note that as I outline- Argonne's- involvement in precollege
programs that these myths have all been dispelled and -that some_of the

strategies employed are modeled after other longstanding precollege programs
like PRIS2M in_Rochester) Ne4 York:And the SattaMiay-Stience-Academy in
Atlanta* Georgia.

.

The objectives of our programs are twofold:: (I) to prepare a future _

generation of researchers; and (2) to increase the scientific literacy of the
populace as a whole. 1
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Presently,.Argonne National Laboratory sponsors and participates in
programs aimed, at assisting precollege students. These programs are described
below.

I. High School Sumter R

The' High School Summer Research Apprenticeship Program is designed to
encourage.minority and female sophomores to continue their high school studies
in science and mathematics during their junior and senior years. The students
participate in a 6-week prograi which offers exposure to abroad- spectrum of
energy-related research-programa At Argonne And to Ar;ionne's scientific and
engineering'staff. The progam also enhances the students' educational
experience by.providing supplemental work in mathematics, sciencei and
communication skills:

4

An applicant for the program must_be in the upper 20 percent of
his/her cIaaR end have completed 2 years of mathematics (through geometry),_1
year of biology, and _1 year of chemittry. Applications for participation are
only accepted f---= _those atudentd attending schools in the Greater Chicago

Area Although all the students accepted in the program must have met the
required criteria, there is a lack of uniformity in the kind of mathimaticsi
biology, and chemistry courses the students have completed. Therefore,_it it
necessary to begin the pragram with structured classes to ensure that all
participants begin with a 'common knowledge base.

During the 6-week program, emphasisis on shill group research'
projectSi instruction in computei science, elements of nuclear physics,

crystallography; environmental chemistry, and scanning electron microscopy._
Lectures and laboratory experimente are conducted by an Argonne scientist AT

engineer. /*

There.are other programs aimed at increasing_the number of minoritied

and females entering science and engineering in the Chicago Area. But until

the implementation of Argonne's. sophomore programi.there_was_no vehicle for.

talented tenth-grade students. Programs such as EarlY-Identification- and
Inroads at Illinois Institute of Technology focus AU identifying the
academically talented Student in fhtjunior year of high schdol; Now students
who_participate in Argdnne'S summer _program feed into the ITT Programa_during

their junior year of high school; After graduation, some of these students

return to Argonne to participate'in the Precollege Ptogtam in Science.and,

Engineering (PRE - COOP).

II; Precollege PtOgtak in Stiente-aa-Engineering_CPRE,COOV

_Thits program was designed to provide college bound students an

opportunity -to work with professional scientists and engineers and to_

encourage the student to persevere in his/her studied ihadiehce, engineering,

and mathematics at college; The_competitionfdt this program is very keen;

Only one of four applicants is Adnitted to the=program

PeOhriais in this program is on research: Each student becomes a part

of an established Argonne research team and either pursues some aspect of the
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ongoing research independently, or assists with the efforts of the group.
Each student is expected to prepare a written cogent summary of his/her
research project.

III. Adopt-A-School

The laboratory also participates in the Chicago Public Schools'
Adopt-A-School Program; This program was initiated by Ruth Love,
Superintendent of the Chicago Public Schools, in an attempt to improve the

'Chicago schools with resources that.are otherwise unavailable to the schools.

Through the program the laboratory provides technicians to repair
equipment, scientists to give lectures and seminars, institutes for teachers,
and tours of the research facilities.

One of the precollege programs Argonne is participating in was the
direct result of an economic concern for the city of Chicago.

In 1981, Jane M. Byrne, the Mayor of Chicago, asked Walter E. Massey,
Direct6r of Argonne.National Laboratory, techair a Task Force on High
Technology Development. The primary objective of the Task Force was to foster
the'development of new science-based business in the city and improve the
local economy by providing new jobs and opportunities for its citizens. The
:Task Force - analyzed precollege_ education-in the Chicago area, and recommended
that private industries and universities in the area work with the Board of
Education to help improve the quality of science and mathematics at the
precollege level. The. Task Force report (1982) states:

When considering the location of business in Chicago, it'
must be recognized that some areas of the city are
perceived as unattractive with respect to quality of life,
amenities; and services. One particular concern is the
quality of precollege education offered in certain -areas of
the city. Good schools do exist and the quality of
Chicago's schools appears comparable to those of other
major urban areasl_however, the perception of, along With
the quality of public education, needs to be improved. It

is recognized that this is a national problem as well as a
regional one.

In response to the recommendations made by the Task Force; Mr.
Richard Mcirrow, President of Standard Oil 'Company'of Indiana, convened a
meeting of representatives from high technological industriesi_universities4
and:researchfacilities in the Chicago area to discuss joint efforts 1th the
Chicago Public School System that might demonstrate how the educational system
in the Greater Chicago Area_thight_be_capable of- producing the- quantity and
quality ofskilled personnel required by new high-technology industries..

IV.

As a result of this meetiUg; the Chicago Area Precollege Engineering
Program ( CAPCEP) was established. CAPCEP is a partnership involving.,
industries which employ engineers; scientists, and other technical persouneli
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public and private elementary_and secondary schools, and colleges. CAPCEP's
bylaws state the purpose of the partnership is "...to increade the number of
minorities in Science and engineering careers_ by providing technical,
financial, and administrative assistance to Chicago area...scheoI systems in
order to enrich, the academic curriculum and develop student interest in these
careers."

The program concepts are, to be initiated in three phases.

Phase I. CAPCEP activities in_this_phase focus on planning,
initiation, and_evaluation. Six Chicago public elementary schools
which reflect theracial, economic, and social characteristics of_the
school system as a whole have been identified to participate in the
pilot program; Elements of the pilot_program consist of
identification of needs, program development, inserViee training;
instructional assistance, and curriculum development;

PreSently, the results of a questionnaire completed by'700 elementary
school teachers are,heing tallied and analyzed._ TheinforMatien
gathered from this needs assessment will be used to develop the
inservice training and other program elementS designated for Phase I.

Phase_II._ During this_phaseCAPCEP's activities will be expanded to

include the high schools serving the feedir,elementary schools

participating in Phase-I; A sequential_ program plan_will be
developed for the participating high_schools. Additional elements

such as a peer support system, tutoring, career information, and
recognition activities will be included as an integral part in this

phase of the program.

Phase III; The program will be expanded to include all remaining

elementary and secondary high schools in the Chicago area during

Phase III.'

CAPCEP is unique. Uhlike_other existing- precollege programs in the

Chicago area, CAPCEP- operates within the structure of the schools, with most

of the program's activities occurring during regular school tiburs.

In addition to the precgJlege programs already mentioned, Argonne is

exploring other efforts which will assist in increasing_the_pool of students

pursuing science and engineering degrees. Many of these ;efforts are yet in

the embryonic stage.

Two of these programs are: TSTM and Saturday Science Academy.

V. ,TomorroWs Scientists, Technicians, sndWanagersProgramCTS170

We are_presently reVieWing_a proposal for precollege invoiVement with

the Aurora Publid_School System. The program, Tomorrows. Scientists,

Technicians, -and Managers.- Program (TSTM), is specifically designed to increase

the number of minorities entering the scientific, technical, and/or business
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labor market._ Unlike_CAPCEP; which takes_a systemic approach and operates
within_the schools; TSTM will focus on selected minority students in'grades 9
through 12 and conduct its activities outside the school structure;

VI. SattitdaySa-Acailemy

We at Argonne are excited about another program that will be
implemented in May of this year;- The Saturday Science Academy is modeled
after the Science Academy implemented by the Atlanta_Resource_Center for_
Science and Engineering. Whereas Atlanta's program is an academic enrichment
program.for elementary and middle school students in grades 3 through E3

Argonne's_program is designed to focus its efforts on highly talented students
in the 4th grade.

We are attempting to plant -the science mathematics germ in kids at a very
early age, hoping that with proper encouragement and development some of these
students will become the scientists of tomorrow.

Our initial efforts will be a pilot prOgram for 15 participahtd for a

6-week period; Because we_aze scientists and engineers -- researchers, not
educators--we sought and, obtained the services of curriculum specialists from
surrounding colleges and universities to assist -us in this program. Staff

scientists and engineers have submitted suggestions and volunteered to give

lectures and/or demonstrations. A comprehensive evaluation is planned before

the program is expanded.

These are programs that we are very excited about!

In our eagerness to respond to the numerous requests for assistance from

the Chicago area schools; our approach to precollege_science and_ mathematics

education has been an eclectic one. We are now raising -the questions: Is

more better? Should we respond to all requests for assistance? Are the

students deriving benefits from our programs? Are we utilizing our resources

effectively?

The precollege activities are now being evaluated to. determine the impact
_

of the programs on students and Argonne personnel. Because we are determined

to offer quality programs; we will undoubtedly:narrow our foCUs;_concentrating

on those things that we believe we can do best. Whatever direction our
precollege involvement takes us in the future; it will be one thatdeion-
strdies Argonne.scontinued commitment to precollege education in science and

mathematics.,c.

Walter E. Massey (1982), Director of Argonne, sets the stage for our

commitment when he declares:

It is in our self-interest as members of the research
demmunity'tomakeiiurethat we replenish. scientific_ and
technical talent for future generations; and it_is in
our self-interest that the populace as a whole become

scientifically and technically literate.
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SCIENCE MUSEUMS AND SCIENCE EDUCATION

Bonnie Van Dorn, Executive Director,
Association of ScienceTechnology Centers

To complement science education in schools, science museums offer_OtograMs
at the cutting edge of science education activities in the United States and
the world. For examplei_there_are mobile computer van programs, science
camps; programs_for handicapped youngsters, teacher inservice training; and
the use Of participatory exhibits. This-paper describes many of_the_excellent
-Otograthe offered by the approximately 100 museums in the United States
belonging to the Association of ScienceTechnology Centers.

The variety of science museum programs is striking and addresses the needs
of diverse audiences. The progiims are designed -for many age_groupsi_abilitY
groups, interest levels, and eddcational levels -from preschool through higher
education. The types of programs -are equally diverse, ranging fit= the very
informal exploration of exhibits in- museums to formal classroom situations
Where graduate credit may be offered. A common characteristic of museum
&hi-Cation programs is the involvement of other education agencies, private and
public organizations, and the media. These collaborative efforts often have a
long history preceding the current emphasis on encouraging partnerships among
schools, government, and the private sector.

Encouraged by the public enthusiasm for science museums, many communities
within the United States as well as other countries are planning or have
recently established new science.centers or a new educational emphasis for
existing museums. These contemporary science museums are dedicated to
improving the public understanding of science and technology. They provide a
science education resource that is significant and not yet -used to -its full

potential. Expansion of exemplary museum programs is possible through the
creation of more incentives for schools and museums to work cooperatively, the
establishment of ongoing funding support; and the formation of a body of
research concerning education in museum settings.

Although we generally think of schools when we talk of science edudation)
a growing amount of learning about science and_technology is happening in
informal settings outside the classroom. Widely availabl% computer technology

has made teenagers unchallenged experts at -video games and whizzes on home__

computers. There are dozens of popIllar science -publications, spanning a wide
range of sophistication, from Scientific American and Stience!83 to _Popular
Science And OMNI. _Although "NOVA" _remains the only regular TV series
dedidated to explaining_sciencevother programs like "The Body Human,"
niatiotal_Geographid;" "Life on Earth," "Cosmos," and "Discover" regularly
attract viewing audiences of 5' to 20 million (TresseIi 1982).

Science museums also attract huge audiences._ Representing 'ooly.164erdeot

of the museums in the Nation, according toei 1974 National EndOWMent for the
Arts Survey, they attract 38 percent of the museumgoing audience (NRCA, 1974).

A 1979 survey by the Institute of Museum Services reveals that science museums
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comprise 18 percent of-the museums in the Nation and attract 45 percent of the
museum-going audience (NCES, 1980)._ If zoos, planetariums, aquariums,
arboretums* and nature centers are included, the total annual attendance is
150 million and equal to the combined annual attendance of professional
baseball, football, and basketball games (Tressel, 1982); The National Air
and Space Museum has an annual attendance of 10 million, approximately the
same as Disney World and more than all the other museums of the Smithsonian
combined (Tressel, 1980),

In'recognition of -the popttlarity of these alternatives that make science
fun as well as educational, the National Science Board Commission on
Precollege 'Education in Mathematics, Science*.and Technology, tates in its
preliminary report that "...there is evidence that many students who have an
interest in mathematics, science, and technology_are not being reached through
instructional approaches currently used -in the classroom. Whereas many
students do not like school sCience-7and form this opinion by_the end of third
grade--many do like the science and technology they see on television; They.
also like what they encounter at science and technology museums, planetariums,
nature centers, and national parks" (CPE, 1982, p.7). The Commission
advocates examining the innovative instructional approaches -used at such
institutions and, where appropriate* applying them to the classroom.

Many schools are capitalizing on the opportunity to_"extend their walls"
by_working in concert with science museums._ Traditionally systematic
collection activities and related research have. been the priorities of science
museums._ Today their role increasingly emphasizes informal education_programs.
Many contemporary science museums known as science - centers have no collections
at all in the traditional sense, but still value the use of. objects to convey
scientific knowledge and processes in a hands-on way.

The Association of Science-Technology Centers (ASTC) is a private
nonprofit organization founded to represent science museums' common interests
and to provide information and services to improve museum operation. Today
the Association has 150 Members, approximately 100 of which are science
museums in the United States. ASTC provides a Communication network through
its conferences, workshops, newsletters, and other publications; a traveling
exhibition service which manages a tour of temporary exhibits to about 50
different museums per year; and training opportunities for museum
profeasionais. .

The Association is funded by member dues, fees for'services,'

special project grants, and corporate donations.

ASTC's members are very diverse,__from the huge Chicago Museum of Science

and Industry, With its 14 acres of floor space*. to the tiny Museum of Health,
Science, and Industry in Cincinnati, which has 2 staff members and is housed

in the former women's lounge of the Union Terminal train station. Half the
members have annual'budgets under one -half million dollars, and half were
founded in the last 20 years. All are nonprofit and provide extensive
education services to the public, including exhibitions; films, planetarium

shows, classes for all ages, trips and tours, lectures, and special events.
ASTC education programs include the following:

93 percent of science centers work directly with the local
schools to provide educational services;
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89 percent provide programs especially for teachers;

. 75_percent have outreach services that bring programs into the
schools;

33 percent cooperate with _tpiversities to offer training for
degree programs (such as graduate level teacher inservice
training);

_The following are examples of the education programs that science centers
provide. They offer an update to the old stereotype of docents leading hoards
of students on tours of halls past glass cases of musty exhibits. These
programs ate successful in their own communities and have potential for
expansion and replication elsewhere.

C.omputerPrOgraMa

With the current hunger for computer literacy and the limited access to
computer instruction in schools; science museums are experiencing a high
demand for computer classes. Most science museums have followed the model of
the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley, offering literacy classes for all
ages as well as opportunities for individuals to rent time on microcomputers.
Whole school classes can register for lessons taught by museum staff in labs
equipped with 15 of more computers.

A good example of the science museum community's response to this public
deiand is the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry's program. Their spring
1983 program catalog features 36 diffetent, 5-session computer classes for
anyone 10 3 ,ars or older.

Several years ago; thd Oregon Museum of Science and Industry Portland
initiated a computer club for gifted high school students. Working th an
advisor,,the students produced programs of commercial value for the ocal
community. The museum's more recent efforts emphasize younger chil re,n's --____
introduction to computers through classes for grades 1-3, using the Turtle
graphics of LOGO and PILOT.

Last summer, Pacific Science Center in Seattle worked in cooperation with
a local private school, which provided the facility; and several computer

.

manufacturers, who supplied equipment, to offer a computer camp so popular
that extra sessions had to be arranged: For a tuition fee of $175, students
spent a week becoming familiar with computers and learning to use them as
tools to analyze marine science data they collected at Puget Sound beaches.

In order to_make their programs accessible to additional audiences,
museums in San Francisco, Portland, and Seattle operate computer vans, and The
Space Center at Alamagordo, New Mexico, plans to circulate one later this year.
The Seattle computer van program has been selected for the National Science
Teachers Association's top award this year in the "Innovation in Elementary
and Secondary Science Teaching" category. The van brings 2 instructors, 15
Apple computers; and t variety of daylong lesson plans to public and private
schools. Funding is provided by user fees and grants from foundations and
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corporations: Portland supplemellts their van outreach program with a Rent -a0-
Computer- Person service for groups needing an instructor versed in BASIC and
PILOT.

Several centers offer workshops for teachers and administrators to provide
basic computer literacy as well as to acquaint them with ways they can use
computers to teach science and mathematics; Teachers need to learn how to
select and evaluate software and courseware, how to manage classroom logistics
when one microprocessor must serve many students, and -how to use the computer
to help with their own student assessment and clerical ta6k6. Pacific Science
Center has provided this service under contract to the Washington State_
Superintendent of Public Instruction and for university credit; Other museums

may offer their teacher classes independently or in conjunction with local
districts. Chicago furnishes a choice of five different brands of
microcomputers for their training progiams. This gives eductitorA the
opportunity to 'compare hardware and software in a non-sale& atmosphere in

.order to make more informed decisions about district purchases.

Teacher Service-6

At increasing number of science centers have established links 1;ith_local

university colleges of education to offer teacher_inservide training: A
common course offering is "How to Use the Museum in Your Cdrriculue or "Using
Science Resources in the Community" as well as many other special science

topics in environmental education, astronomy, biology, social science, and

energy education.- Frequently offered for graduate credit, these courses not
only use the special resources -of the museum and its staff, but also often
motivate al interest in science among teachers who avoided science. during
their previous schooling.

TeaChers can obtain a more intensive science experience at the Discovery

Place in Charlotte, -N.C., the Pacific Science Center in Seattle, WA., and the

Oregon Museum-of Science and Industry; Elementary school educators teach and

learn at the science center to improve their own science teaching quality and

develop leadership skills to conduct in-service training for theircolleathee

when they return_to_their districts. This experience earns teachers credif

towards a.master's degree at several universities.

As V611,06useum educators recognize the important role that classroom

teachers play in assuring that students make the most effeCtive use of the

museum. Teachers are encouraged to became acquainted with the museum through.

free admission incentives, educator open houses, introductory materials, and

pre-visit workshops.

Equally as important as the museum visit are the foilowup activities. The

Franklin Institute Science Museum in Philadelphia has developed the Selene*

Enrichment-Senrice, which are kits that teachers can take home to continue

investigation of a scientific topic their classes studied at the museum. Each

kit contains a poster, activity sheets, and a detailed teachers guide for

further exploration. Other museums distribute children's publications, loan

kits, and provide activity packets for additional followup.
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Curriculum-Development

The Lawrence Hall of Science, part of the University of California at
Berkeley, is a national leader in the development of science curricula;
Examples of their published curriculum projects available for school adoption
include: Science Activities for the_Visually Impaired (SAVI); Science
Curriculum- mprovement Studies (SCIS); Outdoor__Biology_Instructional
Strategint'JOBIS);_Health:Activities Project(HAP); and others. All are
highly motivational,involving students in the science experimental
processes. In addition to Curriculums, museum educators have developed
computer software and.courseware for classroom use, especially at the junior
high level.

pecial Groups

Bringing science experiences to disadvantaged students, those with
handicaps, or women and minorities is a priority_of .science museums. The
Mathematics and Engineering Science Achievement (MESA) program at the LaWrence.
Hall of Science provides encouragement for minority students to pursue science
careers. __In _a similar way, the workshops and curriculum materials of the
Hall's EQUALS program give_women_students career guidance and incentive to
elect_mathethaticsclasses in junior and senior__High. These model programs

.have been emulated in other cities. Lawrence Hall also runs very successful
Math fer.Girld classes in their weekend and summer enrichment program;

The Exploratorium in San Francisco offered workshops for parents,
teachers, and administrators of disabled children. Workshop participants used
the exhibits to experience the auditory, tactile, andvestibularperception
problems often encountered by children with learning disabilitidt. This
helped the participants better understand the- problems faced by_the_children
and taught them how to use Exploratorium exhibits effectively with them;

Padifid Sdience.Center developed a curriculum guide and kits for loan to
teach marine science to visually impaired children; The activities are
appropriate for use by all children in mainstreamed elementary classrooms.

Programs fort Gifted

Rahy science museums offer special programs for gifted and talented
youngsters. Two exemplary programs are conducted in Atlanta and Baltimore.
The Fernbank_Science Center -in Atlanta (part of theDeKalb County School
District) libldsa block of intensive science courses for able high school

students. Bused -to the_science center daily for the whole term, the students
haVeaddett_tri the_electron microscope, telescope, nature center, and other
special equipment facilities and expert staff at Fernbank.,

The Maryland Science Center in Baltimore employs over 100-part-time __

instructors; many of whom are Johns Hopkins University'professors, to proVide
science classes for academically gifted students_who need enriehteht and

accelerated learning; Students are selected by IQ test scores, academic .

achievement, and recommendation to- participate in these college level Student
Science Seminars._ The program is funded mainly by course fees;
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Outreach Programs

Since science museums are often located in urban centers, many programs
emphadiFt exporting the museum staff and resources to more distant communities.
Besides ccmputer vans, several museums have teams of teachers, small ekhibits,
and "hands -on" lessons that travel in vans to- schools for daylong programs.
Others, including the North Carolina Museum of Life and Science in Durham,
provide instructors and classroom-sized inflatable planetariums for conducting
astronomy lessons that teach youngsters to use starcharts and to do their own
evening observation activities. Available for travel from the Portland museum
are "Tooth or Consequences," developed under the auspices of the Oregon Dental
Association, "Clang, Bang, Toot--The Physics of-Sound," "The Body Human," and
other demonstrations geared to primary age children.

The Franklin Institute in Philadelphia is well known for its fine
"Traveling Science Show" demonstrations on simple machines; chemistry,
'physics, and energyk whiCh are conducted in schools by Institute staff. With

the support of_a NSF grant, the Fraiklin Institute also,established exhibitt

and demonstrations in a local shopping mall. Their walk-through exhibit on
mirrors and optics has been borrowed by the Science Museum of Virginia for

display in the Richmond area shopping centers.

The Center of Science: and Industry in Columbus; Ohio, uses students to
spread science activities to the schools. Funded by the General ElectriC _

Foundation, the Young Experimental Scientists Program- brings groups of fiiid

elementary students and their teachers_to_the museum for a day of experiments

and learning and-then provides materials fOr the students to repeat the

activities with their classmates at school.

A_group of.dedicated volunteers and a grant from a Pittsburgh_area_

printing company makes possible a children's hospital.program coftducted_by the

Carnegie Museum of-Natural History. Volunteers visit the hospital weekly,

conducting activities about dinosaurs. The program helps to alleviate some of

the children's fear about a strange environment and the trauma of a stay in

the hospital.

The Ontario Science Centre.in Toronto sponsors:a Science Circus which

travels to remote communities in the province for 2-week stays. Their huge

tractor-trailer transports 3,000 square feet of exhibits, a theater, and

materials for workshops and demonstrations.

Special Programs and Even

Science museum personnel re expert at devising creative programs_to

encourage learning about scien and by necessity are -also experienced-at

garnering the publicity; volunteer help,. and financial support to sustain

them. To follow are a few example .

Seattle's Banana 500 And Boston's egg race are contests which encourage

participants to propel vehicles carryi the "cargo" by using a rubber band or

a mousetrap. These contests are generou y supported by the media and provide

-good community visibility for science and cognition for inventive

achievement.
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The Camp-In at the Center of Science and Industry in Columbus, Ohio,
provides an overnight camp experience At_the museum for 35,000 youngsters and
their scout or youth group_leadera Annually._ Kids participate in science
activities that they take home on topics such as cockroaches, crystals; and
mathematics puzzles.

O

The Oregon Museum of Science and'Industry maintains several resident
summer camps; of which the best known is,Camp Hancock in central Oregon.
There campers use local study sites to explore geology, paleontology, botany,
ecology, and, astronomy.

The American Association fOr the AdVancement of Science and ASTC are
working.together to identify and place in the community scientists who are
willing to volunteer at science museums.- In Durham, N.C., this program has
resulted in the science center coordinating the placement of "visiting
scientists" in elementary tlassrooms. The scientists receive some guidance
concerning the abilities and learning styles of the kids as well as
§Ugge§tion8 for activities in their fields that would appeal to the
youngsters. The teacher and students get to relate to "'real" scientists,
dispelling some of the pervasive and erroneous stereotypes.

In Chicago and other cities, the local public TV station_and_the museum
cooperated to offer teacher workshops -on thetopics covered -in the following

week's "3-2 -1 Contact" program. Exhibits and programs -at the museum were also

coordinated with the weekly themes. Museum staff developed student activity
sheets to focus a museum visit on topics from the program series.

These museum programs and many others not mentioned hold great potential

for helOihg to dddtd86 our current science and mathematics education problems.

The following are Oharacteristics.ot science museums that make them deserving
Of the funding and research support necessary to meet this potential:

1. Museums provide unique exhibits, facilities, new technology,
scientists, and educator§ not available in the schools;

2. The infortal nature of the museum environment allows learning
opportUnitieS that complement the classroom; Frank Oppenheimer;
Direttor of, the Exploratorium, explained,"No one ever flunks a

museum....In contrast to classrooms, mIseums provide a
reversible, deflectable, 3-dimensional form of education"
.(Oppenheimer, 1979; pp. 8 -9). In his opinioni_museums are
voluntary, entertaining, and necessary artificial environments

for learning;

3. The museum's general focus_on public understanding and
appreciation of science and technology seeks to create a level

of science literacy and enthusiasm in the community in which

school science program initiatives can flourish. For instance,
families that attend science museums start their preschoolers
early with activities to enhance their children's interest in

science.
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4: Science museums have a heritage of working with schools,_
businesses, community_ groups, and governmental agencies in the
collaborative_ manner dictated by today's economy. They are
experienced at attracting volunteer help and media support.

Major museum exhibit programs are cost-effective. The National
Science Foundation discovered that the costs and potential
audience of successful science exhibits are directly comparable
to the costs and impact of a public television program-7-usually
pennies per person 1983). Programs_such as_the
Association of Science-TeChnology Centers' traveling exhibition
service enable costly exhibits built by one museum to tour
museums in several cities; increasing the potential audience
more than tenfold. The Exploratorium publishes-an exhibit
"cookbook" that_many museums use to build_their own exhibits
without costly development and.design outlays.,

In recent years the value of science museums as an adjunct to formal
education and a catalyst for scientific and technological achievement has been
recognized by leaders of many communities. here and abroad.. In the United
States there are numerous small science centers being established, many by
Junior League volunteers, parents, and educators. New science centers are
starting in Canada, France, West Germany) China,_Japan, the Philippines,
Malaysia,_ Indonesia, Australia, India, Saudi Arabia; Nigeria, Israel; and in,
other nations striving for technological improvement. To accommodate. this
groMing trend, ASTC recently created a new category of membership for
developing museums not yet open to the4mblici

_ These fledgling science centers and the ones that currently exist will
have_a much,greater impact on improving science education if several
challenges are addressed:_

1. Partnershipa--More incentives are needed to get schools and
museums working together enthusiastically and for mutual
benefit: Establishing successful partnerships requires a
substantial investment of time and resources initially to
identify the participants, communicate needs, inventory
resources, set goals, and arrive at a firm coMmitment. This
process does not happen magically and may take considerable
effort and funding even before the actual cooperative project is
undertaken. A first step is to improve communication between
schools and museums through participation in each other's
curriculum and education advisory committees; at board meetings,
and through Parent-Teacher Associations, and other professional
meetings. In addition to their boards of directors, some
science museums have education advisory committees to suggest
the museum's program priorities in relation to the community
needs. School administrators and teachers serve on these
committees, assuring good school-museum cooperation; Likewise,
museum personnel should support school district planning
activities.
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2. Funding--Most science museums struggle constantly for_support;
relying largely on earned inceme;;,business and_individnal
donations; and; to a_muCh less gree; on Federal grantt and
municipal_ support. With t xception of the modest fudding
freit the-Inttitute of_Museum Services, funding from the National
Stiente Foundation and other agencies has been for specific
projects of limited duration: Support for developing innovative
programs is vital, but it does not encourage sustained program
efforts and may even exacerbate the museum's basic need for
operational funds; How do we assure Museums_ basic_support
leveUso that museums.can afford time to fundraise for new
programs?

3. Research- -The body of research that exists, in other areas, _such
as educationi can_contribute_to_what is known_abouttheeffetts_
Of science education_ gained in_the_museum settinf, but this must
be done very carefully and systematically. Research models
developed for the school setting may not be suitable for science
museum activities: The informal nature and novelty of the
museum en4ironment and the short duration of contact many _

visitors have witk museums must:be considered. More research is
needed specificaIIY about museum practices_and about the_long_
and short term effects of_science museums both__ cognitively and

affectively. Do museum_ field trips make a difference in
Claisroom learning and behavior?, Ate_there more gains_for one
type_ of learner_or teacher than snottier? _How effectively do
eXhibitd Communidate_theirmessages? What kinds of program
designs work best with family groups or very young children?

A 1? _

L_

It would be a tragic waste not to overcome these hurdles and fully tap the
special resources of science museums to help address this Nation's complex
science education crisis; Joel Bloom; Director of the Franklin Institute;
reminded us at the National Academy of Sciences Convocation last mAy_that
"science museums present information...They excite people...Museums let people
learn in their own way, at their own pace; at their own schedule" (Bloom;
1982)::
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POLICY ALTERNATIVES: EDUCATION FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH

Roy Forbes; Aisociite Executille Ditedthr;
'Education Commission of the States

The Problem

_ProViding.high_quality mathematics and science instruction constitutes a
serious Challengeto our Nation'SeducationaI success. This is particdlarly
significant at a timsUhen it is essential to train our future workere for
increasingly technical and skilled jobs and to raise the general scientific

and mathematical-literacy IeveIe of bUrcountry's'future_dititent. Our
technological edge is threatened by'a shortage of_skilled engineers and

scientists: Technological literacy is also becoming increasingly important
for full.. articipation in our society_and for individual personal development.

Literacy in a technologically7orientedaociety will'depend upon knowledge of

the basic concepts_of mathematics and.science and an understanding and

demonstration of their applications.

Not_only are experiencedmathematics and science teachers leaving the

profeaSion for mere lucrative jobs in business and industry; but the number of

entrantainto mathematics,and scienceteaching had declined over the past ten

years-. Many states are experiencing teacher shortages in mathematida and

science and, as a result; uncertified or temporarily certified teac hers are

sometimes filling the gap. This solution may_ appear_ pragmatic in the

short -run; but it is detrimental to raising the quality of instruction in

these highly demanded areas.

National Task Force on.Edttatfcql&onomi_c_Growth

In response to the severity. of the mathematics and science education

dilemmas facing our country, including teacher shortages_as_well as Other

areas, Governor James B. Hunt; 3r:, -of North Carolina; Chairman of the

EdUdation Commission of the States (ECS), established an ECS.Usk: Force on

Education for Economic, Growth.

Forty national leaders compose the Task Foreei including governors;

legislators; heads of_major corporations; education officials; and

representatives from labbr and_the scientific community. Additional_

representatives from each of these sectors provide a network of knowledgeable

advisors to the Task Force.

The Task Ftirceis actionoriented; drawing heaVily On relevant data and .

resources that already exist. Its focus is_targeted on strategies to.improve"

the quality of high school education;;especially_the skills required for

economic growth. The Task -Force gives momentum to the growing interest -and

concern among governors and corporate leaders for the-quaIity:of our public

schools.
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Specifically, the goals., of the Task Force are to:
?

1. Create national understanding of the need for a better educated
work force that is necessary for economic growth;

Report_on how well current education programs are preparing
youth for future jobs.

3. Identify alternative policies, programs; and actions to, improve
education which may be used by national; State, and lodal
leaders in both the public and private sectors.

4. Promote partnerships.omong dfiftnity)_business, labor,
government, and education le tiers to improve education leading.
to economic growth.

Although its focus is on edudatiOn for economic growth, the Task Force
remains cognizant of.other equally important purposes of. public education)
e.g., citizenship and personal growth.

Survey of State Initiatives-lo-ZdUcatiott

The initial activity of the Task Force was directed toward governors as
the officials responsible for guiding State leadership. A State survey
developed by ECS staff requested all governors to report the: programs and
activities underway in their States that address education problems and
opportunitiW

The governors were asked to provide information on activities concerned
with:

improving student competencies in mathematics, science)
computers, and other academic areas;

4 using computers to improve education;

providing incentives to attract) retain, and upgrade education
perionnel, particularly in science and mathematics; and

involving citizens and business and industry leaders in
education.

Almost AO states have responded to the survey to date. 'Although taco
State reported a unique set_of initiatives for each problem area, most of the

responses fit into one of three categories.

Task forces to study the issues; define the'problems, needs, and
.opportunities1 and recommend new policies and programs. Task
forces focusing on teachers are examining issues such as -the
structure of the teaching profession) the natdre of teacher_
training programs) and the future supply and demand of teachers.
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yr of curriculum;
facilities, students, and teachers.

o; Programs to encourage broader involvement in education by
citizensibusinessi And_induStry. In the area of teacher
shortages', the survey show; that States are initiating
strategies to recruit and attract_ new teadhersi_suCh ad
Aeholarships-1oansI_or differential pay for_ mathematics and
science teackers. States are also implementing programs to
Supplement the work of current teachers, such as staff sharing,
special summer programs; and alternative instructional
arrangements (see the policy alternatives presentedin the next,
section for more information on these programs).

Based. on the results of this survey and a_follow-up survey, the Task_Force
'will assemble a set of recommendations to assist States in assessing their
current programs, in designing sew and improved programs) and in formulating
their legislative_ proposals. over the -corning year. The followup survey will
request 'moreepecific_information on the types of issues being studied, time-
tables for action4_and proposed recommendations. Potsible?target,groups for
the second survey includeState education agencies, legislators,, and business/
'education councils. The recommendations will be encouraged for use by
educatbrA; government, and business/industry officials. In addition to the
surveys and recommendations; the Task Force is considering a-fullrange of
alternative products: resource documents describing the nature and magnitude
of the problems confronting'education, legislators i and buAinesslindustry
officials; a7series'of awareness /action brochures for_State leaders; a
national public information and_awareness program; audiovisual presentations;
and other products. to be determined by the Task Force members.

Recommendations--Education for Economic -Growth

The Task Force met in Washington; February 26, 1983, to address
strategies for improving the quality of high school education, especially the
skills required for economic growth. The Task Force reviewed a preliminary _

set of policy alternatives, which were previously shared with participants of
the'NIE Conference on TeacherShortages in Science and.Mathematics:_ myths,
Realities and'Research on February 8 -10, 1983. A copy of this earlier
presentation may be obtained from John Taylor of NIE or from Roy Forbes of the
Education Commission of the States.

In addition to modifying many of the policy alternatives, Task Force
members agreed to work toward developing specific recommendations tailored 'to
key sectors. The sectors identified thus far'are governors; Chief State
School Officers and"State Boards of Education; and business and industry
leaders. The remainder of this paper presents the draft recommendations for
each of these three gxoups as well as a set of recommendations entitled .
"Partnerships," which presents suggestions for action across all groups.

Throughout the next two months, the Task Force will develop recommendations
for_additional groupsi_inCluding State institutions of higher education,
legislators, and parents' organizations; In addition, separate sets of
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recommendations will be developed for Chief State School Officers and State
Boards of Education. The recommendations for the business/industry sector
Will be expanded.

The final meeting of the Task Force is scheduled for May 4, 1983. Prior
to acceptance by the Task Force of the final recommendations, appropriate
agencies and sectors will have an opportunity to review their respective sets
of recommendations. The reader should keep in mind, therefore, that the
recommendations presented in this paper will be further revised.
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TASK FORCE ON EDUCATION FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH--
Actions for Governors

The key action for Governors is to assume a atrong_leadership_r_ole in
supporting educational improvement in concert with State boards of education;
chief_State school officers, higher education authorities, and State
legislators.

l Establish a State level Task Force consisting of leaders from
elementary, secondary, and higher education; business;
government; the scientific community; and other concerned
parties to:

a; Examine the current status and needs of public
education, espeCially in science and mathematics;

b; Set State priorities and goals for improving
education.

c. Recommend programs and policies to improve
educational programs.

d; Mobilize public concern and commitment to improve
public education.

2; Take a strong leadership rote in priimoting working partnerships
at the State and local level among parents, community leaders,
businesses (management And labor), governments, educators, and
the scientific community to strengthen education.

a. Invite business/industry to work with schools in
developing strategies to upgrade course curricula,
increase pupinrollment and performance,
increase the supply and quality of teachers in
critical fields, and improvethe pubIic
understanding of the need for greater investment
in education.

b. Work with the State legislature and/or_private:..
industry to provide seed funds to_local-school
systems.to_establiah u-eaiedut-ation-t-e-sturtei
teams consisting of representatives from_the
above groups and given the mandate of using local
resources to significantly upgrade the quality of
education;

3; Work with the legislature and/or State board,to adjust
certification requirements to ensure that teachers are qualified
in both content and methods in their areas of instruction. .

C.,
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4. Work with State authorities to establish a deadline by which all
teachers must be certified in their field:7:f instruction.
Then, provide funding to implement traini programs for
teachers at all levels which will enable them to attain
certification in their fields by the deadline. The programs
could be established in a number of ways:

a. Summer institutes operated by institutions of
higher education.

°b. , Provision of grants to support tuition and fees
for college courses offered during the summer or
in the evening.

c. Extension of employment_in order that teachers_
may remain employed during the summer mouths to
work_on certification in teacher shortage areasi
special curriculum projects, participate in
intensive training programsi or upgrade their
technical skills.

5. Seek funding to provide summer employment for lead teachers and
teachers'in_dritidelly needed subject areas to work during the

summer and develep_new curricula teach courses, train new
teachers, work with community leaders on school improvement
projects, and improve their own instructional and management
skills.

6. Work with State and local boards to provide special awards for

outstanding teachers in various subjects and levels and for
administrators with recognition and substantive rewards
professional perksi sabbaticalsi education Brenta or cash

bonuses).

7. Work with State board6 and the State education agency to
est/05114h a statewide curriculum-study committee consisting of

educators in various subject areas, business and civic leaders,

experts onnew and emerging technologies, etc. The objectives

of this committee will be to:

a: .Evaluate current curriculum goals and standards.

b. Determine competencies students will need to
participate effective in the workforce and

public life,of the future.

c. Update and street/then curriculum objectives;
especially in science and mathematics.

d. Develop a plan for computer utilization in the

school curriculumi
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8. Establish a statewide testing commission which can work With
local school districts (LEA's) to:

a. Set standards aid assess student performance at
keypoints throughout the student's career; focus
on basic skills and prerequisites.

b. Identify student deficiencies early and require
effective remediation.

t. Provide encouragement for programs of academic
excellence for all students;

9. Work with your State educationagency and local districts to
develop programs which promote and reward student achievement.

_

a. Establish a "scholars" program which rewards
students who enroll and excel in courses that
exceed the minimum required, for graduation.

b. Create summer institutes where advanced or
disadvantaged students_can have specialized
instruction in particular areas of need.

t. Establish alternative schools at the State or
local level where students can move to develop
higher level skills in 'specialized areas.

d. Establish a variety of academic competitions for
students and provide recognition, awards, and
prizes for high achievement (e.g., mathematics
and science olympics, writing contests, problem-
solving competitions, etc.).
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TASK FORCE ON EDUCATION FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH
Actions for Chief State School Officers and.

State Boards of Education

State leaders having primary responsibility for the operation of State
elementary and secondary-School prograXs are the State board members and the
chief State school officers who direct the work of the State education_
agency; Much of the work of the State board and the. chief State school
officer requirei the involvement of_the_State legislature; the_governor, State
teacher administrator training_institutions, and local school leaders;_
Examples of things that chief State school officeri and State boards of
education can do are:

1. Work to establish and fund a State mechanism for educational R&D
in areas critical to improving your State'seducational programs

a. Study and implement projects involving fundamental
Changes in the occupation of teaching, e.g.,
differential staffing, new reward structures; or
new evaluation models;

Implement models of teacher and administrator
evaluation involving peer reviewj_state of the
art standards, and rewards as well as sanctions;

C; Fund curriculum development and testing in
critical areasscience, mathematics, computers,
economics, career awareness, writing, problem
solving, etc.

d. Assess statewide equipment and supply needs in
science education and determine the level of
support needed from the State level; provide
matching funds (i.e., 70-30) from the State for
science laboratory equipment and,matetials.

e. Study the changing role of the teacher and uses
of the $omputer and other new technologies in
scienciVmathematics, and other disciplines;
develop a State plan for computer utilization in
education.

2. Work with the_State legislature, institutions of higher'

educationj and private funding sources to provide scholarships
and-loan forgiveness programs for teachers in critical shortage

areas, i.e., science and mathematics.

3. Work with local_districts to establish an Aggressive recruiting

program_for high quality prospective teachersespecially in
critical shortage areas.
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4; Work to establish periodic professional sabbaticals for
outstanding career teachers.

5. Establish State teacheriadministrator,certification and
recertification standards and guidelines which are rigorous and
relevant.

6. Modify certification requirements to permit people with special
expertise from industry, academia, or professional organizationi
to teach on a team, part-time, adjunct, or shared basis and
encourage local districts to use these resources.

7. Establish administrator certification requirements for the
inclusion of management theory and experience .Aks a precondition
for school administration.

8. Provide increased time for instruction through State funding,
accreditation, and college entrance requirements which result in:

a. Lengthening the school year.

b. Lengthening the school day.

c; Decreasing now-instructional demands on teachers
and class time through the use of- clerical aides
and. Iletiler management techniques:(computers,
etc0

d. Decreasing non-instructional demands on students.

9. Recognize and reward teachers and adeLnistrators who exhibit
outstanding instructional and managerial leadership.



TASK FORCE ON EDUCATION FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH
Actions'for Business and Industry

Business. and industry leaders may play-important roles in renewing and
supplementing our education and training systems; Specific actions that may

be taken are:

I; Establish collaborative programs between teachers and persons
from busineed/industry for shared staffing, training, and
exchange opporminities.

a; Establish exchange programs between Nisi:id-ad
managers and educators.

b. Encourage interdisciplinary programs at post-
tettitidary_edUtationlevels between schools/
departments of education and sdhoolsIdepartments
of business And public administration.

c. Establish programs for_teachers to work as
interns in industry_and for industry officials-to.
see as part -tine instructors in public schools.

2. Share or loan personnel to participate in team teaching of

sophisticated tethnologicaI concepts.

3. Provide aides volunteer and paid, to assist in instruction and

to reduce teaCher non-instructional responsibilities.

4. Loan, donate, or sell equipment and provide personnel to schoola

or school systema. Personnel support might range from volunteer

tutorial programs for both disadvantaged and advantaged students

to regularly scheduled instructional opporlimnities for industry

officiali

5. Recognize and reward students and teachers who are judged to be

outstanding.

6« Provide'the use of company/college oruniversity training
lacilities white it would not be cost efficient for school
dietridte to build and equip comparable sites.

7. Provide laboratory space for teachers or_students to carry out

experiments, preferably with gUidance and support from industry

or university officials..

ProVide suppett fet community activities Which contribute to

education. For example, provide small grants to libraries,

nature and science museums, public gardens,- art museums, etc.,

in order that these institutions might establish- special

instructional facilities available-to the general public and

be accessible to students; during the school day;
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9. Provide resource materials and curriculum assistance to public
school science and mathematics programs, e.g., special units on
topics such as energy conservation, robotics, industrial
processes' etc.

10. Involve students in programs such as Junior Achievement, to
acquaint them With the economic system.
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TASK FORCE ON_ EDUCATION FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH ,1

Partnerships: Actions-for Joint ImplementationbyGovernMent, Industry,
Academia, Profettional Associations, and Schools

Collaborative action among the political, busineSsi educational, and

public leaders of the State. is critical to renewing our education and training

systems. Specific actions that may be taken are:

1. atttinipate in local decisions on education programs and
policies;

a. Establish a clearinghouse for partnership
information designed to serve parents, community,
business, labor, government. educators, and the
scientific/engineering community.

b. Develop and disseminate information packets on
how to develop and operate efficient and
effective partneFships.

2. Protiote programs linking schools to business, academia and

professional associations:

a. Encourage industry/professional societies to
sponsor science fairs and judge student research

projects.

b. Jointly sponsor, at the local level, annual
Education-Olympice programs, whereby each school
puts together a number of teams to_ participate in

educational competitive events. The model for
such a program is the athletics program at each

school.

c. Eitabliah a "Retired Scientists and'Engineers"
program, whereby those who -have retired but wish

to remain active in education can be called upon

to provide specialized instruction.

d. Establish Summer internships for students and
teeth-erg to work in industry, government, or k;

university laboratories.

e. Sponsor, in conjunction With other local
industries, an ongoing series of forums for

parents .on the role of education in preparing'
youth for employment and citizenship.

f. Establish adopt-a-school programs which link
businesses to schools.
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g. Assist in training teachers and administrators in
the uses of new technologies.

3. Provide rewards and incentives to attract and retain capable
professionals.

a. Establish scholarships, grants, graduate
fellowships, other lorms of tuition assistance,
and forgiveness loan programs for both new and
current teachers.

b. Offer financial awardsor training funds to
school staffs or individual teachers who are
recognized as outstanding by their peers.

c. Develop an "Excellence Recognition Program" which
provides outstanding teachers and administrators
with various forms of community recognition and
financial rewards.

d.' Provide incentives for qualified business and
industry personnel to teach in mathematics,
science, and other technological areas.

4. ProVide laboratory space for teachers or students to carry out
experiments, preferably with guidance and support from industry
Officials (management and labor).

5. 4'Actively encourage the participation of:women, minorities, and
other'students in mathematics and science.

a. Develop special -scholarship programs for women
and minorities.

b. Distribute to teachers and students materials
designed to encourage women_andminorities to
enroll in more mathematics and science courses.

c. Edtablidb-"Mentor Programs" in which students
work as technical research assistants in
industry. college, or government laboratories
several hours per week and during summers.

6. Increase student awarenabs'of career opportunities.

Provide information to administrators, teachers,
and counselors that can be used to help students
plan for careers.

b. Invite local business and industry officials to
schools as guest speakers to describe the nature
and extent of career opportunities in the State.
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c. Develop a coopegative summer job program to provide
students with understanding and experience in a variety of
careers. '

d. Arrange\.for groups of students interested_in particular
careers Ito visit relevant organizations With their parents.

7. Establish formal programs Which enable secondary students to

1,_
receive advance training in science and mathematics by
enrolling in co rses at nearby. colleges and universities.
Students should receive academic credit for-their work.
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DISCUSSION OF
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSE

TO THE TEACHER SHORTAGE IN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

Lynn Gray, Vice President of Education)
New York Urban Coalition

I think I need to tell you a very short story to begin what .seems to me to
weave through a lot of my remarks. The story is a story of a little mouse.
This little mouse lived ima very, very large mansion. He was an extremely
fortunate mouse. He had the run of the entire place. And as life would have
it, he gradually set up a network of really beautiful support systems for
himself, enjoyed happiness --yoR know, just about the happiest mouse you could
imagine.

Then one day something entered that mouse's world which was so
unfathomable and terrifying it really began to shrink all the possibilities of
the mouse's world. You can guess--it was the world's most ferocious cat. And
this cat-gradually, on a day-to-day basis, began stalking the mouse.

Little by little, the mouse's world shrank and shrank and shrank, until
finally he was holed up in a little tiny hole in one of the baseboards in a
second-floor room.. It sat there for days at a time. It cou1C-1't figure What
to do. Finally he decided, "Well, I'm done; I'm dead," and he began to think

4of whatever the next life is supposed to be.

He was sitting in sort of a melancholy state when he heard the world's
most incredibly exciting sound. He said, "I don't believe my ears." He heard
the most gracious sound imaginable--the ferocious bark cf an incredible dog.

And he listened, and he said, "I don't believe this."
listened and, sure enough, the bark was powerful, and the
run away.

The mouse said, "What am I going to do_about this?"
one place I stashed the perfect piece of cheese." So he
be my first trip."

So the mouse stepped out of his hole
order to get the cheese and found itself
world's most ferocious cat, and was just
mouse out and said, "Gotcha."

And he listened and
cat had obviously

He thought, "There's
decided, "That;Will

and began trotting across the room in
caught in the furry paw of the
stunned and mid. The cat held the

The mouse was puzzled, and the cat said, "Look, before I do you in;
there anything you want to know or anything you want to say?"

is

The mouse said, "Yes, there is basically one thing; What about the dog ?"
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And the cat grinned and said, "You knee, sometimes it pays to be

bilingual."

_NOw, I am really going to connect that to my comments--I really_am. I

wanted to connect it once in a simple way. I was saying to a friend_of mine
at lunch that there is something powerful going on in a room_like_thia. The

different languages and the different Orientations that are in this room -are

powerful. There are reieardherd, scientists, school people, practitioners, et
cetera.' And those of you Who have been going to meetings'like this over the
last dedade or 2P years know that that is a new kind of phenomenon, where we
are actually trying to have dialogue among people who look at the sate

problem,- but look at it from very different perspectives and need to learn to
speak with each other and to each Other:

_
The sedond_thing that struck me this morning was people pointing_outnhow

children lose their excitement about science between the third and the eighth

grades. I thought of the junior high school that's a block from my house in

New York City where I was sure that last year I must have seen maybe a thousand

Rubik's Cubes -- millions of kidi spending hours and hours and hours playing

with what is a scientific and condeptnal_mathematics device. They were

extremely stimulated. They C -ti't_know they h4d lost an interest in science o

that they Weren't able to ha..le it What they probably were experiencing wa

what had not_been in their daily life in the sdhool--the kind of excitement

that. caught them; They spoke a different language than the one they were

being asked to respond to. ;

The third thing is that there is_a bilingUalism that is being promoted by

the President. That would surprise him, wouldn't it?

It'd-the public /private sector'diaioguei_And this panel,is_talking about

that. Thid_panel is saying that there is public sector schooling and there is

private sector resource and private sector need, and that- some way -these

things have to come together._ In reading_the papers and in_hearing the

presentations, you take in a tinge range of particular things that are being

done In_two_kindi of situations, followed by the Education Commission of the
States (ECS) survey of what really needs to be done on the national, level.

I want to comment on that stuff, but I_want to_put it in the context of a

comment that Dean Kelly made thii morning because it reminded me of something

else that was a working rule Of thumb in New York City. His comment -ran

something like, "Bureaucracies have an almost absurd capacity to swallow

innovation Without producing change:" _

We had a working rule of thumb in_Nde York City a few years ago - -we've

gotten a little better since ,then---that went like this, "Every single day,

someplace in New York City, -every conceivable educational innovation is going

on and having very limited impact; and not spreading from one -site to

another." It wasn't for lack of new mousetraps that we were being overrun by

mice._ It was ,for lack of understanding how to implement these things-in

existing systems and how to build with our existing resourcesour tlachers,

our_profesgionals, our communitiesin order to take advantage of what was

there;
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That happened a few years ago. That is all catalogued under research that
says schools have a remarkably difficult time incorporating change, that -there
is a lot of stuff that is supposed to be good, that a lot of people say is
good, that a lot of people want to have happen that doesn't happe7i. And there
are all sorts of supporting data, and HIE is =a repository of a lot of it.

We are ,ot in a different situation just because we are talking about
mathematice and science.

We have changed in New York City. I can stand he re and be genuinely proud
of the movement in our school system over the last several years. We have
turned around all sorts of trends. 'We are doing better on formal tests, et
cetera. But listen to this Still we have a million kids, 45 percent of whom
drop out of high school; 60 percent of the Hispanic kids drop out of high
school. We have 250,000 of what we call ghosts. These are kids that nobody
knows the whereabouts of except that they are in our city. They don't show up
in school. They are in between the ages of 16 and 20, 15 and 20. They are
there. We have 60,000 kids who are not mathematics and science illiterate;
they are just Alliterate.

I think one of the things that always sobers me -is listening to a lot'of
connections between different resource mixes. _The_Argonne thing, for example*
where there is a program of 15 kids Who are going to do such and such.
applaud it and.I think it's incredibly powerful. But we really are talking
about a very awesome reality when we talk about major school systems. And New
York is really not atypical; You heard the Los Angeles story this morning and
the Houston story, et cetera;

So I just want to remind us that what we are_talking about is a set of
interventions with childrenand there's_a lot of themand what we have to do
is find_ways to get this particular agenda into a lot more lives than we have
been able to preViously with the resources that are available.
reminiscent of the response of the private sector to the current administration
when it said, "You will now handle social programs." Thanks, very much. We
can be committed; We can make linkages, but don't expect us to do what
couldn't be:done when there.was a lot of other stuff going on.

The comment, "No one flunks a museum," triggered something -in my mind. I

used to run a bunch of alternative schools in New York City. One thing I_
discovered was that when it got really boring In the school, if you wanted to.
know where to find the kids, you went to the museum. Because lots and lots of
kids almost magnetically went Lr! places that were exciting.

Now, they didn't flunk, but they never got credit for it, and it never got
built into their experience; By Itself, it probably provided stimulation, but
all alone it really didn't do what has been called for. The kinds of things
that are called for in these linkage programs are ways in which new resources
and different conceptualizations can really infuse the experience of kids.

In my view, what went on in this panel broke down as follows:
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I think we have examples of two particular innovation patterns and then a
large policy study that is right on target for some national policy
questiona: the public private Stuff, the mathematics and science stuff. I

think that it's about alternative and augmented resources to large school
systems. These are the places where the kids really are. The New York City
public school budget is $3 billion every year. Chicago's must be $2 billion.
We've got a million students and Chicago has about the same. So we spend a
lot of meney in this country on schooling.

The alternative supports, the vision that is evident in things like the
Argonne Laboratory wanting to infuse the entire Chicago school system with a
better approach to mathematics and science--iNa is exciting. The problem of
actually doing that and having enough leaven to actually affect the whole loaf
is really; I think, a very tricky reality and something that has to be
addressed here.

I want to underscore how exciting it is to find again in this country in
the private sector and nonpublic school -environment people reaching out to the
schools. I think the comments in one of the panels this morning about public
education becoming upbeat finally is noteworthy and true. I just want to put
that note of caution in.

I Want to tell you two stories that summarize something for me about
schools.

One comes from back in the 1960's, and we weren't talking about _
mathematics and science then. We were just talking about urban probleme. We
were talking about trying to enfranchise people. The late 1960's In our urban
centers were a period of a huge outpouring of corporate_American resources to
Schoold. In New York, we had 19 corporations that sponsored schools by
themselves. By the mid-1970's, we had two.

It wasn't that the corporations turned into bad guys and walked away; it
was that over and over and over again the experience of the private sector in

trying to make that link went something like this: ';We thought we came in to

work on the problem of"--I'll put it in today's concepts--"mathematics
instruction -at the high school level; We got into the school and found that
the level of problem in the school organism,- the school situation, was so vast
that in many cases we were trying to recreate the whole school; and we were
not able; We were not abIwto give what we had, and we became discouraged and
left."

If you 100k at the history of the 1970's in urban America, you do not have
a_lot of corporate presence; You have little places where it has lingered
about the school programs; but there was really a pulling back. And I think
one thing that was a major factor in that was the inability of the school
system to honorably make the linkage, and_to understand_ what it -meant to bring

in somebody else with a particular kind of_resource, and to meet them much

more than half40 so that the benefit got to the children.

I have a colleague who today is in El Paso, Texas, on a:Ford Foundation '

study; They are looking at exemplary high schools across -the country. El .

Paso is one of many cities_that has nominated several of its programs and said;

"We have exemplary high school education."
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I was talking to my colleague on the phone last evening, and she said,
"Let me tell you the story. I went into the school"--and I don't know the
name of it--"and it's got _a very strong reputation. It is supposed to be very
exciting and very innovative and really work with kids."

Her 'task was to interview all sorts of people; sit with kids, sit with
teachers, et cetera, to see what it was like; how it fat. She said; "1 was
really stunned because every single time I asked this question I got a blank
look back. I asked the question, 'What is it that makes your school so
special?' and nobody could answer."

First of all; they didn't feel they understood the question; they couldn't
factor out, they didn't know how to talk about interrelationships in the
building. Second, they really didn't grasp she was struggling to understand
the larger mission of the school.

But there was a sense in that buildiriv "This is just a building. And

special? I don't know." She said the feeling in the building was pretty
good._ It wasn't a great, great school; it wasn't a bad school. But it was

just her -sense that the people who were in there didn't apparently thinki "We

are a collective body of people working with a group of kidsi and this_is how

we are doing it; This is how we come together on their behalf. Thid is What

we are targeted toward."

The Houston story with the incentives --the $000 incentive, for all that it

might_ mean about special school districts--struck me as interesting because
everybody in the building working with all those kids was included in that

process.

I want to make two or three comments about partnerships and about
linkages, because I think they are going to be central for the next 10 years
of our work for sure.

The first is that it is often a very difficult matter arriving at a
commonality of goal and direction between museum, Argonne Laboratory, IBM,
whoever it is, and school system and school. The language difference, "the
bottom Iine," as was said this morning by some gentleman--all of that stuff is

just two different worlds. Until we have sat down together and worked through
this material over an extended period, we really waste a lot of resource and a

lot of energy. The problem is that in most cases we think we understand each

other way before we do. It will take significant attention to the process of
getting started if we are to have any chance of making an impact.

People have walked away from most of the projects we have seen because

they thought they knew what they were going to do before they actually did.

And they got in there and they got very disillusioned. They didn't know how

to have followup; they didn't know how to talk. They expected something from

the school that it couldn't deliver. They expected something from the

corporation that it didn't want to give.
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There needs to be a tremendous amount,of attention paid to beginning these
things gently and carefully. Science is obviously a need in urban schools.
For me; it is just really sad to see the number of hours that our high school
kids are not in school, and .the number of hours they are in school and not
excited about 'earning. They are not_bad or dumb or dull_kids. We_are_just
not putting stuff in front of_them and working With them in a way that_id_
stimulating them. But if we bring something_in, an Adopt -A- School project,
for_example, and we_don'twork this stuff out, we're going to lose the
students and our mutual effort.

Secondly, I would offer a comment about school teachers. And I.think they
are some of the most remarkable people in the whole universe. One thing_that
is_fairly true about them is that_ most of them_have_never been outside the
Culture of the_school. Most of them have not been in the private sector; they
have not been in the work force outside of the school thing. Their
expectations of what they are trying to match in their classrooms are not
framed out of a realistic personal experience.

Atlanta has taken groups of teachers and put them in the private world
let_them experience it, With no_goal--not so you come back and do such and
such, but_just_so you know, so that you are not limited. If you are going to
be the bridge between our children and this world; make sure you have
experienced it

Under the mathematics and science heading, somebody commented that yo
don't see science_ teachers do science. Probably most science teachers in
public education don't do science, haven't been around anybody doing sci ce,

and wouldn't like to do science. But that connection is very profound b cause
we are trying to get the imagination of teachers to stimulate the child n.

The third thing is the clarification of roles. I guess I alluded t- it.

Very often the level of false expectation between people in these Mixe is

astounding. I just want to call attention to that again.

The fourth thing im the timeline; In the Argonne paper the comment was.

"We have a timeline. We are not up to it yet." And when I read the paper, I
particularly noted three phases: We are going to start, we are going to
expand, and then we are going to do the whole system.

We have been working_in New York City now on a couple of educational
innovations,__ we are in our 15th year, and we are finally starting to move
into maybe 30 or 40 percent of the schools: We may not be very smart, but it
isn't going to happen inside of a real short time. There's a lot of stuff

that has to be laid out thoughtfully and carefully.

My last comment is a bottom-line comment. One of the things that I think
happens in these partnership linkages is that we spend a lot of time thinking_

of the roles and relationships of the various players, but we have not learned

how to focus on the children and what they really need.
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One of the things we are starting to talk about in New York City is what
we call an "Accord for Youth." An accord means that all of the-playersall
of the people like us who really have some stake in our kids, whether we teach
them or, as community people, we need to hire them-7-come together and actually
make commitments among ourselves to pool_resource,_imagination, and
commitment, to see that these kids get_the kinds of_things_they need. 'So we
really begin to think over time of reshaping our relationships, not just so
one_augments anothero_but so_that we really say, "What do we need to get the
junior high school kids so they don't disappear from us? What kinds of
experiences can we give New York City's 200,000 junior high school kids so
that we don't lose 100,000 of them in 4 years, and so that a lot of them don't
end up at a much lower level of development than need be?"

My summary, I guess, is something like this. I think that one of the most
upbeat things that Is going-On nationally now is this public/private
possibility. I think the mathematics and science_thing_is a symbolic eLnd very
important way fOr us to work_together on it. I think that it can build some
things that are very powerful; but it doesn't do it automatically. A lot_of
these things are going to be built_on the passion of the, people that are_here;
they are going to be built on the luck of some of those that try it;_ But we
are talking about sustaining major_ growth. for kids all over our country, and
that's going to take a huge and attentive kind of awareness.
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CLOSING SESSION

Thomas good, Professor of Education_and_
Assistant Director of the Center for Research and Social Behavior,

University of Missouri

It is good to be here and to be part of the conference. My compliments to
those of you who have stayed through 2 days of proceedings.

_

My colleagues and I represent four captives who_havelived through 2
exciting days listening to -many presentations filled with\ideaS, ProbleMS,
dilemmas, contradictions, but all-in-all an exciting set of papers.

Our intent here is not to synthesize or to put what ye' have heard into a
simple caption, but rather to Orobe through the possibilities, to look at the
ideati that have been presented and, if anything, to widen the funnel of
possibilities that have been examined here so that in future activities, in
terms of responding to the problems, we end up with a wider \information base

and a better response.

At this point I turn to my colleagues, who will have the opportunity to
respond to the ideas, what they heard, what they felt, perhaps some of the
things they did not hear here at the conference.

Robert_Stake, Professor of Education
Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation,

University of Illinois

Tom, you asked what we had not heard at this conference. No one mentioned

Creationism. Perhaps everyone thinks that crisis is over but we all know
-that evolution and adaptation-of science and mathematics education goes on.

/yea impressed by Wayne Welch's recommendations for needed research and

agree-that the student classroom activity and contexts need more attention. I

Will -emphadize thoSe today in my remarks, though my primary attention will be

on viaons of the science teacher;
-------

Let me start with a theme that Jim Wilson and Jeremy Kilpatrick
emphasized, and many others have alluded to in this- conference: Sticcess in

public_ education depends on teachers with vision and a public vision of

teaching. But the vision changes. A vision of teacher as Miss Jean Brodie is

out of a past to which we cannot return., The television vision of\teacher-as

Welcnme Back Kotter is a compassionate but mindless vision we cannot accept
heVand must fight against. The vision of Bob Gagnfi of teacher as be jorist and

preparer for testing is a vision that, in my opinion, both denigrates

education and the teaching profession. The vision of teacher as curiculum
developer--if that means developing lessons that other teachers and districts

would useshould have been destroyed by Commissioner Sidney Marland's
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farcical and never completed program* Education for the Eighties* which once
17 school districts the responsibility fdr building a grassroots

curriculum fit the Nation; But there Are other meanings of curriculum
development aid. behavior management* such as compassionate elder and
ideological tilde; that are enduring and needed. They have been referred to
by Susan Veitchi Lynn Gray* and others at this conference.

_I was greatly struck by Secretary Bell's_teMat. He got us off on the
right foot by drawing attention to the changing nature of our society and
giving us reidoders of the paver of culture, including the economic and
political realities that shape education; Precollege education --- including.
mathematics aid science --are held in diminished regard by the public. There
is no indication that taxpayers are_having second thoughts about_the cutbadks
in funding fit education. Several here have called for a media blitz,
scholarships for teachers; andieven increased pay. They are needed and may_
help. But we danietgc idith further with the idea of the "competent teacher
in front of a class." We cannot effectively retain the old vision- the myth*
of_a teacher_ $S qiKnowledggetting already has shifted to

other channels.

What Terre] tell did not say is that_high technology will- change the -very
nature of_ knoviedge--not just its traniteission. What is worth knowing will-
change; -what 0,11 be considered as evidence will change; What a computer can
store will beione more imoortant; History will become more actuarial* less
anecdotal;-The kind of interpretive knowledgeto be found in a_good_textbook
or in the lecture of a good teadhedwilI continue to be replaced by 2- minute

summaries mimicking those on Cable News Network. The_ teacher_ increasingly

needs to be reactor* commentator*"And director of continuing learning.

What is lot already is the notion of teacher as knowledge-giver. And it

can't be regai0ei. The tactic followed for at least -a decade now has been to

reduce the "ceottadtual" task of_the teacher; the syllabus fdt the teacher, to

teach only the subject matter all teachers know and to claim that these knowl-
edges are pretoftielite* hiatar7chidal essentials for the complex 'earnings and

fullness of Mdth of the public has bought that; And it has helped
establish the myth that such indicators of achievement as SAT and National
Assessment alio indicate the quality of education occurring in the Nation.

know that Roy Forbes joins me in_wishing that test score means were not
given_such credence as indicators of edutational effectiveness. But the

practice is ielomdu even among education leaders. 'Patricia Shell indicated

that Houston piyn teachers indremAatally op the basis of achievement test -gain

scores. Many in the audience nodded appreciatively. Others of us- cringed.

The various teats are reasonable correlates of certain learnings*_but they

make a most uifottunate* incorrect announcement as to what-is-most_important

do learn and_to teadh.

We dOn't Ooti what youngsters will need in their lives. We don't know
What detanda ifte_future will make. We have to rely -on our best guesses of

course, but we also should rely on the intuitions of teachers_and the

intuitions of fouugsters; We have survived as creatures dii_thiS earth largely

because of out intuitions* and we should continue to help the coming
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generations rely on theirs. Our tests announce that the objectives identified
by the authorities are much more important than the interests and curiosities
Of individuals. The question is not so much "do the tests tell us who is
achieving?"but,_"do the tests tell us what is worth learning?" Jim Wilson
alluded to the obstacles to learning caused by testing. Allow me if you will
to present a tiny bit of data; In an ongoing study in a large school district
we have repeatedly asked, teachers and students the following item;

How much have each of the following interfered with
youngsters getting a good education in your district?

A lot A little Not_at
bit all

Racial discrimination
Sex discrimination
Bilingualism
Overemphasis on testing'

Overemphasis on testing was seen as much the greater oastacIewith over
half the teachers and students indicating it -as at least a little bit an
interference; I raise this issue because I beleve the 'Vision of teacilIng and
education_for the future has to be based on a realization of_the fundamental
conflict between control and educational competence._ A_great_deal of syllabus-
building in the 1970's (it -could have_been called, school -based curriculum
development in many places) was oriented to giving the teacher greater control
in the classroom, giving the district greater articulation and standardization;
and making officials at Federal; State; and local levels; and university
consultants; appear to be doing something to improve education; Getting the
schools to be more businesslike; more accountable; has occurred; -but
restrictions= on the teacher thus have increased enormously with diminished
opportunities to deal with the insights and imaginations and cognitive_
development of individual students.

On the MacNeil- Lehrer show last- night, Secretary Bell said we have been
preoccupied by attention to equal educational opportunity. I agree that that
has interfered with good science and mathematics teaching; I disagree with
his implication that it wasn't as important to increase access to good
education as'we made it; But we were all too single-minded about.assuring
access; We failed to look for other ways than busing and mainstreaming for
providing access; and generated great numbers of classes in -which the students
reject-P(4 the teacher and the syllabus; Part -of upgrading the job of teaching'
involves giving the teacher students who_will commit themselves to learning
and who will resist efforts -of other students to sabotage the infitruction.
With_NIE baCking; several of my- colleagues evaluated Jesse Jackson's Push to
Excellence program. As a coordinated program it was ineffective in most
schools) but as an_ ethic, as a movement, as an analysis of American education
it was sound. Jackson said that education requires work_ and that the
responsibility for committing students to work is not the school's respon-
sibility or teacher's responsibility but that of the parents; and the
students; and the neighborhood
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As part of the upgraded role of teacher' the\teacher should haVe some
rights of selection of students, -at least -on the\besie of:willingness to work,
and rights to expel froM class -those who do_not,\Our society must find some
other -place to- "warehouse" unwilling workers than in the classroom where
teaching is going oft; Our society owes every person; who wants'it_am
education. Today that should include opportunity to\learn from claismatet
interested in learning.

Obviously, one way of increasing the interest of stSdents in classroom

learning means giVing them_moreresponsibility for selecting what they will

learn. And another -is giving-the-teather-more responsibility in selecting
options_ for_ the students to- select. Comm learning objeCtives and_common
standards of achievement across students would have to be diminished. Ihe
district and State would have to have less control. It is tfundatettal issue
of central control vs. effective education.

wat_I am talking- about -is a_pipe:dreamrbut it is\far from

impossible. It is apparent that this individual responsive way\is how most
parents teach their own children, how apprentices learn from maitersi how
Japanese children learn in the classroom Jack and Elizabeth Easley studied,
and how on-the-job training occurs in business, industry, and graduate athool.
Indinidualization of_student task and teacher task of course doesn't mean that
standards are sacrificed --just climmon, prespecified standards.

But I have drifted away from the epistemological reasons for major el/44e

in the role of the teacher. The schools have lost their_primacy as the

deliverer of information and ordered knowledge, Television, travel, the

workplace, the marketplace, the_park_systems, the libraries, Bonnie Van Dora's

museums, and other "linkagei," including peer friendships; already provide

more understanding of complex_scientific_and mathematical ideas than do the -

schools. The schools should be helped to do better; but most students can be

expected to learn more and more away from the teacher. The information \

avalanche has barely begun.

What is most needed_from teachers in this onrushing world is helping the

student make the most -of outside opportuaities,Land supplementing them with

integrating and_Ordering assignments --reading, problemsolving, discussions,

and projects related to out-of-school learning thepstudent already has begun.

In our NSF science case studies, Jadk Easley and our teat found_ that post-

Sputnik curriculum reform projects_were rejected by many- teachers who wanted

to teach what they had mastered, what worked for them. And they should --but

more on individdal bases. Those teachers also insisted upon teaching students

to behave; -they felt obligated to socialize them. This should also be

expected of future teachers. Free floating discussions_are not the answer,

and most teachers would reject that; Douglas Seageetideaaof_teachers
having their own science_projects_is_consistent with_this vision of teaching;

Others such as Cretin and Stodolsky have written about this role for teadhersi

and Lynn Gray spoke of it just_an hour ago; Twenty years ago Agricultural

.ExteneidS found hat many farmers knew more agricultural science than the

Extensiton instructors, so it helped those instructors toward roles as

education facilitators.
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The essential ingredients of teacher role evolution hard Are:

1. orienting to individual learning, not class learning;
2. orienting to what students and teacher are already interested in;

3. ,orienting to out-of-school learning opportunities; and
4. orienting to the students willingness to work.

In tomorrow's high tech world; following these orientations, the
teacher-as-turritulum-developer makes sense. The curriculum he or she seeks

is individual -- finding additional experiences, readings; and computings for

each individual student.

Individual Educational Plans (IEP's), such as were_dreamed_Of by -the-
authors of PI. 94 -192, are needed; but they- should remain- flexible and largely

unwritten, not allowed to 1-,come today's checklisted artifacts of
competency-based learning. The teacher should be free to rely as much or as
little on today's dittrietgiiiddlinesandtextbooksas he or she feels makes

sense in terms of what is befit for individual'chiIdren'and their parents.

_We have agreed at this conference that science and mathematics teaching

need to be upgraded in the face of a.disbelieving public and a cultural

blitzkrieg. Many speakers pointed out that ,increased pay, preitige, inservice

training, and exchanges with industry are important goals. But_eVenif
successful; they would not accomplish a_long term solution.. I do not believe

we have much control over our destiny, but we can get ready for sOme changes

which will be forced on -us. A_sensitive_and compromising' adaptation to the

new habitat is_essential for the survival of the qualified teacher of

mathematics and science.

Steve Davis, Head of Mathematics and Computer- Science,
The North Carofina School of Science and Mathematics

Essentially, I think I come at this from_a different viewt)an some of

you I was trained as a research mathematician. Before I ever taught anyone

in a high school or- junior high school, I taught college students. . Then I

taught graduate students. And as most people who_dothat, I was dismayed at
the quality of the graddite student at the typical university. I had gone

from a very good university with an excellent graduate program to a_gpod

university Where the graduate studentswerenot nearly as good. I-did not

think I could make them into good graduate students,_either. At that time I'

wad very confused because I thought you were supposed to teach mathematitS to

make everyone a mathematician. I think that is one of our Mistakes.

So then I got this tremendous_priVilege and fell into high_school

teaching. On the third day I noticed something. When you teach 5 times a

day; your legs give out first --I had never been so tired'in my whole life--and

your voice starts to go. And then you sense,_"My goodness, though, when_you
see them every day you see_ the progress: "

-.
-When you work with them closely,

you can see that students learn in different ways.
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At_firsti I taught_like most college teachersi I lectured. I_thOughtthat
myStudente had learns- frOM the_lecture. Now6I know they did -not learn from
the lecture. They-le4rned from ddifig the problems in the book; they learned
from talking to their classmates.

What I would like to put in context here as quickly as I can is the
following: Please do not focus on just' the science and mathematics criSid.
As a speaker said earlieryesterday, view it also as a time of opportunity..
Why do I feel the opportunity is so great? Because there is a grassroots'
movement. I want to share with you the eviderre and the symptoms of the
movement. 0.

First, we have microcomputers doming into classrooms with teachers getting
very little to no preparation on how to use -them. Yet4 they are,being plaCed
quickly in the classroom becauseschool addinistrators feel this is one way to
deal with computer llterac.

Second, there are many studies addressing the modernization of the school
curriculum. There is a grassroots movement that says, "We knoW the situation
must change." I don't know if that existed at the -time of_Sputnik. Right now
the teachers know there is a need for curriculum change. and they are looking
for guidance.

Yet, I get incredibly frustrated. I work with teachers who use the pocket
calculator to balance their checkbooks, to compute their gradesi and to make
their answer keys. Buti they will not .let their students use the pocket

calculator on any graded work. We have_a real hurdle here, because the
calculator is a_tool that they are feadliar with, that they use, and that they
consider. friendly.

On the other hand; the microcomputer. that teachers are being advised to

use is not friendly, and they do not know what it can do. That worries me a

lot. These examples indicate there is definitely a need for instructional

leadership.

Today there iaalto a problem with the teaching of mathematics; That is,

we ere confusing the product of mathematics with what mathematics is. I did'

horknO0 the difference between the product of mathematics and what

mathematics is until:the second or third year of graduate school* and that

concerns me. There ought to be some -way that education_departnent faculty and

mathematics faculty could work: together so that the mathematics courses are

not just taught as thoUgh_they are preparing mathematiciansis-and the education

courses are not just taught as though these people will teach a wide variety

of subjects. They ought to be able to integrate mathematIc# and teaching.

Not long ago, a colleague pointed out something to me that really got my

attention. If a teacher wants to teach intuition, understanding, and the

ability to be a learner for life,_theteacher is open to attack, beCause t

someone will always ask, "Well_o_did the students learn this specific fact_and

did they learn that specific skill? Well, what did they do in your class ?,"
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'Oh, but they_learned mathematics and the beauty of it and what it is and
hOWto solve problems." If you are not respected by your community* that line
falls on deaf ears;

We need to raise the status of the profession so that teachers can do what
they nerd to do and not just be teaching computation. The pocket calculator
can be used to teach estimation and other_kinds of cognitlye skills, in
addition to computation.

Technology has_started thisgrassroots movement. When I say "technology*7
I am thihking of all -sorts of things. Let us -think in terms ofoiideo_disks*
teleconferencing* and the computer. Wait until you see the advances in
teleconferencing* now that it's not regulated.

Today teacher-trainers have an additional burden. That is* teacher-
trainers must become more knowledgeable than almost anyone else about the
application of technology to instruction. They cannot respond to the task by
offering training in how to use this piece of equipment or that piece of
equipment because they Canned outguess technology. Among many tasks* teachers
should help students learn what is really fundamental to technology*
instruction* and communication so-that no matter what -the technological change
is in the next 20 years, they will have a base from which to work.

My_instincts tell me that the real future for improving schools is
inservice training. Why? First, the-teachers desire it. That is the
grassroots movement. Second, I suspect a very high proportion of the teachers
who are going to be teaching in 1990 are already in the classroom, eo
inservice training is necessary. Third, inservice training can be more
responsive to local education needs.

I want to qualify my statements with the Obvious observation that seems -to
escape those of us in education who are in a_position to do inservice training.
Actually, no one is -now in a position to do it_ well because there is not
enough money. In almost any other business* when people arc. involved with
inservice training, they are trained and paid_whlle on thu j65. Only in this
profession do you do inservice where you pay the fee and you are not being
paid while you do it. Something is very wrong there. It worries de a lot:

I want to make one more comment. I will use a metaphor, one I would not
have thought of if Dr. Roy had not used his glue metaphor yesterday._ My
favorite metaphor is that of Peter Drucker's sailboat._ Drucker is big in
managerial science. He was assigned to look around and try to figure out what
organizational structure guaranteed success- for. a company, and he discovered
that all of these companies were different. Some were successful and some
were -not. He was trying to figure,out what it was that made him successful,
and he came up with the metaphor of the sailboat;

Most_people look at a sailbogt and think that the sails propel it--the
equipment in the schools, the teacher training, the school room and facility
itself, -parental support, et cetera. But if you think about it, it is the
invisible wind that propels the sailboat.
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Right now I see us in a Situation where we need some more sails. We need_

more equipment in the science labs. The micros_are_juat coming in. But still

the wind is going to be the key; and that must be the communication to the
classroom teacher--that people care, that it will be backed up with action,

and that it is going to start soon.

But whatever it is, let's do it right and not try to do 17 different
things to find out which one works; because the race to improve schools§

teachers, and students could be lost in the process. '

Naama Saber, Professor,
School of Education, Tel Aviv University, Israel

The titIe*of this conference reminds me of a story placed in this country

not so many years ago. It was at an international conference on computers
which had a_eonteit to provi4 a very new kind of software for a very simple

message. The message was; "Why is there a shortage in meat?"

When the organizers asked the participantswhatquestions there_were

before the contest started, the Poles raised their hands and said, "What does

it mein; 'meat'?"

The next question came from the Russians, who asked, "What does it mean,
iltatir ?

And the last question was from the Atixicard, who asked; "What does it

mean, 'shortage'?"

That was not too many years ago. I am afraid these times are over.

First of all, I wish to thank'the organizers for inviting me to such a

stimuIsiting.conference, with a unique array of participants. I am'
particularly honored to be here be-cadge te me it looks almost like the list of

"Who itcWho in Science and Mathematics Education."

I accept the advantage of being the last synthesizer and probably the only
foreigner in this audience, and I want to thank the organizers -for the very

well -thought-out preparation of this conference, expressed in the wide

representation here of the different fields that should be involved in

analyzing such an issue.

The_papers iresented were so thoroughly prepared, with clear messages and

relevant updated' information. When you see the proceedings, you will know how

Many 1982-1983 references were included. Meat data were regarding the common

myth velsus realities in relevant research.

I *lib think ,special credit should be given to the diverse approaChts that

we have heard_regarding alternatives that are presently taking place

successfully in ournysteni
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Being a woman, a minority, I would also like to congratulate the
organizers for the even distribution that was given to contributors betiween
the different ethnic groups and the genders. I take_it_for granted, even in a
profession that is so heavily female, that much of the decision Makin- power
is still male.

Lastly, I would like to give special thanks to the discussion moderator
who led the contributing discussions so elegantly and so well;

NOW I would like_to share with you some of the thoughts; obser ations, and
questions that came to my mind while listening throughout these 2 ays. Most
of these thoughts have been heard in the past 2 days, but I would like to make
my own supplement and perhaps rephrase- -and it may sound even am ified to be

heard from an outsideri

I must admit I feel like tl-e boy ii "The Emperor's New DX° hes/" coming

after these two preceding_synthesizera with their_high-pOwered questions. I

might post some very simple questions- such as: How is it t a country that
in most fieldsof science_andtechnol gy Competes_sosuccessf-lly with all
countries in' the freeworld,_due_to your- wealth of ideas, qu ity of ma4ower,
natural resources, and facilities; has reached this present risis in 1:Aa araa

of teaching, exemplified here in science and mathematics edu.ation?
. /

Well, I think that you all know/part of the reason., Th s society is not
ready to give now what it takes to/build and maintain a qua ity eduCltion
system. In saying maintain, I alsQ lefer_to the_implement tion system that
has been mentioned in this last afternoon's session.

Does anybody really think -we an carry out even a few of the wonderful
ideas that have been expressed he e without budgets? Go will and missionary
complex, a-new term for me, are n t enough to get good to chers to do the
job. Teaching positions offer ne ther status nor considerable financial
compensation, and zeachers are hu n beings with purcha4ng needs.

It may be exciting for a you student to follow hi or her interest in

young children and the nurture of nowledge in kids and_take a teaching
positioni But then when he or she plans to build a fa ly, their priorities
will definitely change. Or do we s y that teaching ca only be suitable for

a y microcomputers are to

second breadwinners?

By the way,_I really wonder how any teachers can purchase an Apple--and I

:don't mean the fruit, mean the comp ter--when so m
be found now in their students' homes

I think it would be fair to say pe haps that amo g the_Mythd_in
circulation is the one that says -we can of get any m re dollars into the
system, yet the reality is that if we c n, it will ke a difference;

The exodus of -good young science and mathematic teachers into industry
that we'have heard described so well by B tty Vette is a clear sign.of that.

What do we really expect of science and tchnology eachers? As I see it,
they are expected to be subject-matter spe ialists in an area where changes
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are the fastest in comparison to all other subjects taught_in school. We
expect them to compete with high quality super-power educational programs that
are now offered commercially by private industry

We also expect them to be very intelligent, broadminded people, with a
ve t-set- of values' to be able to bring into the_classroom_such topics
as the, relevance of science to- social problems. And those relations and
concerns are increasing in numbers on a day-to-day basis.

But in addition to all of these--and I skip the expectations in
manipulating skills, operating a lab, and so forth--we also expect the science
and technology teacher to be a topnotch educator and pedagogue and to handle a
great number of problems that the whole of society faces, topics like those
Lee has already mentioned: smokingp.alcoholism, drugs, sex education, and
whatnot. And does the teacher really get recognition for this complex task?

Why is it that an exceptional scientist--and very likely one of, these
science teachers had to do with his successful careermay win a Nobel Prize?
An exceptional writer can stand for a Pulitzer Award. Even a stage decorator_
can be. a can.iidate for a Tony Award. _Yet, the only recognition_an exceptional
teacher will get is recognition_from his own association. The local Rotary
Club may acknowledge him as well.

An automobile repairman makes money. A competent scientist, at least in
my cbuntry, has status An American physician has both money and status. A
reacher here has neither

Well, out of this_gloomypicture I think one good thing is emerging.
There is a_tremendously_heightened awareness of the price to be paid to
improve science and mathematics

S9 we do have the momentum nowi We just need' to do everything we can to
accelerate that momentum, and it is up to the people here_to transmit the very
carefully thought-out recommendations that have been heard here to the people
in powerto make things work so that in _5 years, probably through computers,
We will not be crying over a deeper crisis but rather discussing further
advances in prospect

I endorse most of the_ recommendations that have been made and won't repeat
them now. But I would_like to -add to the other explicitly:mentioned research
need that research tools_shoUld perhaps be usedsupplementary ones--other
than the regular statistical measures I know the movement is very strong,
but I just want to make that point

There were recommendations about developing opportunities_for teacher
promotion in school, developing_a career ladder for all teaching areas based
on excellence. And under this heading I recommend that several prestigious
institutions cooperate in establishing an award, including a generous cash
award, that would probably be donated by industry-and that would be addressed
to the reward of excellent teaching on an annual basis.
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I have -heard some recommendations_regarding the importance of elementary_
science and mathematics education with respect to future choices students make
in these areas. I strongly recommend that you invest more in.improvements of
science and mathematics teaching as early as possible, even in pregrade
school. It has been tried successfully in my country. Since we now know the
enormous capacity of young children to learn and their natural curiosity; I
believe that it is a very promising field for the investment.

A number of_contributors suggested that we look at other industrial
countries and change our requirements accordingly. On this issue my.
recommendation is0 "Slowly, please." An engineer from the U.S.S.R. will not
qualify in this_country, nor will a medical phYsician. A Japanese engineer
will qualify.,4 Yetwecannotexpect of our education system what we can expect
Of the Japanese. We don't give_the same respect to our teachers that they
give. Nor do we give the salaries or provi-I, the, outstanding facilities that
the Germans give to their teachers;

I would also encourage industries to compete with each other in
publicizing how much they give to education relative to their total budgets.
Maybe it should become a slogan with advertising, "We are better because we
care. , We give more to schools."

That leads me -to my one 7before-my -last_pointo_andC..v. an urgent need
for improvement of your public relations skills when it %.13 tc do with your
schools.

Anne_Flowers in her_paper quoted Cremin, that we are providing a
remarkably successful education program to the general population; and I think
that is not wellenough known. Why don't yott inform the public that in spite
of all these difficulties; there are outstanding things going on in your
schools?

I can tell you again as an- outsider, do you know you have_a remarkable
system of libraries--even in the very small schools--outstanding curriculum
centers? I could go on and on-and on. Yet you would benefit greatly if only
a little of your vigorous salesmanship and marketing skills could be applied
to your schools.

Last but not least; just as a civilized country should be judged by the
place it provides or its elders, and not for_its football players, I firmly
believe that a country' should also be judged by the priority it allocates for
education; meaning_per capita expenditure on education. In that respect, I_
must give full credit to my owu country, where education comes second only to
security.

Perhaps the United States Government should locate education as part of
its defense and security itiorder to maintain its excellence and the leading
position which it so thoroughly deserves in our present world.
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SUMMARY AND DIRECTIONS FOR ACTION

Thomas L. Good
Gail M. Hinkel

University of Missouri-Columbia

The summary_of conference papers_anddiscussion does not provide a clear
mandate for action to resolve the teacher shortage and general literacy
problem (teachers; citizens; students) in mathematics and science. Certainly
there were important and healthy differences among participants in how they _
define the problems and in the steps they believe are most_likely to solve the
difficulties. The conference provided a_broader understanding of -the
problems; identified several points which_need_resolution (and Whidh can for
basid_research and_development_actiiiities), and produced examples of what some
Agendied,_idheta districts, -and universities are doing in response to the
teacher ehtittage_and theliteracy problems. The information; ideas; and
problems identified at the conference will be of value to school systems as
they deal with these issues and to decision makers who face difficult but
important policy challenges.

As we write this document in early March, several- States are passing
legislation that addresses certain aspects of the_problem (e.g., higher
curriculum standards). The_Coniress of_the UnitedStates is now deliberating
legislation that Will provide badly needed funds that can be used to help
correct deficiencies in _these areas.

Considering the rapidly growing public concern over these issues and the
money that Congress will soon make available; we believe it is likely that the
money appropriated will be poorly spent in most instances. Although the
funding will probably be inadequate; careful thought before %hese funds are
spent will (or would) have more significant; long-term effects than quid('
spending will achieve. We acknowledge that there is din acute shortage of
mathematics and science teachers; and particularly -of well-qUalified_teadherS.
The probIemAs enormous and important and the continued economic preductivity
of the United States depends_ upon a successful, long-term response to_the
Shortage and the relatedprom of scientific and mathematical literacy;
Clearly; someactiOn_ must be -taken immediately;however; we believe that
dettilitiaspedtS of the shortage can best be staved by discussion and basic
research rather than by quick spending and radical changes in the curriculum
that are based primarily on- short -term reaction or impulse.

What; then; are the ;sues that the participants at this conference
believe should be studied? In response to this question, we will_discuss
topics_upon_which there was reasonable consensus among_ participants and
general problems which cannot be adequately solved by_individuaI States or
school dietridte. 1 tentiont

curriculum reform .." .: and instruction; and
salaries; the status; and'I' .1:

doz:

teachers.
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Curriculum Reform

The most prevalent view expressed at the conference about the_current
status of_mathematics and scienceeducation was that 95 percent_of our
students and citizens) need better mathematics and science training, not the
top -5 Percent._ Participants generally; agreed that the present curriculum was
producing an adequate number of advancedscientists and that our supply of
exceptionally talented students is not in jeopardy. Still, most of the
programs described at the conference were designed to identify and to educate
gifted and/or_mlnority youth. This is of course understandable (and we need
such programs), but it -is regrettable that more attention has not been plaied
upon improving the mathematics/science curriculum for the average student.
The most important issue concerns- what- can -be done to prepare citizens who
understand and are therefore capable of Aiding technology in intelligent and
appropriate ways and thus of making informed decisions about technologically-
reIated issues. The answers to this question were varied and complex, but the
most frequent response was the call for a more appropriate, relevant curricdlum
and for qualified teachers to implement and expand it (we will return to the
teacher issue later).

Beyond_ the frequently stated opinion that curriculum reform was needed,
there was little agreement as to what direction this reform should take
(readers who wish to scientifically conduct their own content analyses of
conference proceedings should review this massive_report...we_encourage
replication efforts). In part, this is_because the cenfetenft was organized
primarily_as a problem stating group and hence, little time was spent dis-
dudding_the_ded curriculum:_ Because of declining test scores and student
interest, dissatisfaction withmany science and mathematics_textbooksi etc.,
there is societal consensus that curriculum reform is needed._ But poor
performances on_assessmerit instruments do not tell us What abilities should
be measured or how to correct identified problems.

To many citizens and educators, curriculum reform means more.courses and
indeed many States have passed legislation which requires that students take
more courses in mathematics and science. Roweveri considering that_many
students- develop a distaste for science -in elementary school, mandating more
courseweik withoutberiously_Studying the quality of science and mathematics
curricula, particularly in the early grades, may exacerbate the problem.

_Although papers at the conference addressed the problems of dithe=.
matins and science education in secondary schools, we_believe that if

secondary scienceeducation_ is to be improved, it -will be necessary to
simultapeously increase -both the quantity and quality of science education at
the elementary level. Stedied by Ebmeier and Ziomek (1983) and Stake and
Easlek,(1978) indicate that most. elementary pupils receive littler or no
instruction it edidtdd. In a study of 75 teachers in grades 2-6, Ebmeier and
Ziomek round that an average of only 15 minutes per week was spent on- science

in second grade classes. Brfifth grade, this-time had only increased te_43.
miAutes.. Furthermorei.the time spent on science in most classes was consid-
erably lower than what the district recommended.
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Still;_we need further descriptive data on which to base curriculum- reform
efforts. Until we have_such information; it is_hdrd to know -how much time
should be taken from other curricula areas and devoted to science. Schools
have -many subjects -of limited value- (especially secondary schools), and
curriculum reform in mathematics and science must involve an examination of
the total curriculum by mathematicians and scientists, teacher educators; and
classroom teachers to determine how the curriculum should be altered;

Scientific knowledge is presently growing at a rapid pace and it .*ppears
that many technological advances will be made in the next few years. If;the
United States hopes to prepare its citizens to live in a world_heavily
influenced by technology; educators must determine what scientifid 1.i:forth/Mien
and processes students should know._ Whit dotwe mean by a "technologically
literate" citizen? Although there is no simple answer to-such a question, we
believe that_it is imperative that the current curriculum.be described and
serious scholarship conducted to determine how it should be modified;

Although we acknowledge_ that the curriculum needs reform, we are not
certain -what the nature of that reform should be; In fact, it will be
iMpostible to make useful changes unless there is a clear understanding of
what the curriculum is and should be; We therefore urge that at least some
appropriated funds be spent in 1983-84 for commissioned work designed to' _

identify possible areas of reform and ways to achieve improvements. _What do
we want students to be doing in classrooms_in 1993? What are the_driteria
that we Will use in 1993 to determine whether or not the money_and time
expended -in -the past ten years have substantially improved technological
literacy?_ Serious study of these_goals in advance might make it more likely
that curriculum reform efforts will be at least moderately successful;

Some excellent study of curriculum reform has-been made. For example,
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics has produced a useful,
comprehensive statement outlining the mathematics curriculum needed in the
1980's; This report strongly advocates more attention to problem Solving but
does not define problem solving at a functional level. Fundd invested in
carefully designed conferences, research studies, and development activities
might yield criteria that could be used to construct and to evaluate curricula.
With criteria and a broader understanding of what is meant by problem solving
(and other terms_ such as "scientific literacy7)wm could begin to answer'a
variety of practical and important questions such as the following: How do we

operationally define problem solving? How do we differentiate' appropriate
problem-Solving teaching from inappropriate or poor instruction? What percent

of our teachers attempt to teach problem solving? How do teachers'
definitions of problem solving compare to those called for_in curriculum
reform efforts? How do teachers whose definitions of problem solving
correspond with those advocated.in_the curriculum reform teach (or structure
their classes) problem solving? What is appropriate and inappropriate about
present curriculum experiences for students?

Filudi invested in development designed to clarify intended curriculum
reform could use new technology (as well as decribe it); For examplei
COMpetentteachers who include problem-solving instrt^tion in_their curricula
could be identified and videotaped and these tapes could be shown to other
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teachers to demonstrate techniques_ and activities-which characterize effective
problem-solving instruction. We therefore believe that if classroom teachers,
educatord, and scientists are given sufficient funds it would be possible to
identify and develop more appropriate curricula and to demonstrate them more
effectively' than the rapid innovation that has characterized past change in
American curricula allows. As any student of_educational history realizet,
attempts to clarify terms involved in curriculum reform efforts (discovey
learning, open education, process Science, new mathematics) have traditionally
come only after a reform hie been tried and subsequent evaluative data are

negative or uninterpretable. If conceptual clarity were achieved,and
implementation measures constructed, it would be possible for empirical
research conducted in 1984 and 1985 to determine whether new curricula had
positively affected students' skills and interest in science and mathematical.

Although we do not advocate a national curriculum, we do believe that the
delineation of key curriculum and instructional terms is important; For
example, there Are many questions concerning instruction about an important
mathematics concept like "variable:" When should it be lobtroduced in-the

curriculum? What should follow?' These are issues that individual school
districts cannot adequately resolve with existing budgets and personnel.

In essence, each -day in American classrooms,_thousands Of informal "field
experiments'ondiar when teachers use their own approaches to present various
concepts or principles contained in school curricula; There is growing _

eVidence some teachers cannot improve upon the poor quality of text_materiale
(because of inadequate backgrounds in science and mathematics) and thus distort

the concepts they intend to teach, so -that many students' misunderstandings of

some concepts are not corrected* dedpitt instruction. Furthermore* research

on instruction in specific scientific concepts in 14 fifth-grade classes
(Eatbh, Anderedn, and Smithi in press) demonstrates that many students bring

to the CladdrOOM miiconcepti-ons about scientific concepts such as light_arid

vision; In this study, some misconceptions were reinforced by_the_ textbook and

the accompanying teacher's guide. ;. It is therefore notsurprising_that even
after 6 weeks of instruction, three fourths of the students studied still held
basic misconceptions about these concepts (see Brophy; 1982 for a detailed

discussidn of teacher distortion of intended instruction and dependence on

textbook materials);

Because _many teachers do rely heavily on tettbnOkia-and-reachers!guides
for instruction, any attempt -at r . tion must

necessarily include a careful etradination_of_textbodkai Freeman, Knhs, _

Porterj Flodehj SChMidt, and Schwille (in press) suggest that the textbook A'

teacher uses largely determines the curriculum students receive. However,

thede investigators found that the mathematics curricula presented in four_

textbook series which dominate the_markervary considerably;_ They also found

Considerable differences between the content of various textbook series and

that measured by some standardized mathematics achievement tests.

One recent criticism of the science curriculum is that it_is passive,_that

students learn the knowledge of science (facts, concepts) findings...generated

by others), but have little opportunity to engage in the process of science;

Telling such teachers to include more science process and less content in
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their curricula is es likely to add to the problem as to correct it Such a
recommendation would be variously interpreted and implemented. In addition to
study to provide a.pdrPose_and direction to general curriculum reform; we need
research and development that will help teachers understand major scientific
concepts and learn alternative ways in which such concepts can be taught (to
determine_how the general goals of curriculum reform could be implemented in
specific instances).

Although there is evidence that effective instruction can make important
differences in how much students learn and retain, most of this research has
not examined the leang of specific and subject matter concepts in
particular contexts. Some funds should be designated for identifying
important curriculum concePts, devising interesting ways to present those'
concepts and/or to allow students to discover them. Such work could be
completed at a national 'eve' by teams composed of teachers, educators; and
scientists. UItimateri the value of such work should be tested by empirical
research.

We suggest that teachers would benefit from viewing_Videotapes oS _

Competent, talented teachers conducting_classroom activities related to key
concepts or issues (voriablei quantam theory, place value, equivalent
fractions). Although it would be impossible to film instruction in many
concepts (at least iiattailY), it seems important to assemble video libraries
that illustrate the process or problem-solving skills called for in relation
to particular concepto (is well as to the areas of science and mathematics
generally; Carefm14 selected video lessons would be an improvement over most
classroom observation, and videotapes could be supplemented by discussion of
salient aspects of teoehiog_situations. _The potential is especially great in
science; where time loPae Photography and other techniques can allow students
to observe the- efforts pf an intervention or to see change occurring over time
periods, and thus to %et the benefits of an experiment, when actually doing
one experiment in the class might be too expensive or time consuming, or
otherwise unfeasible; k variety of technological advances have occurred in
the past decade; but reaching has been largely unaffected by them. Such
development work is olleap ana relatively straightforward; and it is therefore
surprising that so little has taken place.

Ultimately, such work might lead to a better understanding of issues such
as _productive_ strate_fie*s can use, problems or Misunderstandings
students are likely15.4ed2P when attempting-to learm-contepts1 -how these
misconceptions can_be_detedted- and what SPedific strategles-teachers -Cat Use
to help students undetstandinm, Such basic information
could vastly imProve elementary and secondary education in -this country. Some
research in this area 048 been completed (see Brophy, 1982), but it has not
been organized around /Mportant subject matter concepts.

SimulationtatrricublOemat
_

Considering that reehnologY _can also make complex phenomena concrete and
accessible to-students, one_wonders why more first-rate simulations and videos
illustrating- scientific processes are not available. For example; some of the
complex time motion coocepts-in physics are easy to depict on video; Video-

.
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tapes of important experiments in science would do much to allow students to
see scientific data being collected and to witness the process of knowledge

being accumulated over time until_it has practical consequences. Appropriate,
selective use of a few demonstrations of the scientific process could help

students to develop a respect for the need to measure carefully, -to change
perceptions as data accumulate, etc.. Naturally, videotapes would not be a
substitute for students' actual. conduction of, or involvement with, science
experiMeits.

Although curriculum goals are affected by local needs and preferences, the
cost of producing exemplary scientific videos and simulation activities is so
high that few school districts could afford to develop thew. However, once
produced at the national level, they would be valuable roseorces for many
school districts.

Several participants at the conference suggested that few students
actually apply the principles of science before they pursue advanced degrees.
Legislation presently being acted upon in Congress involves expenditures for
the purchase of new scientific equipment as well as the repair of existing
laboratories. Studenti undoubtedly need laboratories if they are to practice
science; however, many teachers will need training in order to use new
equipment.

Improving curricula and bringing technology into schools where_teachers
are not prepared to use them will create massive training needs which will

require attention_and funds. For example, local districts will, need help in

acquiring, maintaining, add:using new equipment appropriately; National- _

research and development activities should be conducted to help local sChdol
districts evaluate their success in training inservice teachers to use new
curricula and equipment;

Teacher Education

If the public school_ curriculum is to be improved, then careful attention_

must_ be paid to the teacher education curriculum and funds need to be invested

(as Lanier age. Porter suggested)to study the relationship between knoWledge

of mathematics and science and classroom teaching. We need to know the

content of teacher education programs if duch_programs are to be evaluated and

improved. Unfortunately, we have a paucity of reliable information about how

teacher education programs affect teachers' beliefs, knowledge, and skills and

how short-term training influences long-term teaching performance.

Although some teacher education progrAMe are helping teachers learn about

and utilize technology (computers, video simulation; etc.), we suspect that

many are not. Teacher education institutions face complex decisions as they

attempt to allocate scarce resources: For example; they must decide whether

teachers Should be familiar with computer simulations or'be able to design

Simulations. That is, should teachers merely know where to obtain computer
software or should they know how to improve inadequate software themselves?

Another important issue Which teacher education institutions must address

concerns whether elementary teachers should be trained as generalists (as most

currently are) or as specialists. In order to possess a thorough knoWledge of
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subject,matter in any area, multiple, diverse curriculum materials and
relevant instructional techniques, elementary_ teachers may need to be trained

as specialists. Such training may be especially 1:tete-diary for effectively
teaching a subject such as science, where new information and developments
occur rapidly.

It seeMd_tO us that some Federal support and subsequent research (guided
by Sgencied like the National Institute of Education and the National'Science
Foundation) could help to indicate in more detail how scarce resources can be
used advantageously in teacher education programs. It would_be pointless and
wasteful for each school district to develop its own curricula and programs
for improving the technologically-related skills of teachers and students.

Classroom Research

Clarification of curriculum goals in mathematics and science should make
possible focused but comprehensive research on instruction in important topfds
in mathematics and Science. To obtain curriculum goals, however, it will be
necessary to conduct basic research on classroom processes related to these

goals. In this section we will describe an important but neglected curriculum

area in mathematics, problem solving. This discussion illustrates why
research is desirable if improvements are to be made in classroom instruction

and in learning.

In a recent examination of much of the mathematics education literature,

we found many statements concerning how problem solving should be taught;
however, we found no caraul analyses_ of classroom instruction in problem

solving. There are critiques of textbookS and critical and insightful
examinations of student performance; Indied, some of the research

illustrating that Student8 can answer mathematital problems correctly without

understanding them is quite important and intriguing. Still, it is curious

that nowhere in the literature can we find statements describing,what taketi

place when teachers teach problem solving. How do classroom teacherti define
problem solving and how do they attempt to teach it? HoM much time is spent

on problem solving? At present, there are no dependable data with which to

answer such questions. seems to us_that if one wants to improve the

mathematical problem-solving ability of students in American classrooms, these

questions must be answered.

Thud, mathematics educators should conduct observational studieS of

claatiroomS during instruction in problem solving, particularly in cladarooms

.13a teachers who are especially adept st teaching problem Solving. There are

both theoretical, conceptual, and empirical reasons for conducting such,

studies. Polya (1966) notes that solving problems is very much a practical

art and, like swimming or playing the piano, it can be learned only by

imitation and practice. He suggests that in order to become a problem solver,

one has to sole- g,problemi. He points out that one of the ways students can
become more skfried at problem Solving ia b; having active teachers who can

demonstrate the process by formulating choices carefully and can illustrate

ways in which to deal with proposid problems. We realize that there are many

alternatiVe ways to characterize problem solvink.; howeverPolyea emphasis_ is

plauSible and provides a rationale for examining ongoing classroom instruction.
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Similarly, I:- .,.:Z7a_that_students_are deficient in other important _ _

mathematic, 'zch "problems" can Also be remedied through careful
tibseTIP!tle-, experimentation (for some recent work on estimation skills,
see AOTT. iAstgen, 1981).

There isftmple documentation from the mid 1978's and early 1980's that we
can gain'maluable information by studying competentteachers. Several_
extensive research programs funded by the National_Institute of Education
provide observational evidence that teachers vary in how they think,_act,_and
use time in_the classroom. Furthermore, these variations among teachers have
been related to student achievementin several field experiments (see Gage,
1983; Brophy, 1979; 1983; and Good, Grouww. and Ebmaier, 1983).

We know considerably more about claLaroom teething that we did a decade
ago. In'1973, our information about the_effects of classroom conditions on
student achievement was weak.and contradictory. It the ensuing ten years
research (much of it influenced by funds and coordination from the National
Institute of Education) on basic skill instruction, especially in reading and
mathematics, has from a state of confusion to a point where several
successful experiments !lava been conducted. These studies, in contrast to
less sophisticated and often methodologically flawed research that_ took place
in the past, illustrate that teacher behavior can significantly affect student
achievement.

Furthermore, there is evidence that the skills effective teachers use can
be taught to other teachers. In building a program of active mathematics

, Good and Grouws (1979) began by observing how more and less
effective teachers (using student performance as the operational defiAitian of
effectiveness) taught,._ We combined -this information with other research in
order to build_a teaching program that could be tested in intact classrooms;
Findings shaved that the program 1 :; k vlsitiva impact on student learning and

that most teachers could-impleamu: Otz togram without much difriculty. We

felt that too much mathematics Ooi* In ,..tementary_schools invoIVes a brief

teacher presentation and a long perird'of seatwork. Such brief explanations
before seatwork danot allow for meatingfill and successful practice of
concepts that have_been taught; and the conditions necessary for students to
discover or use principles on their own, are also lacking. The program helped

some teachers to overcome these problems.
_ .

The argument here is that much, can -be learned from the serious study of

practice. As Flowers, Lanier, and Kelly noted, many myths about educational_
practice exist, in part; because we possess -few data with which to describe
practice. .What data we do have indicate that teaching practice is much_more

varied than most people currentlyltelieve and hence,_ simple, generalizeC
recommendations (e.g., increase time on task) -Wig diomare harm then.goad.

Some participants at thisconference suggested that teachers need to talk less

and let students_do more science.; However, in many clagaroomsi teachers

hardly talk at all And students left to complete dismal "science"
worksheets. 1_In such classrooms, teachers should talk more (about the meaning

of- science; the concepts being studied) and students do not, need to do more

science, but a different science. Curriculum reform without descriptive

research is. in our opinion, seIf'defeating.
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Although much recent research examines basic skill instructionAere is
reason to believe that other processes could be effectively studied by the
observation - development -field experiment research approach described above
If goals of curriculum reform and key concepts are identified, research could
be directed at these areas.

The focus of such future work should not be limited to teachers. A
similar observational model for understanding mathematics learning has been
used by Krutetskii (1976) to study how excellent students attempt to learn
mathematics. Also, as noted earlier, a growing number of researchers are
interested in student behavior (e.g., time on task) and perceptions (Do they
view problem-solving assignments as a challenge?), and such work can help to
make instruction more effective (see for example, Peterson and Swing, 1982;
Weinstein, 1983).

Many strategies for promoting effective learning are not common aspects, of
classroom practice and thus the study of practice is not the only way to bring
about desirable change. For example, Rosenshine (1983) demonstrates that
successful school programs can be achieved through systematic thinking and
development independent of sustained observation of teachers.

Our purpose here is not to identify research areas, questions, or
paradigms that merit supporti We do wish to suggest a general direction which
we believe some future research s'aouid take.

Past research has been aimed at the curriculum, or teachers, or student's.
As we stated earlier, if research is to be effective, its context -must be
focused. Rowever, Within the particulars of a given research study (e.g.,
middle school science classes), and -Subject matter issues that are being
studied as well as how teachers and students think and behave when they study
particular concepts. Furthermore, curriculum research tends to examine
content, sequence, and pace issues and to ignore what teachers and students do
when they actually study curriculum.

We also believe that teachers an' students need better science textbooks
and teachers need manuals to help them understand the concepts and processes
they teach. Without better materials and better illustrations of effective,
teaching/learning environments, students' scie tific literacy will not improve.

More complete theories of instruction in thematics and science (and of
instruction generally) must also be developed; Lee Shulman suggested at this
conference that there should be more structure to classroom instruction, and
that students' understanding and knowledge of a subject should accumulate and
develop over time. According to Shulman, the last short story taught in an
English class or the last unit in an algebra course should be taught/learned
somewhat differently than_the first material, because students hopefully have

concepts, principles, and procedures for analyzing stories and
problems. However, we have no instructional theories which enable us to
examine these issues and little extant empirical data upon which to build such
theories. As Bruner (1966) noted, a theory of instruction needs to describe
the ways in which knowledge and concepts can be effectively sequenced so that
students' understanding of instruction is enhanced.
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Recognition of Teachers

In a variety of ways conference participants expressed their belief that
teachers need more pay, recognition, public cupeert, and better Working
conditions. We agree. Many teachers have difoic:It jobs, are poorly paid,
and are frequently the targets of societal cr...xism. However; we must

recognize that there is variation among teachers; Unfortunately, educators."
researchers, the public,,andeven teachers suggest that most teachers behave
alike ind.havesimilareffects (whether positive or negative) on studints.
For exampIej some conference participants suggested that teachers are not
capable of modeling problem -solving. strategies, and_ other researchers
indicated that most teachers teach mathematics in the-dame unproductive
fashion,Others suggested that the study of teacher behavior has been
unproductive and recommend that research address other areas. We submit that
theit generalizations about teachers and teaching often result from the
failure torecognize variations in teaching performance. In reality, ease
teachers _are worthy of emulation and others are not; some offer exciting,
productive classrooms_ and others' classrooms are poorly organized and taught;

and little productive learning occurs.

Because of society's failure to recognize and to reward satisfactorily
competent teachers, Imlay, teachers (particularly the best anes)_bave left _

teachlig. They_do not want to work at an occupation that has low pay, little
intellectual stimulationi and little opportunity for advance-tient. As
Wimpelberg and King (1983) state, "To endure the conditions accompanying life

as a tpncher, the person must have elaborate support systems, unusually high
come_ment to the roles and tasks of the job, or--on the negative side--no

rcz..t. occupational alternatives." Many conference participants pointed out

that teacher salaries (especially those of experienced teacOrs) ard_too low
and that teachers continue to obtain salary increments that are considerably

less than those of other white-collar worker!. There appears to be widespread

and growing dissatisfaction among teachers with their pay and professional

status.

Schlechty and Vance (1983) present data Which indicate that too *toy of

the most effective teachers %re leaving the profeasiosrand that many Students

with higher'aptitsdes no longer enter teacher education programs. Despite

evidence that the pool of bright students seeking enrollment in teacher
education programs'is declining,.some teacher education progress still attract

'qualified candidates. For examplet at the University of Missouri, students

Who enter the teacher education program rank at the 70th percentile of their

high school classes (this figust has remained stable for 10 years).
'

Though we face a serious problem at present, it is still a savable one.

However, after another twoto five years of neglect (particularly cif the

salary issue) and the...joss of a higher percentage of capable teacheYs, the

situation may become unmanageable: Because of a decline in the overall
quality-of teachers,,it is more difficult for an individual twachir to be

effective. Furthermore, because of increased public concern over the

performance of public schools, there ts a growing unwillingness to fund public

educition. .
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There is much that can and shouId_be corrected in many teacher edddation
prokrams and in public schools. Besides_ increased pay, there are other ways

in which teachers can be compensated. For example, more documentation of
teschers',preferences concerning the'conditions and prOfeddiOnal duties
associated with teaching would be useful. AMong the many options that could
be used to improve teaching_ conditions: summer employment opportunities in
tusiness_or industry ;_ reducing record keeping and other clerical duties; three
to four hodrs a Week during the school day for planning; release time to
obserVe_Other:teadhera, discuss instructional strategies, and view classroom
filMA_With other teachers; the -chance to specialize (Why should elementary
school teachers be asked to_belmowledgeable in several subjects?); helping

'educators and researchers to develop curricula; free college tuition for
computerand'science classes; more involvement hy college and business
personnel in,actuaI classroom instruction; and preparation of learning_aida.
Although moat current legislation is incer4ed to encourage persons-to become
mathematics and science teachers, the contions of teaching must be altered
so it becomes a more challenging* interesting occupations We are espedially
,encouraged by proposals that advocate bringing non-teachers W the classroom

to share knowledge anl expertise.

In the final_section of the paper, we would like to di. !as a salary plan

that has_received considerable attention, and the possibil of national_

study and development to help guide local school districts in devising salary

plans and allocating resources.

Master Teacher

We have suggested ma ways in Which teaching can -be made more attractive

and prestigious: seriouslstudy of teachers; the sharing of teachers' successes

with the public; raising salaries; improving working conditions; and altering

teachers' duties Crole). _Yet another_wayto improve teachers' morale and
classroom performance, and thus to attract more talented persons to teaching,

is to identifV and reward exceptional teachers;

Teach-era who achieve excellence in classroom instruction, curriculum

..!eVelopment, and supervision and training of other teachers should be identi-

fied and rewarded. Unfortunately, teachers who have taught for seven to ten

years and rho have similar training receive similar compensation, irrespective
of whether they work 35 houri a week and perform dismally,in the classroom or

work 75 hours a week and perform superbly. The reward structure of teaching

is flat funstaged) and salaries are usually based on years of classroom

teaching and the number of postgraduate courses completed; There is IttIe
opportunity for advancement, and most teachers reach the apex of the ;:alary

schedule in about 15 years. At the conference, Terrel Bell, Secretary of the

Department of Education, also advocated increased pay for'master teachers.

However, the potential advantages of a Master Teat, : plan are not assured,

and all incentive plans have problems. Parip1.sticiantsattico
that-the-problear_facing American schools was a dedline in gemeTa3--teachar

Morale-and_that this problem needs actention if the-teacheb-r--almatage-in_matbe-

ataticil one _science is to be remedied. The Present pay of average teachers is
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much too low, and if funds for master teachers' ealary increases_come_at the
expense of upgrading teachers' salaries generally (a Commouteacherobjection
to this plan),_general teacher morale is likely tb be negatiVely affected.
However, most differential pay plans proposed to date require 'that fundseW'd
added to educational budgetsi money -is -not being taken from some teachers
pay others. To the extent that funds for_mester teachers are part of_a p,
tO increase the salaries of all teachers (at least to some degree), this is an
encouraging strategy to explore. .

1

i

\'

___Others argue that decisions about who should be designated master teachers
will cause dissension among_ teachers. First, many teachers believe they are
outstanding teachers and will,be disappointed when.not\seiected as master
teachers, . Furthermore, some fear that the_ Criteria forseIectionwill relate
more to political savvy than to teaching skill or subject matter knowledge.

I

However, the obvious fact that reliable criteria Will_ be difficult to
establish does not mean that we shotild not ivy to define\levels or stages of
professional advancement in teaching. We mast be certain,, though, to define
the criteria carefully, revise and review such criteria periodically, and
seriously study_relatei issues (who sets the criteria, how judgments are
actually made) if such plans are to work. i

While re-Wards for teachers are important, a large measure of the value of
such a plan lies in the discussion it encourages about what; constitutes
excellence -in teaching as citizens, pubIit officials, teachers, and teacher
educators debate this issue._ A_focus on excellence-in teaching would help to
identify positive aspects of schooling and enablt the publicto become more
aware of the complexities of teaching. An increased public awareness Might
lead to greater gains for all teachers (i.e., an increased, puhlic Willingness
to fund higher salaries); Further, master teache '4Ieno could add to our
knowledge of classroom practice and increase our city to illustrate to
other_teachers strategies that are particulaily ' lasting or et/active. For
example, master.tLachers could use Videotapes of ,,!* clasarcOm performance,
curricUlum_units they- have developed' or student._ pro 'lets in\ order to assist
in the training of other teachers. I

,

'We suspect that master teacher Plans, will have more effect in some school
districts than in others and that in too many cases funds wilIlbe spent in wage
that will not encourage or reward competent teachers. Many plans address the
im,,,:ovement of teaching generally and the need for_naster teachers (see_for _
example,Schlechty and Vance, 1983). HOwever, an immediate attempt to identify
and examine issues and problems associated with the implementz.tino of master
teacher piens and alternative ways of responding to theae_probl'tms would
involve money veil spent to provide important technical and conCepruaI support
to local school. Ixstricts. -:.thouah local districts =id to identify and to
reward thoae school processes_ and products that they value,_it reems_a waste _-

to rtquire every school diarrict to address a number of sophistitated technical
questione that require the_attention of ecDnomists,_psycbologist (How much
money Is neu-ssary for rea: incentive?), sociologists (Bow can t e potentially
oivisive effects of zowetition be, minimized? How should careariadders be

i
structured?), as we s3 classroom researchers, subject matter s ecialistai
and measurement specialists. If the plan is to work, serious co ceptuadstudy
musroccur. It will probably_be necessary to define several stages in the
tek.ching career ladder (each involVing extra c,.Apensation) towara Lite final
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status of a master teacher. At each stage teachers' professional duties could
expand to include curriculum deyelopment, assisting with research, and super-
vision and training of ofer teachers.

£onc1us -ta *c
413

The shortage of qualified mmathematics and science teachers is an important
problem that merits immediate expenditures and action. There is considerable
evidence that science_is_infrequentiy taught in elementary_schooIs (e.g.,
Ebmeier and;Ziomek, 1983). Furthermore, participants at this_conference gene-
rally agreed that instruction in mathematics-and science is often inadequatej
however, because of a_lack of research in this area, few participants described
specific changes *itch are needed. Not only do we need'more and better
qualified teachers, -we must'also have improved_curricula,_textbookJ,_
instructional theories, and procedures for making mathematics and science more
meaningful. Although it may be appropriate -that some additional time should
be spent on mathematics and science instruction, the -quality of the curriculum
and the quality of teaching should be our most important concern;

Before science and mathematics curricula and instruction are altered
effectively, however, educators, researchers4 mathematicians, citizens, and_
teachers must comprehensively assess the curriculum and instruction currently
offered in American schools in order to make intelligent decisions about
changes which are necessary. This is because_ we_ not_ only need citizens_who
are slientifically literate, but citizens must also have a sense of history,
the ability to_express_themselves, !Aid an appreciation of and skills necessary
for participating in thn democratic process, etc;

It ip clear that the entire American public school curriculum needs
serious 2curly. We believe that many courses in the present curriculum are
unneeded aro that evaluation and reform of general currictila_are necessary
steps if we are to take appropriate actions in reforming mathematics and
science curricula.

Long-termsolutions_ara_ponnible and funds should be invested in national
resear'll and develoilment._ The problems related to curricula, teacher
shortages, technology, and instruction are general ones. Local school
districts currently have limited options for addressing such issues (e.g.,
they-can ch,ose among poor curriculum series). Hdwever, State and local
dtst4icts c&!i utilize the results of national research and development to
examine more alternatives and criteria for making decisions about improving
curriculum and instruction.
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